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Mr. J. B. Martin, Regional A,fm{gjgtpgtop k**

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Region Y ceO
1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368

ATTN: Mr. D. Kirsch

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-76
Docket No. 50-323
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2

i Responses to Allegations

Dear Mr. Martin:

NRC Region V letters dated August 28 and October 22, 1984, forwarded a number
of allegations for PGandE's evaluation, investigation, and response. On
October 18, 1984, PGandE responded to the subject matter of 65 of these
allegations. Enclosed is PGandE's response to the remaining allegations
identified in those letters. PGandE believes that the evaluations and
investigations conducted resolve these allegations for both Units 1 and 2*

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincer
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cc: G. W. Knighton
H. E. Schierling ;
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PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343

ENCLOSURE

The following allegations are addressed in this enclosure:

71 5 911 1221 1310

753 91 5 1223 1311

758 91 7 1225 1312-
77f 925 1241 1313

776 1435 1242 1314

787 927 1408 1315

781 937 1459 1317

792 938 1243 1318
1245 1319795 939
1246 1320801 944

802 945 1247 1321

803 946 1248 1322
1249 1324805 949

81 2 950 1250 1333
1257 133481 4 954

81 7 955 1265 1339

81 8 971 1275 1340

822 977 1276 1341

841 981 1281 1342

842 994 1282 1346
843 995 1283 1347

844 1008 1284 1348
849 1026 1290 1349
855 1055 1305 1350
856 1061 1306 1351

857 1117 1307 1352
869 1199 1293 1353
875 1456 1294 1354
933 1200 1295 1355
934 1201 1296 1360
982 1211 1299 1361
904 1212 1301 1362
906 1213 1304 1363
907 1215 1308 1406
908 1216 1309 1409
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NRC Allegation 90715 |
Allegation Description:

Pre-1981 "as-built" review were perfomed without
specifications (rebuke previous PGandE response).

This subject was previously addressed in response to Allegations III-42 and

III-38 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984 The

previous allegations and responses are attached hereto.

.

)

.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M -1- October 30, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0715
Reference : DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 1 of 3

"

III-42 -

,

'

It is alleged that:
1

\
-

'

13. " Weld installation reviews performed early in the
|design verification program (1981) consisted of reviewing.
;;

all available as-built information and performing plant |
'

walkdowns to obtain additional information.' '

Response: The "as-built" of 1981 and previous "as-built"
performed by Pullman were performed without afty universal
standard or specification by untrained and sometimes-
unqualified inspectors. Yhisprocessdidnotprovide
enough accurate inforisation to adequately assure a,

'

comprehensive repair program. (See, e.g., use of;

meaningless terus for engineering work, such as " heavy )i weld", that came out of the walkdowns. Page , supra.
| (Undated Anon. Aff., Attachment 5, at 13.)
4

This allegation consists of unsupported opinion. The issue of " heavy

weld" was cddressed above (111-38). The Pullman personnel performing

as-built reviews are qualified in accordance with ESD 235 and 237.

The process is conducted using the universal standards found in
'

ESD 223. These procedures were applicable long before 1981.

.

I

|

|

,
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0715
Reference: DCL-84-243' i

Dated: June 29,1984
.Page 2 of 3gg g,g

It is alleged that:
.

P. There is *[rlegular communication between engineering
and construction personnel on weld design and intent."

Response: To my knowledge, the on1 such regular
;~ communication has been between the { Quick-Fix Engineer",

and a " Field Engineer" on specific problems with hangers in
question on an as needed basis, not on a scheduled basis. I

In most instances only the " engineers" involved with the
problem would have an intimate knowledge of the solution. '

Historically, the inadequate communication left a pathetic,

record. In one instance, a Bechtel team member "as-built"
a support. He was apparently untrained in weld. 'g symbols ;

and inspection. This is evidenced by his report statinq >

" heavy weld all around". How can you factor " heavy weld
all around" into a hanger stress calculation, or assure
that it has an " effective heavy throat?" No one

,

connunicated to us what was intended. You just had to
guess.

The contentions identified in this rebuttal are sufficient
to confirm that communication between department managers
is still lacking also. (Undated Anon. Aff., Attachment 5,4

at 11-12.);

The Project's response was not meant to imply regularly scheduled

tmeetings in a formal environment. The regular meetings referenced

were, in fact, the very ones the alleger acknowledges from his own

experience.,

| The " heavy-weld all around" example cited does not support a lack of

connunication. This note was placed on the drawings before the l

"Bechtel team" was even on the job. This issue was previously

responded to in PGandE letter DCL-84-166 to the NRC, dated April 30,

1984, page 89:
!

!

f
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0715
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: Jene 29,1984
Page 3 of 3.

During the Project's Corrective Action Program, certain
pipe support as-built drawings were found to contain
incomplete weld descriptions, such as the example
" Heavy-weld all around." When an incomplete weld
description was found, the support was analyzed assuming
the weld did not exist; or, if it was necessary to include
the weld in the analysis, a documented reinspection was
performed to accurately describe the weld. This follow-up
docimentation was incorporated in the design calcuations-

and as-built drawings. Contrary to the allegation, the 1

analysis was proper, j

l

)
|
1

!

!
.
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|NRC Allegation #0753

Allegation Description:

AWS inspector stamps issued to non-level II inspectors,
i.e. to level I inspectors.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

HP Foley issued AWS stamps to inspectors who were not level
II inspectors.

Contrary to the allegation, Howard P. Foley Company (Foley) has not issued AWS

stamps to Level I or Level II inspectors. Although AWS issues stamps and
.

certification documentation to inspectors who have successfully passed the AWS

welding test examinations, "AWS stamps" are neither permitted nor used onsite

by any Foley employee.

It is true, however, that prior to April 1983, Level I and Level II ir.spectors

were issuea identification stamps. The identification stamps issued were not

AWS stamps, but were part of the Foley certification program, and they were

used only for identification purposes. There was no difference between a

Level I or Level II stamp, nor was there a level indicated on the stamp.
.

Since April 1983 Foley has issued identification stamps only to Level II

inspectors. The Level I inspectors who had previously been issued

identification stamps were required to return their stamps to management. The

Foley certification program has been audited by numerous groups and has been

found to be in compliance with Foley's Quality Assurance Manual.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M -2- October 30, 1964
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NRC Allegation #0758
-,

Allegation Description:

Hanger #24-20R-welds on lug attachments are not as
specified.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Hangers #24-2 and/or #24-24R, welds on lug attachment are
not as specified. Hangers are on recirc charging pump, CCW
supply and return lines.

,

The welds on lug attachments for hangers 424-2 and #24-24R were originally

welded in 1976 per PGandE orawing 051360. Drawing 051360 called for a full

penetration weld on the lug attachments. When the welds were made, each was

inspected and found to be acceptable per drawing 051360.

:

In early 1984, the hangers were inspected in preparation for the modifications;

;

.

to be performed as part of the verification program. The modifications called
4

for a full penetration weld with a 3/16-inch fillet cap on the lugs. Although

the welds in question had originally been accepted, the inspector was required

to reverify the earlier work. Due to the fillet cap on the original weld, the

size of the full penetration weld could not be verified.
i

,

The matter was referred to OPEG for engineering review. OPEG determined that

the 3/lb-inch fillet cap alone would meet design requirements without the full
'

penetration weld. Thereafter, the work was completed, the as-builts were

submitted to San Francisco engineering for approval, and approval was received.

I

i
j

i PGandC Letter No.: DCL-84-343 ,

0119s/0022M -3- October 30, 1984 i
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NRC Allegation #0776

Allegation Description:

Visual inspection of the first weld pass was missed 10% of
the time.

kRC Allegation Paraphrase:

(Atkinson) alleger vault audit found inspection reports
missing visdal inspection sign off of first (ruot) pass,
10% of the time.

Field Erection Inspection form FE-1, as described in GFACo Quality Control

Procedure QCP-3, " Structural Steel Erection," lists the specific inspection

items to be documented in sequence for each specific weld. These include

" weld preparation and fit-up," "first pass /10 percent inspection," and " visual+

inspection" (completed weld). If any missing item on form FE-1 could not be

verified by contact with the responsible QC inspector, the missing information

would be documented through an NCR and corrective action could include

reinspection, removal of the weld, or acceptance as-is after review.

Considerigg,the sequential nature of the inspection requirements on fann FE-1,

it is improbable that any inspection point would be missed with a greater than

random frequency, certainly not the 10% rate indicated in the allegation.

'

..

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343 |
0119s/0022M -4- October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegations #0778 and 0787
1

Allegation #0778 Description:

Inspections were documented "after the fact".

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

(Atkinson) inspections on weld records in vault were
documented "after the fact", from inspector's memory.
Sometimes months later.

Allegation #0787 Description:-

Inspections were backfit, such as visual inspection after
the fact - too late, can't verify.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Atkinson inspections were back-fitted for work that was not
fully documented right the first time. Sometime the flaws
were in the missing inspectien area. A visual inspection
after it's finished is too late.

Field Erection Inspecticn form FE-1, as described in GFACo Quality Control

Procedure QCP-3, " Structural Steel Erection," was used to document bolting and

welcing inspections for each connection. Each form FE-1.was filled out over
'

the duration of the wela, not necessarily on the same shift by the same

inspector. In those cases where a fann FE-1 was incomplete, either during the

welding sequence or as determined by documentation review "in the vault." the

responsible QC inspector or lead inspector for the area in which the weld was

located would be contacted. If the inspection action could not be verf fled,

tne incomplete or missing information was either verified through reinspection

or documented through an NCR. Corrective action could include further;

i reinspection (e.g., NDE), removal of the weld, or acceptance as-is af ter

review. Inspections were either documented as they occurred or within a

reasonable period of time thereafter.

l

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M -5- October 30, 1964
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NRC Allegation #0781 ;

Allegation Description:

QC problems were handled infomally, by meno from night
shift to day shift.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Atkinson QC problems were handled informally, by meno from
night shift to day shift. There was no formal feedback to
nightshift, no way to really report back.

This subject was previously addressed in response to NRC Allegation Nos. 403,

422, 423, and 424 (paragraphs' 162,163, and 164) submitted in PGandE letter

DCL-b4-1 M dated May 29, 1984 The previous allegations and responses are

attached vereto. Paragraphs 162 and 163 of the previous response discuss the

use of memoranda by swing-shif t personnel as a basis for communication between

the swing-shift personnel and day-shift QC supervision. " Review by QC

supervision ensured that consistent answers or interpretations for all

potential deficier.cies...were always provided." There was no requirement that

a formal system be in place and the system in effect involving the use of

memoranda, albeit informal, provided an effective system for comununication

between shifts which was found to be acceptable and to the satisfaction of

virtually all individuals using the system.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M -6- October 30, 1984

//
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0781
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 1 of 3 |

~

NRC Allegations #t #422, #423 and #424

It is alleged that: .

12. I was instructed to report QA violations through
memoranda, and not to use the formal nonconformance ,

reporting system. My supervisor would decide if the
memorandum should be written up. This kept the NRC from
seeing the issues I raised. Everything was a private
aff air between the boss and myself.

9. The last day of my employment with Atkinson I observed
and reported welds that failed n inspection at about a 60*,
rate, due to deficiencies such as grossly undersized legs,
gross undercuts and rollover notches on the hort2ontal

' ' *

edges of the welds. There was so much slag in the
undercuts that I had to clean the welds just to see what

'

was there. The worst problem was that these welds had
already been QA-accepted. I looked at 100-150 welds up
half of one side of the fuel handling building, which means
that 60-90 bad welds previously had been accepted by my
supervisor.

10. I did not report the 60-90 bad welds in the fuel
handling building on a formal nonconformance form. Instead
on QA manager Mike Anderson's direct orders, I submitted
the results to him on one sheet, with no copies.

11. The reason for the informal quality report on the fuel
handling building melds is that Mr. Anderson already had
signed off to accept the welds which I just inspected. He

had accepted the welds without looking closely at them a
few weeks before the end of Atkinson's contract. He

explained to me that he had walked the line but hadn't bent ,

down. (Hedrick Aff. at 5.)

162. GFAto used a nonconformance reporting system which was establishec in

GFAto Quality Assurance Procedure QA-15 and Quality Control ProceMt

QCP.9. Fossible problems or nonconfomances identified by OC ins;e:to-s

were brought to the attention of QC supervision either through verbal

contact or through writter. notes, sketches, and memoranda. QC

supervision reviewed each item in relation to the PGandE specification,
4

code, and QC procedures. When appropriate, GFACo Project Engineering

/Z
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Attachment to
NRC All gation 0781
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 2 of 3

would be consulted and design questions would be presented to PGandE for

guidance, interpretations, and answers. At any point in this review by

QC supervision a formal NCR could be initiated after verification that

an item was, in fact, deficient or nonconforming.

, ,

163. The use of memoranda was especially important as a basis for

comunication by swing shift personnel to day shift QC supervision.

Review by QC supervision ensured that consistent answers or

interpretations for all potential deficiencies, including determination

of actual NCRs, were always provided.

1 64 In addition, Mr. Nedrick had alternative routes to present any quality

concern that he believed was not adequately addressed. He could, and in

fact did, comunicate directly with the swing shift PGamE inspector.

He could, but never did, communicate directly with the F'ACo cffsite QA

representative or with PGandE QA representatives, and he could, but to

E'G3ndE's knowledge did not, consnunicate directly to the WRC any such

quality concerns during the time of his employment with GFACo.

f

165. The incident referred to in Allegations 422, 423, and 424 relating tt
'

f uel handling building welds took place at the conclusion of the Grato

cont rac t. Pat Palomo, PGandE field engineer, identified unaccertatle

welds in the fuel handling building and corvnunicated this probler. to

GFACo. Mr. Hedrick was directed by the GFACo QA Manager, Mr. Anderson,

to inspect the welds and n.ake a list of any that were unacceptable as
,

the basis for an NCR. |

/3
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Attachment to
- NRC All:gaticn 0781

Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 3 of 3

1 66 The unacceptable welds were identified by Mr. Hedrick and were

documented on FACO NCR 331, which was initiated on August 28,1979 (Mr.

Hedrick's last day on the project was August 24, 1979). This NCR
,

specified that H. P. Foley Co. was to perfom and document all weld

repairs af ter FACO had lef t the site. FACO work in the fuel handling

building which was incomplete (including NCR 331) was listed in the

turnover of documentation to PGandE which in turn ass'gned the work to
.

H. P. Foley Co. FACO NCR 331 was superseded by Foley Inspection Report

54-22-1. Reinspection and rewort/ repair were completed by Foley on

October 9,1979. ,

167 No further corrective action is required.

,

k

,

e,

-
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NRC Allegation #0792

Allegation Description:

Poor drawing control in Pullman and Atkinson,

hRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Audit of drawings in Pullman, Kellogg and Atkinson, on
keeping current revisions on file, revealed poor drawing
Control.

An earlier, more specific allegation received from Mr. C. Stokes pertaining to

his concern that the quality of Pullman's work was seriously compromised by

lack of effective drawing control was answered at length in response to

Allegation III-63 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984.

The previous allegation and response are attached hereto.

The general nature of the instant allegation does not allow a similarly

detailed response. The allegation infers that Pullman, Kellogg, and Atkinson

did not keep their drawings updated te the latest revision. This is not

true. Since the beginning of the Diablo Canyon Project, drawing audits of .

contractors and PGandE disciplines have been conducted to ensure that the

latest revisions to the construction drawings are being used.

.

In view of the effectiveness of the drawing audits, no corrective action is

required.

.

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M -7- October 30, 1984
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Attachment to )
NRC Allegation 0792
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 1 of 4

'
.

111-43

It is alleged that: .

Another generic failure at Pullman that I think has
seriously compromised the quality of Pullman's wort is the

' lack of effective drawing control, and therfore [ sic]i

|
inadequate control of the design of the plant. The
drawings issued to the field for work often needed ,

modifications that were outside the tolerances allowed by
i
|

Pullman's procedums, the ESO's. Toacconglishthese
a system called " Quick Fix - later changeddesign changes'

in Unit 1 to Pipe Support Design Tolerance Clarification -
i was instituted. The Quick Fix fore is filled in by a
| Pullman field engineer and then cosigned by a Bechtel field
j engineer. Thus the quick fix was a change of design made.

in the field. The basis for these design changes was
' strictly a matter of the engineering judgement of the field

>

*

engineers as to what seemed like it would work. There was
| no requirement for any load or stress calculations. |

The situation to made worse by the manner in which Quick
4

i

! Fixes are often p mpared. Often they were hand drawn under
poor conditions and were in many cases impossible to

J

interpret. T!.e Quick Fix program was designed to expedite
construction, and therefore there was pressure to write:

Quick Fixes hastily. ,

1 Practically every drawing issued would require at least one
Quick Fix, and I have seen as many as thirty-five Quick-

Fixes for a single hanger. This can make interpretation
; very hard, because several Quick Fixes could address the .

':

| same item and describe different solutions. Some would
supersede and void portions of the drawing or of other
Quick Fixes, but it was difficult or, at times, impossible.

! to clearly understand what was intended.
f
i At times, a complete redesign occurred thorugh the use of!

The Quick Fix became the design, but theyQuick Fixes.were not controlled nor were they stamped as approved for
j construction as the original drawing was required to be,

indicating that they wers controlled copies, ready for use>

in construction.;

| Presumably, the completed work was submitted to PGAE for
!

reanalysis. However, because of the often confusing nature
| of Quick Fixes, and the lack of control I doubt that the j

drawings submitted to PG4E accurately reflect what exists
ji

j in the field. ;
1

i
; .

f
' &
i
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0792
R2ference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 2 of 4

I feel that considering the conditions and pressures that ,

we are [ sic] required to wort under, anything less than a l

clear and precise drawing to wort from is bound to promote i
'

i mistakes and faulty workmanship, and to leave the ultimate
quality of the installed work as a big question mark.
(3/21/44 Anon. Aff., Attachment g, at 6-8.)'

; Contrary to the allegation, design modifications which occurred by ,

: means of the Pipe Support Design Tolerance Clarification (PSDTC)

; program vers accomplished by use of controlled documents and a

controlled process. Regardless of whether the initial design
;

j solution to a construction problem was hand-drawn, the final

installation was as-built, received QC and QA inspection, and wasJ

h vcrified according to procedure by Engineering to ensure that the

i " front-line" solution met design and licensing criteria.
,

: !

l

{ It is true that there were occasions when the design issued to the

f field needed modifications which exceeded the limits of the authority
!

| granted to Pullman as set forth in its procedures. In such cases, i

I Pr* Posed modifications were initiated by the Pullman field engineer
:

{ and reviewed, approved, and numbered by the PSDTC engineer. ,

4

!

It is true many PSDTCs were hand-drawn; however, hand-drawn drawings |
c

t
! were clear and explicit. Mr. 5 tokes claims that many of these
;

,

; drawings were impossible to interpret; however, the craftsmen had no
: '

problem interpreting the drawings and constructing the hangers inI

i
'

accordance with the PIDTCs.
!
.

,

f

!7
.

-
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Attachment to
NRC A11cgation 0792
Refcrcnco: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 3 of 4

It is also true that some drawings required multiple modifications

for a single hanger. However, all PSDTCs that affected a large bore

hanger were assembled and transmitted along with the final as-built

drawing to San Francisco for final design acceptance. Pursuant to

pmcedure, Pullman field engineers prepared as-built drawings of the

hangers based upon all the infonnation contained in the hanger

package, including all PSDTCs. The as-built drawing was then

verified against the actual as-built condition in the field by

Pullman field engineers, and the final as-built drawing was verified

by Pullman QC and QA. This ensured that all PSDTCs that affected a

large bore hanger were accurately described on the final as-built

drawing sent to SFHO for engineering review.

Contrary to the allegation, Pullman effectively controlled PSDTCs and

prepared final as-built drawings for small bore hangers. The final

drawings were prepared by the Pullman field engineers to ensure that

they accurately depicted field conditions. Quality Control then

verified in the field that the drawings accurately depicted the field
.

conditions. The Pullman Quality Assurance review group then verified
j

that the final document package contained the original design and all

PSDTCs to ensure that each item that required a PSDTC was documented
|

in the final hanger package. The installed hangers received two
'

individual as-built inspections in addition to a final Quality

Assurance review to ensure that all design information was recorded.

Following all reviews, all necessary load-or-stress calculations were;

|

,/e'
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Attachment to
NRC Allcgation 0792
Refer:nce: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 4 of 4

performed when Project Engineering received the final as-butit

drawing for final as-built evaluation. The only difference between

the small and large bom process was that the final large bore hanger

package sent to SFHD for engineering mvfew contained the PSDTCs and'

the final as-built drawing; whereas, the small bore package sent to

OPEG for engineering review contained only the final as-built drawing

without the PSDTCs.
.

Contrary to the implication in the allegation, there was no

requirement to stamp the PSDTC as approved for construction because

the very existance of the signed-off PSDTC meant that the change was

approved for construction.

Mr. Stokes fails to recognize the totality of the PSDTC prwgram which

ensures that all changes receive the same level of engineering review .

and approval as a design originating in San Francisco and continues
#

to focus on his narrow role in tlw process.
,

O

|

i

/1
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NRC Allegation #0795

Allegation Description:

Work not perfomed in accordance with ESD's.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:.

Pullman work was not perfonned in accordance with ESD's.
Having the specification, procedures, and the prints, and
drawings does not guarantee that the emphasis was placed on
all portions of the specification. There were whole areas
of job involvement where particular portions of the
specifications were just flatly ignored. ,

Contrary to the allegation, particular portions of the specifications were not

" flatly ignored." The ESDs were originally developed based upon contract -

specifications. All work is required to be perfomed in accordance with the

ESDs. In some instances, it has been found that an ESD, as written, did not

adequately address the conditions in the field. When this occurred, a

different solution was proposed, reviewed, accepted, and utilized in

accordance with approved procedures set forth in the ESDs.

If and when work is found not to be in accordance with appropriate ESDs, the

deviation is documented on Deficiency Condition Notices (DCNs) or Discrepancy

Reports (DRs) and accepted, if appropriate, or reworked as necessary. All

work performed, and the related documentation, have been subjected to Pullman

QA, internal and corporate audits, PGandE audits and surveillance inspections,

third-party inspection by the ANI, ASME audits, and the NRC. At no time have

any of the above groups identified that the ESDs have been intentionally

ignored, or that there have been "whole areas of job involvement where

particular portions of the specifications were just flatly ignored." *

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343
bil9s/DD22M -8- October 3D,1984
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NRC Allegation #0801

Allegation Description:

QC could not reject work.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Regarding Atkinson work in 1978, QC could not always reject,
work. There was a particular gusset plate up in the
turbine building roof that was garbaged, the inspector,
foreman and welders wanted to tear it off and install a new
plate. The inspector rejected it and hung a red tag on it,
which bounced. Atkinson production management spent three
more days working on the subject plate before they gave up
and replaced it. Six man days of work could have been
saved, if original rejection of work was accepted.

.

This allegation was previously addressed in response to Allegation III-66

submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984. The previous

allegation and response are attached hereto. In relation to paragraph 14 of

the previous allegation, it should be noted that " tagged" work, i.e., work not

meeting specification requirements, could, as a field option, be either

repaired or replaced. In the example cited in the allegation, the plate was

replaced af ter repair efforts failed.
,

;

:

1

PGandE Letter ko.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M -9- October 30, 1964
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0801
Reference: DCL-84-243
Datedi June 29, 1984
Page 1 of 3.

III-66
t

! It is alleged that:
'

14. At management instructions production crews ignored
and/or removed hold tags I had issued. In fact, production
crews worked for thme days on the welds in one case. In
that instance even the production fonsan supported sqr
reject tag because he knew the welds could not pass
ultrasonic testing (UT) examination. Even the welder
wanted to hang a new plate. The techniques wem so poor,

that lack of fusion was a near certainty. But management

memorandum, enclosed as Exhibit 4)y 28,1978 swing
overrode the reject tag. (See Jul

.

I 15. Another instance where production crews removed the
| hold tags is described in the March 8,1979 swing
! memorandum, enclosed as Exhibit 5. production didn't take

arty metal out or remove the weld as they should have.
! Instead, crews just ground it down so you wouldn't know

that a weld was there. .

16. During the suuner of 1978 the hold tag log book was
i falsified to erase any reference to a hold tag I had
: handwritten. Consistent with usual practice I had issued

and logged in by hand hold tag 026 one evening. The hold
tag involved a violation that occurred from damage when an

j erection aid was removed from a gusset plate. In the
; process, about 1/4 inch divit had been ripped out fra.n the
. base metal when the erection aid was broken off. The next
j day after I filed my entry in the log the secretary t.ook

that page and on a new page typed the entries up to igy hold'

tag 026. Then she stopped and returned the typed version
! to the log. Eventually, someone else logged in a new hold'

| tag 026. Mine vanished. To my knowledge the violation was
! not fixed. A copy of the relevant log page is enclosed as
| Exhibit 6. (3/9/84 Hedrick Aff. at 6.)
:
1

The general subject of how " Hold" and " Reject" tags which were used

( to control questionable or rejectable work has been previously

discussed in msponses to WRC Allegations #408, #409, and f410 which

were filed with PGandE letter DCL-84-145, dated May 29, 1984. As

paragraph 14 of Mr. Hedrick's allegations appears to use " Hold" tag

and " Reject" tag interchangeably and the circumstances associated

22-
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Attachment to
NRC A11egaticn 0801
Reference: DCL-84-243.

Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 2 of 3

with the specific welds are therefore not cleef, it.16 impossible to'

respond to this allegation in detail. However, under no

circumstances was a generic management dimetive issued to ignore any-.

such tags issued by Mr. Hedrick. ,

Mr. Hedrick implies that once a " Hold" tag is issued, it may never be

.
removed by anyone other than the inspector who originally placed the

tag. This is untrue. In certain specific cases, if the welds were

in progress and could be ground out and ruwelded such that they would

pass a UT examination, the decision to continue with the welds

j (rather than cutting them out and starting over) was valid. In all
,

cases, a " Hold" tag could be removed after a determination of an
i

appropriate course of action or the acceptability of the existing;

i weld. Such a determination could only be made in conjunction with QA
4

!

j and/or Engineering. The ultimate acceptabilit;y of the welds would be

indicated on an inspection fom signed by a QC inspector.

|
'

Paragraph 15 of Mr. Hedrick's allegations relates to " Hold" tags

associated with excessive weave and oversized welds. These concerns:

were addressed in response to NRC Allegation #420 (Mr. Nedrick's

i Paragraph 7) which discussed the generic resolution of excessivei

weave and oversized welds. Further, as described in response to NRC

I
~ Allegation f416 (Mr. Hedrick's Paragraph 3), the identified excess

welding was ground down in preparation for UT inspection in
|

accordance with previously defined and accepted procedures.

M
- _ . .- . _ __._ - - - - - - - - - -
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0801
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 3 of 3

,

Mr. Hedrick's allegation that "the hold tag tog book was falsified"
,

was refuted in PGandE's response to MAC Allegations #408, #409, and

d410. That response indicated that "Apparently, Mr. Hedrick's ' Hold'

tag was incorrectly entered in the ' Reject Tags !ssued' log and

subsequent cormction of the log deleted thfs incorrect entry."
'

There were no requirements for the listing of a " Hold" tag unlessi

such a tag resulted in a nonconformance report (NCR). Had

Mr. Hedrick's " Hold" tag met this criteria and had it been entere'd in <

the proper log "NCR Hold Tags !ssued", it would not have been
1,-

! deleted. The work tagged 6y Mr. Hedrick, as described in Exhibit 6

of his affidavit, was likely determined by the day shift QC

supervisor to be work in progress and approved methods and procedures

for repairing the base metal existed. Thus, the tag was esmoved and
,t

the required wort performed.'

Therefore, all of the activities of " management" addressed herein

I
were conducted in an appropriate manner.

I

i

!

l

!

!

zy
c
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NRC Allegation 40602
!

! Allegation Description:

QA/QC not independent fmm production.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Atkinson QA/QC was not independent from pmduction in
1978. The base level inspector could not get a reject to '

stick without production management giving final approval.'

Contrary to this allegation, GFACo Quality Control has always been independent

from production. This independence of QA/QC and production was delineated in

the GFACo QA program for the Diablo Canyon Project. In those cases where

production field supervision had disagreements with quality control inspectors

on the acceptability of an item, either individual may have elected to pursue

the disputed item with his supervisor and/or PGandE. In most instances, the

; field GC inspector's original findings were either upheld, or permission was

obtained from the responsible PGandE design engineer to accept an item as-is.

In some cases, the design engineer redesigned the item if it was possible to

eliminate additional construction work without adversely impacting plant
1

safety or if the required rework had the potential to result in further

nonconformances.

!

.

1

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343 I

0119s/0022H 10 - October 30, 1984-
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NRC Allegation #0803

- Allegation Description:
J

QC inspector never found out disposition of NCR. -

MRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Atkinson QA/QC inspector did not find out disposition of
all hon Conformance Reports (NCR's). Sometimes an
inspector who had written an NCR in 1978 would be shoved
off onto another assignment, and his bosses would say "we
will deal with this". '

Contractor NCRs sty require several months to disposition, especially if

engineering analyses or re-design work is required because of the

nonconformance. GFACo QC supervisicn would work with GFACo project,

;

j engineering and PGandE to develop a prcposed disposition of the nonconforming

item. Final approval of the disposition was the responsibility of PGandE.

Af ter approval was obtained from PGandE, the NCR was returned to GFACo QA/QC
.,

with the approved disposition. By this time, it could well be that the QC

inspector who had initiated the NCR had been reassigned to other work. The QC

; inspector working in the area where the nonconformance existed at the time the

! NCR disposition was approved would then follow up and sign the " Corrective

i Action Verification" on the NCR when the disposition was completed.
!

<

.

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-B4-343
0119s/0022M - 11 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #0805

Allegation Descripti'on:

There was no in-house system to report pmblems observed
outside of QC inspector's responsibility.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

In 1978 Atkinson had no in house system to report problems
observed outside of QC inspector's assigned responsibility.
If an Atkinson inspector perceived a problem on the work
site and his boss said it was not a pmblem, there was not
an established method for documenting the subject problem

; and submitting it into a system where somebody other than
: his boss could take a look at it, and decide if the problem

needed to be repaired or addressed.

Contrary to the allegation, there was an in-house system for reporting

problems observed outside of the QC inspectors' assigned responsibility. In-

response to the requirements of 10 CFR 21, a memorandum dated October 27, 1978,,

was issued to "All GFACo Quality Assurance Personnel" setting forth a

statement on reporting of failures and defects. GFACo Quality Control

Proceoure QCP-9 addressed the reporting of nonconforming items to PGandE and
| ~

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Reporting requirements were not limited to

the inspectors' assigned area of responsibility.

,

1

:

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 12 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #0812
-

Allegation Description: '

Defect in gusset plate (in turbine building on the
centerline of the roof in the lower cord).

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:
,

In 1978 a defect (divot) in gusset plate (in turbine
building on the center line of the roof in the lower cord) .

'

had been hold tagged. The Atkinson inspector's hold tag
was removed twice by other Atkinson inspectors / personnel
who did not inspect same area identified on tag as
defective. When erection aids were pulled off the gusset
plate a 1/4 inch deep (a third of the way through the
plate}divotwasleftonthebacksideoftheplate, bigi

enough to stick your thumb in. Divot is probably st,ill in
plate today.

This allegation was previously addressed in response to Allegation III-06

submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1954 The previous

allegation and response are attached to NRC Allegation #0801 above. The

alleger merely presumes the defect is still present. However, the prior

response at page 3 indicates regular procedures were followed and "...the tag

was removed and the required work performed." Such work would be subsequently

reviewed by QA for a determination of its acceptability.
4

:

4

.~

,

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M ~ I3 ~ October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #0814

Allegation Description:
!

Pullman-stainless electrodes came out.to field cold in a |

rod oven, but it was not plugged in. '

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Pullman-stainless electrodes ca:ne out to field in a rod
oven, but it whs not plugged in. Electrodes came to the
field cold from the weld requisition area and were not
required to be put in a rod oven and kept at a temperature

; that would prevent the moisture from entering the coating,
,

All stainless steel electrodes are maintained in heated rod storage ovens,

before being issued for field wo;k. Section 4.4 of ESD 202, a copy of whici.

is attached, shows that these electrodes are not required, and never were

required, to be maintained in a heated condition while in the field. Upon

completion of the shift (i.e., no longer than 12 hours), the electroder are

returned to the heated storage oven. The NRC has specifically approved the

Bechtel electrode control program which permits austenitic stainless steel

electrodes to be issued in unheated containers.
|
4

This level of control is sufficient for austenitic stainless steel filler

metal, which is not subject to hydrogen cracking as is carbon steel. Motsture

absorbed into electrode coverings may be dissociated to form hydrogen in the

welding art:. Metallurgically, austenttic stainless steels are not susceptible

to hydrogen cracking; therefore, extensive measures to control moisture pick

up in electrode coverings is unwarranted.

,

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343;

0119s/0022M 14 - October 30, 1984-
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The primary symptom of excessive hydrogen in austenitic sta'inless steel weld

metal is porosity. All Pullman welds have met the code acceptance

requirements for porosity (i.e., rounded indications).

.

.

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - IS - October 30, 1984
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- . Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0814

/.
Pulle Pms' PWucts E50 202 Pag e 1 of 1

.

.$lCTION No.[Oh * -. *-
; mar ==w WY : Er.ERE WW BaLC Arrmuta 5Y: B.-Ea TTI 2u .94 % 12-21-78s,. '

MIME [= w su asus gag 4#HJ15|Lfj] y
DIA8LO CANYON 10 SE USEE

PROJECT PROCEDURE Om.Y en J08f 7177 NO. 3 of 7,
,

.

Low hydrogen electrodes shall be maintained in the portable
If the ovens cannot be plugged

evens while in the field.in at the work location, the welder may removt a sufficient
quantity of electrodes to perform welding. In no case may
electrodes be out of the heated even more than four (4) hours.

. Electrodes exposed more than four (4) hours shall be returned
to the rod room where they will be discarded by the 0.A.!

Inspector (red room). . . ..-

i

5tainless electrodes shall be maintained to assure a clean,7 -16-84 4.4
dry condition whi.le,in the field. Portable evens may be used'
for field storagie.. It is ibt required that stainless electrode
De tept hot. s

. *

% -

: 4.5 Bare wire and inserts shall be kept clean and dry.; _ -

4.5.1 Stainless materials shall be wiped with acetone
and a clean dry rag prior to use.

'

4.5.2 Carbon steel materials shall be wiped with a clean
If there is evidence of con-j ,. dry rag prior to use.

taminants such as oil, grease or anf st**. the clean
rag wipe shall be preceded by an acetone wipe.

The welder or fitter picks up the weld materials at the start of
.

4.6 the shif t, and takes it to the work station. If at any time the
oven becomes inoperable during the shift he shall return it imme--

diately to the rod room and secure another oven.

If during the shift different type or size materials4.5.1
are required for the same weld, the f oreman shall be
advised. He shall indicate on the white cooy of the
requisition the number, type and stie of addttional '

rod required and initial the change.

Addktional esterial will be issued and shall be returnedAdditional material ofto proper storage immediately.
the same type and size may be issued without the foraman's ;

initials. The 0.A. Inspector (rod room) shall enter the
number of additional rod and time issued on the rod re-
quisition.

,

4.8.2 At the end of the shift the welder er fitter shall return
,

|
.6-29-42 the storage container, all anused materials, and stubsHe shall count the returned asterial and stubs

to the red room.
and enter the number in the space provided on the requisition,

Stubs shall be deposited in.a receptacle provided for
,

; white copy.h All damaged electrodes shall be destroyed.,

them.'

M A.UD

s
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NRC Allegation f0617
4

Allegation Description:

Pullman Power Products welding engineer provided false
statement that code does not have rejection criteria for
porosity when welding with coated SS electrodes for
shielded metal arc.'

,

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Pullman Power Products welding engineer provided a false
statement that the code does not have rejection criteria
for porosity when welding with coated SS electrodes for
shielded metal arc.

The allegation refers to a memo dated November 3,1983, from Pullman Welding

Engineer Chris Neary to Assistant QA/QC Manager Frank Lyautey, a copy of which

is attached. While it is true that the codes do have acceptance criteria for '

,

rounded indications, i.e., porosity, the memo was not intended to convey;
-

incorrect information. The Neary memo was meant to indicate, and should have

! explicitly stated, that the applicable codes (i.e., ANSI, 831.1, B31.7) have

no visual rejection criteria for porosity. Porosity on weld surfaces, in'

'

addition to being visible, is readily detected by liquid penetrant

examination, and subsurface porosity is revealed by radiography. It should be;

I noted that all Pullman Power Products welding has complied with the visual and

NDE acceptance criteria, and that porosity in stainless steel welds has not

been a major reason for the repair of welds.

!

k
i

!

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 16 - October 30, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Alicgation 0817

.

Page 1 of 1

INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

DAfg November 3, 1983

Frank Lyautey
to

FRdM
' Chris Neary

Effect of Moisture on Stainless Steel Welding Electrode
suanct

.

A review of available information on the subject, including reports
from Bechtel, has been completed.

Exposure of stainless steel welding electrode to the ambient atmos-
phere for up to 12 hours will have no significant effect on weld
quality.

Furthermore, stainless steel welds are not being subject to hydrogen
cracking as are carbon steel. Excessive hydrogen will only result
in poref ty in the weld.

Porosity is a innocuous condition in stainless steels (the code has
no rejection criteria for porosity). If excessive moisture pick up
Ff the electrodes was wide spread, I am sure you would have received
many reports on porcsity in stainless steel welds.

Based on the above information, it is my opinion that the current
practice for handling of stainless steel electrode has not had an

'adverse effect on weld quality.

/ AnY An- '
QEGWeldingEg/
' 'C . M .' h e fry

neer

CMtylam

-

cc: File

33
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NRC Allegation 40818

Allegation Description:

Mishandling of coated stainless steel electrodes could
possibly contribute to intergrandular stress corrosion
cracking-Pullman.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Pullman Power Products mishandling of coated stainless
steel electrodes could possibly contribute to intergranular4

stress corrosion cracking.4

No specifics are given in this allegation, but it is assumed that the alleged

mishandling of electrodes is related to the references in allegations #814 and

$617. This allegation would then appear to be that Pullman permitted the

! presence of hydrogen which, in turn promoted intergranular stress corrosion

cracking (IGSCC). This assumption is inaccurate for the reasons that, for

IGSCC to occur:

1. A chromium depleted region must exist in the material. Hydrogen does

not deplete chromium or adversely affect the metallurgical structure of

austenitic stainle'ss steel.'

,

2. A tensile stress must be present in the material. This stress will not

be affected by the presence or absence of hydrogen in austenitic

stainless steels.

.

3. A corrosive material must be in contact with the stainless steel. The

presence of hydrogen does not affect this condition.

1

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
' 0119s/0022M - 17 - October 30, 1984
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Therefore, the presence of hydrogen during welding with stainless steel

electrodes will not contribute to any increased potential for IGSCC and the

allegation is without basis.

.

l

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 18 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #0022

Allegation Description: ,

Foley weld rod control does not give verification to welder
that right amount of rod turned in.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Foley weld rod control does not give verification to welder
that right amount of welding rod was turned in.

s~l;
The allegation is correct that Foley weld rod control does not give

verification to the welder that the right amount of welding rod was turned

in. There is no verification because there are no code or procedural

n)quirements that require a welder to be notified that the right amount of

welding rod was returned. However, welding electrodes are controlled and

accounted for. The weld rod control attendant is required to monitor the

amount of weld rod distributed and returned and document any deviations in

accordance with Foley Quality Procedure QCP-3 Since the Foley program

accounts for weld rod used by each welder, the fact that this figure is not

double-checked by the welder is of no consequence.

4

f.L.

.

|

l

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 19 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #0841

Allegation Description:

! Geologists did not do an adequate job of identifying the
rock that the plant is built on and the fractured nature of
it.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Geologists did not do an adequate job of identifying the
rock that the plant is tuilt on and the fractured nature of
i t.

Contrary to the allegation, PGandE performed extensive geological studies of

the site, including excavation of a large area by trenching down to bedrock,

prior to the inception of the initial design and construction efforts (refer

to FSAR section 2.5). The studies accurately identified the fractured nature

of the sandstone rock upon which the plant is constructed and were reviewed

and accepted by the AEC Staff and its consultants prior to issuance of the

Construction Permit in 1967

.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 20 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegations #0842, 0843, and 0644

| Allegation #0842 Description:

The core drillers drilled through a 16000 volt bus bar.,

;

i NRC Allegation Paraphrase:-

The core driller had drilled through a 16,000 volt bus bar,
and just missed killing their crew. They were lucky. They
just happened not to be touching the equipment. It was a ;

near disaster, and nearly killed the two operators of the.
,

concrete core driller. This was somewhere in the turbine
pedestal area. A bus bar was going through the concrete,
embedded.

Allegation t0643 Description:'

; PGandE blueprints not verifiable.with revisions so
unchecked and uncontrolled that they don't know what they
have out there.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:
4

PGandE blueprints not verifiable with revisions that are _so
unchecked and uncontrolled that they do not know what they
have out there. Drilling through the 16,000 volt bus bar
came about because nobody knew that the bus bar was even
there. Their plans, their blueprints, did not show it.
And it just seems amazing that a company like PGandE can

; lose a 16,000 volt bus bar, electricity-making being their
own business. And it just shows me that a problem with the
blueprints not being verifiable, and the revisions that;

have taken place over the years, that had gone on so
unchecked and uncontrolled that they do not know what they
have out there. And it would be damn near impossible to
verify anything off the plans, especially if it was encased
in concrete. If you could not see it, you could not be
assured that there was anything inside that.

Allegation #%44 Description:

PGandE did not repair bus bar after it was drilled into.

; NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

PGandE did not repair the bus bar after it was drilled into.

;

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 21 - October 30, 1984
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The allegation that core drillers drilled through a 16,000 volt bus bar in the

vicinity of the turbine pedestal, and just missed killing the crew, is

blatently false. In fact, there is no 16,000 volt source at the site.

Records show that while drilling holes for the turbine pedestal post

tensioning, the Continental Drilling Company accidentally severed a 1000 MCM

grounc' grid in two places on the EG620.ll grid line. The ground grid is not

an energized conductor and there was no danger to the personnel involved.

The cable was first cut on February 20, 1979, and again on February 23, 1979.

Inasmuch as it is a ring grid and no ground stations were isolated when the

grid was cut, pemission was granted by the responsible engineer to leave the

grid unrepaired and to show the grid damage on the applicable drawing (PGandE

drawing 57620).

Contrary to the allegation, PGandE blueprints showed the location of the

ground grid. However, the ground grid is non-Class I and the location shown

on the blueprints is approximate. Continental Drilling set up its drilling

rig on the turbine deck at the 140-foot elevation and was drilling to

approximately the 50-foot elevation. The ground grid was severed at

elevations 74 ano 60 feet. Although the ground grid is horizontal, it changes

elevation between the two points to follow the configuration of the turbine

pedestal foundations. Continental was allowed a 1-1/2% tolerance in their

hole drilling. At the depth the ground grid was first struck, it was
,

pemissible for them 'to be off line by approximately 15 inches. It was the

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022H - 22 - October 30, 1984
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combination of the approximate location of the ground grid on the drawing and

the drilling tolerance allowed Continental that contributed to the severance

of the ground grid and not any defect in the drawings or drawing updating

process as alleged.

There is an effective program in place to assure that all drawings associated
1

with Diablo Canyon are correct and up to date and therefore the concerns with

drawing accuracy expressed in the allegation are unfounded.

.

.

I

|
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NRC Allegation #0649

Allegation Description:
,

There was no method to ensure that bolts weren't being
reused.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

There was no method to ensure that structure bolts used in
the turbine building were not being reused in 1978/1979
The alleger stated that the improper reuse of A-490,

material bolting was in the roof of the turbine building.

GFACo Quality Control Procedure QCP-3, paragraph 6.10, specifically stated

that A325 and A490 bolts will not be reused after they have been removed:,

,

*

"A325 and A490 high strength bolts which have been removed may
| not be retsed as part of the permanent structure, unless

otherwise specified by PGandE. Retightening previously,

tightened bolts which may have been loosened by the ti;

of adjacent bolts will not be considered as a reuse." ghteningi

1

Paragraph 6.9.2 of QCP-3 stated:

| " bolts which have been tightened will be spray painted (prior
to inspection) by GFACo personnel to verify that work has been
completed."

i Further, Paragraph 6.12.3 of QCP-3 stated:
4

I " Bolts which have been accepted by the GFACo Quality Assurance
'

Inspector will be spre painted to verify acceptance of the
work with a contrasting color other than the color used in

! Paragraph 6.9.2 of this procedure."

If there had been any accidental or potential reuse of A325 or A490 bolts, the
,

bolts would have been easily identified by the paint marks. Painting of thesei

bolts was witnessed by GFACo QC inspectors and, in most cases, by a PGandE |
inspector. Therefore, by this method, previously used bolts would have been

! easily identified and their use prevented.

; PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
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NRC Allegation #08b5

Allegation Description:

F Welders taking their test sometimes took a week. The test
should take only 4 hours.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Atkinson welders taking their test sometimes took a week.
The test should take only four hours in the test booth.

' The AWS Code does not specify either a minimum or maximum time for welders to

complete their tests. The Diablo Canyon Project average for ironworker welder

qualification testing varied from 1 day to 2-1/2 days. In some cases, a
.
'

welder may have taken up to a week if he also had to qualify a procedure which

! was not prequalified by AWS in conjunction with his welder qualification tests.

t

Additionally, multiple qualifications, e.g., for other positions and for other

processes (such as flux cored arc welding), add to the time in the welder

qualification test booth.

:
i

!

,

a

|
'

1
,

;

!
4

1
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NRC Allegation #0856

Allegation Description:

Only 1% of the welders taking the test failed it. 15-20%
would have been more realistic.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase: <

Only 11 of the Atkinson welders taking the weld test
failed. 15 to 20% would have been more realistic. The,

: emphasis was getting the man on the pyroll, and not what' he could really perform in the actual field conditions. -

; The test was a roadblock that did not stop many.

Welder qualification tests were conducted either in Fresno by a i

"

PGandE-approved testing laboratory (Twining Laboratories) or at Diablo ,

,

~

Canyon. A bend test, as described in AWS Dl.1, Rev. 2-77, was used as the

basis for welder certification. Also, ironworkers who were tested generally4

! had previous welding experience. In addition, many of the GFACo weld tests

{ were to qualify a previously qualified welder in a new or different process or
!

position. Under these conditions and circumstances, the failure rate was low,
,

) but probably not as low as the alleged 1%.
.

4

i

i
a

i

|

.

,

|
!

!
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NRC Allegation iC857

Alleption Description:

When 35% qf the stiffener plate welds failed they were
,' repaired using the same procedures that they were initially

installed by.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

: When 35% of the stiffener plate welds failed, they were
repaired using the same procedures that they were initially.

installed by. There would be a failure in some aspect of
.the weld, brought about by improper procedures. An example
would be inattention to pre-heat on the massive sections of
steel that were sometimes welded. Weld failures were more

i on the massive steel where the tensions could be. developed
inside the many layers of weld, and the shrinkage forces4

I could accumulate enough to have a weld fail. We had a real'

massive involvement of weld failures on the column
i stiffener plates on the turbine building walls, the columns
: that hold up the roof and the crane rails. These columns ;
i had stiffener plates inserted on both sides of the column

at intervals. I will say two to three foot intervals up
the column. The program that I am mentioning is a go back'

and repair program, when it was detected that the stiffener
i plates were -- the welds were cracking from the ends of the

welds working in. I think I could lay a percentage of2

; those stiffener plates that we had fail in one way or
i another, due to the cracking problem, as about 35%. That
} kept us busy for another four months, repairing those.
! However, they were repaired to the same procedures and
; methods that were used to install them in the first place.
| Management had two optional methods to weld the stiffener
j plates in the columns. One method was single bevel partial

penetration weld. The stiffener plates were three-quarter,

: inch thick ar.d welded to a three-quarter inch web of the
,

, column, and two-inch flanges on the column. The second '

I method specified optionally in the drawings was a double
i fillet weld, a fillet weld on each side of the plate. The

fillet weld option would be the most likely to succeed, for
the reason that the opposed fillet welds would balance the
stresses, and the welds required less volume of filler
metal to be added. A quip the alleger heard from a welder

,

'

assigned to the job, who thought that approach would lead
to problems that would require a lot of expensive rework
and repair -- I think that management chose the worst
option in the interest of a little economic rape of PGandE.

I

! |
1

1
'
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This subject was partially addressed in responses to NRC Allegations #382 and

#402, paragraph 113, submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-195 dated

May 29,1984 The previous allegations and responses are attached hereto. !

While 35% of stiffener plate welds did not fail, 21.2% did, and a problem did i

.

exist. A reinspection of stiffener plate welds showed magnetic particle (MT)

,

indications on the welds, including some cracking. MT indications are
i

frequently due to surface contour, residual magnetism, and other spurious

sources not related to weld defects.

The weld configuraticn involved in the allegation was extremely stiff,
,

i

j providing, as pointed out by the alleger, high residual stresses leading to

some cracking. In the majcrity of instances the cracking or other weld

indication was sufficiently small that the indication could be ground out4

without the necessity of rewelding. In accordance with the disposition
,

approved by the responsible design engineer, it was unnecessary to replace
.

this ground out portion of the weld and plate.

I

Methods for weld repairs were shown on GFACo drawing number 2227-S-V-13-E-101,

Revision No. 4, dated July 3,1979 All work was shown as "QA'as-built".on,

August 13, 1979, and signed by Mr. Donald Hedrick. The QA documentation

indicates that all repair work on the column web stiffeners took place between

June 5,1979, and August 13, 1979, which was approximately 2-1/2 months, not

the 4 months as alleged.

f

; PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
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Three options were given for welding the stiffeners: full penetration weld; a

partial penetration weld; or a double fillet weld. The partial penetration

weld was selected by the contractor for both technical and economic reasons.'

Welding of the partial penetration welds is done in the flat or down hand

welding position. The double , fillet weld option calls for horizontal and

overhead, out of position, welding, requiring' many small beads that is more

difficult to perform and generally more costly. The full penetration weld

c;: tion requires a backing plate which makes it at least as costly as the

double fillet weld option and requires more time than the partial penetration
A

weld. With the additional advantags of lowered production costs and time

required for partial penetration welds in the flat or down hand welding

position, both GFACo and PGandE concluded that the partial penetration weld

option was the most cost-effective and time-saving method which met the design

requirements.

The alleged inattention to preheat is without merit. Preheating was parfonned
'

in accordance with GFACo quelity control procedures. The subject of

preheating is addressed in more detail in response to NRC Allegations $383,

#384, #385, and #440 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-195 dated

May 29,1%4. These allegations and responses are attached hereto.

In the present instance, the alleger has identified an example of how an ;

'
|

| effective QA/QC program uncovered a problem with proper corrective action

being taken, and not an uncontrolled process as the alleger would lead one to

believe.

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0857

.|Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 1 of 4

)

l

NRC Allegations #382 and #402

It is alleged that:

34 In some cases, illegally-perfonned informal weld
repairs covered up initial deficiencies whose effects will
remin as dormant hazards. To illustrate, crews welded
over broken tack welds, which is illegal under the code and
specifications. You have to fix or remove a broken tack
weld. If you weld over it as is, there is no guarantee
that the broken tack weld will be completely incorporated
into the new weld. Cracks from the tack weld can then
repropagate into the new welding. (Hedrick Aff. at 10. )

33. The effect of uncontrolled weld repairs was to destroy
weld quality in some cases. For exagle, use of the wrong
weld technique created uneven stress on certain
stiffeners. This createdso (sic) auch excess tensicn that
there were instances where people worting in the vicinity
could hear the welds pop. (Hedrick Aff. at 10. ).

112. Welding technique, by itself, does not cause uneven stress problems and

certainly, by itself, cannot avoid cracking problems in highly

restrained joints. Difficulties in welding restrained weld joints at

Diablo Canyon were identified in NCRs. Welding sequence changes and

weld size changes are frequently necessary to weld highly restrained

; joints. Broken tack welds are frequently corrected by asking larger

size tack welds.

47
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Attachment to
NRC Allegaticn 0857
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 2 of 4

113. The welds described by Mr. Hedrick wert made on stiffner plates which

were installed on the exterior columns of the turtiine building. The

stiffeners were installed inside flanges on heavy colons with groove '

welds on three sides after tack welding of the stiffener p1'ates to the
columns. The tack welds (erection aids) broke (popped) on the side

opposite the production weld being made. These tack welds and the final

welds were addressed on PGandE WCR DCO-79-RC-D02 and Guy F. Atkinson

Company (GFAto) NCR 245. A memorandum (Request for Modification) from

GFAto to PGandE, dated December 6,1978, described the breaking of tack

welds on these stiffener plates and the requirement to repair all

cracked tack welds before incorporation of the tack weld inte the final

weld. The accepted solution of this tack weld cracking problem for new

welds was to tack weld the stiffener plates on the back side so that the

tack weld was not included in the production weld and so that the tack

weld appearance met AWS Dl.1 code. In addition, existing tack welds

were repaired so that they could be included into the production welds.

| There were no illegally perfomed infomal weld repairs since tack welds

; and repairs were perfomed in accordance with approved procedures.

Repair wort on the cracked tack welds that were identified in NCR 245

required 0A dncumentation. Verification of the corrective action
'

including documentation was signed off on the NCR. There is no evidence

to indicate that there were any tack welds that were not repaired as

required by GFACo procedures and AWS Code.
I

114. No further corrvctive action is required.

;
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Attachment to,

NRC Allegation 0857
_ Reference: DCL-84-195

.

|

Dated: May 29, 1984
NRC Allegations #383, #3M . and #385 Page 3 of 4

It is alleged that:

35. For an extended period during 1979 the inspection
program only poorly enforced the preheat specification *

program, when at all. The problems identified were due to
the initiative of the night shift inspectors. (Hedrick
Af f. at 10. ),

1

36. Our initiative was only partially successful. While
the inspection procedures for preheat treatment were
upgraded, the change only applied prospectively to work in
progress. Any welding already done and inspected without
preheating was home free. (Hedrick Aff. at 11. )
37 I was concerned about inadequate preheating for steel
greater than two inches thick. The specs require
preheating when the steel is more than 1.5 inches thick.
Unfortunately, in some cases there was no evidence ofi

3 preheating or of any temperature monitoring in other
. instances. (See e. . , January 9,1979 swing memorandum
) enclosed as GEibi 0). (Hedrick Aff. at 11.)i

115. Contrary to these allegations, preheating, as required by PGandE

specifications, GFACo welding procedures, and the AWS DI.1 code, was

always required for Specification 5422 work perfomed by GFACo. The

PGandE specifications required that welding be in accordance with AWS
-

D1.1, 1977, which requires for plate thickness greater than 1-1/2 inches

and up to 2-1/2 inches, a minimum preheat temperature of 150 F, For0

^

plate thickness greater than 2-1/2 inches, a minimum preheat temperature

of 2250F was required. In January 1979. GFACo started welding the

; thicker sections and preheating was monitored with Temp Sticks to ensure

that procedure requirements were met. GFACo and PGandE QC inspectors

and all welders were issued Temp Sticks to assist in ensuring that the
| proper preheat temperatures wert met.

l

r

N'
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0857 ,

Reference: DCL-84-195 I
)Dated: May 29, 1984

Page 4 of 4

NRC Allegation #440

1It is alleged that:
,

Soon after that, I noticed a welder on a scaffold, doing
welding that required pre-heating and the maintenance .of
the prvper interpass temperature. But I could tell that he

.

was doing neither of these, because there was no
oxyacetylene hose running to his work station. So I

!

climbed up the scaffold with a temperature "crayen" to
check the temperature, and found that he was in violation
of the minimum temperature requirements. (3/21/84 Anon.
Aff., Attachment 8, at 3.)

,

223. A QC inspector's responsibility included monitoring of preheating and

interpass temperature control to ensure that welders were within the'

ranges specified in welding procedures. The incident described in the

Anon. Aff. paragraphs 9-11 (i.e., removal of welding that had not been

done in accordance with approved procedures) indicated that the QC
,

inspector was performing his assigned duties and reconfirmed that QC was

enforting the specification requirteents. (Refer also to the response
,

to NRC Allegations 1383 to #385 on preheating of welds.).

224 As no specific details have been provided, only a generalized response

is possible. If we assume the welder was correct and preheat was not
!

If we assmerequired, then the QC inspector was overly conservative.-

the CC inspector was correct regarding the need for preheat, the DC

insptetor was properly perfoming his job and the quality program was

prope rly functioning. Had this been other than an isolated occurren;e,

the QC inspector should have questioned the welder's qualification and

had him reassigned as discussed in the response to Allegation #3H. |

|

50
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NRC Allegations #0869, 0875, 0933, 0934, and 0982

Allegation #0869 Description:

Field inspectors didn't know nor were they legally able to
!

reject bolts that were defective per ASTM A-490, ASTM-325
|and ANSI N16.2 requirements.-

,

i

Allegation 90875 Description: 1

Defects in A-490 bolts had been found after the bolts had
been " dedicated" by PPP/QA receiving department and sent to
field for installation.

Allegation #0933 Description:
'

,

Pullman inspectors were specifically instructed to only
,

consult Pullman procedures for evaluations-prevent from:
i performing as an ANSI N45.2.6 Inspector. -

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:
i

ESD 243 had no rejection criteria for bolts. An employee
came upon a situation where there were bolting defects, and
he needed to reject them. There was no Pullman criteria to
reject the bolts, so the employee attempted to find thatcriteria. Because he was allowed to only use Pullman,

! procedures, the employee did not have the latitude to
fulfill his job as an inspector, which requires evaluation
of a component's ability to meet quality objectives.

;
,

Allegation #0934 Description:

Pullman procedure ESD 243 has no rejection criteria for.

i bolts defects in 490 bolts - longitudinal quench cracks.

f NRC Allegation Paraphrase:
,

ESD 243 had no rejection criteria for bolts. An employee
came upon a situation where there were bolting defects, and
he needed to reject them. There was no Pullman criteria to
reject the bolts, so the employee attempted to find that>

!

criteria. Because he was allowed to only use Pullman |
-

procedures, the employee did not have the latitude to '

fulfill his job as an inspector, which requires evaluation
of a component's ability to meet quality objectives.

:
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Allegation #0982 Description:

A490 bolts defective with longitudinal quench cracks and
forging laps on the head.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Defects in A490 bolts had been found after the bolts had
been " dedicated" by PPP/QA receiving department and sent to
field for installation.

The inspection and use of A490 bolts are related subjects and have been

previously addressed in PGandE Response to Joint Intervenors' Motion to Reopen

on CQA, dated March 19, 1984, Karner et al. , Aff. at 18-20 (JI 126), and Geske
~

et al., Aff. at 21-22 (JI 118), and in responses to Allegations No. V-39 and

V-44 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984. The previous

allegations and the applicable portions of PGandE's responses are attached

hereto.

The bolts in question are manufactured in accordance with the requirements of
,

ASTM Standard A490. The manufacturer inspects, as necessary, to assure

compliance to A490 The mar.afacturer certifies in writing that the bolts meet,

the requirements of the purchase order as well as the ASTM Standard. The

receiving inspection which is performd *:erifies that the requirements of the

purchase order have been met, the correct material has been received, and

there is no obvious damage. A 100% reinspection of every bolt is neither;

conducted nor required, especially when large quantities are received. If

| questionable indications are discovered at any time during receipt inspection
' or during issuance of the material, those indications are evaluated to assure

that the item meets the appropriate standard.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343|
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Since a 100% reinspection is not conducted, it is conceivable that indications

may have existed that were not detected. It must also be clarified that all

indications are not necessarily defects. The appropriate standards detail the

acceptance criteria.

It is not the primary responsibility of the field inspectors to verify the

acceptability of the bolts. However, any group within the manufacturing, QA

receiving, engineering, craft, or QC p7 cess can, and often do, identify

questionable indications through the use of their respective reporting

procedures. The indications are subsequently evaluated for acceptability

against the appropriate acceptance criteria.

,

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 0869, 0875, 0933,

0934, and 0982
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19, 1984-

Page 1 of 5
:

JI #126, Motion at 38.

It is alleged that:

On October 17, 1983 Pullman 04 management infonned Mr.
Lockert that he no longer would be able to research or
make copies of professional standards such as the
American National Standards Institute ( ANSI) or American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASNE) codes. This

'

action prevented Mr. Lockert from conducting necessary
research for his inspections when the engineering
specifications were deficient through failure to include ~

gny rejection criteria. (citina Lockert Aff. at 3. AS )
- P

30. At no time has any inspector, Mr. Lockert included, been forbidden to

research applicable codes and standards or other pertinent documents.

However, such research activities must be performed within the time

constraints of the individual's assigned activities. In the case of QC

inspectors, they are assigned to specific activity areas in the plant

and are required to be in those areas to sign of f on the work being
4

performed when the appropriate hold points are reached. Mr. Lockert was

not terminated for merely being physically outside of his work area.
>

Mr. Lockert's problem was not that he lef t his assigned work area to do

research, but rather, he lef t his assigned area without asking the

permission of his leadman or supervisor, and his whereabouts were

unknown for extended periods of time. Such absences led to work

stoppages and/or delays. Had Mr. Lockert requested the necessary

approvals, or had he pursued his research during other available times,

the information he desired could have been easily obtained as it is

always readily available. It can be further pointed out that in most

! cases, the need for QC inspectors to perform such research is minimal.
!

The procedures in use generally reflect the requirements of the relevant

j specifications, codes, and standards. Thus, the originating documents

should not need to be researched once the procedure has been approved.

54
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Attachment to- -

NRC Alligaticns 0869, 0875, 0933
_ 0934, and 0982

(
. Reference: CQA Response

Dated: March 19, 1984
: Page 2 of 5

,' JI #118 Motion at 34.
,

It is alleged that:

In some cases the engineering specifications did not
consider the possibility of failing the hardware; there
were no rejection criteria. This was the case for the
procedure covering installation of pipe rupture restraint
bolts, as a QC Inspector learned in October 1983 when he.

inspected those bolts in Unit II. (citina Lockert Aff. at '

A9.')
,

4 5. . Not only is the allegation in the Motion 1.ncorrect, it is not supported
' by the underlying Lockert affidavit. Mr. Lockert said nothing about

"the procedure covering installation of pipe rupture restraint bolts

The affidavit refers to the criteria for accepting or rejecting the

bolts, not the procedure for installing them.

4,6. The affidavit states that there were no rejection criteria for the bolts

in ESD 243. This is correct. The criteria for accepting bolts are

fI , procurement criteria and, as such, they would not be found in ESD 243.

The correct action for Mr. Lockert to have taken was to reject the bolts

; with the ' visible forging laps" - which h did - and then refer the

| rejection to receiving QA personnel to determine whether the bolts met

| acceptance criteria, an action which he did not take. As a Pullman
|

| Field QC Inspector, checking procurement specifications was outside the
!

scope of both his training and job duties. This was exactly what Mr.

Lockert's supervisor told him. He was at no time told to accept the,

I bolts because the rejection criteria were not in the ESD, as alleged in

| Mr. Lockert's affidavit.
:
,

.

4

:
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Attachment to'

NRC Allegations 0869, 0875, 0933, 1
0934, and 0982 I

Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19, 1984
Page 3 of 5

47. The acceptance criteria for the bolts are properly specified in the

procurement documents. The acceptance criteria for the installation of

.

bolts are contained in the E50. Thus, the allegation that there were no
.

*rejecticn criteria" is simply not true.
!

.

%

4

F

.
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' Attachment to
NRC A11sgaticas 0869, 0875, 0933,

,

0934, and 0982 |
Reference: DCL-84-243 |
Dated: June 29, 1984 '

Page 4 of 5
<

4

V-39 and 44

It is alleged that:
,

(In addition to the above mentioned hardware problems,
Pullman's ESD 243 of late 1983 had procedure proolems
written into the Rupture Restraint Program:)

'6. The tables provided for the description of acceptable
Wshers had not been updated per the requirements of AISC, '

'l

Sec 5, Page 191, para. 2(a).

7. Acceptance criteria for High Strength bolts was [ sic]
liot defined in ESD 243. Filed [ sic] Inspectors did not '

know, nor were they legally able to reject bolts that were
defective per ASTM A-490, ASTM A-325, and ANSI B18.2 "

requi rements.

8. Bolt Torque Tables in ESD 243 were stil1 out of
Tompliance with AISC Manual requirements as late as
December '83. Discussions with Pullman Field Engineers
Dale Warren and Larry Werner indicated that although the
tables had been recently updated, they still do not meet "

AISC Manual requirements. (4/26/84 Lockert Aff. at 5-6.)
i i

'

,

11. Defects in bolts.were not reported per a NCR. I was-
unable to riport the defects I had'found in A-490 bolts
because I was not allowed to consult'the procurement ,

docissents needed to properly generate'such a report. V
Pullman Supervisor, Russ Nolle specifically prevented me

.'

from referencing these documents by. saying that I was out
of sqy area. (See Det.17 indicent (sic) of Lockert Letter !

'

addressed to Mark Padovan, USNRC dated 1/2/84.) (4/26/84
Lockert Aff. at 7.) /|''

'

,

None of these allegations are new and 11 have been respoyided' to

previously. The allegation about the use of washers was previously

answered in reply to NRC SSER 22,. allegation #129G (DCL-84-186, May

; 17, 1984). That answer said, in part, that: s

!
'

,

{
c

''
.

[
i ! ;

"
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 0869, 0875, 0933,

0934, and 0982
Reference: DCL-84-243 ,

Dated: June 29, 1984
'

Page 5 of 5

J

"This allegation has been addressed in PGandE response
dated March 19, 1984, to Joint Intervenors' Motion to
Reopen on CQA, Geske, et al. Aff, at 22-23. As stated in
the response, the PullmanTSD was more conservative than
the current industry standard. Because ESD 243 was more
than adequate, there was no pressing need to advise all
other inspectors of a pending revision. ESD 243 is in the
process of being revised..."

Although when initially submitted, it was intended to conform the

revised ESD to the present ASTM A 436 industry standard, subsequent

discussions have indicated that full-scale adoption of this standard

i cannot be achieved. However, the revised ESD will explain the

acceptable washer criteria in sufficient detail to ensure that all

installations are accomplished in an acceptable manner.

The issue of acceptance criteria for high strength bolts has been

previously addressed in response to NRC allegation #242 (DCL-84-195,

May 29,1984).

|
|

|

58
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NRC Allegation #0904
|

Allegation Description:

SF design team attempted to cut off time for issuing
drawing to the field thereby violating document control
procedures without reporting the problem. Could cause work
to occur w/o approved drawings.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:'

^

San Francisco design team attempted to cut off time for
issuing drawing to the field by violating document control
procedures without reporting the problem, which could cause-

work to occur without approved drawings. For example,
around March 1984, San Francisco was issuing drawings down
to the site and the drawings are supposed to come from San
Francisco and go to document control up in the main

| building. But instead, they were coming from San
i Francisco, going to a member of the San Francisco design

team who would send the drawings to the PTGC document>

control, and then the PTGC document control would run
copies and send a copy out to the field and a copy to
document control. Apparently what they were trying to do
was cut off time for issuing the drawings to the field.<

The problem was, this practice was outside of procedure.
This ties back in with the layout program, in that some of
these drawings were issued out to the pre-inspection group,
which sends the layout. There were ten drawings that San

: Francisco decided, for some reason, not to issue the
layout. They were calling these ten layouts back, but
these ten layouts had already made it to the field. They'

were already drilling holes in the concrete, without an
approved for construction drawing, a drawing that wculd
never be issued.

The alleger is confused and incorrect. Drawing changes are issued by

Engineering to Construction through the use of a Design Change Notice (DCN)'
>

'

which is initiated, processed, and approved in accordance with Project

; Procedures. In March 1964, the Unit 1 procedure controlling issuance of DCNs

| was Engineering Manual Procedure (EMP) 3.60N, and the applicable Unit 2

procedure was Project Engineer's Instruction (PEI) 16.
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For either case, the Engineering drawing approval process should not be

confused with the purely administrative document tracking function normally

performed by the Project Coordination Section (PCS). After approval by the

Project Engineer, the DCN is normally routed through PCS and delivered to the

General Construction Document Control Group for distribution to construction

forces. The alleger is referr'ing to a practice where the Project attempted to

reduce the time required for this administrative process by hand carrying all

paperwork through each step. This practice does not change or violate the DCN

approval procedures of EMP 3.60N or PEI 16. PGandE is not aware of the

particulars of the alleged incident involving ten drawings and, therefore,

cannot address the allegation further.

.

4

!

-

5
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NRC Allegation iO906

Allegation Description:

Alleger was told not to do research as to the conflict
between two red line menos. Also told to drop the subject
of drilling anchor bolt holes allegedly against a procedure.

|

: NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Alleger was told not to do research as to the conflict
between two red-line menos. Also told to drop the subject
of drilling anchor bolt holes allegedly against a
procedure. The alleger feels intimidated to the effect
that if he does any follow-up of any concerns, in this case
red-line memos, not in his nomal duties, he will be
fired. The alleger feels that he would be demoted to a,

' lesser job in the least. A similar happening was when the
alleger brought to his supervisor a concern regarding
pre-inspection group drilling anchor bolt holes. The
alleger felt the common practice of sending the package to
the craft who would then drill the holes was against the4

' procedure The supervisor told him to drop it..

Pullman QC Supervisors do not recall a specific incident of telling an

inspector not to do research as to a conflict on two red line memos. Without.

information on the specific memos, time frame, or personnel involved, a

specific response cannot be prepared.

In general, every effort is made by supervision to resolve conflicts in memos

and provide consistent direction to personnel. An inspector must get

authorization from his supervisor to perform work outside his area of

responsibility. It is the supervisor's responsibility to determine whichj

:

| situations need further investigation as well as who is best equipped to

perfom the function if it is necessary. Often the individual who raised a
i

concern is not the best equipped to pursue the matter to resolution and would
.

not be so assigned by his supervisor.'

1
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Sometimes an individual does not agree with the supervisor's assignment and

feels he is being prevented from perfonning his job as he perceives it should

be performed. An individual might also insist that he be allowed to do

follow-up work in areas outside his area of responsibility. Where an

individual persists in going against his supervisor's orders, it is

conceivable that a supervisor may have reprimanded him. An individual my

feel that such a reprimand is intimidation but such is not necessarily the

Case.

PGandE is unaware of any instructions that were given to any inspector to

cease work on a legitimate concern within his assigned work responsibilities.

The allegation does not provide sufficient details to allow a specific

response about drilling anchor bolt holes during preinspection (layout).

However, a similar concern was raised by Mr. T. J. O'Neil in DCN 1604-039 and

in his letter to the NRC dated July 27, 1984.

.

The preinspection and hanger layout program was established by and under the

control of P6andE, not Pullman. The program used drawings under PGandE

control which had not been issued to Pullman for construction. Pullman craft

personnel were utilized to assist PGandE in the layout of the hanger to

detennine constructability.

It is known by PGandE Engineering that the location of the anchor bolts was

critical to the success of the hanger design. Therefore, it was decided that,

as part of the preinspection program, the location of the anchor bolts would
.
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be checked to be sure the hanger could be installed at that location. The

proposed location of any concrete anchors was laid out on the floor, wall, or

ceiling based on the design drawing. A rebar scan was performed to locate any

rebar and relocate the proposed hole locations, if necessary. Exploratory

drilling in the concrete was then performed to confim that the concrete

anchors could be installed at that location. If rebar was encountered,

drilling stopped and Engineering was contacted to detemine new anchor hole

locations.

No concrete anchors were installed during this preinspect/ layout operation.

After the preinspect/ layout operation was completed, the preinspected design

drawing was issued to Pullman through PGandE's document control. This drawing

was then issued by Pullman for installation as an Approved For Construction

Drawing. The inspection requirements, prior to installation, of ESD 223 for

the concrete anchor bolt holes were conducted and documented as part of the

hanger package by Pullman.

The entire process was performed in compliance with the applicable PGandE and

Pullman procedures,

i

|
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NRC Allegation #0907
,

Allegation Description:

Started receiving a backlog so the alleger started
eliminating the checking portion of a hanger package.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

! Pre-inspection started receiving a backlog during hanger
inspection. There was one phase of the program where the
hanger would be inspected and the engineers would review
the procedure. After that someone else reviewed the
package. When the backlog started, the checking portion of
the procedure was eliminated,

i

During backlogs that occurred during the preinspection program, occasionally a

cross-check of the construction package was eliminated. The eliminated check

was not one of design calculations; rather, it was an efficiency measure to
!

verify whether necessary preparational work was authorized or accomplished,i

e.g., insulation was removed, anchor bolts had been drilled, or there were no

conflicting structures. There were no safety effects from such check

elimination. Evon if all necessary authorizations were not included or

preparatory work was not accomplished, the only effect of failure to include
,

.

| such information was to slow the construction process.

I

!

,

t

.
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NRC Allegation M908

Allegation Description:

A procedure said to verify all groove welds but PPP wasn't
verifying all the groove welds. Another one said to
explain cross-outs on the back of process sheets. The
alleger was told to ignore inst.

;

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:
i A procedure said to verify all groove welds. Pullman was
' not doing this. Possibly ESD 253 or 263. Another

procedure said to explain cross-outs on the back of the
process sheets,. Employees were instructed to ignore this.
Possibly ESD 253 or 263.

The subject of QL fitup inspection of groove welds was previously addressed in

PGandE Response to Joint Intervenors' Motion to Reopen the Record on CQA,

dated March 19,1%4, Breismeister et al., Aff. at 34-36 (JI 48 and 49). The
i previous allegations and responses are attached hereto.

The requirements for making corrections and/or changes to process sheets are

specified in Pullman Procedures ESD 254 and 264 Both procedures require that

corrections / changes shall be initialed and dated by the individual making the

change and an explanation be provided on the. applicable document.;

Certain changes / corrections are made during the preparation of the document,

such as indicating that an item is not applicable (N/A) with the preparer's

and approving party's signatures indicating concurrence with this change.

i

I

<,

!
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Other changes are self-explanatory, such as deleting the requirement to
,

install and inspect concrete anchors when there are no anchors on the design

drawing.

The final documentation is reviewed by QA to assure its accuracy and

completeness. Unacceptable changes or corrections made to the process sheets

are resolved prior to acceptance of the documentation.

PGandE is unaware of any direction given to employees to " ignore" instructions

contained in the procedures,

i

j

1
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Attachment to
- NRC Allegation 0908

Reference: CQa -Response
Dated: March 19. 1984 |
Page 1 of 2 |

' .11 #48 and 49, Motion at 18-19.

It is alleged that:'

Process sheets .nat guide quality control coverage did
not consistently call for inspections of fitup for flare
bevel groove welds. Since this was one of the joint

,

configurations not covered by the 7/8 procedure in the
first place, the loophole leaves the quality of the <

ensuing weld doubly unreliable. This uncontrolled work
has been occurring as part of the current design

'

modification construction work. (citino Hudson Aff. at
: 5-6.)

PG&E informally exempted flare bevel welds from QC fitup
inspections, without proper engineering review and

*

approval. The loophole violated engineering specification
,

ESD 264, which requires inspections of groove welds and
full penetration welds. (citina Hudson Aff. at 5-6.)'

:

103. Mr. Hudson is apparently concerned that the lack of fitup inspection may

have been detrimental to the quality of flare bevel groove welds.

| 104. Flare bevel groove welds are partial penetration welds and occur when

! rectangular tubes with rounded corners are placed next to another piece

of steel. The root of the weld, where the two pieces contact each'

other, is not required to be welded. The two pieces of steel may

! actually touch each other or there may be a gap when the pieces are
|

|
fitup prior to welding.

I 105. The fitup does not affect the required weld. If thare is a gap, the~

;

; weld will be larger and stronger than needed. Fitup inspection of flare

i joints would, therefore, simply be a waste of time.

106. Flare joints are prequalified for structural applications and may be

used without performing qualification tests. This allegation has no
,

I

effect on structural integrity or safety.
,

i
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0908
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19, 1984
Page 2 of 2

|

1 07. Mr. Hudson's allegation regarding a violation of ESD 264 is completely

false. As explained above, fitup inspection for flare joints would be a

waste of time. ESD-264 and 'ESD-223 require fitup inspection of flare

bevel joints only in one situation. In those individual situations,'

'fitup inspections have been done. In all other cases. E50-264 and*

ESD-223 do not require any ficup inspection for flare bevel joints.
l .

108. The " informal exemptions' from PGandE that Mr. Hudson notes, are

memoranda clarifying PGandE's intent for flare bevel fitup inspection,
' and are intended to assure that the ESD-264 is properly implementing

engineering requirements.

109. In summary, PGandE and Pullman did not act improperly, and lack of fitup

inspection for flare bevel joints was appropriate.

.

O

Y
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NRC Allegation #0911

Allegation Description:

Design engineers in the pre-inspect program with no field
experience didn't know how to use fillet gauges to measure
weld sizes.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:
L

A11eger had a safety concern that pre-inspection engineers
did not know how to use fillet weld gauges. They were
mostly design engineers with no field experience out there
measuring welds.i

;

1 This allegation is without any substance. Gauges are provided in marked
- increments which measure the exact weld leg size called for on a drawing. If !

one can identify fractions and one can use a ruler, a person of reasonable

intelligence should be able to use a fillet weld gauge even without prior<

field experience.

i

!

i
i

)
1

;

i

I

.

i
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NkC Allegation t0915

Allegation Description:
,

Violation of QC inspection hold points.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

; A QC inspector found hold points violated while performing
an in process inspection of the weld inspection sheet. He
was not allowed to hang hold tags when the problem was
found. He was instructed not to document a hold point that -

had been violated. It was stated that this normall
when a following shift picks up the previous shift'y occurss
paperwork.

Contrary to the allegation, hold points were not violated. Inspectors who

were performing and completing hold point inspections towards the end of a

shif t were not completing the formal paperwork showing the performance of the
||

inspection prior to leaving work at the end of their shift. The inspectors on

the following shift were finding work that appeared to have proceeded past the

required hold point because there was no documentation in the work package

that indicated that the hold point inspection had been perfomed. In fact,

the inspections had been perfomed, but the inspectors who performed the hold

point inspection were only documenting each inspection they had performed in

their daily log books and not in the work package. As a result, it became

common practice f ar an inspector to check the log book of the inspector

assigned to perform the inspection, prior to hanging a red tag in those

situations where it appeared that a hold point inspection had been bypassed.

It is unclear whether the allegation is referring to an across-the-board

instruction not to document any hold point violations whatsoever, or whether

the allegation is referring to hold point violations that occur under the
,

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
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circumstances discussed above. If the former, the allegation is completely

fal se. QC inspectors were never instructed to not document violations of QC
!

: hold points. If the latter, the inspector was more than likely instructed not

to hang a hold tag until they had checked the assigned inspector's daily log

to determine if the inspection had occurred. If it is found not to have

occurred, inspectors are required to document the hold point violation in

accordance with QC procedures.

,

Although this gap in documentation occurred, Foley issued directives in early

1984 that require the inspectors to complete the paperwork at the time of

inspection. Since the issuance of the directives, the incidence of this type

of occurrence has been eliminated by tighter control of the inspection

documentation.

.i

1

1

:

i
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NRC Allep tfun fr617

Allegation Description:
,

Quality engineering department set up their own separate
entity for hanging red tags.

; NRC Allegation Paraphrase:
;

Quality Engineering set up their own entity to hang red
tags. @/QC people had to phone in their discrepancy, and

; receive a number for the tag. Then they had to wait until
an engineer would come out and verify the discrepancy. The

~

a11eger further states that production personnel had to
3

inspect the work before calling QC. Red tags were a
,

detriment to production foreman. After five red tags, a,

foreman was busted back to crew.
!

I Although GFACo did not have a Quality Engineering Group and did not formally

adopt such a procedure, there was a period during 1978 when an informal
|

1 procedure similar to that discussed above was utilized. The informal

| procedure was developed in response to a problem Atkinson was having with

; inconsistent application of inspection criteria,
i

j

j Items that were being accepted by one inspector were being rejected by
|

| another. In an effort to develop consistent application of criteria among
,

inspectors, it was decided that inspectors were to contact supervisors prior

to hanging red tags, in order to review the condition to determine whether a

red tag was, in fact, required.
,

!

! Contrary to the allegation, there has never been a " red tag" rule nor was

! there ever a practice of any contractor at Diablo Canyon to " bust back" a
,

: |'

foreman for the number of red tags being hung on work within his area of |

responsibility and to the best of PGandE's knowledge, this never occurred.
,

i
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Finally, the suggestion that production personnel had to inspect work before

calling QC personnel, although not required by any procedure, is a good

suggestion. By having production personnel inspect the work, improperly

performed work can oftentimes be corrected prior to QC inspection, thereby
,

improving the quality of the final product.

;

i

i

i

I
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NRC Allegations #O925 and #1435

Allegation #0925 Description:

Foreign steel used to fab crane rails in the turbine
building.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

The rubber blocks, stoppers for the cranes, say "Made in.
'

Japan" right on them.

Allegation #1435 Description:
,

Plate steel material certificate indicates foreign
manufacture contrary to contract requirements.

,

All foreign manufactured material purchased for use at Diablo Canyon has been

certified to the same or equal engineering standards as domestic material. In

addition, all foreign or domestic material is subjected to the same quality

assurance and quality control programatic requirements. Foreign materials

used in olace of domestic material must meet all code, specification, and,

standard requirements that domestic material must meet.
,

!

J PhandE policy, as originally reflected in equipment and material

specifications, was to encourage the purchase of domestically produced

) 'naterials by PGandE and PhandE contractors at Diablo Canyon. This policy

! supported a " buy American" philosophy. It was not indicative of foreign

products being inferior, but was based strictly on the nationality of the

manufacturer,

j

!
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While it was a general policy to purchase domestic material, PGandE has, on

limited occasions, authorized the purchase of foreign material contingent on

compliance with all applicable specification requirements. Material

availability has been the main factor influencing PGandE's decision to allow

the purchase of foreign in Ifeu of domestic materials, providing that the

material met the quality requirements.

The use of foreign material is not prohibited as long as it meets the required

drawing / specification and: a) is not available in a domestic equal; b) delays

may be encountered by the use of a domestically supplied item; or c) cost

justifies the use of foreign materials.

Contrary to the allegation, turbine building crane rails are not made of

foreign steel, but were fabricated by Bethlehem Steel. The safety-related

rubber blocks referred to were provided in accordance with PGandE design

drawing 439586 On November 16, 1970, the identification on the drawing for

these stops was revised to read "SEIBU RUBBER DOCK FENDERS TTB-400 Hx750L

(manufactured by Seibu Rubber Chemical Co., Ltd.)." While the bumpers are of

foreign origin, they were purchased according to the specifications for the
<

purchase of foreign materials set forth above.

.

i

.
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NRC Allegation #0927

Allegation Description:

Procedures did not have up-to-date PCN's procedure change
notices.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

The procedures provided to inspectors did not have all the
current Procedure Change Notices (PCN's). There was not
enough copies of the procedures available for all to use.

Prior to 1%4, Foley's method of issuing Procedure Change Notices (PCNs) was

to issue the PCN to Document Control for distribution prior to its effective

date. In addition, the procedures were in the possession of individuals

rather than being kept in central locations. Because of the large number of

controlled procedures issued, there were times when individuals did not

receive their updated copies of PCNs prior to the effective date.

Investigations detemined that the primary reason some individuals were not

receiving updated procedures was that Document Control was not always able to

locate the manual holders during the time it was distributing the new

procedures.

The same investigation detemined that the occasional inability to locate the

manual holder and his manual did not cause any quality problems since there

always were sufficient copies of current manuals available for use. But the

process did annoy some individuals who preferred to use their own manuals

rather than having to use another.
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Recognizing the frustration caused to manual holders and the potential
,

problems that could develop, the entire process was revised by Foley. The

most significant change is the distribution of a proposed PCN to the affected

disciplines for review and comment prior to its effective date. This

particular change assures that all parties affected are aware that a procedure

change is in process. In addition, all affected personnel are required to
.

;

read each PCN and sign off on tt* auality Instruction and Training Form to i

assure each is aware of the change.
,

The allegation also contends that not enough copies of procedures were

available for use, but it does not provide sufficient information to address

any specific instances where this may have occurred. During the revision of

i the program, Foley determined that more controlled copies of procedures

existed than were necessary and the number of controlled copies in the field

was reduced. To assure availability of current procedures in the field,'

! manned stations have been assigned controlled sets of procedures that are not

allowed to be removed from the station. In addition, Document Control

maintains a copy of the current procedures and procedure manuals that are

always available for reference and cannot be removed from the department. At

no tir.e was it found that there were not enough copies of procedures available

for use.

t

|
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NRC Allegations #0937 and 0938

Allegation #0937 Description:

Pullman violated minimum wall during repair welding - field
weld 197.

Allegation t093b Description:

Problems with field weld 197 should have been reported by
licensee to NRC.

NkC Allegations #0937 and 0938 Paraphrase:

As stated in characterization.

These subjects were previously addressed in response to NRC Allegations #338,

#340, #353, and #354 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-195 dated

May 29,1984. The previous allegations and responses are attached hereto.

,

i
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Attachment to
. NRC A11egations0937 and 0938

Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 1 of 8

NRC Allegations #338 and #340
,

' It is alleged that:

) A defect had been found, a crack extending 10" long and
approximately half way through the thickness of the pipe.
The crack originated on the nozzle side of the root pass
under a roll over where the reentrant angle was probably
less than 90. Other cracks had been observed in the land
surfaces of the nozzle and pipe counterborts. Lets compare

j the above to a quote from PG4E's report 411-77.55 "It is
believed that small cracks initiated on the I. D. of the
nozzle, weld, and pipe during the themal cycling that;

occured (sic) during preheating. These sea 11 cracks
originated at convenient stressrisers such as grinding
scratches and regions of lack of fusion and weld bead
rollover." Mr. Runyan could not see the similarities
between the two because he had already made up his sind
about the failure of F.W. 212 back in April. Mr. Runyan
said in his sumary to his QA Report of F. W. 212 "It is my
believe (sic) that the crack was peculiar to F.W. 212 only
and not of a generic nature. Therefore, at this time we

i art assimine that no further repair will be required and
that when the disposition of D. R. 3370 is completed the
subject will be closed.";

Defects had been found in steam generator nozzle to pfpe
welds that had been fully inspected and accepted. F.W.197
and F.W. 244 revealed cracks on the nozzle side of the root
similar to the crack that initiated the failure of F.W.

<

| 212. These cracks are defects which, if they were left
uncorrected could have adversely affected the safety of the1 plant. The defects should have been reported to the
Consission. I believe that a break down in Quality
Assurance of construction has occured (sic) because the'

welds had been accepted and had been put in service with
! out (sic) discovering the defects. Additionally, after the

f ailure of F.W. 212 when a 100% reinspection of radiographs
!i on Class I welds had revealed problems in previous
t

interpretations, when F.W.197 required repair in April,;

; and when extensive repairs had been made to all the mzzle
! to pipe welds in Unit 1 the NRC had not been notified as

required by 10 CFR 21 and/or 10 CFR 50.55e. I believe that
PGAE's f ailure analysis of F.W. 212 is shoddy work, I
believe that there has been an attempt to fix the mistakes
on the sly and that there has been purposefull (sic)
withholding of infomation from the comission. (4/1 0/84Lockert Af f at 9-10. )

_ _ _ _ - - _ - - - _ - _ _ . - . . - _ - - - _ . - _ - _ - . - - - . - _ - _ - -
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.

pear to be |
It occurs to me that both of these mistakes ap(Lockert Aff.reportable per 10 CFR 50, paragraph 50.55e.
at 6.)

F. W.197 was subsequently radiographed and the film read
4

by an individual named Ken Beck on 1/28/75. Mr. Beck noted
that tungsten inclusions were distributed through about 75%
of the weld. Mr. Beck did not note a drop thru (sic) that
also had linearly oriented voids. Apparently, someone

i requested another radiograph because the weld was
reradiographed but with wider film to include a repair made
to the nozzle. Again the weld was accepted but this time

) with recognition of the burn thru (sic) on 2/11/75 by Mr.
4 Shore.

| The time frame for documentation of events now shifts to
March 17,1977 when the leak was discovered in F.W. 212.
These events are documented in the M. W. Kellogg QA Report
by J. P. Runyan dated 4/12/77. The radiograph for F.W.197
was again reviewed at this time and a decision was reached

,

to now remove the drop thru (sic) present on the inside of
'. the pipe. The repair was made per DR 3370 and consisted of
i cutting a hole in the pipe and grinding out the burn thru
! (sic). I think that it should be noted that the R. P.
: Ruvan noted DR 3370 in his report dated 4/12/77 but that
i the letter addressed to Mr. R. N. Engelken of the U $ N R C
; Office of Inspection and Enforcement, Region V, written by
i a Mr. Philip A. Crane, Jr. makes no mention that a
i condition requiring repair had been found, in fact, Mr. *

Crane reported that PG4E's examinations revealed no
rejectable indications for any of the four main steam and
three feedwater welds as of 4/15/77. (4/10/84 Lockert Af f.
at 6-7.)

This dissertation has been reduced by the NRC staff to five

issues for which responses have been requested. These are
,

; the following:

i 338. Failure to report cra:k on FW 212 to NR; per 50.55
: (e) correction to cra:ks undetermined.
'

339. Q. A. breakdown due to f ailure to discover welding i

'

defects.

i

$

<

8b
'
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|

340. Failure to notify NRC per 10 CFR 21/50.55 (e) when
100% reinspection of radiographs revealed previous
misinterpretation.

3 54 Failure to report welding deficiencies per 50.55 (e).

355. Failure to report rejectable indication stated in
DR3370 to EC.

38. The following is a chronological overview which places the steam

generator feedwater nozzle FW 212 issues into perspective. PGandE

reported the situation and made complete disclosure of subsequent'

related events. There was 100% reinspection of steam generator nozzle

wel ds. There was also an extensive reexamination of radiographic film.

All PGandE actions are documented. The allegations result from an af ter

i the fact review of a portion of related documents by an individual who

was not onsite or even a QA/QC inspector at the time of the events in

question. Mr. Lockert's allegations regarding failure to report to

regulatory authorities and a coverup are incorrect. This chronology is

: applicable to the reportability aspects of NRC Items 338, 339, 340, 354,

and 355,

39. Chronological Overview

March 17,1977. A leak was revealed in the steam generator feedwate-
nozzle weld during testing. The testing was stopped, and the leak was
investigated.

March 18,1977 PGandE notified the NRC Office of Inspection and
Enfortement, Region V of this condition.

'

.

BI
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March 23,1977, a Discrepency Report (DR) 3370 was opened to document
the radiographic interpretation concerns related to this issue. The NRC
participated in the radiographic review, Re-review of radiographs was
begun.

April 18,1977 A preliminary 10 CFR 50.55(e) report was made to
Region V regarding nozzle cracks.

May 6,1977. The NRC notified PGandE regarding a noncompliance in
|relation to the radiography issue.

June 3,1977. mndE mported to MC Region V on the review of
radiography, and responsed to Notice of Violation.

June 3,1977. mndE made report to NRC Region Y regardin
cause and repairs, and indicated an ongoing investigation.g FW 212 crack

July 6,1977. mndE advised the lett of a possible 50.55(e) mport
regarding radiographic interportation.

August 4,1977. mndE made progress report to NRC Region V on theRadiographic 50.55(e) report.

August 15, 1977
mndE advised the letC Revion V of the current statuson feedwater nozzle welds and advised the NRC of plans ta look at the

interior of other feedwater and main steam nozzles and the intention torepair rejectable indications.
nozzles. NRC staff was invited ta inspect these

October 26, 1977
A final report was made to NRC Region Y regarding theradiographic issue.

All tiesign Class 1 field pipe welds performed byPullman were reviewed. Reoaf rs necessary in Unit 1 were completed. Theradiographs for 235 factorj pipe welds were reexamined, and no defectsrequiring repairs were found.

March 22,1978. PGandt made its final repo*t to NRC Region V on the
steam generator nozzle cracks and repairs, including repairs made durin;internal inspection. All steam generator nozzle to feedwater and maie
steam pipe welds were inspected.

April 17,1978, PGandt made minor clarifications to its March ??,197smeno.

|

1
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40. The backup investigations were extensive and were very conservative

engineering and quality assurance actions. The extensive radiographic

review re-examined hundreds of welds. The nozzle investigation was

equally thorough. To remove any doubts regarding generic concerns, the

feedwater pipes were cut apart from the feedwater nozzles to pemit

inspection of the internal surfaces.

41 These is no merit to the allegation regarding failure to file the proper

reports or to perform a thorough evaluation. The examination was

extensive, and all actions were reported to the NRC. No further

corrective action is required.

42. The technical issues of Allegations f339. #354, and #355 are responded

to separately.

.

83
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NRC Allegation #353 and #354

It is alleged that:

Steam Generator 1-1 nozzle to pipe weld also has an
interesting history. F.W.197 was first performed prior to
a Dec 3rd meeting between Nr. J. W. Ryan and Mr. P. J.
Carosella, the then Pullman Construction Manager and Senior
Safety Engineer for the Department of Industrial Relations
of the State of CA, respectfully (sic). Mr. Carosella
makes mention of the fact that F. W.197 had experienced a
crack extending the circumference of the pipe because
Pullman production had welded with out (sic) the use of
preheat. The process sheet for the second try at F.W.197,
which by the way is not marted R1, is shown with the
process sheet for F. W. 212 provided on page 33 of PG4E's
report. Note that the preheat for the second try is not
signed of (sic) by the lefK inspector and there is no
reference to a preheat chart. Also note the -

inconsistencies in the inspection coverage between the tuo
welds: the ANI checked for visual inspection but not the;

root pass on F.W.197 but did just the opposite for F.W.
212. I think that the DR that covers wtly F.W.197 was,

welded without preheat before Dec. 3 should be examined to
make sure that the corrective action called for by Mr.
Carosella in his Dec.18th letter addressed to J.P. Runyan,
W. M. Kellog's QA/QC Manager was adequately established.
Also, some explanation for the lack of preheat data
available for the second attempt at F.W.197 during Dec. ?3
to Dec. 30 of 1974 aust be provided. It occurs to me that
both of these mistakes appear to be reportable per 10 CFR
50, pa ragraph 50.55e. (4/10/84 Lockert Af f. at 5-6. ) i

la. The allegations are misleading; they are based on suppositions rathee

than facts.

. . - ._ - - _ _ _ _ _. .- -. _
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15. Jhe welding activity on the steam generator 1-1 feedwater nozzle (FW
>

,

197) prior to December 3,1974, consisted of temporary welds for

shipping caps and hydrotest caps. No pennanent installation welds were

attempted then. The crack documented by DR 2450/Rev.1 in June 1974,

was related to a temporary weld. There was only one FW 197, that on
''

3 Cecember 23 - 30, 1974 There was no need to identify this weld as R1 '

''

because it was not, as alleged, a repair of a previcusly cracked weld.ys

The preheat for FW 197 began December 24, 1974, prior to tack welding
; and was provided for all other FW 197 w*elding. This preheat need not

,

have been signed off by Kellogg's insp'ector because it was recorded on

chart 332.
,

'

16. Contrary to the allegation, differences in inspection coverage of

in-process welding on FW 197 and FW 212 are permissible; it is not a

code requimeent that all welds receive the same in-process inspection.

It is pemissible that inipections be done on a surveillance basis.
,

Kellogg's Quality Program requirements were met.
-

,

17. Similarly, root pass inspection was done on a' surveillance basfs'by the
,

authorized inspector. This inspection frequency is appropriate and
pe mi ssibl e.

18. Contrary to the af fidavit statement that there is no reference tc a
!

preheat chart for FW 197, Mr. Lockert's own Exhibit 6, upon whip. the

allegation is based, has the notation: "use chari recorder." Tnes

preheat was recorded on chart number 332. '

s

( .
'

g

1

I

!
,
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19. Mr. Carosella, addressing the crack related to the temporary weld,

indicated that lack of preheat was the problem, as had been documented

in DRs. However, he indicated incorrectly that the welders had been

assigned prior to receipt of a qualified WP5 for P1 to P128 material.

Mr. Carosella did not have complete information. The P1 to P128 WPS had

been qualified the previous year and was released to Kellogg

construction on December 31, 1973. The lack of preheat was corrected on

the subsequent welds. Interestingly, Mr. Carosella correctly refers to

M508 Class 2 as P128 material (Lockert Exhibit 1).

20.
The reportability issue has been discussed in the response to
Allegation #338. The supposition that reportable activity had occurred

in this case is incorrect.
.

21.
These allegations have no merit and no implications with regard to
sa fety. No action is required.

\

1,

|
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NRC Allegation #0939

Allegation Description:

Pullman employee had a habit of not including all the
discrepancies on his radiographic check sheet in his
Pullman reports.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

It is the alleger's knowledge that when you read a
radiograph all indications should be noted, whether they
are rejectable or not; porosity, scratches on the film,
drop throughs, etc. Two particular examiners had a habit
of not including all the discrepancies on the radiographic
check sheet.

6

All indications are not deficiencies. Rejectable indications or deficiencies

are required to be recorded. Pullman is unaware of any inspectors who did not

! include all rejectable indications or discrepancies on the radiographic check

sheet.

There are no code, specification, or ESD requirements that an examiner must

note all indications on radiographic inspection reports as is claimed by the

alleger. Generally, PGandE would agree that the preferred practice would be;

to list acceptable, as well as rejectable, indications on radiographic

inspection reports, but no written requirement was ever established at Diablo

Canyon to do so.
i

|

'

Each report clearly indicates whether the weld has been accepted or rejected

and the reason for rejection is specified. This is all the information

necessary to properly prepare an inspection report, and all that should be

necessary to satisfy a subsequent reviewer of the radiograph.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
j 0119s/0022M - 51 - October 30, 1984

87
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In the unlikely event that a subsequent reviewer does not accept a

radiographic report without each accepted indication being explained, a

discussion would be required between the two reviewers to resolve the

concern. If the discussion did not resolve the concern, a new radiograph

could be performed to satisfy the second reviewer.

i

|

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022H. - 52 - October 30, 1984

00'
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NRC Allegation 90944

Allegation Description:

Atkinson weld test booth supervisors were not required to
be in continuous attendance during welder testing.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

There were no written procedures on how an inspector was to
conduct his surveillance of welders in the weld test booth.

It is true that GFACo weld test booth inspectors were not required to be in

continuous attendance during welder testing. However, there is no code

requirement or other compelling reason that they be constantly present. GFACo

Quality Control Procedure W-1, " Welding and Welder Qualification," provided

the criteria for welder qualification, including the information and

requirements to be included on the " Welder Perfomance Qualification Test"

report. This report required that the tests be " witnessed" by a GFACo QC

inspector and then accepted by a (EACo QC or QA representative. There is no

requirement that, during the welding test, either or both supervisors be in

continuous attenaance.

. PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343
i 0119s/0022M - 53 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegations 40945 and 0946

Allegation WO945 Description:

Bolts attaching pipe hanger and supports in the diesel
generator building may not have proper torques.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

The alleger states that when a hanger is attached to a
concrete wall, holes are drilled to insert Hilti or;

Phillipps bolts. The procedure is to drive them into the.

wall and torque them without the plate. When they set up
they are supposed to be 1/8" from the surface. You can
verify a true torque reading because the bolt shield is not
against the plate. If it is against the plate, you get a
false torque reading.

,

Allegation (0946 Description:

QA inspectors told not to look at "old work."
!

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

An inspector found numerous cases where the shield of the
Hilti Bolt was against the plate. This was found when,

inspecting the pipe support. He attempted to write DCN's
but was told not to look at old work.

,

The first sentence of the paraphrase refers to Hilti and Phillips bolts which

are both used at Diablo Canyon. These are bolt or stud type anchors which

must protrude from the wall and therefore cannot be recessed 1/8-inch below
,

the concrete surface. However, the anchors being referred to in the

paraphrase are shell type anchors which, on new installations, are required to

; have the top of the shell 1/C-inch below the concrete surface. QC inspection

of hole size, shell installation, plug depth, and final torque are all

specified in ESD 223.-

.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
i - 0119s/0022M - 54 - October 30, 1984
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Installation of shell type anchors flush with the concrete surface was

previously an acceptable practice but their installation was not inspected by

QC. However, all the shell type anchors installed prior to 1977 without a QC
.

inspection were inspected during a 1977 rework program. Detailed examination

and acceptance criteria were established, approved by PGandE, and used for
'

this inspection. Shell anchors flush with the concrete was not a rejectable

condition.
,

; .

All shell type concrete anchors' installed after 1977 were inspected by QC

against estabitsbed criteria. The criteria included verification of hole
'

size, shell installation, and correct plug depth.
.

! In response to NRC I&E Bulletin 79-02, PGandE did an investigation that, among

other things, determined the acceptability of the existing shells being flush

with the concrete. Evaluation of the results of this investigation determined

that the existing installations were acceptable and rework was not required.

; However, PGanoE also concluded that, although the existing . installations were

acceptable, this installation procedure was no longer desirable and procedure

ESD 223 was revised.

i

During subsequent rework of existing supports for other reasons, questions

arose concerning the installed shell type anchors and whether tney needed to

meet the criteria for new installations specified in ESD 223. The questions

arose primarily because the 79-02 investigation and results were not common

knowledge to all Pullman Inspectors. One particular inspector's concerns were

.

PGanoE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022N - 55 - October 30, 1984
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identified by him or. DCNs and referred to PGandE on DR-4394, a copy of which

is attached. The .Isposition of the DR was to accept as-is, based upon the

response to I&F. Bulletin 79-02 discussed above.

Despite the DR and its disposition, questions continued to be raised about the

acceptability of the "old work." To provide this information to all parties,

the criteria for acceptance of existing shells was prepared, included by

revision in ESD 223, and approved by PGandE.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
bilSs/0022M - 56 - October 30, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 0945 & 0946.

. 10 Cro m o . 4394
g$) NOT) No. _various arrs. seley

A "" * * - I
~

( - coor No. 8
i

i

) .

men. Poems ese a meserte spec.no: s711 oat : 8/28/81
m, Dianae canyon a no.: 7177 inspecton H. Karner/P. Hafrey

REF: DCN's 776-034,036 037
oisentpANT stau Shell type concrete anchors in contact with base plate 040.045.047.048.049.051-ch '

emet.ANAVON 08 D4cREPANCY:

While working hangers in the turbine and auxiliary building, Elevation 73 thni 115, other
hangers in the area were identified as having the shell of the concrete anchor in contact
with the back of the base plate. Approximately 40 base plates were exanined each having
from two to four anchors installed. Only hangers with shell and base plate contact have
been identified below.

REcoMMENoEO otSPOSITION:

- X Issue hanger drawings and rework shells which are in contact with base plates;
's

OR;

u resnse fD MEC . Z*' U" du//cbet 79-o t Ajed/920,Accept As Is; '

&<ri27 9-u.syOR; gc

K PG&E to disposition.

/
' .N,

f04, '

Aeores slSy:M.W.K. FiaW QA. Does - Den b E9 Ol
'

PINAL rtSPoSITloN: I em 0 oesr(..,I and M f...I ir.d):
, .ek Co ,I.e d in D.e.: het commel sed in Dm.:w

,, ,

EXPLAMATioN liF NECESSARYi: Nj'
~

|

1

M.K. Mew o.A. Menseur osse cuseemer oe= I

| vs To rnavawT RecunneNes g b A. ,as.shs. Requirenents for instllation of shell type anchors have
.y ban changed to require shells to be a minimum of 1/8" below flush when installed.

- -oN. . m .. . - , _ .. O m.r e.c r O nemmedne O msw sausseur ( <
. . . _ .. .. i is _ j
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Attachment to DRf4394 Page ::
,

NRC Allegations 0945 & 0946 Yzritus Hgra. Bei
Page 2 of 4 Unit I i;

Code 8

fS0
^#'#

N ACT SHELL ORI0INAL IOSTTEM f N TE
WITH PLATE IDCATION INSTALLATION REWORKED

547-11 '# 500547/14-250 6 4 1 Iower Right Jan.1975 August 1981. Inspection
only. Boltstorquedbeci
hanger was up-graded to '
Class I *E". .

73-50 0"
500073/08-203 N/A 4 2 Upper Left & Jan.1974 November 1978. Twoleft!

Iower Right
'

s, anchors exceeded flush ci
',dition and replaced with;

-

). Anchors.
;

73-37 "' 500073/14-206 Right Hand 2 1 Lower Right Har.19]h' March 1974Angle ,

j";c' .

' .. :1HG-019 **' 502160-169/26-200 N/A 4 1 Upper Inft Mai};197h April 1979. Installed 1{
on pipe. Anchors not rewo:

'''
99-77R 049280/08-75 1 4 1 Iower Right Apr.1975 May 1978. Installed Hosi

Rev. Anchors not reworkei
94,9-17hR 051370/2-08-78 1 4 1 Upper Left July 1975 July 1975

-

d99-206 u 500099/09-20h N/A 2 1 South anchors Apr.1974 February 1979. Rework T-
shoes per DRl3635. Anche
not reworked.

97-51R S'' Ch9278/12-266 5 h 1 lower Right Mar.1975 August 1976. Hanger A/B-
M-2856. Anchors not rewt

99-95R 049280/08-744 17 4 1 Upper South May 1975 May 1978. Installed Hosi
Rev. Anchors not reworkei

CLASS E WITH NO QA/QC PARTICIPATION

38-71A 0492794)6-1582 N/A 4 1 Upper Inft Unknown 6-2-80 Class E Accept

~~O

$ V- v
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ . - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ -
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NRC Allegations 0945 & 0946
Page 3 of 4
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l

Partlli ;
'

|

|
|

. Pacific Gas and Electric Company |'

Station Construction Department i

Diablo Canyon Project-

:

Units 1 & ||
-

,

Procedure for Testing and Inspection
~;

of Shell-Type Concrete Fasteners
: - As Installed -

forCompliance to NRC I&E Bulletin 79-02
-

:

!
.

July 24,1980
.

4

$

' ~
-

( .g ,,
~

' . , ~ . ,'.

':0 *e;g. .
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.
' NRC Allegations 0945 & 0946

Suasarr ef Mosults Page 4 of 4..

.

,r

k
A total of 213 randomly selected bolts were tested from thefollowing systems:

Systes # of Bolts

3* 22
7* 34*

8* 24
9* 23

10* 25
12 22'

13 6
14* 25~

18 12
19 8
24 12

These tests were performed on accessible and removable hangers
to avoid ths time and expense of cutting out and rowelding hanger '
members.

Of the 213 tested bolts: ',

1) 90% were found to have preload at or above Pu/5.

[ , 2) 99% were fotaid to have preload at or above their design load.

During the testing, we experienced three loss-of-bond failures.
With the exception of these failures the existence of a torque /preload
which is greater than the design load was verified in every case.

Another inspection parameter required by this procedure was
the verification of gap existence between anchor shells and the back !of baseplates. Of the 213 bolts tested, 25% of the anchor shells were ~

in contact with the back of baseplates. However, the maximum measured
shell slippage at proload (Pu/5) was 0.008 ", with 88% of shells

! asasuring no slippage whatsoever. 8ecause of this negligib1'e shell
i slippage at preload it appears certain that preload is achieved

regardless of shell contact with the back of baseplates.

1 i

. "

-

'

-

\ |.

. ,. ,. *b- .

( * SAFE SHLTTDOWN SYSTEM '

.'.
.
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.
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NRC Allegations #0949 and 0950

Allegation #0949 Description:

A QC inspector overlooked slag deposits on 3 of 12 welds.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Regarding the preparation for NDE, slag deposits were
overlooked. Besides being visually unacceptable, it could
mask possible defects underneath the slag deposit. Also,
paint was not properly removed.

Allegation r0950 Description:

Rupture restraints outside the containment vessel Unit 2
location 24-40-10 over ll-RT near bent 1. Had inadequate
NDE preparation and were inspected.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

This is one specific, however, inspector had problems with
paint removal everyday.i

With respcct to the "3 of 12 welds," the allegation is correct that some slag *

was identified but the condition was not overlooked. This slag was discovered

by MT technician, Jim McDennott, during his preparation and/or examination for

NT on the following welds located on the pipe rack of Unit 2 at Bent 1B, FWs

217 A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J , K, L, and T. The welds have been identified by

reference to pages 9 and 10 of Mr. McDermott's anonymous affidavit submitted

as Attacirnent 2 to GAP Petition II dated March 2,1984

The welds in question are on stiffener plates being welded to an existing wide

flange. Each stiffener plate used 3 field welds for installation. The welds

are 1-inch partial penetration to the flanges and 1/2-inch partial penetration

to the web on a 2-inch thick stiffener plate. The design of the stiffener
i

|

|

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 57 - October 30, 1984
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plates was to have a " clipped corner" in two places,1-inch at 45' (no

radius). The " clipped corner" was needed so that the stiffener plates would -

fit over the area where the web and flange of the beam merge. The design of

this configuration, by its very nature, makes the terminations of the partial

penetration welds partially, if not completely, inaccessible without

subsequent work.

Some, if not all, of Mr. McDermott's concerns were with weld metal which was

deposited beyond the end of the groove preparation. This type of deposit is

necessary to complete the particular weld configuration being made.

Mr. McDemott insisted that the deposits be cleared prior to MT examination.

i Craft personnel were requested to do additional cleaning / preparation in these

areas. However, the only way to perform this task with the tools and

equipment available was to enlarge the clipped corner area by grinding.
.

After several days of craft personnel trying to prepare this area, the
,

i

situation was brought to the attention of Mr. Karner, QA/QC Manager, as well

as PGandE's Bob Torstrom. After review, it was explained to Mr. McDemott
,

that the design of the connection made the termination of the welds at the

" clipped correr" inaccessible for MT examination and that the MT procedures in1

j use, PhandE 3212 and PhandE 3205, recognized that certain areas may be

inaccessible for examination. These areas merely needed to be identified on

the MT examination report.

,

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343
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Mr. McDemott did not agree with the QA/QC Manager's and PGandE's

; interpretation and insisted that the area either had to be cleaned or further
,

prepared. After further discussion, Mr. McDemott was instructed by the QA/QC

Manager to document his examinations on the MT examination reports and include ;
,

all areas for which he haa a concern as pemitted by procedure. This is

contrary to his statement that he only did this due to his frustration.

1

The welds, their conditions, and the MT examination reports of Mr. McDemott

were identified to PGandE in a memo dated January 29, 1982. The welds in
;
* question were accepted as-is by PGandE.

!

j Since the condition was detemined to be acceptable, the writing of a DR or
! DCN was not required.

To say that the QA/QL Manager did nothing about the condition is totally

untrue. As stated previously, the conditions were documented on the

appropriate MT examination reports, identified to PGandE, and filed in the

document package.

Finally, it should be noted that the " clipped corner" configuration was only2

used on four of the eight stiffener plates which had been installed and all ofJ

the corners had been enlarged to resolve Mr. McDermott's concerns. The.four
,

remaining stiffener plates were changed to have a 1-1/2-inch radius at the
'

corners to provide better accessibility for cleaning and examination and were

i installed using 1/2-inch' fillet welds to eliminate the concerns of
|

Mr. McDermott.

1
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The subject of paint removal was previously addressed in response to GAP #168 !

submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-166 dated April 30, 1984. The previous

allegation and response are attached hereto.

QC inspectors are responsible for performing the final visual inspections of

welds, including preparation for NDE. These inspections are performed in

accordance with the visual inspection acceptance criteria. Since many QC

inspectors are not certified to perform NDE inspections, they may

inadvertently accept prepared weld surfaces which are suitable on visual

examination but which a qualified NDE inspector would not accept for the

subsequent NDE examination.

Because of this, hDE inspectors are required to perform a second visuali

1

inspection, immediately prior to performing the required NDE, to assure that

the weld surface is acequately prepared for proper evaluation by NDE. In the

event that additional weld surface preparation is necessary to perform NDE, or

if there is a need to remove paint or slag, the NDE inspector has the

authority, and is required by procedure, to request assistance from craft

personnel to properly recondition the surface in order to prevent the

possibility of indications being masked.
. ,

!

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 0949 and 0950
Reference: DCL-84-166 j
Dated: April 30,1984

:Page 1 of 2
|

I

GAP #188, Petition at 9.

It is alleged that:

In 1982 Mr. Karner fired an inspector (citing 2/25/84 Anon.
Aff. at 5.) who had protested that certain weids were not
adequately prepared for magnetic particle testing. To
illustrate the probleri, despite clains on the paperwork,
paint coverlag the welds was not fully removed. (citing.,

2/25/84 Anon. Aff at 13-14, and related Exhibits
,

would hinder his ability to inspect properly he was
confronted by his own le d an, the other inspectors'
leadman, a Oc supervisor, and Karner hinself. Within two
weeks Mr. Karner fjred the inspector (citing 2/25/84 Anon.
Aff. at 14.)

48. Contrary to the allegation, no inspector has ever been fired for

protesting that welds were inadequately prepared for NT testing.

49. The specific welds in question cannot be positively identified due to

the lack of infomation provided. Any inspector, upon finding welds and

adjacent base naterial inadequately cleaned or prepared for exanination,

sinply needs to identify the condition to the craft personnel to get the
problen resolved.

50. PGandE is aware of one incident which required Mr. Karner's involvenent |

and which nay have been the one referred to in the allegation. The

incident in question did not involve paint on the welds thenselves, but

did involve paint on the base metal adjacent to the welds. The incident

was resolved by instructing the inspector to identify the condition, i

together with the requirenents of the procedure, to all parties,
i

;

\ /03!
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 0949 and 0950
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30,1984
Page 2 of 2

including craft personnel and visual inspecters. The areas in question

were then to be cleaned, if necessary, so inspections could be

conducted. This was acconplished and all inspections were

satisfactorily corpleted.

~

51. The inspector in question, Mr. J. L. McDemott, was indeed teminated on

August 26, 1982, not for any quality problens he nay have identified,

but for habitual erratic job attendance and tardiness, as is docunented

in his personnel file.

.

4
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; NkC Allegations #0954 and 09b5

Allegation #0954 Description:

PGandE responses about QC inspector qualifications
contained disparities.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

PGandE letter DCL-84-082 states: "The NRC identified a
number of welding inspectors who, prior to documentation of
their qualifications, had apparently performed acceptance
inspections. These inspectors did not perform NDE, but
only performed fit-up and visual weld inspections".
"... Reviews performed to this date indicate procedure

| (ESD-237) was fully implemented by June 1974."

PGandE letter DCL-b4-llb states "After October 3,1975, no
inspectors were found to have performed ins
documentation of qualification per ESD-237 gection prior to

| Allegation WO955 Description:

Two additional QC inspectors were not qualified.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

! Same as 0954 - also, alleger states two names of
individuals discussed in the letters. Alleger request
reviews of two more individuals.

;

The issue discussed in PGandE letters DCL-84-082 and DCL-84-il5, copies of

which are attached, is the performance of acceptance inspections prior to

documentation of the inspector's qualifications. Therefore, the allegation

claiming that QL inspectors were not qualified does not andress the same issue.

Witn respect to disparities, it is clear that DCL-84-082 is an interim

response to the issue. Further investigations, as detailed in DCL-84-115,

shows that the initial cutoff date was determined to be incorrect. This is a

i risk inherent in providing interim reports during ongoing investigations.
, ,

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-64-343
'

0119s/0022M 61 - October 30, 1984
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However, the information provided in the earlier response was believed

accurate at the time of submission and does not call into question the j
:

truthfulness of either report on the date each was submitted.

The personnel records have been extensively reviewed by the NRC during their

investigation of the NSL audit. As a result of the NRC investigation, an
t

extensive review of the personnel records of the welding inspectors wasi

i performed by the Pullman training officer. The results of this review were

j accurately reported subsequent to DCL-84-082 in DCL-84-115. In addition, the
: personnel records of several specific individuals have been reviewed by NRC
i ,

onsite representatives, Mr. Mendonca and Mr. Polich. Since the names of the

j two inoividual inspectors whose qualifications are of concern to the alleger

j have not been provided, no further investigation of the qualifications of the

individuals is possible at this time..

!

l

r

!
T

I
|

)

l

:

|
'

; I

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-64-343
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Attachment t3
PACIFIC GAO AND ELECTRIC COMPANY " ' ' *e e en 082-

COPY Dated: February 29, 1984
Page 1 of 9

February 29, 1984

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-082

Mr. John B. Martin, Reg'ional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V
1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-76
Diablo Canyon Unit 1
SSEE 21 - Item 23, Qualification of Pullman Inspectors

Dear Mr. Martin:

Enclosed is PGandE's response to Iten 23 identified in SSER 21 pertaining to
the qualification of Pullman Power Products quality control welding inspectors.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

, Sincerely,

J. B. Hoch

for J. O. Schuyler

1

DW0gden/GCW/JBH/JOS:gk
j Enclosure

cc: T. W. Bishop
' D. G. Eisenhut

H. E. Schierling
Service List

bec: Diablo Distribution

0382d/0005K
,
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 0954 and 0955

-

Reference: DCL-84-082
i Dated: February 29, 1984
; Page 2 of 9

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-082

ENCLOSURE

DOCUMENTATION OF PULIJtAN POWER PRODUCTS

WELD INSPECTOR QUALIFICATION
/

1

*
.
i

Request for Information

The NRC reviewed the findings resulting from a 1977 audit of Pullman Power
Products (Pullman) performed by Nuclear Services Corporation (NSC). This<

review was conducted during the period from November 13th through November 18,
1 983. The NRC identified a number of welding inspectors who, prior to

. documentation of their qualification, had apparently performed acceptance'

inspections. These inspectors did not perfora nondestructive examinations but
only performed fit-up and visual weld inspections.

'

The NRC has requested that PGandE review the Pullaan welding inspector
qualification program and report the results of this review to the NRC.

Response
f

I Pullaan began construction at Diablo Canyon in mid-1971. During the period
from start of work through late 1973, weld inspector qualification and
documentation of qualification was not formalised. An individual's
qualifications were reviewed and accepted prior to assignment to inspection

j duties. The inspectors were indoctrinated and trained in accordance with QA
and technical requirements. However, documentation of these activities was

t

not consistently retained. *

i

It should be noted that prior to September 1973, there was no requirement or
guidance available within the industry directing the documentation of
qualification or certification of inspection personnel. In late 1973, witn
corporate and onsite management involvement, Pullman, at its own initiative,
began formalizing the process of weld inspector qualification. This effort
resulted in the issuance and approval of Procedure BSD-237 in February 1974.i

Reviews performed to date indicate the Procedure was fully implemented by June
1974. This Procedure complies with ANSI N45.2.6 with the exception of
establishing inspector levels. Beginning in early 1973, Pullman has been

i

surveyed by the ASME a number of times and has been granted certificates of
authorisation indicating compliance with ASME code requirements including
quality control activities.

, ,

i

0382d/ -1- [6h '
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 0954 and 0955
Reference: DCL-84-082<

Dated: Fabruary 29, 1984
Page 3 of 9

In 1982, Procedure ESD-237 was modified to include identification of inspector
level as a result of a PGandE QA audit and a contract specification change
which required full compliance with ANSI N45.2.6.

.

A review of the NSC audit results indicates that, during the period from '

5eptember 1973 through May 1974, certain inspectors did perform inspections ,

prior to documentation of qualification. However, this condition was
,

e6 erected in June 1974 by full implementation of Procedure ESD-237.-
i

The NBC identified two 1.nspectors who any have performed inspections prior to
being adequately trained and qualified. These inspectors have been identified
as Mr. Newton and Mr. Guy. PGandE's review of their records is discussed

j below.

Mr. Guy was hired on Novsaber 8,1973, which was at a period when the progra=
for training and documentation of qualification was being developed.
Documentation exists which shows Mr. Guy's qualification to perform weld
inspections after January 18, 1974. A sample of Mr. Guy's work performed
Prior to January 18, 1974 will be reinspected. This reinspection will be

i completed and the results will be reported to the NRC prior to March 30,
| 1984. A high level of confidence in the quality of the work to be reinspected

is established by the fact that:'

1. All code Class A, B, and C welds were inspected using NDE methods by
qualified individuals in addition to the visual inspections performed
by Mr. Guy.

2. In some cases, the welding inspection was witnessed by the Authorized
,

I Nuclear Inspector.

3. All Design Class 1 piping has been hydro-tested and, in some cases,
reinspected for the base line data as a part of the Inservice
Inspection Program.

Documentation exists which shows that Mr. Newton did not perform acceptance
inspections prior to documentation of his qualifications. Therefore, no
reinspection is required.

In addition, PGandE plans to review quality records prior to June 1974 to
confirm that no other acceptance inspections were made prior to documentation
of inspector qualification. Should any deviations be found, the basis for
qualification will be established and documented, or reinspection will be
performed. For the period following June 1974, a sample of inspection records
and documentation of inspector qualification will be reviewed to confirm that

,

no inspections were performed by inspectors prior to documentation of their .

gualification. These record reviews, and any resultant inspections, will be
completed and the results reported to the NRC prior to power ascension.

.

5
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NRC Allcgations 0954 and 0955
. Refer:nce: DCL-84-ll5PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY Dated: March 23, 198A * * " .
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Page 4 of 9 , i

March 23,1984

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-115

Mr. John B. Martin, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V
1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368

Re: Docket'No. 50-275, OL-DPR-76
Diablo Canyon Unit 1
SSER 21 - Pullman Power Products Weld Inspector Qualification

Dear Mr. Martin:

PGandE letter DCL-84-082, dated February 29, 1984 provided the NRC staff with
an interim response to item 23 of Supplement 21 to the Safety Evaluation

: Report (SSER 21) concerning the qualification of Pullman Power Products
(Pullman) weld inspectors. Also on February 29, 1984, PGandE received a
Severity Level IV Notice of Violation concerning the performance of
inspections by Pullman personnel prior to the documentation of their
qualification as required by Pullman Procedure ESD-237.

The enclosure to this letter provides a description of PGandE's plan for
additional investigation of Pullman weld inspectors and the results of this
investigation. PGandE's response to the Notice of Violation will be provided
by March 29, 1984.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincerely,
,.

J. B. Hoch

for J. O. Schuyler

TWLibs/PFM/COC/JBH/J05:1fs
Enclosure

cc: D. G. Eisenhut
H. E. Schierling

| Service List

bec: Diablo Distribution

0654d/0008K ACTS #1520
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 0954 and 0955
Reference: DCL-84-115
Dated: March 23, 1984

i Page 5 of 9

:

| PGandE Letter No. DCL-84-115

ENCLOSURE

PULLMAN POWER PRODUCTS WELD INSPECTOR QUALIFICATION

i 8ACKGROUND

On February 29, 1984, in letter No. DCL-84-082, PGandE provided the NRC with<

an interin response to Iten 23 identified in SSER 21. This response detailed
the results of investigations of Pullnan Power Products Weld Inspector-

Qualifications. Also, on February 29, 1984, PGandE received a Notice of
Violation, Severity Level IV, directed to Pullnan Power Products weld
inspectors' performance of inspections prior to docunentation of their

: qualification as required by Pullman Power Products Procedure ESD-237.
:

! This report provides the results of additional investigations conducted to
date

4

and this infornation is connon to both requests for response. A separate
:

response to the Notice of Violation will be provided by March 29, 2984.
i

fESPONSE
,

he secpe and degree of the additional investigations has been expanded fron
that described in our previous subnittal on this issue. The description of
the revised plan and results of the additional investigation are described

: below. '

Investigation Plan
,

d

A. Review the work experience and education records for all weld,

!- inspectors hired prior to Septenber 1973 to. verify qualification.
i Should qualification not be verified, all accessible welds will be

reinspected.

B. Review documentation of weld inspector qualification and inspector
assignnents for all inspectors hired from September 1,1973, to a
point in tine which assures that the requirements of ESD-237 were
consistently inplemented. Those inspectors found to have performed
acceptance inspections prior to docunentation of compliance with

,

training and testing requirements will be identified for further '
,

/ review.

i

*

0654d/ _1 - !//
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Attachment to
NRC A11cgations 0954 and 0955
Reference: DCL-84-115*

Dated: March 23,1984
Page 6 of 9

Should the inspector be considered qualf fled, based on work
expertence and education, 20% of the welds (but not less than 10
welds) will be reinspected to vertfy inspector qualification. The
reinspection will be as thorough as possible and any potential defect
will be identified for further review and disposition. Those welds
which are inaccessible due to location or installation of heat
tracing are excluded from reinspection unless the reinspection of
accessible welds indicates unacceptable inspector perfomance.

Should the inspector not be considered qualified, based on work
experience and education, all accessible welds will be reinspected.

C. A 105 sample of the records associated with inspectors hired after
the date of consistent inplenentation of ESD-237 will be reviewed to
assure continued conpliance.

RESULTS4

A. Four individuals were hired to perfom weld inspections fron the
start of work through August 1973. All inspectors were shown to be

; qualified to perfom visual weld inspection based on a review of
4 documentation of previous work experience and education. No

reinspection of their work will be perfomed.

B. Docunentation of weld inspector qualification and inspector
assignnents was reviewed for all inspectcrs hired during the period
from Septenber 1,1973, through Decenber 1980. Seventeen inspectors
were found to have performed inspections prior to docunentation of
completion of the training and testing required by ESD-237. After
October 3,1975 inspectors were found to have perfomed inspection
prior to documentation of qualification per ESD-237. Four of these
inspectors were hired prior to the requirenent to docunent training
and testing which was established by approval of ESD-237 on February
26, 1974.

Based on a review of doeunented previous work experience and
education, all individuals except Mr. Guy and Mr. Cubbage were found
to be qualifled for weld inspection duties. A listing of the 15
inspectors considered qualified based on previous experiente is
provided as Attachnent 1. For each inspector the following is
identifled:

1) No. of Inspections - The nunber of inspections perfomed prior to
documentation of conpletion of training and testing requirenents. '

2) No. to be Reinspected - The nunber of welds to be reinspected to
comply wf th the 205, but not less than 10, sarple specification.

3) Refnspected - The nunber of welds which have been reinspected.

0654d/ -2-
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 0954 and 0955

* *

Reference: DCL-84-115
Dated: March 23, 1984
Page 7 of 9

t

. 4) Suspect - The nunber of welds found to require further inspection' to detemine acceptance or rejection. Weld itens in this
category include such itens as minor are strikes,1/32"
undersized welds on a small portion of weld circumference, and
conditions which require further surface preparation. Of the 34
suspect welds shown in Attachnents 1 and 2, four welds are in
Class E (non safety-related) piping systens.

5) Repair - The number of welds found to require repair.

6) Coments - This colunn contains a description of the defect
causing weld repair and a description of the affected ifne and
service. Also, shnuld reinspection of the full sanple not be
acconplished, ju.tification will be provided.

The scope of inspections perfomed by Mr. Guy and Mr. Cubbage prior
to doctmentation of qualiffcation and reinspection results are shown
on Attachnent 2. The categories of data are identical to Attachnent
1, except "No. to be Reinspected" is omitted since all accessible
welds are to be reinspected.

C. One hundred seven individuals were hired to perfom weld inspections
during the period fron January 1,1981, to the present. A sanple of
the records for twenty-one inspectors indicated that all inspectors
were docunented to be qualiffed in accordance with ESD-237 prior to
perfomance of inspections, with two exceptions. In both of these
cases, docunentation occurred one day following the first
inspection. This is considered to be an administrative delay and the
results rovide confidence that the rquirenents of ESD-237 have been
fully i lenented fron October 3,1975 to date.

t

It3
_

0654d/ -3-
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ATTACHMENT 1
~

No. of No. to be
Name Inspections Reinspected Reinspected Suspect Repair Coments '

'Allmendinger 69 30 30 1

Bloom 2 2 2 0

;Bowlby 387 158 124 7
,

:

..Boyd 192 55 23 3

: Finch 289 114 114 7

!Jennings 423 85 28 2
:

Kaz 3 3 0 -

'Kincade 84 17 0 -

.

.Pcge 195 39 15 0

;Pennie 294 59 6 0
i

10'Brten 2 2 0 -

;Sarawatari 313 74 74 2 :

!' Silver
mezz>

47 11 11 0 $E356
1 m.92B"; Thomas 17 10 4 0 Rg[o t

: -r e.s a.W111ard 367 73 36 2 *?,.C, ,

j " 88
jTOTALS 2894 732 467 24 07" ,
, gg ;
'

GLE
RG.<

I E:"S:spect" welds are under evaluation. It has not yet been determined if any repairs are required. o
| 8,s ui
I N
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NHC Allegation M971

Allegation Description:

Carbon steel materials found in stainless steel hold areas.>

'NRC Allegation Paraphrase:-

1 i

Quality manager's attitude was:although an employee found
'

the problem on Tuesday, the general foreman who inspects |

-the areas on Friday will find it then.

Since the alleger has not provided any details to is entify this incident, iti

is not possible to be certain PGandE is responding to the specific situation

being referred to. however, the allegation is similar to a concern raised by

- Mr. Tim O'Neill through the PGandE Quality Hotline and addressed in QCSR-41, a

copy of which is attached.
|

4 As a result of tne investigation generated by the QCSR, it was detemined that

the area in question was a scrap bin and the material had been downgraded to
.

| non-Class 1 material. It was further detemined that, although the material

had been downgraded, it was not properly identified as non-Class 1. Pullman

management's investigation found that this was not a widespread problem and

sent memos to remind supervisors of the requirements for material storage.
.

There is no evidence that the quality manager's attitude was to ignore

problems or delay their resolution and, in fact, the attached materials show
'

just how thoroughly this concern was addressed .

|

;

I

|
| PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
; 0119s/0022M - 63 - October 30, 1964
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DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR, POWER PLANT
-' '

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION Attachment to sunstn
NRC Alleg. 0971

; Page 1 of 38
QCSR-041

-

{ 'JALITY CONCERN SUMMARY REPORT '

SUBJECT: Uncontrolled Storage Area - Pullman Power Products
DESCRIPTION:

A. Class I and II carbon material, stainless steel and scrap material all stored
.together in one area.

B. All materials removed with a hold tag on material.
C. Inspector being pressured to void DCN because material cannot be found.
*A, B and C are the original concerns expressed on 5/8/84. See page 2 for the five
subparts this concern has been divided into.

(Walk-in taken 5/8/84)

Investlestion Perf ormed bv! (Depe rtment) Quality control iny:: iptup D. Steten
Coordinator: D. Stetson

Method of Investloation: CPlan of Action)
I. PPP to provide response to Mr. O'Neill's letter.
2. Q.C. Surveillance Inspection Group to perform inspection of scrap area.
3. Q.C. to evaluate findings.
4. Q.C. Supervisor to review.
5. Project Construction Coordinator to approve.

- .

RESULTS OF INVESTIG ATION: s -

See attached.

&~
V

(h
Persons Contacted During investigation: (Na me/ Title /Organiza tion 1 Descrepancy Report Number
H.W. Karner/QA-QC Mgr/PPP Ken Guy /PPP Q.C. Inspector _(if Applicable) None
S. Engler/ Supervisor /PPP Bob Lieber/PTGC Field Const Mgr

investigato'r's Signature: h bdbEC
_ Da e- 7-% Ad-

P.T.G.C. Quality control Supervisor Review: Date 7-3'/~84
' ,eral Of fice Project Construction, Coordinator- /d

D a.t e- Vg- g , , . ,

Att a chments: See attached list
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$UMMARY REPORT Page 2 of 7

. k ;t QCSR-041

SUBJECT (Con't from Page 1): i

For clarification and simplicity, the criginal concern has been divided into .

five questions or sub-parts.

1. Uncontrolled storage areas.
2. Removal of material with affixed hold tags.
3. Voiding of DCN 1604-040.
4. The cost factor /and waste of materials.
5. Class I and 11 carbon material, stainless steel and scrap material all

stored together in one area.

RESULTS OF INVESTIGA11cn

History

The following three basic types of storage areas are used at DCPP:
1) MANNED TYPE - (Warehouse / Vault Areas / Rod Control); 2) UNMANNED
TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION LOCATIONS - (Located at various locations on the

>

site); and 3) SCRAP BINS AND OTHER SIMILAR AREAS. The first two types of
storage areas are for construction materials prior to installation, and/or
a place to temporarily hold any removed hardware during rework of
hangers. The intent is'to always control storage to avoid loss of
traceability and protect damage to the material. As an added safeguard,
almost all material purchased by PPP is designated and purchased as Class
I material. This purchase policy has avoided many traceability or
certificability issues in the past when small storage problems occur and
retracing of the material purchase order is necessary.

The scrap metal areas which are governed by paragraph 11.5 of PPP QAl-152
is the last step to insure that good material separation and other Class I
storage areas are maintained. The intent is to have any material placed
in the temporary storage identified individually as scrap metal, which
would by interpretation indicate to a passing observer and craf t that the
review of the material's worthiness for further use has been performed,
and subsequently the material is deemed no longer needed. Furthermore,
identifying each item as scrap, the possibility of a loose item being
placed in Class I storage area may then be eliminated.

While the storage areas are a intergal part of the quality program, the
key to the inspection program is the inspector's review of all material as
it is installed. The inspection encompasses material condition,
acceptability and appropriate documentation which can be traced to the
tests and certification. The storage areas are a means for field Q.C.
personnel and Production personnel to control and monitor material before- i

the Quality Control Field Inspector is involved and the material is
installed.

I
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-

INVESTIGATION

( - As a part of the investigation, the following chronological events were
established:

1. The caller, Mr. Tim O'Neill, stated he identified storage
discontinuties during mid-February of 1984 and repcrted the problems
to the PPP Q.C. Storage Inspector.

2. Approximately two weeks after the time first reported to the PPP Q.C. ~

Storage inspector, Mr. O'Neill initiated DCN-1604-040 and placed a
hold tag on a large diameter pipe. The PPP Deficient Condition Notice
is dated March 2,1984. (See attached DCN-1604 040).

3. ,Between April 19, 1984 and May 1,1984, t'.e PPP Quality Control
Department tried to identify and take corrective action to Mr.
O'Neill's observations.

4. On May 1,1984, Lead K. Foelker directed Mr. O'Neill to see G. 81 undo
of PPP QA to discuss the voiding of the DCN. Mr. O'Neill declined
voiding out the DCN.

,
.

5. Based on the fact that PPP was unable to substantiate the concern or
locate the scrap area, the DCN was voided 5/2/84 without Mr. O'Neill's
full concurrence. For the record, concurrence by the originator is
not mandatory in Pullman's Quality Program, however, as a good policy
PPP Management always seeks concurrence in such matters whenever,

possible.

6. On May 4,1984, Mr. T. O'Neill wrote a letter to H. W. Karner the PPP
QA/QC Manager on the " Uncontrolled Storage Area" matter. A copy was
forwarded to the " Hotline Office". (See attached letter.) In this
letter other observations by Mr. O'Neill were pointed out not
mentioned in the original DCN.

7. May 8, 1984 Mr. O'Neill walked into the " Hotline Office" with his
concern on this issue.

8. A letter was sent to P. Morky by H. W. Karner on May 29, 1984 to
reiterate the storage of Class I material requirements and to remind
all supervisors of their responsibility. (See attached letter.)

9. On June 6,1984, H. W. Karner provided a response to Mr. T. O'Neill's
May 4 letter. (See attached letter.)

| 10. On June 8,1984 at the request of the " Quality Hotline," the PTGC
Quality Control Surveillance Group perfonned an investigation of scrap
material storage. (See attached SIR M-568.)

11'. QCSR-041 represented the first of several Quality Concerns by the '

caller. In that time, first brought the concern to the Quality|
'

Hotline on May 8, 1984, the individual was contacted by telephone,
visited by the Hotline Office or had a formal meeting. The dates
recorded are as follows:

''"
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| May 11.1984 Caller was contacted and said he would drop off the 1!, DCN.

'k
May 15, 1984 Called and visited the Hotline Office. |

May 17,1984 Visited the Quality Hotline.

June 12, 1984 Meeting with Caller.

June 13,1984 Caller called Hotline and stated he felt good about
the meeting on the previous day.

July 16, 1984 Called Mr. O'Neill and set-up conference with R. A.
Hobgood.

July 24, 1984 Caller dropped by the Hotline Office on his way out
and dropped off his resignation.

12. On July if.,1984, Mr. R. A. Hobgood, PGandE Q.C. Supervisor, discussed
this issue with Mr. O'Neill and presented the results of the Hotline's
investigation (see attached letter).

,

1. Uncontrolled Storaae Areas

After a difficult investigation of establishing what exactly occurred, it
has been determined by PPP Management that the area described by the DCN

( was a scrap bin which had other material laying directly beside the bin.
Piecing together the facts and Mr. O'Neill's testimony it was concluded by
the " Quality Hotline" that the material in the bin was most likely nJt
properly marked as " scrap" and was, therefore, a departure of QAI-152.

As stated in the chronology of events, at the request of the " Hotline
Office", the PTGC Q.C. Surveillance Group has performed an inspection of
some scrap material storage areas. (Reference SIR M-568) In addition,
the Q.C. group has been performing surveillances of other storage areas
throughout the plant as a portion of the Q.C. Surveillance Group's
inspection agenda (attached are eight reports). Although minor problems
were identified and corrected during the course of the surveillances, the
surveillances revealed storage areas are being very well controlled and
maintained within the prescribed procedures.

For the record, the scrap bins are in actuality non-Class I storage areas,
since material disposed of do not require traceability any longer. In
other words, once determined scrap, the material is automatically
downgraded to non-Class I. The purpose of acknowledging scrap (i.e.,
marking it as scrap) is to clearly show material as being no longer useful
for installation at DCPP and to avoid the confusion that has obviously
occurred in this case.

.
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Mr. Ken Guy per a telephone conversation with R. A. Hobgood stated he was j
not aware or remembered Mr. O'Neill informing him of a storage problem.,

(' As Mr. Guy stated, he was not aware of any problems or the actions taken
by the caller until he noticed a hold tag on material and examined the |

,

DCN. (See attached message written by Mr. Guy on 5/8/84.)
i

2. Removal of Hold Taas

The area the hold tag was placed was determined by PPP and the Hotline,

! Office to be a scrap bin and scrap overflow area. The material in . scrap
*

bins is removed by laborers and other crafts which do not normally work
with Class I material, so to them or perhaps anyone else removing the
material, the hold tag could have been interpreted as a part of the

; scrap. Subsequently, the removal of the hold tag is not reflective of the
performance or quality of the material storage areas, nor should it be<

interpreted as a departure of the ESD's.
.

I 3. The Voidina of DCN_]604_040
i

As shown in the chronology of events, the Deficient Condition Notice
! 1604-040 was voided on May 2, 1984. The caller contacted the " Quality
'

Hotline" on May 8,1984 and later supplied a copy of the DCN on May 15,;

1984.

'. The investigation revealed that the DCN was not complete, when comparing
the DCN to the information supplied by the caller in his letter of May 4

I 1984. If the additional information had been supplied prior to the DCN
!t being voided out or conveyed on the May 1,1984 meeting between the caller

'
I and the PPP QA representative, the DCN could have been revised to reflect

the discontinuity of QAl-152 in lieu of being voided on May 2, 1984.
4

| In the opinion of the ' Hotline", the voiding of the DCN with the
supporting documentation was not wrong. Since the DCN did not address the
failure of not marking the material in question as scrap per QAI-152 and
PPP could not locate the specific storage problem, no departure from the
procedure could be substantiated. However, based on the assumption this
condition could have existed, PPP electe(' not to avoid the problem but
instead address the problem with a letter to the PPP Construction
Superintendent reminding supervisors of their responsibility of QAl-152

| and ESD-217 (see attached letter and portions of procedures). A rebuttal
letter by George Blundo of PPP QA concerning the voiding of DCN 1604-040,

and the originator's response was issued on May 11, 1984 and explains the'

events in detail. (See attached letter.)

4. The Cost Factor /and Waste of Materials,

| PGandE as the operator, owner, designer and builder of the plant is very
conscious of material costs and strives in many ways to curb waste of any
kind. The caller's concern of noterial cost and waste is anderstandable
and also a priority of PGandE management. While the specific material .

identified cannot be addressed, a general understanding of the power
plant's construction process throughout the industry is important.

.
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|
As R. Lieber, the General Construction Manager of PTGC stated, "Much of..

( the hanger work and associated Q.C. inspections is labor intensive.
Therefore in rework or modifications or new construction, sometimes the
disposal of existing material and beginning anew is important and can be
far more cost ef fective. In the event an elbow, pipe or other hardware
should not be traceable, the material will be either used as non-Class I
or disposed of. The storage of material, particularly Class I material
even costs in terms of overhead and monitoring costs. Again, it is
sometimes many more times cost effective to dispose of material in such

|

These materials are then placed in scrap areas (not as trash) andcases. '

later sold as scrap or separated and sold as piping, etc. PGandE has
monitored the scrap bins in the past to reduce the chance of waste."

|

,

5. Class I and 11 Carbon Material. Stainless Steel and scrap material all
stored together in one area.

I

The storage in a scrap bir, of formerly Class I, non-Class 1, ana |dissimilar material, such as carbon and stainless in one storage area does '

not constitute a problem in itself. Since the material is scrapped, the
separation of the material is not deemed necessary providing the material
has been permanently identified as scrap. It should be noted that the
segregation of Class I and II material is very important to this Project
as evidenced by numerous storage procedures, continuous inspections,
surveillances and audits on storage, and countless dollars spent on
physically segregating material. In the opinion of the Hotline Office
should this have proven, however, to be a segregation problem, based on
the material itself and the area the infraction may have occurred, the
impact on the quality of installation would be extremely minimal.

CONCLUSION

Based on a thorough investigation of the caller's concerns, PPP's actions
taken and the significance of the problem, the Hotline Office has
concluded although it is possible a minor storage problem occurred, no
hardware related problems resulted f rom it. Numerous surveillances of PPP
storage areas reveal a general adherence to storage procedure. On the

;

specific issues, the Hotline has concluded and provides the following:
|
l

1. The scrap area concern and series of events do not indicate that the i
storage areas of Class I material are out of control or have any

iserious impact on material traceability. i

| 2. Tagging of a scrap material bin and removal of the hold tag is not a
departure of the Quality Program with an understanding of the cause.'

3. DCN 1604-040 was voided correctly. Since the condition stated could
not be found, no violation existed to warrant a DCN. However, since
the condition could have been a problem, a letter was forwarded to; -

Paul Morky on May 29, 1984 from H. W. Karner addressing the importance|

| '- of the storage of Class I material, the marking of scrap and the
'

separation of carbon and stainless steel. (See attachment to DCN
1604-040.) Pullman Power Products exerted a great deal of effort to
convey the reasoning that the DCN should be voided by the originator
before exercising the Management's option of voiding mt the DCN
themselves. (See G. 81 undo letter attached.)

-
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. 4. Statements that the O.C. Inspector in charge of Class I material was |
(- aware of the problem before the OCN was documented is contrary to what '

the Inspector, Ken Guy, has stated. Mr. Guy had expressed little
knowledge of Mr. O'Neill's actions. Based on the fact that Mr. Guy |Was not the originator of the DCN, it is understandable that he would
not have been involved closely in the disposition and actions taken to
resolve the scrap area storage.

RESPONSE TO CALLER
'

On July 16, 1984, Mr. R. A. Hobgood met with Mr. O'Neill and discussed the
issues and findings of the investigation. The caller had been made aware
of the investigation status on several occasions by the Q.C. Hotline
Representatives. Unfortunately, Mr. O'Neill was not totally satisfied
with our appraisal and final position on his concern. He did not,
however, express an interest lii taking i.he issue to nigner management when
this option was discussed with him.

ATTACHMENTS

1. OCN 1604-040.
2. Harold Karner to T. O'Neill, letter dated June 6,1984.
3. Attachment to DCN 1604-040 and attachments.
4. Harold Karner to Paul Morky, letter dated May 29, 1984.
5. Surveillance Inspection Report M-462.,

6 ., Surveillance Inspection Report M-488.
7. Surveillance Inspection Report M-489.
8. Surveillance Inspection Report M-490.
9. Surveillance Inspection Report M-527.

10. Surveillance Inspection Report M-538.
11. Surveillance Inspection Report M-551.
12. Surveillance Inspection Report M-568.
13. T. O'Neill to H. W. Karner, letter dated May 4,1984.
14. Ken Guy, Memo to File dated 5/8/84.
15. George Blundo Letter dated May ll,1984 for DCN-1604-040 connents .
16. Memo to File by R. A. Hobgood dated July 17, 1984.
17. Memo to File by R. A. Hobgood dated July 28, 1984.

.
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Page 14 of 38 !To TIM O'NEILL '

!

FacN HAROLD KARNER

sua>ECT_
i

YOUR LETTER DATED MAY 4, 1984 IN REFERENCE TO DCN 1604-040

In response to your letter and the concerns that you have identified,
; I provide the following conenents:

You state that for approximately 2 weeks, you noticed material stored
in an uncositeviled amnner ano ino1cate that Ken Guy was advised about,

! the situation. This is appropriate, as Mr. Guy is responsible for
job site monitoring of storage areas.

,
,

Since you noticed that action had not been taken by Mr. Guy after
approximately one week, the appropriate action would be to identify
this condition to your lead or supervisor so more appropriate action
could be taker..

I find an inconsistency in your letter where you indicate that you
. did not have the time to identify this condition to production! ,

s

supervision, but you did have time to review CMTRs and purchase order
invoices in the warehouse. Again, very little time would be required
to identify the condition to your lead or supervisor.

Your letter provides extremely more detail than the original DCN,;

which more appropriately should have been included with the DCN,
such as the fact that some of the items were marked " scrap." From,

'

your descriptions, or explanation I am not sure how it was detennined
what material was Class I and what, indeed, was Class II, since the

i area was not roped off or marked. It is not indicated that the items'

themselves were marked Class I and Class II. The fact that an item{ has a heat number does not automatically mean 1.t is Class I.
i

,

Your conclusions that other personnel within this organization are
circumventing corrective action and pressuring you to void the DCN
is not appropriate since the explanation of the reason for voiding,
as well as the details of the investigation conducted, became and,

! are a part of the permanent record. Additional investigation was
.

! performed by warehouse QA personnel to locate the material both inI

.the scrap yard and the laydown areas. Material was not located.
l
,

|

.
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'

TIM O'NEILL

! " CT'
_YOUR LETTER DATED MAY 4, 1984 IN REFERENCE TO DCN 1604-040

nct oeo. g.
_

h

I personally do not agree with the conclusien that we regularly
circumvent approved procedures, nor do I feel that the QA group7

circumvented or intended to circumvent the approved procedures,
i

but merely tried to obtain answers to questions they had. Careful
consideration is given, andwill be given to every document that is
voided, with clesr explanstions as to tiie reason for the cispositions.

In regard to your final note or comments concerning the conversation
with QA personnel, these can only be understood to be part of thegeneral conversation. It is neither yours nor Mr. Biundo's
responsibility to detennine the manpower requirements of the QA/QCDepartment. Since this matter was discussed with Mr. Engler.'

Mr. Lyautey, Mr. Biundo and Mr. King, this issue will be considered
closed.

#
Harold W. Karner
QA/QC Manager

HWK: sam

cc: File
S. Engler
PG&E Quality Hotline
DCN 1604-040

1

1

l

i 1
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ATTACHMENT TO DCN 1604-040

The DCN was voided and signed in agreement with appropriate
management personnel. The items in question could not be located
as stated in part of the attachments to the DCN. Every effort was
made to rectify the conditions noted. In addition, a memo has
been sent to Paul Mokry requesting him to remind all superintendents,
general foremen :nd fore. en of their responsibilities for identification
for storage of material. No further action will be conducted at this
time. Copy of this memo and the letter to Paul Mokry will be attached
to this DCN.

7,_ _

Harold W. Karner
6-6-84 QA/QC Manager

HWK: sam

cc: Tim O'Neill
PG&E Hotline w/ attachment
S. Engler

|

|

.

|

.
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.

8.0
Class I Fire Suceert Material Withdrawal *- See ESD 223

9.0 Structural Haterials -- See ESD 201
'

10.0 Class I Material Control Durine Erectics or Storage In Work Area
11.0

_ Control of Issued Class I Material Not Beire Returned to the Wareheuse,Yard, or Source
.

11.1
Issued materials shall remain under control of the Tore =an and
General Foresas, unless they are retur:ed as specified furtbar.
These controls shall cover materials being dismantled for main-
tenance, testing, flushing, repairs, etc., and shall insure that
traceability and docu:entation vill not be impaired. Controls,
as specified herein, are not applicatie whe: 1::tdled ::.terials,
such as valves, pu p flange bolts, etc., are dis antled for a=y
reason by PG&E personnel or other centractor.

n.2 Items remaining at the location of erection, (bolts or other loose
materials dis =astled after instanation), shall be secured asd/or
bagged and tied off at the erection location. They shan no be
left scattered en the ficer or tucked away in bea: fla:ges or otherpockets.

"
** O n.3 Ite=s available for 1::tanatien but not being worked shall have a~

copy of the requisitics ticket maintained by the GeWFaTFoYs:h: or
,

his desigree pendi:g instanatics of the material. An icose cater-
Aals shan be identified as to where it vill be instaned (i.e.

.

Eatger 1, RR 1 ISO 1. . . ) . An tags shan be arked to ide:tify
thes with the open requisitics ticket. Materials sha.11 be stored
in a secure ares posted with Class I signs. The General Fore:n
or his designee shan nal tain surveinance of stored naterials
and open tickets to insure that items are not used elsewhere and

... also to prevent reordering materials previously issued. T.5,e General
Fore =an or his designee shall periodicany reconcile quantities used,
quantities stored, and quantities retur:ed to the varehouse with the
open tickets.

,

$2/20 n. le
Installed Material to be Re:oved and Reinstalled -- Class I naterialwhich vill be cut out per hgineering authori:ation and which vill
be reinstalled shan be handled as follows:

A. Material requisitiens vill be made and QC verified
t

prior to cut out listirg all ite=s to insure ^p.mi.er
bAass A

.

traceaollity. The requisitten vin be attached
to the reveld process sheets by the Field Enciseer..

2/B0 3. Install an E:riseerier "Eold Tag" on the material|
"

", listing where it is to be reused and insure that *

the material is placed in a Class I Eold Area..

'

. .

FOR INFORMAT!PN P"LY
B3 i. ..
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11.5 Scrappt=g of Installed Haterial -- !!aterial whi:5 is to be re:tvei(;
- and scrapped per Engineeri:r authorization aust have the verd

" Scrap" put on the items with metal marker and moved to a scrap ti:.
12.0

Control ofClass T v terials Beise Retur ed to the Vareheuse. Yard er Source
a

Alh issued Class I asterial being retumed, prior to installati:n12.1

should be ace::panied by a copy of the requisition ticket, tarndup for the ite:s and their disposition. An additional sheet ar be
attached if more reos is needed to explain the dispositice, etc.
Centrol of these functions is the responsibility of the General

. Fore =an and the Superintendent.

12.1.1 In addition to instnctions to warehouse or shop, c=e.

or more of the following dispositions shall be indicated:,

A. Retum to Class I stock.
E2/E0 B. Ratum to Non-Class I stock.I
E2/E0 C. Return to Yendor or PG&E.

12.1.2 The varehouse shall verify that all items being re:=:ed
are correctly indi:sted as.to dispositic .

The Q.A. Receiving Inspector shall verify that the itars
! have traceability to heat a:d/or to P.O. nucher(s) and are

u: damaged prior to retur=.ing to Class I stock. Disposi:1:n
of iters not meeting this criteria shall be to scrap orplace in the Non-Class I stock. The varehouse shall c:rre::
the return tickets when needed, and tu= the= over to C. A.

12.13 See ESD 202 for veldi:e materials and ESD 223 for stu:ters.... .. .

12.2
Installed material that is to be dis =antled and retu=ed to the vare-

,

house, yard, or source, requires authorisstion of the Field I:gineer.
Revork must be authori:ed by one or r. ore of the following DR, AS*G.,
ERO, Erection Dravi g Revision, etc.

2/20 12.2.1 A retum docu=ent (i.e.1caterial requisitien) shall be *
prepared by the Field Engineer or his designee to ace =pa:7
the removed f.te=s. This docu:ent shall list the ite:s and-
thet: disposition, includhic an adequate descriptics, but
not less than the follovira:

!/20 A. Returs to Class I Storage - Q.A. Receiving Inspec::
,. . to veri.f7 that the ite=s have traceability to heat and/

jor P.O. number (s) and are unda= aged prior to retc.*g
t

*

*} to Class I storage.
.

U 3. Return to Non-Class I storage.
*

C. ftatum to Vender or PGLI. kC)
,

FOR INFORMATION OU
.. . _

J..
.
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.--.1, C,.i.; .:.::.r. . Fower Frecucts is'! , ..

, .

,
i .47' w . g. 7...

,

# |
( SE:T!03 'd. 1.--: .:., ar: R. r inn i APFn0Via 67- H. (arnee i hii: 9-22-/1 *

i

| | tDIABLO CANYON | TO BE USED |PAGE |N'JCLEAR POWER PLANT | ONLY ON JOB f 7177 | NO. 2 of 5 |I 1

.
.

,

-14 -80 4.0 NOTIFICATION OF RECEIPT
*

4.1 Form F-75, Daily Report of Material Received, (Attachment A) shall be
|prepared by the assigned Field QA Inspector and forwarced to
|the following:

{Resident Construction Manager
Purchasing Agent
Chief Engineer

-

Authorized Nuclear Inspector.
,Production Superintendent

Warehouse Foreman
Hanger Engineering Supervisor
Fleid Engineers as required

,

-6-Ea 5.0 Class 1 Material Storace 1
'

., 5.1 Only Class I material shall be stored in a Class I area.
|
!5.2 Permanently Mounted Signs (i.e., tamed to a wall, on a stand,

.

etc..) stating PPP Class I Material" or "PPP Class I Hold
Area" as the case may be, shall be clearly visible. Signs shall
not be laying on the ground, wired to the material, leaning against
a component, broken, etc.

5.3 Class I area must have clear boundaries. If Class I components are
adjacent to other components
suitable method (i.e., rope,; tape on the deck, et:.).this boundary shall be marked by a

I5.4 All Class I loose material, 2" and under, such as randem fittings, |valves and pipe, in addition to being icentified as PP? Class I, |shall have a copy of the requisition visible for 1:entificatien.
|
15.5 All material in PPP Class I " Hold" areas shall be identifiec by
|a " Hold sticker explaining the reason for the hole.
|
|5.5 All material Class I and non-Class I shall be stored on dunnage. 1All pipe openings shall be cappeo.

5.7 Stainless steel (P-3 material) and carmen steel (P-1 material!shall be segregated in storage.
.

I.

_ m wn n M OMY
'

'
i
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70 PAUL MOKRY, CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDENT

FaoM
.

HAROLD KARNER, QA/QC MANAGER ~

'
.

j susjtcT
STORAGE OF CLASS I MATERIAL

Please remind all superintendents, general foremen and foremen of
their responsibility in the requirements for storage of Class I
material, both pr for to installation and af ter renoval. All
Class I storage areas shall be identified as such with appropriatesigns. !!aterial that is to be scrapped shall be clearly marked

j and stored in appropriate containers. Stainless steel and carbon
steel must be stored separately,

! iThe requirements for material storage are detailed in QA Instruction
i 152 and ESD-217.
i

Cooperation of all personnel is mandatory in complying with these
!

referenced procedures. See information copies of ESD-217, page 2
) and QAI-152, pages 3 and 4. Please indicate, in writing, on the
i attached training sheet the completion of the distribution of this!

letter and/or additional instruction to all supervisors, general
foremen and foremen.;

i

|

$

| Harold W. Karner
HWK: sam QA/QC Manager

| attachments
: cc: P. Stieger
i S. Engler

lFile
;

i
;

,

, e
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STATION CONSTRUCTION DEPARTNENT
DIABLO CANYON PROJECT

.

( SURVEILLANCE INSPECTION REPCRT

nt'Deob'%)
SCO t r /M)_w M e-

Report No. /71 * V/. A_(5/M 1 $d kr$ f AS N e+i

0 knAJhow&O rh NSb
Paga / of _ /

' Unit Efd/,

org./ Title
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a/ Mad $JM Sa
-

,

Dateis): % 2f,,94 $.,fj.g

SURVEILLANCE
Items i peeted: s. 0 j JJjs h ,.| } ja , / /*a g /mu.

h f !Nhbr3

,

I ST b/$) A/fd/* =r=) g 29 b e3
^h 1 ~

! Dscumentation reviewed: 8 [ O - 26/
A

'
,

; -

RESULTS

Acceptable as corrected -

during course of sur Acceptable as inspected Discrepanciesy
i AA nY i n fled

DiccrepancLs
.

f in) n1 .r au r, u ;a w~ - -TS

,

._

Canclusions/Remarkst burf kr r c:;'o r r e 0 hbA d b h a b o s. se r eson'*

f.asN 4Arrovoc.:0 & M !: '-sa
a afuna- _ a n.>

,, . -

.k
F0rformed by: M
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.R,,1. db!, M e6 w o

_ _ , . Dates /' ,

,a ce , SW85Supervisinif 2.C.' Engineer ' 3-
,

' ,,, ,
, , , , , , , , _ , , , , , i

; .

Follow up InspectionQA-31A (9/28/E3) "III b "'''***#Y

PRIORITY No. M
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~ L,. ue,'/Li a Tas L Report no. _ m- D7 7SCO ,

0 rc~ l $krors e- di-e1 's Page / of /n
br- fo A / //sA/r o b f$/~) /K Dnit 2
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.."
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SURVEILLANCE /
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A|rar El5 // |De- A~b A,4* AAn ~ ca

Documentation reviesed: [8O - [[/

.

RESULTS
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during course of survey
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v
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*

e r Date /*
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.
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OA-31A (9/,28/83 ) " REY. will be necessary

PRIORITY No.
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4 115 Scrapping of Installed Material -- Material which is to be ressved ~

and scrapped per Engineering authorization must have the word
'' Scrap"Iput on the items with metal marker and moved to a scrap bin.

12.0
Control of Class I Materials Being Retumed to the Warehouse Yard or Source-

.

12.1 A1I' issued Class I material being retur5ed, prior to installation
should be accc panied by a copy of the requisition ticket, marked

'

up for the ite s and their disposition. An additional sheet may be
attached if more Ico: is needed to explain the dispcsition, etc.
Cent.-ol of these functions is the responsibility of the General

. Foreman and the Superintendent.

12.1.1 In addition to instructions to varehouse or shop, one
or more of the following dispositions shall be indicated:.

A. Retum to Class I stock.
78 0 B. Retum to Non-Class I stock.
78 0 C. Rerum to Vendor or PG&E.

12.1.2 The varehouse shall verify that all ite=s being retuned
9 are correctly indicated as.to disposition.

.

( The Q.A. Receiving Inspector shall verify that the itens
have traceability to heat and/or to P.O. nu=ber(s) and are

,

[ undamaged prior to retu ming to Class I stock. Disposition
of ite=s not meeting this criteria shall be to scrap orplace in the Non-Class I stock. The varehouse shall correct
the retu m tickets when needed, and tur: thes over to Q.A.

12.1.3 See ESD 202 for velding materials and ESD 223 for snubbers.
12.2

Installed caterial that is to be dis =antled and retuned to the vare-
house, yard, or source, requires authorization of the Field Engineer.
Rework must be authorized by one or more of the following DR, AS~n'R,
REO, Erection Drawing Revision, etc.

f0 12.2.1 A return document (i.e. material requisition) shall be -
prepared by the Field Engineer or his designee to acco=pany
the recoved 1.te=s. This docu=ent shall list the ite s and
their disposition, includ*-- an adequate description, but

_

not less than the following:
@ A. Retum to Class I Storage -- Q.A. Receiving Inspector

to verify that the ite=s have traceability to hea and/-

, ~ or P.O. number (s) and are unda= aged prior to retur*g
i to Class I stcrage.1

s

6 3. Return to Non-Class I storage.
i

C. Retu= to Vendor or PG&E. 11 f*je kp ,

, '

/YrI
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**d7EROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

DME MAy ]], 1984

To HAROLD KARNER, QA/QC MANAGER

FROM GEORGE BIUNDO, QA LEVEL II REVIEWER

SUBJECT
DCN #1604-040 " VOIDING" AND THE ORIGINATOR'S RESPONSE DATED MAY 4, 1984

This letter is written in response to Mr. O'Neill's coments andst6
clarify the review and circumstances surrounding the recommendation
to void DCN 1604-040.

I first became aware of this DCN when it was directed to me with commentsfrom Mr. F. Lyautey on April 28, 1984. Mr. Lyautey asked the task team
to have QC investigate and find out who had removed the material and. where it is now, where the hold tag is and the STPR needed for
moving the material with the hold tag attached (see attached copy
of DCN fl604-040 with comments).

On April 30, 1984, I directed a copy of the DCN to QC with a memo
asking basically the same questions as outlined above. In response to
my memo, Mr. Steve Engler (QC Supervisor) informed me that he.had tried,

and could not determine who in craft removed the scrap material withthe affixed hold ta
Engler was present)g.. At this time, I talked with Mr. Lyautey (Mr.

and it was decided that I confer with Mr. O'Neill- the originator of the DCN.

On May 1,1984, (AM) Mr. O'Neill and I conferred on this DCN. In this
meeting I informed Mr. O'Neill that additional information was needed
before I could continue processing this DCN or void it. Mr. O'Neill
informed me that there was some material marked scrap. He was also
concerned about carbon steel and stainless material which was Class I

-

stored together. There was, in his opinion good reusable material
(i.e., flow Mac elbows) which had heat and P.O. numbers.

The conclusion of this meeting was that if the material could not
be traced WE could void the DCN.

I then informed Mr. Lyautey of the outcome of this meeting, Mr. Lyautey
asked me to get back with the originator to see if he would void the DCN.

In the late afternoon on May 1,1984. I again conferred with the ,

inspector in the presence of Randy King (Warehouse Leadman) and Linda
'

l

Begin (DR/DCN Task Team Lead). In this meeting, we again reviewed the-
DCN and the circumstances surrounding its writing and what could be done.) The Inspector, Mr. O'Neill, again told us of his conerns.

...

k w@s.s x.s #; . s .
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When I comented on the absence of information (i.e., heat and P.O. numbers),'
he infomed me that if he had added them to the DCN we would still be
unable to' trac,e this material _back. Mr. King informed him that he was |,

In error.
..

' At this point I would like to stop my narration of this meeting and
directly respond to some of the coments in Mr. O'Neill's letter.
Mr. O'Neill has basically reported our conversations correctly, except i
that he has slanted and taken coments and my intentions to such a '

point that I must respond.

A) Before my first conversation with Mr. O'Neill I tried to
establish what could be done with the DCN and the lack of
objective evidence.

8) He asserts on page 1 that he neglected to record the heat and
;

P.O. numbers on the DCN (I had brought this to Mr. O'Neill's
attention).

.

| C) Mr. O'Neill states some items were marked " scrap", this was
,not mentioned in the DCN.

D) Mr. O'Neill can not back up his statements of "some items are good
based upon his experience." At the time of our meetings, no,

objective evidence could be found to support his claims.
1

E) In his letter (page 1) Mr. O'Neill states," Affixed hold tag 1604-
040 to a large diameter pipe in the area." This being the case,,

it is easy to see how someone could have removed scrap material
without a hold tag affixed. The item being held should have had
the hold tag affixed, not a "large diameter pipe in the area."!
(ESD-268, Paragraph 4.1.4.)

.

F) On page 2, Mr. O'Neill states that I told him "he didn't provide
enough information." This is true. If one continues to read on,
he asserts that even if he had included the heat and P.O. numbers,

'

it would be extremely optimistic to suggest that it could be traced
back. He does not quote the balance of our remarks concerning

i,

our ability to trace Class I material.
,

:

Mr. O'Neill does, in fact, only repeat in his letter the response he
used to Mr. King (i.e., his reference to the other lead and field
engineers who reviewed this DCN). .This does not help or correct the
, fact that Mr. O'Neill neglected to include the additional information
viceded.,

b
'

.-

\-

.

|
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. 5 ; .;, p f. .O *,
.') - t.. w J !; ' $. i Page 36 of 38O> '.-

f. J, r.3
iMay ll, 1984

.

..Page 3- -. ; :...

G) Mr. O'Neill partially quotes me as saying, "It is a low priority item." :
,

This, in fact, was only part of what I said. I had continued to |explain to Mr. O'Neill that the task team has a large backlog and
our priorities have been set by the CPSS and other concerned parties.

M) Mr. O'Neill takes the time to point out that Mr. Engler felt this DCN
should be voided also! Attached to DCN 1604-040 in our filing system
are the notes I made on the subfect of this DCN and forwarded to
Mr. Lyautey on May 1,1984 (copy enclosed for your reference). -

I) Mr. O'Neill goes on to hint that QA is circumventing " corrective
action" and pressuring him into voiding this DCN! I take
exception to this, since I am the QA person he keeps referring to.
I was not pressuring him, what I did do was try to gain the infor-
mation required by ESD-268 so I might conduct an investigation.

J) On page 3, Mr. O'Neill expresses his concern that we regularly
circumvent approved procedures. This has not been the case for
DCN 1604-040, or any other DCN/DR to my knowledge.-

,

K) Mr. O'Neill, in the last paragraph of his letter, tries to quote
me, but, in fact, quotes other parties who were involved in our
meeting.,

'

. L) The references made to ESD-215. Paragraph 5.14, are not applicable.
! This ESD was revised on February 1,1984 to delete Paragraph 5.14

and the DCN was written on March 2, 1984.i

'In conclusion,'it should be perfectly obvious that had Mr. O'Neill
followed existing procedures (ESD-268) the DR/DCN Task Team could
have responsibly continued it's investigation of DCN 1604-040.

.

.

l
.

George Biundo
QA Level II Reviewer
1/6025

GB: sam -

4
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\ INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

; ( DiabloCanyonProject

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
BECHTEL CONSTRUCTION, INC.

* Memo to File ** July 17,1984
p R. A. Hobgood

_p

6. C. Quality Controlc.
w . Meeting with Concerned

CallerDCPP ,,,,,,,,,,, 3 0 4 5,,.

On .luly 16,1984 at 10:00 a.m.. Tim O'Neil of Pullman Power Products andmyself met to discuss the ramifications of QCSR's -041, -048 and -059.

The meeting ended shortly after 11:30 a.m. Approximately 12:30 p.m.,
I contacted Mr. Mendonca and Mr. Polich of the NRC to notify the Resident
Inspectors of the meeting and negative reactions received from Mr. O'Neil.

8..
,,

-

1

R. A. Hobgood
6. C. Quality Control Supervisor

Reply requested: No
RAH /DStetson:klh
cc: QCSR-041

QCSR-048
QCSR-059

:
!

|
|

.

j
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NRC Allegation 0971
Page 38 of 38

.

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

( ' Diablo Canyon Project
'

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
BECHTEL CONSTRUCTION, INC.

Memo to File (Rev.1)*
July 28, 1984oca

R. A. Hobgood 6=n

G. C. Quality Controlo, s+.o Meeting with Concerned
Caller; Tim O'Neill

DCPP 3045,, , , , _

In light of recent events (i.e. Tim O'Neill's resignation and his subsequent
allegations), my Memo to File dated July 17, 1984 has been revised to include
information not conveyed in the original memo. The intent of the original
memo written by Dave Stetson was to document that a meeting had occurred and
not necessarily to record any details of the meeting.

On July 16,1984 at 10:00 a.m., Tim O'Neill of Pullman Power Products and
myself met to discuss the ramifications of QCSR's -041. -048 and -059.

'

In sumury, I was unable to totally satisfy Mr. O'Neill on any of the 3
He was very inflexible on each issue and basically would not acceptccncerns.

either Pullman's explanation or justification, or my evaluation of these
Because he was not satisfied I suggested that he utilize our policyconcerns.

to access higher management; however, he declined to respond to the suggestion.
It should be noted that Mr. O'Neill took notes throughout the discussion and
that I did not, and that I left the meeting with him feeling he was trying to
set me up should my answers not be to his liking. Another observation was
that although he made generic references to the Federal Law and ANSI standards
he had very little knowledge of them. This was based on our discussion of
quality organization independence (Criteria II,10CFR50, App. B) and inspector
qualification (ANSI N45.2.6).

The meeting ended shortly af ter 11:30 a.m. Approximately 12:30 p.m. ,
I contacted Mr. Mendonca and Mr. Polich of the NRC to notify the Resident
Inspectors of the meeting and negative reactions received from Mr. O'Neill.

V

R. A. Hobgoo
G. C. Quality Control Supervisor

.

Reply requested: No
RAH /klh
cc: QCSR-041

QCSR-048
QCSR-059

L _ -- - -
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1NRC Allegation f0977 |

Allegation Description:

PGandE has poor QA in the rupture restraint repair program.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

The DER specialists made out reports on the defects which
would get back to Pullman for correction. Pullman then
would instruct the MT technicians to reshoot the bad areas
to get the powder sticking so the repair people could have
something to work with.

The general subject of rupture restraint program QA was previously addressed

in response to Allegations H-42, H-43, and H-44 submitted in PGandE letter

DCL-64-256 dated July 5,1984. The previous allegations and responses are

attached hereto.

The indications of a potential discontinuity discovered by magnetic particle

(NT) examination do not remain on the examined item indefinitely. Magnetic

powder particles held at discontinuities will not persist through time and

handling, and re-examinations are frequently required. As a result, the

submitted report (referred to in the allegation) identifies the location and

type of indication found during the inspection to enable the NDE inspector to

relocate the indication for the craft.

Prior to attempting to repair the identified discontinuity, the noted area is

reexamined to clearly locate and identify the rejectable indications to the

craft personnel. The reexamination is performed to assure that craft

personnel repair the proper area. This procedure is prudent and neither

indicates " poor QA" nor any other unacceptable situation.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343 |
0119s/0022M - 64 - October 30, 1984

|

_ _ _ _ . __
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0977

. Reference: DCL-84-256
Dated: July 5, 1984
Page 1 of 8

H-42, H-43, and H-44

It is alleged that:
-

Also there is no comitment in the QA Program Description;
to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B for the other work areas which fall
outside the scope of the ASME Section III QA Manual.
(6/5/84 Hudson Aff. at 36.)

Although significant QA problems were identified in the
Rupture Restraint Construction Program, Pullman Management
claimed the QA Program as implemented basically meets [ sic]
the ASE code requirements. A possible reason for this
could have been the fact that piping, which was based on
the ASE code QA requirements, had no significant problemsidentified. Yet rupture restraints, which were not based
on the ASE code, or 10 CFR 50 Appendix B or ANSI N45.2 QA
requirement [ sic], had significant It wastheir absence of comittment [ sic] QA problems.to the federal code and
national standards which resulted in a deficient QA program
for Rupture Restraint (sic). (6/5/84 Hudson Aff. at 39. )

Another cause not identified by PGAE was the fact that
Pullman's Rupture Restraint construction program was not
committed to the QA requirements of the ASME,10 CFR 50

-

Appendix B or ANSI codes, the result being a totally
inadequate Quality Assurance Program for the erection and
inspection of Rupture Restraints. (6/5/84 Hudson Aff.at 40.)

As indicated in responses to Allegations H-2, H-7, H-8, and H-39, the

QA programs at Diablo Canyon, including the pipe rupture restraint

program, met the intent of Appendix B to the extent possible. This

approach was reviewed and approved by the Appeal Boarti..

.

/56
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0977
Reference: DCL-84-256
Dated: July 5, 1984
Page 2 of 8

l

H-2 i

It is alleged that:

But it should be noted that neither C.S. #8833XR or
C.S. #8711 made any reference to or m.ade any commitment to
comply with 10 CFRCO [ sic] Appendix B, the Code of Federal
Regulations concerning Quality Assurance requirements...The
initial Rupture Restraint construction did not have an
approved Engineering Specification to direct the work but
merely a letter referencing requirements for erection and
Quality Assurance. (6/5/84 Hudson Aff. at 3.)

Mr. Hudson has asserted that neither PGandE Specification 8711 nor

8833XR made any reference to or made any commitment to comply with

10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

Contrary to the implication of the allegation, there is and was no

legal requirement or licensing connitment for Diablo Canyon, a plant

which received its construction permit prior to the adoption of

Appendix B, to meet the criteria of the Appendix. This has been

acknowledged by the Appeal Board when it ruled on a Joint Intervenors-

Motion in this case:

Although not expressly stated, seemingly implicit in
movants' argument is the notion that the regulations
required innediate compliance upon the effective date
of Appendix B and that applicant's connitment was
insufficient to ensure a properly constructed
facility. We disagree.

The Connission's predecessor, the Atomic Energy
Connission, recognized in promulgating Appendix B in
1970 that the nature of the construction process for a
plant already being built, such as Diablo Canyon,
Unit 1, precluded the complete and immediate
application of the quality assurance criteria. In the
Statement of Considerations accompanying the final

(57
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l' Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0977
Reference: DCL-84 256
Dated: July 5,1984 '

, Page 3 of 8
|
;

.

version of Appendix B, it stated that the criteria
would be 'used for guidance in evaluating the adequacy
of the quality assurance programs in use by holders of
construction permits and operating licenses.28t

[ Footnote omitted). * Therefore, contrary to the
movants' suggestion, the applicant was not required to'

conform the construction quality assurance program for
Unit 1 to Appendix 8 upon the provision's effective
date. Moreover, the applicant s commitment in the
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) to apply the
Appendix B criteria to the extent possible for the
construction of Unit I was completely reasonable.
(ALAB-756, Slip Opinion at 21.)

4

Both specifications identified which work was " safety-related," and

both specifications contained a quality assurance specification which

was patterned after draft versions of Appendix B. Although they have

a difference in format, they meet the intent of Appendix B. The-

Pullman program has been evaluated against these requirements and

found to be acceptable.'

4

!

Mr. Hudson has used a quotation from a Kellogg (Pullman) audit report

j which referenced a PGandE letter (which he admitted not having

reviewed) to draw an erroneous conclusion that rupture restraint work
i

i was not covered by a specification. His own quotation from the audit

identifies " Spec 8833XR" which is the specification for rupture

restraints.
i

There is no programmatic QA deficiency as alleged,

t

' ^

/58
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0977
Reference: DCL-84-256
Dated: July 5, 1984
Page 4 of 8

1

H-7 )

It is alleged that:

...PG&E di'd not revise its C.S. #8711 or C.S. #8833XR to
require Kellogg's construction program to comply with the
QA requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B. (6/5/84 Hudson
Aff. at 10.)

It was unnecessary to revise either Specification #8711 or #8833XR

which would, in turn, require a change to Kellogg's QA program. The

program, in fact, met the intent of Appendix B to the extent

possible. As addressed in the response to H-2, the Appeal Board has

noted that PGandE was not required to comply with 10 CFR 50,

Appendix B.

PGandE did review the specifications to verify the QA requirements.

The quality requirements for Specifications 8711 and 8833XR are

identical in substance but differ in form. While neither

specification specifically references 10 CFR 50, each specifies the

criteria to be met by Pullman's QA program. These criteria, in their

substance, address the applicable elements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

The 1973 PGandE audit 'specifically found, "M. W. Kellogg's

[ Pullman's] QA Manual complies with Section 4 [ Quality Requirements]

of the Specification."

l

The NRC Staff in its review of the Pullman corporate audit program;

!

determined that, while the elements of their QA program were general,

there was "a history of Quality Assurance Program Audits based on

I

- - - - - /59
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Attachemnt to
NRC Allegation 0977
Reference: DCL-84-256
Dated: July 5, 1984
Page 5 of 8

checklists following 10 CFR 50 Appendix B criteria" (NRC Inspection

Report No. 50-275/83-37 at 7-8).

,

!

i

|
,

|
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NRC AllGgation 0977
Reference: DCL-84-256
Dated: July 5, 1984
Page 6 of 8

H-8

It is alleged that:

PG&E and Pullman have contended that the Piping
construction program which was based on ASME Section III
Code requirements meet the intent of 10CFR50, App. B. But
the Pipe Support and Pipe Rupture Restraint construction
programs were not based on ASME SEction [ sic] III, and were
not required by Contract Spec to meet 10CFR50, App. B. The
result was that pipe support and rupture restraint QA
programs were not based on nor did they comply with the QA
requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B.

The overall Pullman QA program was based on ASME Section III quality

assurance requirements, NA 4000. This is evident since ASME had

awarded Pullman both an NA and an NPT stamp which require compliance

with ASME Section III requirements. The ASME NA 4000 quality

assurance program is virtually identical to Appendix B.

In 1973, Pullman developed and issued a quality assurance manual

specifically for pipe supports and rupture restraints. This program

was developed based on the quality assurance requirements contained

in specifications 8711 and 8833XR. The rupture restraint QA manual

was approved by PGandE as meeting the requirements in the

specifications. As noted in the PGandE QA Audit 73-15, the overall

Pullman QA manual complies with the specifications' QA requirements.

The quality assurance requirements contained in Specifications 8711

and 8833XR, though different in format, meet the intent of Appendix B.

i

;

/W
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NRC Allegaticn 0977 |
Reference: DCL-84-256 1

Dated: July 5, 1984 |
Page 7 of 8

:

The rupture restraint QA manual was in compliance with both the

overall Pullman QA program, which is based on ASME NA 4000, and is in

compliance with the quality requirements of the specifications. j

!
I
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NRC Allegation 0977.

Reference: DCL-84-256s

Dated: July 5. 1984
Page 8 of 8

,

H-39
4

It is alleged that:

As a result of the 1977 Nuclear Service Corp. audit, PG&E's
QA Department would perfona Audit #80422, issued 6-13-78.
PGAE's conclusion was that the QA Program implemented by
Pullman essentially fulfilled contract requirements and
meet.s requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code,1971 edition. PGAE stated that the 1971 code was
consistent with the requirements of 10CFR50 Appendix B.

,

What PG8E and Pullman failed to recognize was that only4

Pullman's Piping Construction program was based on the ASME
Code QA requirements. The Pipe Support and Pipe Rupture,

Restraint QA programs were not based on a national code or#

standard and there was no commitment to 10CFR50, Appendix B
for these programs. (6/5/84 Hudson Aff, at 34.)

.

The specifications for pipe supports and rupture restraints contained

quality assurance requirements which meet the intent of Appendix B.

Pullman's QA program was evaluated to these requirements and was
i

j found acceptable. This issue was previously addressed in PGandE's

| response to Mr. Hudson's allegations H-2 H-7, and H-8. As stated

therein,10 CFR 50, Appendix B, was not a licensing requirement for

Diablo Canyon. As the Appeal Board has noted in this proceeding that

| it was adequate and appropriate to address the intent of Appendix B

| "to the extent possible," and as it was deemed that the Diablo

| program did meet the intent, there was no need to commit to |

Appendix 8 or revise any program accordingly. j,

!

!

4

,
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NRC Allegation 40981 ,p

Allegation Description:

Improper fit-up of large base plate beam (on hanger)
causing an improper weld which was bought off.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

No specifics given.

Since the specific instance of alleged improper fit-up of a large baseplate

beam has not been given in the allegation, PGandE can not provide a specific

answer. Fit-up is a QC inspection point and no data has been presented by the

alleger to indicate that there was a failure to inspect structural welding

fit-up activities.

If the alleger's concern is that improper welds are bought off without any

review, he is incorrect. In some instances, welds may inadvertently be made

that do not meet specifications. Such welds are identified by QC. If the

weld is not clearly unacceptable, a weld may be identified and referred to

Engineering for an evaluation as to its potential acceptability, despite its

apparent noncompliance with the specification. If, and only if, the weld is

found acceptable as-is by Engineering, would such a weld be accepted (" bought

off").

1

.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022H - 65 - October 30, 1984

%f
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NRC Allegation #0994

Allegation Description:

Atkinson 78, Inspector hold tag cleared from work (turbine
bdg.-119 level) under questionable conditions, for work on
bars to support the decking-welds not to code.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

As stated - also the weld did not fit the stitch spacing
and length specification, much less have an acceptable
quality for AkS configuration.

This subject was previously addressed in response to NRC Allegation #421

submitted in PGandE letter DCL-64-195 dated May 29, 1984. The previous

allegation and response are attached hereto. As previously stated, the hold

tags were issued on welds which were in process. The welds were repaired in

accordance with the proper procedures and were subsequently accepted. The

hold tags were then cleared in accordance with the appropriate procedures.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 66 - October 30, 1984

lif
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 0994
Reference; DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29', 1984
Page 1 of 2

2

j

NRC Allegation #421

It is alleged that:

8. I saw that a large neber of welds on the underside of
the floor at the 119 foot level had been accepted, although
the work did not meet the requirements on the drawings. I
was sent to inspect one group of welds because crews wert
shorthanded and the scaffolds couldn't be removed untti the
wort was bought (sic). These welds were at different stitch
lengths and spacing than specified on the drawings. The

.
wortmanship was so poor that in the trade they would be

'
.

called " dog meat". They were consistently in violatidn of
the requirements but had been consistently accepted. ,I

compared these welds with the other welds in the same area
I had been assigned and that were similarly bad. I started
looking around to see if there were any acceptable welds.
I ended up tagging the whole area. (Hedrick Aff. at 4.),

200. The welds in question were located in the G colan area at the 119-foot

level of the turtine building. The fact that the welds had not been

performed prop'erly was first identified by Mr. Art Carlson, a pGandE '

inspector who, in accordance with the appropriate procedures, directed

Mr. Hedrick to inspect and reject (" red tag") the welds. Mr. Carlson's
"

discovery of the welds was noted by Mr. Hedrick in Exhibit 8 to his *

affidavit. . .'
!

201. Subsequent investigation showed that the welds were still "in process"

and, although certain hold points had been approved, the welds had not

been accepted by GFACo QC. It is further possible that, as these welds

were discovered at the start of the swing shif t, the day shif t QC

personnel had not yet even inspected the condition of the welds. In any

case, the statement that the welds "had been consistently accepted" is
|

.

1
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! Attachment to !

! NRC Allegation 0994
| Reference: DCL-84-195 )

Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 2 of 2

Patently f alse. Further, the statement that "the whole area" contained

only faulty welds is, at best, misleading. The total number of f aulty

welds involved in the incident described was less than 10. These welds

were in process and were repaired in accordance with the proper

precedures and subsequently accepted.

.

.

202. Thig incident is another example of the QA system worting as it should.
Both GFACo inspectors and PGandE field engineers were performing their

inspection activities properly and took the appropriate hetions when any
.

deficient condition was discovered. The necessary rewort'was performed

in an appropriate and timely manner.

203. This item requires no' further corrective action.

.

|

|

I.
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NRC Allegation #0995

Allegation Description:

Atkinson 78 - Inspection work in northwest corner roof area
of turbine building was performed by questionable inspector.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Name of inspector is stated.
,

hithout the particular inspector's name, his specific qualifications can not

be verified. However, all inspectors with GFACo were qualified through
4

training / certification to perform their assigned duties in accordance with
t

GFACo Quality Control Procedure QCP-13. " Personnel Training." In addition to

the GFACo inspectors performing inspections of GF/.Co production crews' work,

PGanaE inspectors were assigned to each work area and they performed

inspections to provide added assurance that GFACo personnel were performing

all work in accordance with the drawings, specifications, and the established

Quality Assurance Program. Also, periodic audits of GFACo and PGandE General
,
1

Construction inspectors were performed by the PGandE QC Department to ensure-

'

that all parties were conforming to the Quality Assurance programs established

for both the contractor and PGandE. This multi-level inspection and

acceptance process would have iaentified any improper inspection activities
i and focused attention on any " questionable" inspectors.

i

i i

|
l

,
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NRC Allegation #1008

Allegation Description:

Control documents were not audited -- documents were out of
date.-

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

PGandE claimed they audited all control documents in
January 1963. The control documents that the alleger had
at that time were out of date. The audit might have been
done at the home office, but not at the site.

t

PGandE has reviewed all its prior responses and cannot find where it made the

claim that all Diablo Canyon controlled documents were audited in January 1983,

as is alleged. The PGandE Quality Assurance Department generally audits

controlled documents by document type and on a sample basis. All document

types, in fact the entire quality program, are audited at least once every two

years as is required by the quality program. All controlled documents,

collectively, are not audited at one time, as is alleged.

Previous allegations concerning controlled documents pertained specifically to

control of procedures at Onsite Project Engineering Group (OPEG). This issue

was addressed in PhandE letter DCL-84-131 dated April 4,1984, Enclosure 2,

pages 19-26, and again in PGandE letter DCL-84-239 dated June 26, 1984 in

response to JIR-5 and JIR-6 The previous allegations and responses are
'

attached hereto.

|

,

f
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The alleger is apparently aware of the requirement for control of procedures.

The alleger is also apparently aware that he has not complied with those

requirements as is his responsibility defined by the PGandE quality program, j

Under Engineering Manual Procedure 5.1 Section 4.6, "th3olders of controlled |

!

copies of the Manual shall keep them up to date." (Attachment A).

.

.

.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 69 - October 30, 1984
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18- m Response to NRC #10084/77 Pace 1 of 2.
_ . .

'

PACIFIC GkS AND El.ECTRIC COMPANY PROCEDURE N0;k.1
PAGE1 0F 3 ~

~

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT REVISION NO. 4i

-

Effective

Date: 3/13/82
'

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT MANUAL CONTROL
~

/
'

.

3/ 1.)". 8 E _,* *

r/ hvsArraovto:.,
- vict PatsiornT. Ensentrains card /

N

v 1.0 Purpose

T This Procedure establishes how the Engineering Department will

3 develop and control the procedures of the Engineering Manual.
.,

2.0 Scope

This Procedure is mandatory for all Engineering Department Manual,

'

procedures.
''

,

O 3.0 Responsibility

j 3.1 The Vice President-Engineering reviews and approves the 4

Engineering Manual Procedures and their revisions.

3.2 The Chief, Engineering Quality Control (EQC), is responsible
for coordinating, publishing, maintaining, and controlling
the Engineering Manual.

3.3 The Chiefs are responsible for reviewing and comenting on
proposed procedures and revisions. They shall assign personnel
to serve on the Engineering Procedures Committe and shall
inform EQC of the assignment.

I

4.0 Procedure. *

4.1 Unless otherwise noted herein, Pr.. A. . cheir revisions. i.

shall be developed through an Engineering Procedures Committee

composed of at least one member from each Engineering depart-

ment. The chairman of the comittee shall be the Quality
Program Supervisor, EQC.

.

% -/ 4-3/15/82
/7//
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fa-ass Resp:nse to NRC #1008.

4/77.
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'

ENGINEERING.DEPARIMENT MANUAL CONTROL P R 0 C E D U Rt p g/5.1
s

*
PAst 3 OF y.

7-
.

'h .I'

4 . '6 EnkineeringQualityControlshalldistributetheapproved
procedures and revisions. A controlled sitribution list shall
be maintained by EQC that contains the name of the individual
and the control number of the copy of the Manual issued. A

*7 copy of the issued, approved procedure shall be accompanied by
ps an acknowledgement card. Holders of controlled copies of the
Sq Manual shall keep them up to date. Upon receipt of approved

procedures, revisions, or a complete new Manual, the Manual holder~7
shall dispose of the obsolete page(s) or Nknual and sign and

I
return the acknowledgement card. Obsolete pages or Manuals

~7 may be kept for reference if each page is marked in a manner
which clearly ind1 cates that it is superseded.._

,

q 4.7 Temporary Revisions
4

!.' 4.7.1 Temporary revisions are intended to be issued only when
.

77 there is an urgency associated with the revision and a
trial period may be desirable. These revisions may be

'
issued for any valid reason including:

.

a) Nuclear Regulatory Commission audits, bulletins,
or citations

b) Nonconformance Reports

c) Quality Assurance Department's Open Item Reports
d) Discrepancy Reports
e) PGandE policy and/or management directives.

4.7.2 Requests for temporary procedure revisions may be ini-
tiated by any Engineering Departmene-member by complet-
ing a " Temporary Procedure Revision" sheet (Attachment

B), obtaining his Chief's approval, and submitting the
proposed revision, to the Chief, Engineering Quality
Control.

4.7.3 EQC shall review the proposed revision to assure that
it is in accordance with:
a) Company policy for quality

I

i

____ .. . ._ _ _ 17L-
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1008
Reference: DCL-84-131
Dated: April 4, 1984

.

Page 1 of 13

4. Procedure Control

CRITERION VI

ITEM 1:

Observation: Engineers were using out-of-date procedures for perfoming their
work. (Draft Report pp.10-12; S/B)

ITEM 2:

Observation: Inter-office nenoranduns were issued in lieu of procedures that
bypassed review and approval process. (Draft Report pp.12-13; S/B)

ITEM 3:

Observation: Site quality engineer and support group leader maintained
outdated listings of the latest work procedure. (Draft Report p.15; S/B)

ITEM 4:

Design personnel was perfoming calculations without havingObservation:
adequately controlled procedures for extended periods of tine (Draft Report
pp.14-15; S/B)

CRITERION XVI

ITEM 1:

Observation: Site design organization managenent was insensitive to staff
concerns and did not initiate tinely corrective actions. (Draft Report

pp. 27-29; S/B)

Sumary Response:

The Project acknowledges that out-of-date procedures were in sone controlled

We have evaluated the effect of each missing or out-of-datenanuals at TEG.

/ 73
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1008
Reference: DCL-84-131
Dated: April 4, 1984
Page 2 of 13

document on a case-by-case basis. The evaluation has concluded there was no

effect on the quality or technical adequacy of design work.

Apparently the inspector believes that each OPEG engineer required his own

controlled documents. Project documentation shows that, depending on the size

of the group, there were never less than three and as nany as eleven sets of

controlled piping procedures assigned to the OPEG Stress Group. This

constituted a sufficient number of controlled procedures for use by OPEG

engineers.

The identified interoffice memoranda (IOM) were not used in lieu of work

procedures. One IOM was issued to provide guidance for assurance of proper

interpretation of AWS codes. The other was an engineering request for

revision of a contractor's procedure. Neither docunent fomed the basis for

changes in design work procedures.

The inspector's observations have no inplications on low power or full power

operations.

I

|

t .

;

-
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1008
Reference: DCL-84-131
Dated: April 4, 1984
Page 3 of 13

Detailed Response:

Adequate docunent control procedures existed on site at all tines while design

was conducted. This concern was covered in our submittal to the NRC dated

February 7,1984:

The DCP QA Program requires femal control of inplementing
procedures. Detailed requirements are contained in
Engineering Manual Procedure 5.2. Iglementing procedures
are required to be logged into a control system by title,
date of approval and revision nunber. All holders of
inplenenting procedures are required to femally
acknowledge receipt of revisions by returning a signed
acknowledgement.

1

Special inplenenting procedures, instructions and criteria'

for the small bore piping design verification effort were
authored by the Project Team Piping Group, and the control
of their distribution was managed by the Project
Administration Group using a systen of signed, returned
receipts.

,

A master document distribution natrix was prepared to
establish which nanual holders receive specific docunents
in accordance with the requirements of their job
assignment. A specific set of defined documents is
assigned to a pipe support engineer; a different set of
documents is assigned to a pipe stress engineer, and so
forth.

a) Out-of-date Procedures

The staff i tentified three instances of out-of-date
procedures contained within the controlled procedure
manuals naintained in the OPEG. As a result, a discrepancy

(

l

'
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1008
Reference: DCL-84-131
Dated: April 4, 1984
Page 4 of 13

report (DR 83-47-5) was issued by Project Engineering.
This DR addresses corrective action, inpact on final design
and actions to prevent reoccurrence.

A 100% review of all control procedures, instructions and
criteria assigned to OPEG personnel was completed by
Decenber 15, 1983. Sixty-three (63) manuals containing 133
criteria documents, 412 procedures and 451 instructions
were reviewed. The results showed that 90% of the
documents assigned to the manuals were correctly in place.
The review results have been evaluated to determine the
possible impact on the small bore reverification work
Most of the instances found involved docunents missing fron
certain controlled nanuals, in which case the appropriate
requirenents are available to the engineer through other
controlled manuals in the work area. Each instance of an
cutdated procedure or instruction was evaluated and
deternined to not impact the conpleted design work. The
docunents found to be outdated were characteristically
documents that the assigned nanual holder would not be
using in performing his specific assignments.

All 63 controlled manuals have been brought up to date.
They now contain only current copies of those documents
specified by the naster docunent distribution natrix.

The Staff also expressed the concern that since Piping
Procedure Manual B-075 was presumably the only controlled
manual assigned to the OPEG Stress Group, there was a
possibility that Stress Group engineers had been without
access to up-to-date procedures for an extended period of
time. However, our investigation has shown that other
controlled copies of the nanual had been assigned and
available to members of the Stress Group since the
inception of the OPEG group. For example, the October 14,
1982 Distribution List for Piping Group Procedures,
Instructions and Criteria for Diablo Piping Design shows
that 11 nenbers of the Stress group were assigned
controlled nanuals. Although the number of manuals
assigned to the Stress Group has varied, at no tine were

.

- / 7L-f
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1008
Reference: DCL-84-131
Dated: April 4,1984
Page 5 of 13

there less than three controlled manuals assigned to this
Group.

.

On a broader level, the Staff concern relates to Allegation
84 in SSER 21, dealing with lack of management
responsiveness to an engineer's request for a copy of
controlled design procedures. The allegation was discussed
and resolved in SSER 21, with the Staff concluding that the
" spirit of the allegation was substantiated" and that
"managenent must improve its sensitivity in addressing
safety concerns and improve comunication with workers."
In late 1982, there was an acknowledged shortage of copies
of the nanual, such that all engineers did not have
individual copies. However, sufficient nunbers of the
controlled docunents were available as discussed above and
the engineers were able, and required, to use then.
Additional copies have subsequently been made available,
consistent with the goal of avoiding unnecessary
conplications in docunent control due to the distribution
of more copies than necessary to acconplish the work.

,

Because the controlled design documents were, in fact,
available to the alleging engineer, there was no violation
of procedures or adverse affect on the small bore piping
analyzed. Nevertheless, the Project has perceived the
desirability of improvenent in this area, and has taken
several actions toward this end:

1. Docunent Control Procedures and practices are being
reviewed with onsite Engineering personnel. They
have been notified of the importance of conplying
with docunent control procedures and of their
responsibility to update manuals and return
acknowledgement foms.

2. Procedure P-1 was revised in Rev. 4 dated January
'

30, 1984 to require a monthly supervisory review of
controlled manuals to assure that procedures,
instructions and criteria are kept current.

|

1

!
1
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1008
Reference: DCL-84-131
Dated: April 4, 1984
Page 6 of 13

|-
.

3. For future revisions to design procedures, the
supervisor wi11' discuss the content of the revision
with engineers under his supervision to be sure

| everyone is aware of changes and how they are to be
implemented. Alternatively, procedure changes which
are now routed to all manual holders will be

: fomally routed to all engineers and will require an
acknowledynent signature. ,

I

Also as a part of the resolution of DR 83-047-5, the:

possible effect of outdated design criteria documents on
the final design has been reviewed. There were no
instances found of out-of-date criteria in the nanuals.
All individuals, including those nissing criteria

,

I

documents, had access to current controlled copies of
applicable criteria in order to correctly perfom their
design work.

As a separate effort, a Project QA review of configuration
control of other manuals at OPEG (i.e., Engineering Manual.
PEls) has been conpleted. No deficiences were identified
in this review.

Also, as addressed in PGandE Letter No. DCL-84-046 of February 7,1984, to the

NRC:

"The staff also noted an instance of out of date procedure
listings. An occurrence was observed where a controlled
manual Table of Contents dated October 28, 1983 was in the
possession of the Onsite Project Engineer, while other
supervisors had the previous version dated September 15,
1983.

This specific instance, ironically, resulted fron nanage-
nent's efforts to improve the methods for distribution of
revisions to controlled manuals. Distribution of the
October 28, 1983 revision was held by the Onsite Project

- /7K
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NRC Allegation 1008
Reference: DCL-84-131
Dated: April 4,1984
Page 7 of 13

.

Engineer upon receipt for two weeks while these improve-
nents were being fornulated. The revised practices have
since been incorporated into Piping Procedure P-1."

The revisions involved in the October 28 Table of Contents were reviewed for

content and impact. All revisions consisted of either administrative changes

or minor clari- fications. Failure to apply then to design work for the

two-week period had no adverse inpact on the designs involved.

"The Project has in place formal procedures for requesting
and approving design changes. These procedures do not
pernit design changes to be made on the basis of an inter-
office nenorandun (IOM). The NRC's concern apparently
relates to two identified IOMs issued by Project
Engineering. As discussed below, however, neither of the
two nenoranda constituted design changes.

The first IOM involved the use of the welding code (AWS)
for calculation of skewed welds. The Pipe Support Group
Supervisor issued an IOM dated March 21, 1983, for the
purpose of providing guidance in nodeling skewed welds in
conformance with the code. The IOM did not change any
design docunents, nor did it violate either good
engineering precepts or approved QA orocedures or
requirements.

The second IOM of concern to the Staff was an IOM. issued by
Engineering on October 20, 1983, to General Construction,
approving a request to revise a contractor's installation
procedure. The change involved installation tolerances in
the contractor's procedures which had been previously
approved by Project Engineering in accordance with Project
procedures for approval of contractor docunents. General

1

|

|
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1008
Reference: DCL-84-131
Dated: April 4,1984
Page 8 of 13

1

Construction and the contractor foma11y executed the
;

change. Neither the request nor the IOM approving the
change resulted in a change in the Project's approved
design drawings or specifications, thus, the issuance of a
Design Change Notice was inapplicable. Project actions,
including the ION from Engineering approving the change in
the contractor's procedures, were consistent with Project
procedures for review, approval, and anen Ment of
contractor documents."

To assure that procedure manuals are maintained in the current configuration,

supervisors have been directed to review the nanuals being held by their

subordinates on a regular basis. In addition, manual configuration control is

being erphasized in QA audit and surveillance activities.

i

i

!
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Attachment to,

| NRC Allegation 1008
Reference: DCL-84-239
Dated: June 26, 1984

JIR-5 Page 9 of 13

It is alleged that:

5. On page nineteen (19) PG4E states, "The Project -

acknowledges that out-of-date procedures were in some
controlled manuals at OPEG."

This statement is misleading, because it is incomplete.
What about uncontrolled copies of the manuals? While I was
in OPEG, the group leaders at times copied various sections
of controlled manuals and gave them to us to use. At
times, we discovered that a document existed which was
relevant to the work which we were performing and we made
our own copy. Have the uncontrolled documents have been
[ sic] removed from use? I know that in light of the heavy
production drive which we were required to live up to, that
we needed our own contrviled documents in order to avoid
spending unnecessary time searching out a document in
someone elses [ sic) possession. I would like to quote a
line from 10 CFR 50 Appendix B. II. QUALITY. ASSURANCE
PROGRAM. " Activities affecting quality shall be
accomplished under a [ sic] suitably controlled conditions."
I believe that the practices above are not in compliance
with 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, II. (6/1/84 Stokes Aff. at 4-5. )

Mr. Stokes contends that the response to Mr. Yin's observation is

misleading because it does not address uncontrolled copies of

manual s. However, Mr. Yin's observation was that " Engineers were

using out-of-date procedures for performing their work." (Draft

Report pp.10-12 S/B.) At the time of his inspection, Mr. Yin did

not have any observations with respect to uncontrolled copies of

manuals. Yet, Mr. Stokes claims PGandE's response is misleading

because PGandE responded fully to the observations of Mr. Yin and did

not address Mr. Stokes' allegations in that response.

More importantly, although Mr. Stokes poses the question as to the

use of uncontrolled manuals, his examples do not involve problems

. - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . -__ /8/
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1008
Reference: DCL-84-239
Dated: June 26, 1984
Page 10 of 13

with manuals. While he may be technically correct in his assessment
'

that a copy of a section of a controlled manual may create an

uncontrolled document, it does not follow that there wa , anything

improper about the practice. The difficulty is that Mr. Stokes

misleads the reader by implying that procedures changed so of ten that

making a copy of a procedure would inevitably lead the user to rely

upon an out-of-date procedure in the event he used the ccpy a second

time. This observation is misleading and totally without factual

basis.

It has been acknowledged that out-of-date procedures were in the

possession of some OPEG pipe support engineers. In some cases this

included uncontrolled copies of controlled procedures. However, pipe

support engineers were specifically directed to rely only on current,

contrt11ed copies of procedures in completing their work. Sufficient

copies of controlled procedures were available for reference use in

the OPEG work areas. Mr. Stokes' intimation that each engineer must

continually refer to a procedure manual in the course of his work

ignores the fact that, because of the basically repetitive nature of

this work, engineers soon gain a working knowledge of procedures

affecting their work and consequently need not refer to the

procedures frequently. The nunber of controlled procedures made

available to OPEG engineers afforded convenient reference access,

while at the same time avoiding unnecessary comp 1tcations in document

control due to distribution of more copies than necessary to
|

.
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Attachment to
NRC A11egatien 1008
Ref rence: DCL-84-239
Dated: June 26, 1984 1

Page 11 of 13 !

accomplish the work. Contrary to Mr. Stokes' allegation, this

practice does not violate any requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
~

and is not inconsistent with industry practice.

1

| .

l

|
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Attachment to
NRC Allegaticn 1008
Reference: DCL-84-239
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JIR-6 .

It is alleged that:

6. On page twenty (20) PG&E's statements raise serious
guestions. 'Apparently the inspector believes that each
urEG engineer required his own controlled documents.
Project documentation shows that, depending m the size of
the group, there were never less than three and as many as
eleven sets of controlled piping procedures assigned to the
OPEG Stress Group. This constituted a sufficient number of
controlled procedures for use by OPEG engineers."

From personal experience and discussion with OPEG
engineers, I can testify that PG4E's conclusion is absurd.
Under the conditions on-site--20 to 30 engineers trying to
use three sets under a very demanding schedule. As a
result, they made do without control documents. They used
uncontrolled documents instead.

PGAE's assertion violates industry accepted engineering
procedures. It is industry practice to assign each
engineer his own controlled documents. At Bechtel's
Gaithersburg office, I was given controlled documents
within two weeks of av beginning work on the DAVIS-BESSEE
[ sic) project. When I went to wort for Nuclear Services
Corporation on the Zimmer project, we all received sets of
control doctseents within two weeks of starting. I believe
this is done for two reasons--1) to be in compliance with
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criterion VI. DOCUENT CONTROL; and
2) because production is very important to meet scheduled
completion dates and time wasted looking for infonnation
should be avoided by providing each engineer with his own
project documents. (6/1/84 Stokes Aff. at 5-6.)

Mr. Stokes asserts that from " personal experience" the nober of

controlled documents assigned to the OPEG stress group was
t

|
insufficient. Mr. Stokes was never assigned to the OPEG stress group

and his specific " personal experience" in the matter is therefore

!

I
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Reference: DCL-84-239
Dated: June 26, 1984
Page 13 of 13

.

vicarious, at best. In any case, this allegation is based on

Mr. Stokes' basic misconception that each engineer must continuously
.

j refer to the procedure documents during the course of development of

i each calculation he originates or checks in order to remember how to

correctly do the work. In fact, the calculational process involved
;

in pipe stress and pipe support design is largely repetitive from one

calculation to the next. It frequently involves iterative steps
;

which are essentially identical. As a practical matter, an engineer

gains a working fanf11arity with applicable procedures and criteria
,

!
within a short period of time and will subsequently not need to refer

to them on a frequent basis. The perception that all stre. s-

!

engineers must spend most of their time huddled around a few<

procedure manuals is, in Mr. Stokes' vernacular, " absurd."
<

!

! The number of controlled procedures made available to OPEG engineers
!

afforded convenient reference access while at the same time avoiding'

!
unnecessary complications in document control due to distribution of

more copies than necessary to accomplish the work. Contrary to Mr.
|

| Stokes' allegation, this practice does not violate any requirements

| of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, and is consistent with industry practice.

!

1
,
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NRC Allegation #1026

Allegation Description:

Pullman inspectors buying off over- or under-sized welds.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Inspectors were buying off oversized welds. An audit of
DCN's and DR's would show examples of bought off
substandard work. QC engineer walkdowns were to pick up
the stuff that was missed because inspectors felt " Fill in
the blanks; as long as the paperwork looks good, let's go
with it."

Oversize welds are generally acceptable provided the oversize weld does not

interfere with mating parts or cause unacceptable dimensional / alignment

distortion.

It cannot be determined from the allegation whether the welds in question are

on hangers, rupture restraints, structural steel, or elsewhere. It must be

understood that criteria for the acceptability of over- and undersized welds

found in procedures, such as ESD 223 and ESD 243, have been revised numerous

times over the years. Thus, a weld that was acceptable in 1977 might be

considered rejectable if the same weld was made in 1983. This does not mean

that the earlier weld is unsafe, just that th earlier weld does not satisfy

the newer acceptance criteria.

Pullman has never condoned an attitude by inspectors such as is set forth in

the allegation. Nor has Pullman been able to identify any instance where any

inspector merely filled in the blanks and accepted w ids without having
,

!

! perf6med the appropriate inspection. For example, the walkdown perfomed as

|
' PGandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343
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a result of PGandE Nonconformance Reports DC2-80-RM-002 and DCl-79-RM-003 was

to resolve the conditions identified on these NCRs which included potential

welding deficiencies and not to " pick up stuff that was missed," as alleged.

When conditions are identified that do not meet current procedural

requirements, they are documented on DCNs and DRs. A review of these

documents would, indeed, show examples of work identified as unacceptable

since the function of DCNs and DRs is to identify unacceptable conditions and

track their disposition. The disposition of these documents results in

bringing the work back into confonnance with the appropriate requirements.

The recording of unacceptable conditions and perfonning walkdowns are parts of

a properly functioning QA system and not examples of a program to allow

acceptance of substandard work, as alleged.

PuandE Letter No. : DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M . 71 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation e105b
|

Allegation Description: l

Anchor bolt drilled holes were not checked in accordance
with ESD 223

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

[As stated in description]

There were isolated cases where anchor bolt holes were not inspected before

insertion of the bolt, as is required by ESD 223. When this occurred, the

discrepancy was obvious during the Pullman QC and QA in-process review of the

process sheets and resulted in either reworking to perform the required

inspection or initiation of a deficient condition notice. The discrepancy was<

then resolved before the work could be accepted.

If the alleger's concern is that, as a general practice, anchor bolt holes

were not checked in accordance with ESD 223, then he is in error. Review of

the process sheets, deficient condition notices, and discrepancy reports

indicate that no such generic problem occurred.
,

i

|

|

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
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NRC Allegation #1061

Allegation Description:

Foley 81/62 - Inspector told not to red tag a loose beam
clamp after it had been accepted by Foley QA and PGandE
because he could be out of a job if he did.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Two employees feared they would lose their jobs if they
wrote up a deficient condition notice. They were concerned
with a beam clamp that had been moved after the ZRC paint
was applied. They were concerned because Foley, PGandE,
and t1e NRC had bought off the work.

After investigating this matter, Foley is unaware of any inspector who was

threatened with the loss of his job for red tagging a loose beam clamp after

it had been accepted. In fact, Foley has always insisted that inspectors

document deficient conditions wherever they are noted and has threatened

inspectors with loss of employment if they should fail to do so.

It also appears that the alleger is not personally familiar with the

substantive facts of the allegation as Foley has never used Deficient

Condition Notices to document discrepancies.

Finally, the allegation lacks sufficient information to determine whether the

moving of the beam clamp after painting was a problem. It could well have

been a situation where additional modifications were required after the

initial installation or modification was completed. In such a case, moving of

the clamp may have been for a proper reason; but, without further detail, a

more specific response is not possible.

8

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022H - 73 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #1117

Allegation Description:

PGandE has attitude that if it can be installed, do it even
if it might be wrong. For example, half inch fillet weld
on schedule 10 pipe on 3 sides on a lug attachment.

Contrary to the allegation, PGandE's attitude is not to install an item if it

might be wrong. In fact, PGandE has procedures in-place to allow the field

engineers to question design engineering concerning the installation of any

piece of hardware. When the PTGC engineer or inspector believes that the

design provided by Engineering for the installation of a particular piece of

hardware is not appropriate for the condition in the field, the engineer or

inspector can generate a Diablo Problem (DP) sheet to be sent to Engineering

for review of the field engineer's concern. Upon receipt of the DP,

Engineering reviews the concern of the field engineer and either revises the

design or gives the field engineer an explanation as to why the design is

adequate and/or necessary in its current form. The DP procedure assures that

engineers in the field will use their judgment and experience when installing

hardware to see that only properly designed hardware is installed.

The allegation identifies the welding of 1/2-inch fillet welds on schedule 10

pipe on 3 sides on a lug attachment as an example of PGandE's supposed

attitude of installing an item even if it might be wrong. This example is

similar to a concern raised during the NRC conducted tour of April 11, 1984.

As discussed in PGandE letter DCL-84-170 dated May 2,1984, a copy of the

applicable portion of which is attached, the work was performed according to

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 74 - October 30, 1984
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design requirements and when questions arose as to the adequacy of the design,

investigations showed that the design and installation met all design

requirements.

1

i

i
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Attachment to |
|NRC Allegation 1117

Reference: DCL-84-170
Dated: May 2,1984
Pgae 1 of 2

ITEM No. 6 Weld Size, Distortion and Residual Stress on Pipe Support 50-26V,
Unit 2

It is alleged that a pipe support has lugs with oversized welds, excessive i
'

distortion and residual stress in the pipe, and the eccentric loads on the
lugs were not accounted for.

RESPONSE:

These lugs were originally installed by the piping spool fabricator using
Pullman7/16" partial penetration welds with fillet caps of unspecified size.

Power Products Discrepancy Report-8109 was issued on 02-15-84 to document the

| unspecified fillet weld size. Design Change Notice DC2-EP-8188, which was

issued on 03-09-84, specified 1/2" fillet welds for the lugs. The required

|
additional welding had been completed and accepted by Pullman Power Products

Quality Control. In addition, a certified welding inspector had detemined
,

that these welds meet the design requirements of 1/2" fillet welds.

;

The procedure requires that the eccentric loading of shear lugs is accounted

for in the local stress analysis of the pipe. The alleger apparently believes
This isthat the loads are analytically applied at the surface of the pipe.

Instead, the point of loading in this particular support is' not the case.
This

j taken at a distance from the pipe wall equal to the height of the lug.

;

[

;

- - - _ - - _ _ _ . .-
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1117
Reference: DCL-84-170
Dated: May 2, 1984 |

Page 2 of 2

properly accounts for the eccentric loading of the lugs. In addition, as

mquired by design criteria, only two of the four lugs are considered to carry

the piping load.

'

Residual stresses due to welding and other fabrication processes occur in

virtually all piping and other hot formed steel components. The deformation

of thin-walled stainless steel piping due to welding is a phenomenon that is

! well recognized by the ASK codes and the industry.

The distortion present in the pipe at support 50-26Y, and support 97-3R to a

lesser extent (Ref. Item No. 4), is typical of this type of welding on thini

wall (Sch,105) stainless steel pipe.

The development of the rules for piping analysis by the ASE and ANSI B31.1

codes considered the presence of residual stresses. These rules rely on data

obtained from tests of actual fabricated piping components, and hence residual

stresses were factored into the tests. Residual stresses are local and

secondary, and therefore of a self-limiting nature.
|

In sumary, the welds were of the proper size, eccentric loading was

considered in design and analysis, and pipe distortion and residual stresses

are acceptable. Therefore, this allegation is not valid.

|

.-- _ _ _ . .
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NRC Allegations #1199 and 1456

Allegation #1199 Description:

PGandE made a false statement when they stated that 304H
has not been used at Diablo, a letter dated 2/10/84 infers
that 304h was used for piping.

NRC Allegation #1199 Paraphrase:

The February 10, 1984 letter from Myron Leppke inferred

Canyon.gher carbon grade "H" materials were used at Diablo
that hi

If so, P6andE's assertion in answer #2 that
"(g)rades such as 304 H have not been used for piping" is
false.

Allegation r1456 Description:

PGandE's assertion that higher carbon grade such as 304H
have not been used in piping is false.

These allegations are incorrect. The responses to allegations JI-192, JI-193,

and JI-194 in Attachment K to PGandE Response to Joint Intervenors' Motion to

Reopen on~CQA, dated March 19, 1984, are correct as written (Attachment A).

PhandE has reviewed its files and has found no letter dated February 10, 1984,

which discusses the carbon content requirement for stainless steel used for

piping. The only letter from M. Leppke which does discuss the carbon content

requirement for stainless steel is dated January 25,1984 ( Attachment B).

Contrary to the allegation, tne January 25, 1984 letter does not use the tenn

304H and does not imply that 304H was used for piping at Diablo Canyon

(Units 1 and 2). As explained in the letter, a requirement of carbon content

of 0.04% was established to provide a higher stress allowable. It did not

authorize use of stainless steel with carbon content in excess of 0.08%.

;

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
.

Ol19s/0022M 76 - October 30, 1964
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As stated in PhandE's previous response, 304h has not been used for piping.

The piping specifications which were used at Diablo Canyon, Drawing No. 049021

(Attactunent C) specify the material to be used. Piping Specifications "S1,"

"S2," "S3," "Sb," "S6," and "S8" ( Attachments D, E, F, G, H, and I) all

specify the material to be used as 304 or 316 -- not 304H, as alleged. There

is no concern that the authorization to use material of a greater than 0.04%

carbon content would lead to the use of 304h because, by ASTM specification

A312, the content of 304 and 316 material is limited to 0.08% and does not

reach the upper carbon limit of 0.10% of 304H. (Attactrnent J, Table 1).

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M 77 - October 30, 1984
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Attachment A ,

RosponsO to NRC #1199 & #1456 '

Page 1 of 6

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGbLATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

)
In the Matter of )

)
) Docket Nos. 50-275

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC ) 50-323
COWANY )

) (Construction Quality Assurance)
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power )
Plant, Units 1 and 2) )

)

AFFIDAVIT OF M. TRESLER, F.C. BREISMEISTER, R.D. KERR AND C.H. NICHOLS

STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
) ss.

COUNTY OF )
SAN LUIS OBISPO )

(
\

The above, being duly sworn, depose and say:

I H.R. Tresler, am Assistant to the Unit 1 Project Engineer on the

Diablo Canyon Project. I am an employee of Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

I, F.C. Breismeister, am Manager of the Research and Engineering /

Materials and Quality Services Department, San Francisco Office, for the

Bechtel Group.

I, R.D. Kerr, am Senior Welding Engineer for the Pacific Gas and
,

Electric Company.

I, C.H. Nichols, am Engineering Greur Leader in the Unit 1 piping group
'd on the Diablo Canyon Project. I am an employee of the Bechtel Power Corp. _

_
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Attachment A i

RGsponse to NRC #1199 & #1456
_

Page 2 of 6
JI #192, Supplemental Motion at 11.

It is alleged that:
l

PGandE may have received large quantities of stainless
steel that are out of compliance with the relevent codes,

j
due to a December 9,1983 purchase order specifying that
materials received for use at Diablo must have a minimum
carbon content of .04. (citing 1/23/84, Anon. Art. at
7-8 and related Exhibit 8.) This specification should
have limited carbon content to a maximum of .04. (citing
1/23/84, Anon. Aff. at 7.) The vendor had an incentive
to take advantage of this error, because high-carbon
stainless steel is cheaper to manufacture than low-carbon
stainless. (citing 1/23/84, Anon. Aff. at 8 and
transcript of 1/b/64 meeting with NRC inspectors at*

48-51.)

1. The allegation is false. All of the stainless steel material is in

compliance with code and specification requirements. It is true that

certain stainlesss steel piping was purchased with a 0.04% minimum

carbon content, but this material also had a 0.08% maximum carbon

content requirement. A review of Pullman procurement records issued in

I early December 1983, the time frame of interest, has identified three

purchase orders for A403 Grade 304 or A182 Grade F304 stainless steel

pipe fittings. These purchase orders require that the material not only

meet the chemical analysis requirements for Type 304 but also have a

minimum carbon content of 0.04%. These requirements are stated in

PGandE Piping Specification 8711 and are properly implemented by the

Pullman purchase orders.

2. The requirement to control minimum carbon content of these stainless

materials was included in PGandE Specification 8711 to implement the

requirements of the Nuclear Steam System Supplier. These are included

in Westinghouse Engineering Specification 677129, Revision 1, dated June

4,1969.

.
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Attachment A
R:sp:ns] to NRC #1199 & #1456 '

Page 3 of 6

3. It is obvious that placing additional procurement requirements, more

restrictive then industry standards, will not reduce costs.

JI #193, Supplement Motion at 11.

It is alleged that:

The safety significance of using high-carbon stainless
steel in welded applications is that it increases the
likelihood that carbide precipitation will cause the
welded joint to lose its corrosion resistance and not
last as long as the requirements referenced in the Final
Safety Analysis Report. (citing 1/23/84, Anon. Aff. at
8) The witness who raised tnis issue stated that this
problem had occurred at the San Onofre plant, and all of
the high-carbon stainless steel had to be replaced after
only a few years of service because of extensive
corrosion. (citing transcript of 1/5/84, meeting with
NRC inspectors at 52.)

1. The allegation is incorrect in referring to the steels used as high

carbon (H) stainless steels. The stainless steel used has been the

normal grade, neither high (H) nor low (L) grade. For the nuclear

system piping, the principal steels used have been Types 304, 316, and'

the casting equivalents, CF8 and CF8M. Grades such as 304 H have not

been used for piping.

2. The concern for carbide precipitation has been misplaced because the

associated loss of corrosion resistance needs to be considered in the

context of the service environment. For example, the reactor coolant

system environment in PWR plants like Diablo Canyon is significantly

different than the oxygenated water conditions which have caused concern

for BWR recirculation piping. The PWR reactor coolant conditions are

-3- i
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Attachment A
Response to NRC #1199 & #1456
Page 4 of 6

not aggressive to the fabricated stainless steels which have been used

at Diablo Canyon. Additionally, the welding of the nuclear system
( piping has been appropriately controlled to minimize any reduction in

corrosion resistance. These welding controls included control of weld

heat input and the use of low interpass temperatures. Thus, the use of

304, and 316 piping, and the cast equivalent stainless steels is not a

There are some systems at Diablo Canyon which do requireconcern.

increased corrosion resistance. In these systems, appropriate corrosion

resistant material has been specified and is used.

3. The allegation is false regarding the removal of all high carbon

stainless steel at San Onofre. There was no high carbon stainless steel
'

pipe at San Onofre. But stainless steel with carbon content greater
i

than .047,was used. There have been a few cases of 304 stainless steel

piping leakage at San Onofre Unit 1. These have been analyzed and
g

appropriate actions have been taken. These few failures have been'

attributed to special localized environmental conditions external tu 'a

pipe. A small amount of pipe has been replaced. There are thousands of |

feet of the originally installed grade 304 stainless piping. This

piping has not cracked or leaked and is acceptable. There is no plan to

replace this piping.

4. An ultrasonic and dya penetrant testing program designed to detect

stress corrosion cracks is in place at Diablo Canyon. This program is

applied in accordance with ASME Section XI. No corrosion cracking of

piping has been found in Diablo Canyon piping.

. _)
-4- ---- g- p
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Attachment A
R;sponse ;o NRC #1199 & #1456-

Pagn 5 of 6

The inspection program is repeated during each Plant refueling

operation. Therefore, should any degradation of weld quality begin, it
' '
; will be detected before impacting plant safety.

i

|

| JI #194, Supplemental Mo ion at 11.

It is alleged that:

| To date management has not responded to internal protest
| of the error reversing maximum and minimum requirements

for the amount of carbon in stainless steel. (citing
1/23/84, Anon. Aff. at 8.) The time log (sic) would be
understandable, except that PGandE claims the plant is
ready to operate.

1. PGandE is not aware of the anonymous affiant's internal protest, and

must assume the protest is also anonymous. However, since the concerns

stem from lack of understanding of

A. material specifications,
t

B. welding process control benefits,
1
I

C. corrosion environments where these materials are used,

D. false infonnation regarding San.Onofre stainless steel piping

replacement,

it would be understandable that the concern has not escalated to
l

management's attention.

!

-5-
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Attachment A
Response to NRC #1199 & #1456

- Page 6 of 6

Dated: March 19,1984

*M. TRE5LER

A
M 'i m e<,--d

'J / F.G. BRE15MEISTER

Subscribed and sworn to
before me this 19th day /)
of March, 1984 K. -

R.D. KERR

O&
1. ?

Ida Dutra G.H. NICHOL5"

' Notary Public in and for the
County of San Luis Obispo

( State of California. --^^7_ _ _ _ -

I AL SEA,*eOFFICMy comission expires i

) ,,,m,y [., S'JT
'January 2,1987 |[ , c 'rce:% ,

e .. ,, ,.mm :s, .
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Attachment B, .

R3sponse to NRC #1199 & #1456- -

:; . Page 1 of 1
_

t 'bbhkanho Project

PAClflC GAS AND ELECTRIC' COMPANY
BECHTEL POWER CORPORATION-

b ~ Jerry Arnold __

0** January 25, 1984
8*a Myron Leppke Fde h 312
0' Onsite Project Engineering Group Subect DCPP Unit 3 and 2

Carbon Content Requirementcv Jobsite ame.en 3507 for stainless steel

This is a response to a letter from B. Karner to J. Arnold datedth2 same subject. 3/37/83 (3964) on

Th2 notation of concern (stainless steel material of carbon content less than 0 04%ch313 not be substituted without approval of P' andE) was applied to the specification.
G

eith the stress Ana3ysis of that piping.to assure that the material used in the construction of piping systems was consistent
required for 'B' grades of stainless steel and results in a higher code stressIn general, the minimur. carbon content issllowable at elevated temperature.[

This practice is consistent with plants of Diablo Canyon's vintage.
that the use of higher carbon content stainless steel any result in greater potential

It is recognized

fer carbide precipitated stress corrosion cracking.
ccnsidered to create an unacceptable risk to plant systems in a PhT(.This potential, however, is not
us2 the 'L'

grade of stainless steel for added protection from. the cracking probler.
Newer plants do

At Diablo Canyon, the Inservice Inspection Program required to comply with the latest
rovision of AsME section X3 is designed to identify any adverse consequences of use
of higher carbon contens allowed by the specified ASTE for applicable grades ofctainless steel.

|
'

shou 3d you have further questions in this matter, please call.

/
M. E. Le he
Onsite Project Engineer

NE1/Jhtskas
1

3: ply Requested: No

a schitnis
CRMoore
CVCranston
CHichols

SMF Cd

Yk-
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* Attachment C.

Response to NRd #1199 & #145E
'

I- .

Page 1 of 1* -
.,

'
( 10. .ssidad 5J. pipe seaferming to ASTM A 358 Class I of. same grade may be ,'

. . .,
-

embetituted wherever A 312 sammless somstructies is specified. .

; 1s staes 8" or larger. Ebers ASM Boiler & Pressure Yessel Code Seat.11
,

taservies inspecties requirements maka seamless desirabla, it should be used

| where available. .*

|
*

1

| 11 . Stataless steel materials of earbon sentent less than 0.047, shall'aot be

substituted without approval of P.C.4E. Co.

11. No bending thianing allowsmos is made sa the calculations of minimum wall
,

of piping listed under tha various piping specifications. Any piping to
be beat mast meet er esseed the minimas wall thicknesses listed after
bending, or meet er enseed the minimum wall thickness of the nominal wall
piping Specs. after beedias. This mast te verified by ultrasonie er other
smasuring methods or a bending thianing allowanoa nada for piping in the
bent sections of pipe per ARS 531.1.0 - 1967. Table 102.4.5.

)

13. ASTM A 33 pipe shall not be used la Code Class A or 3 (5 31.7 Class I or-

II) Systems but may be used in 3 31.1 Systems and 3 31.7 Class III, if

( allM by the partienlar piping spee.
|

.

14. A 105 Grade I er II Tittisgs ordered prior to 1971 Revisies of A105
are acceptable.

.
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k , , . Daennnen to NRC #1199,

I Page 1 of 2 & #1456
DESIGN CONDITIONS.,

i 700 PSIG, 400 F.

*
i'

PIPE,

't
*

2" 5 Under
'

5, Schedule 405, Seamless Stainless Steel ASDI
-

A312 Grade TP 304 ,

N
T.' ,~.i r:.

\.256" - g'
Schedule 40S, Seamless Stainless Steel ASTM A312 Grade
TP 304 with Suppleentary Requirement SI.

I U' - 12a
Schedule 405 Senalese Stalalese-. Steel
ASTM A376 Grade TP 304 with Supplementary Requirement
Sl or Electric Fusion gelded ASTM A358 Grade
304 with Supplementary Requirements S16 S2.14"

Schedule 40, 3eamless Stainless Steel (Same as Above)FIITINGS

2" & Under 3000 Lb. Socket Welding Ends. Forged Stainless
Steel ASTM AlB2 Grade F304

216" - 14*
Schedule to ?atch Pipe, Butt-Welding Ends, -

|

Stainless Steel ASTM A4C3 Grade WP 304 with Supple- Im mentary Requirements S1 & S2.P"

.

o
# 9

r-
O

im FLANGES .

h
!

2" & Under 600 lb., 4" Raised Face, Socket Welding
.A Ends, Forged Stainless Steel ASTM A182 Grade F304

-

..

1

. .

2-1/2'' & Over 600 Lb., 4" Raised Face, Welding Neck, Forged
Stainless Steel ASTM A182 Grade F304 Bore to MatchPipe Wtil Thickness.

[ ' : J'
"T 3 "I 75 REV. SOLT SPEC.y E ~

re io.s. Tl REvtS50 MD RE. ISSUED C40 KE 4*t/
'} E~. $ a. n.7o Kft.rtc/fD. Afo cMancer M CJ A dPR /

\ :s AppnovED av ,4 1.5 70
-

JYV Mpf tfirro445 WALL TMCrMG. Bf!GifD NCif ~
M|Mse &JA*i O ,,/ J 11-2 4 -6.9 efv ACLTJ 6 Nc/rJ A/An JW 2 A K99 RW#? /fldRJ 2 828.G9 ADDED NOTSS /r2: fre fr% Wr}, (/t@ / 1o40-68 PEi . Pipf wait Twickxrtst

,skr} M 09W s( , REVLSED Dfs. CONO. s MATL 50 A" 12.e4' h.Dr /frrr/NGs Dr< .W75 f/* KAe. ..ru~~ o u e ;. -
! suev.e6. Boc h o s i a n .. .1 ca. . awa

MECHANICAL DESIGN STANDARDSGN. $ k
,B- DESIGN """*""

D ""''''". u er
o n. p r n ,. i
a. o ,.c n e 0 o PIPING SPECIFICATION "Sl"c a ==.a= *v

o.x pgirg Department of ...re . i z .=ser.
m e- c m

Engineering ma4*r m avassa *""

0472m ""7, g
_*

8 ML.M None c-c """
SAN FRANCasCO. riALE O* t s. . . .
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Attachment D .

. . Response to NRC #1199 & #1456. . . . . . . . . . . *
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.

5 pano 9 nf 9
,

a
.

,

BOLTS Bolt-Stud. Stainless Steel, -
.

. ASTM A193 Grade 88. .

NUIS Hex Nuts, Heavy Series, Semi-Finished, Stainless Steel
ASTM A194 Grade 8. ..

.

GASKETS 0.175" Thick, Flexitallic, Style CG. '.
.

x .

E
E
o
E
m
o
M
<
.

.

.

4
NOTES: - -

,-
: i .

1 .
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I

-

.

*

-

-

:
.
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-
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.
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f
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.
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;
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""" " - E~P G & E CO.
0 472 83 " 'y g

MECHANICAL DESIGN STANDARD
PIPING SPECIFICATION "SI"

SHEET 2 OF 2 SHEETS$N
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.. .. . .' * Attachment E
.

.. es==. c m -

'
.

Res3onse to NRC #1199 & #1456- *, ,
1 ,; vaga W 2

}
.

DESIGN CONDITIONS
-

|

150 PSIG, 5000F.

0255 PSIG, 150 F
'(

!

PIPE
,

2" & Under
.

Schedule 40S, Seamless Stainless Steel ASTM
(

,

'

A312 Grade TP 304
. .

24" -6"- ,

Schedule IOS, Seamless Stainless Steel ASTM A312-

Grade TP 304.,

.

8"
Schedule IOS, Welded

Stainless Steel ASTM A358
-

.
.

2 Grade IP 304.
[

. .

10"-24"
4" Nominal Wall Thickness, Welded Stainless Steel2
ASTM A3S8 Grade TP 304P FITTINGSx

--

2" G Under
3000 Lb. Socket Welding Ends, Forged St ainless:

Q Steel ASTM A182 Grade F304, Bored to Mat ch
Schedule 40S Pipe.

|

| 2%" - 8" Sched:le IOS, Butt-Welding Ends, Seamlessp
Stainless Steel AST'4 A403 Grade WP304

(; 10 " - 24 "
1/4" Wall Thickness, Butt-Welding Ends, Welded
Stainless Steel ASTM A403 Grade WP 304 ;

FLANGES

2" & Under
150 Lb. 1/16" Raised Face, Socket Welding
Ends, Forged Stainless St eel ASTM A182 Grade F304,
Bored to Match Schedule 40S Pipe.

24" 6 Over
150 lb.,1/16" Raised Face, Welding Neck, Forged
Stainless Steel ASTM A182 Grade F304, Bored to
Match Pipe Wall Thickness.

:~

Sal -'

9:
* .

re 3 b"5 EM.pl5reN c040 To t55 PS:G AT !*20'F.REV. PIPE SPEC.5 5 c 8."Ti EEv! SED Awo RESS >GD G45 (CA #A,.

5''

APPROVED BY 4( // 29 10 ffrJJ&/EC = NO CH4MCff 6( GA //6 M) ,
~

i
I ,i a' r i.10 Abela "Nosenv4L ' rp Red fa/LdA@ 't 'W.se'fa pt watt ruscawfor Akr5 06% ' \

rAf,Ji/ d (0-24 49 EEv. EsOLT 4 NUTJ MA TL, CM. 2
ff L/ ' ' t' U 29 69 Pff 9/96 A57H .$PfC . 1 Scwfp**tr _ PFpr. Ntvrr 2 Akn 246 {lEW

.k r oni 6&e, ,fbN)b /, - -

case. Data
su ==_ emipvio=

-| rv.se S. Boc hosl ar ons av C M. APP OL

osom. 5. h . 8. MECHANICAL DESIGN STANDARD ! *"a*". useon. r.hodani DESIGN "" ""
*u's..".osovca. c e a n_ .r e o PIPING SPECIFICATION "S2"o.w. # #a m arv me. ,e z.=saveDepartment of Engineeringears *aAmas au"*** ""*"*'

PACIFIC 4 BAS AND ELECTIUC COMPANY8 M48 None
-

SAN FRANCISCO. CAUFORNIA I
_
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*,. Attachment E .
.

Resoonse to NRC A1199 & #1456**
.

.

) age 2 of 2*
.

BOLTS Machine, Hex Head,
3 Stainless Steel ASTM A193 Grzde B8.

NUIS Hex Nuts. Heavy Series, Semi-Finished Stainless Steel
ASTM A194 Grade 8. .

. .-

GASKETS 0.175" Thick, Flexitallic, Style CG. I.
:o
I
E
E

'

5. NOTES:
-o

1. No Threading is Allowed for Material in Titis Spec.:: .

E
2. Additional Supplementary Testing Required on Pipe and Fittings

as Required by ANS B31.7 Class Applicable to a Particular System
Must Be Performed.

3. No Bending is Allowed for This Spec.

.

.

.

.

*

,

6
I,,, j

.

t

*

: .

~ *

T '
.

. . . .
*
.

- e,

1
~

'

-
'

.

. .-

i .

Ivb
' ' " N

a"q^g,"9 S c, h-
MECHANICAL DESIGN STANDARD P G & E CO.
PIPING SPECIFICATION "S2" w (LO7$2cr SHEET 2 OF 2. SHEETS

- - - - -

L7:.
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# Attachment F DESIGN CONDITIONS..
.

Response to NRC #1199 & #1456 370 PSIG, 650'F-

Page 1 of 1 495 PSIG, 300 F0
0S50 PSIG, 200 F

(
PI M

2" & Dider Schedule 40S, Seamless Stainless Steel ASTM
A312 Grade TP 304

,

-

'
.

24" - 12" Schedule 40S, Seamless Stainless Steel ASTM A312
Grade TP 304 with Supplementary Requirement S1
or Welded Stainless Steel ASTM A3S8 Grade 304 .

with Supplementary Requirement S1.6 S2.

FITTINGS

2" G Under 3000 Lb. Socket Welding Ends, Forged Stainless
Steel ASTM A162 Grade F304.

24" & Over Schedule 40S, Butt-Welding Ends, Sen=less or
Welded Stainless Ste il ASIM A403 Grade WP 304 with
Supplementary Requirements S1 & S2.

.

FLANGES

/ 2" & Under 300 Lb., 1/16" Raised Face, Socket Welding Ends,
( Forged Stainless Steel ASTM A182 Grade F304.
E
-

-$ 24" - 12" 300 lb.,1/16" Raised Face, Welding Neck, Forged i
'

? Stainless Steel ASTM A182 Grade F3s4.
.- ,

C l
':

r.
N BOLTS
' Hex HeadBolts, Heavy Series Semi-Finished,
4 Stainless Steel ASTM AIC3 Grade B8.

NUIS
Hex Nuts, Heavy Series, Semi-Finished, Sttinless
Steel ASTM A194 Grade 8..'-

GASKETS
: 0.175" Thick, Flexitallie, St yle CG,
~ s
' ~ .

"I 0 7. 15 el VIS(D 6CL" 6PEC. (snD t% N'
E to.80s E EVISED Ah D REISSUED G( GMS /IN s

.Q s ti- rs.7o Rff.tEctfD -No CMadcr5 me ML M~
Lh A99 MOVED SY 4 t - 6= 7 0 at'Y P/PF MAramac WJCptp7 son / ,Jan Ma% '

.r !' .
J 0 -N -6 9 REv. Sm.T5 4 NOT4 meAtt. PM ,FM #6u/,

|$ 3rlJi/ 2 828 6s ADOto espe tuFo: eEV. FL4 MATL GRADE .JA6 df)5 Glft/ s

/AIT vv 4-D-49 ACDED DFStGM CONpeT 8CN t 2:V FLANGF w m . .et4 JM fkW
r6 c e,s . mars os.cmirriom ens or coe. A PP D-

'

sury.sv S . 3cohosie i E.GilANIGAL DESIGN SIANUARD ==awi== uer-..
'

DSON.K r R DESIGN su .os.

DR. P knriani PIPING SPECIFICATION "S3" * ", %* ** ' * * '., ,,...r.

[i 7g'y*f g Department of Engineering seawin. nuwesa ======#

047285 7 e[j. _ oci,ic .No cmecO s^"'
a 84 68 Nona SAN RANCISCO.CAUFORNIA
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Attachtnent G, ,* *
Response to NRC #1199& #145pESIGN CONDITIONS

*

8Page 1 of 2 1400 PSIG, 650,F
1500 PSIG, 350 F

,( 0179 PSIG, 200 F

PIPE

.
. .-

X" - 2" Schedule 80S, Seamless Stainless Steel ASTM
A312 Grade TP 304.

~

24" - 6" Schedule 80S, Seamless Stainless Steel ASTM
, A312 Grade TP 304. with Supplementary Requirement SI.

8"-16" Schedule 100,4easless Staiales's Steel ASTM A312;

| Grade:TP 304 with Suppleneataey Requiremeat.S1
or Welded.Staisies: Steel ASTM A358. Grade

! TP 304 with Supplementary Requirements S1 & S2.

FITTINGS

2" 6 Under 3000 lb. Socket Welding Ends, Forged Stainless
Steel ASTN A182 Grade F304

m 2h" - 6" Schedule BOS, Butt-Welding Ends, Seamless Stain-
~

less Steel ASTM A403 Grade WP 304.with Supplementary |

Requirements S1 6 S2. |

Q 8"-16" Schedule 100, Butt-Welding Ends, Seamless Stainless
g Steel ASTM A403 Grade WP 304 with Supplementary
x Requirements 516 S2.

j

.E
FLANGES

|
'

S 2" 6 Under 1500 Lb.1/4" Raised Face, Socket Welding Ends, ( '

Forged Stainless Steel ASIM A182 Grade F304. '

i

24" - 16" 1500 lb.,1/4" Raised Face Welding Neck, Forged
Stainless Steel ASTM A182 Grade F304, Bored to
Match Pipe Wall Thickness.

.

:. .

T o r.- -

'' u .- C. 3175 REVISED SoLT SPEC. G45 ccA.' AMP h
,

. . ,
'""

T 5 c.6. tr REVISED AWD RE199U D G( GrL6SW/
E arenovso ey ar u.a .ro m1 auto - up cmc ,ese ws ccsc (v.

& f s I /= r * T O Kf We SL/6 ]/Af $ f/Tr/N6f S CN. . ADD NOTil JK6 OW,,

_,1 suu L w.n.n Ru. n o tra 4 w rs arars-. s u a S.r. sen tw
.- n v~' i e 2e ss ee,< ruiau c.o-a. pine siris e,ari. sao sia rarw& 2 13 sxis rivr
. - e n. . wr= ease...re. .y c. aen a

. g .w.w sys. Booins t a n- s MECHANICAL DESIGN STANDARD *aawino u.v

.. s u ,ES1GN ..

eI. [,J["[""),,, PIPING SPECIFICATION "S5" ".=Z*7 '' m ,.
*

..x. gg5 m Department of Engineering snawnee avmasm =a===

"*"''.'n". n"n'."e "e"a*. == ***"'"" 047287 6 og
-= -

7e->ae u
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Attachment G
''e ,~, . Response to NRC #1199 & #1456-

. <

n:;c ? c' ?
*

-,

. . . .
.

- BOLTS Bolt-Stud, Stainless Steel -

,

ASTM A193 Grade B8. j.

i

NUIS Hex Nuts. Heavy Series, Semi-Finished, Stainless Sted1'
ASTM A194 Grade 8.

;

m , ,
.

E s.'
_ .

-
,

b GASKETS 0.175" Thick, Flexitallic, Style CG. -

R -

m
o
T

h

? -

NOTES:

1. No bending allowance is included ln these nemnin=1 vall. thicknesses, any piping,

| bent must not be less than minimum listed well thickness for that Schedule
Pipe After Bending. "

2. 900s forged stainless steel ASTM A182 Grade F316 flanges may be used
instead of 15003 ASTM A182 Grade F304 called out above.

. .

t-
L
i-

-

i- .

.~

'.:
_

. 6\
L._

-

%

:
_
. ..

3 .

. .-

T. .

| 4~. '
~

| 11
'

,

| 5,. .. . -

.

|
|

|

_a , , ,, yn p ( 4 <o |
""" "-P G & E CO.MECHANICAL DESIGN STA.,Dgg,D7nnNa SrEcmenion :. _ -
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o)
'

'

e o t NRC #1199 & #1456 p3
02510 PSIG, 650 F
0- 2000 PSIG, 200 F

2" & Under Schedule 160, Seamless Stainless Steel ASTM A376
Grade TP 304.

2" & Over Seam 1,ess Stainless Steel ASTM A376.

2S" - 3" Schedule 160 Grade TP304 with Supplementary
Requirements S1 & S3.

4" Schedule 120, Grade TP 316 With Supplementary
Requirements S1 & S3.

6" Schedule 160 Grade TP 316 with Supplementary
Requirements S16 S3,

8" - 10" Schedule 140, Grade TP 316 With Supplementary ,

| Requirements SI, S2 & S3. |

$ 12" - 16" Schedule 160. Grade TP 316 With Supplementary
Z Requirements S1, S2 & 53.
E
E Supplementary Requirements SI, S2 & S3 to be Performed on One End
.'$ Each Length.

.- FITTINGS<
.

2" & Under 6000 lb., Socket Welding Ends, Forged Stainless
j ~ Steel ASTM A182 Grade F304.

' 2S" - 16" Butt-Welding Ends Seamless Stainless Steel ASDI A403
with . Supplementary Requirements S1, S2, & S 8, Grade
and Schedule to Match Pipe.-

FLANGES

2" & Under 1500 lb.,1/4" Raised Face, Socket Welding Ends.
. Forged Stainless Steel ASTM A182 Grade F316.

p Bored to Match Pipe.

E 1500 Lb.,1/4" Raised Face, Welding Neck, Forged
* 2S" - 16" Stainless Steel ASTM AlB2 Grade F316 Bored to,

'P {i
b if Match Pipe Schedule.
'1 . e

-$ ,Qt *

$..W 7 3173 ti eSunP;.RE4Wf sotG'PIPf, REV.to'.T Spec. Cd5 kCA. Vl4 'f'

APPeovso WY 6 to 5 le R Nt5ED AuD Rf tSSOE!D A( G66 />Ie K r
i

.' .Ii1 5 n.21 10 , Rf7334fLDrAM CR&WGFJ gtg E./L_ BGart ('

'

Al 2 4 3 St 19 EEWSEDc 4'EDtouW M L6 OfMi
'

IA" J t=3-10 AC&c'D 4vphewrM ar ffcrJ rw pipr g psy;rus$ tw atssu
c ose.1 eats eseceirvoose een av cu. A P' Og

Burv.WYS .Bonh o si an MECHANICAL DESIGN STANDARD ****'** u "
DSON.g,E,B, 'DE GN ""''"".. **s*o 8 7DR . P lndani ov'am o.

cm. Le. . PIPING SPECIFICATION "S6" .se ne. i 2 eussve

o.x. MXJ Department of Engineering e=4 wine mussess maa=a

savu osana PACmc SAS AND EE.ECTRBC coa 8PANY aA-y aa "Y
--- _ _ _ . . . . mani REA&Reamca EAUSGRhAAA _. U44 I OO __ i 7 //l___
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Attachment H ,

., * ' , ,
. Response to #1199& #1456 ...

Page 2 of 2,

soEr
'*

BOLTS Bolt-Stud, Stainless Steel . . .

l7. ASTM A193 Grade B8. -

(. .

;

MTIS Bex Nuts, Heavy Series, Semi-Finished, Stainless Steel
ASTM A194 Grade 8.

'|, ,
-

GASKETS 0.17S" Thick, Flexitallic, Style CG. .

'

m
E
E 1

'C
rn
x
m
Co
m
m
? |

NOTES:

1. Pipe & Fittings on this Specification, where required byQ NiS B31.7 Class Applicable for the Piping System Involved,
Shall Receive the Additional Volumetric Analysis Required.

I

(
;

|*..
,-

.

||?.'
.||-a.

.

:

i ,

&

F
*

\

I*

, , - .

r .-
*

.

E
'

.

.:-
5- i.

!

,,

RAWING NO. CHANGE
MECHANICAL DESIGN STANDARD P G & E CO.

M U Q Q K2,-|mes mc corrTrTraTION 'S'h" ......em, o,,,,
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\
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, . . . . t. , f .

, , ,
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hepfnEe"oNRC#1199& DESIGN CONDITIONS
t

,,

{ Page 1 of 1 #1456 50 PSIG, 100*F

.

PIPE
2" & Under Schedule 105, Seamless Stainless Steel

ASTN A312 Grade TP 316. *

FITTINGS

2" & Under 3000 LB., Socket Welding Ends, Forged
Stainless Steel ASTM A182 Grade F316.

FLANGES

2" & Under ISO LB., Raised Face, Socket Welding Ends,
Forged Stainless Steel ASTM Als2 Brade F3iS

'

..

BOLTS salts, sex ve.o

Stainless Steel ASTM Al93 Grade 88.
1

( NUTS Hex Nuts Heavy Series, Semi-Finished,

Stainless Steel ASTM Al94 Grade 8.
i

:n

5 GASKETS I/16" Thick, Johns-Nanville - JH Style 86A
_

or Approved Equivalent.@ .

R
m

NOTESx '
.

Q l. Used for Acid Service
2. No Bending is Allowed for this Spec.'

@
.

-.

:
.
- -

.
,

.. sg
APPeovan av f

EldZ4 fE,.* I 3 5 1 '15 MvisED no' T SPEC. F,4 5 FCA.

T,' M/A1/ 2 to 5 H REVtSED ewD REtssuED Crf N #240 /
| LW " 9 4 23 7D Co44ce!4p To Dart nie && JE W

cose. mar. ee.cs evion om ey ces. ,apen

.I BUPv.WT$.OOSMOSIAN omawisse uer
MECHANICAL DESIGN STANDARD .up .

9 o on. ,s. .

DESIGN * " ' ' * " * * * " 'on. J rp. .
" " ' * ' """~

C"- "W PIPING SPECIFICATION "S8" " ' " " " " " ~

*t.t' 'O M J & & 1 a u a M a n ustin 047290 3 nio. .m none - ~ ,.c.co. u - ,-
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Attachment J
*

Rssponse to NRC #1199 & #1456
Page 1 of 2

|

. .

SPECIFICATION FOR SEAMLESS AND WELDED AUSTENITIC
STAINLESS STEEL PIPE

@E ~jBA-312].f
31 u ' %'3r3.

S
,

WB3 (Identical with ASTM Specification A 382-a2a enespt for the addition of a mana=um earbon
seguirement for Grade 530885,and the addition of 5.4 Dessard)

.

'

1. Scope 2. AprilcableDoesuseets
3.1 This specincation covers ===wa and 2.1 Asmssmiderds:

straaght-seam welded austenitic steel pipe in- A 370 Methods and De5=in=aan for Mechan-
tended for high-tempera (ure and general cor- ical Testing of Steel Products
rosive service A$30 Specincation for General Require.

Non I-When the impacs uma cruenos for a low- ments for Sp===ta-e Carbon and Alloy
temperature service would be 15 A.lbf(20 J) energy Seas! Pipe
atmorpiion or 15 mils lateral sapaasson, some of sne E 381 Macreetched Testing. 8=*p=a=a= andaussemuc stanaisss steel grades covered by this spec-
ificauos are acce ed certain pruasure vessel or M gg ,m_._ _

pipmg codes wit t necessity of making the Billets. Blooms, and ForBiags'
"

actual test. For example. Grades 304,304L and 347 2.2 AmersemiNationefssandardeInsrieure.
a,e ugedg the ASME Pressure Yassel Cod *. B2.1 Standard for Pipe Threads

efi Pp A S 33 f B36.10 Standard for Welded and **==le==
at temperatures as low as -425'F (-254'C) without Wrought Steel Pipe
qualificauas by unpact easts. Other A1SI anainless 336.19 Standard for Staanless Steel Pipe,

peel grades are usually acospied for service semper-i

azures as low as -325'F (-198'C) without impact
sesong impact testing may, under certain circum-
stances. be required. For example, unaienals with 3. General Requirements
chromium or nickel consent outsede the AISI ran
and for matenal with carbon content en og 3.1 Material furnished under this specifica--

0.10% are required to be impact sessed under the lion shall conform to the applicable require-
rules of ASME *=rha= VIII Division I when service ments of the current edition of Specification
esespersuires are lower than -50*F (-46*C).

A $30 unless otherwise provided herein.
1.2 Grades TP 304H, TP 304N TP 316H.

TP 316N, TP 32tH TP 347H, and TP 348H
are modifications of Grades TP 304, TP 316, 4. Ordering Information
TP 321. TP 347, and TP 348, and are intended
for high. temperature service 4.1 Orders for material to this specification

1.3 Optional supplementary requirements shall include the following. as required. to de-
are provided for pipe where a greater degree of scribe the desired material adequately:

'

testing is desired. These supplementary require. 4.1.1 Quantity (feet. centimetres. or number4

ments call for additional tests to be made and, oflengthst
,

when det; red, one or snore of these may be 4.1.2 Name of material (austenitic steel
iP Pekspecified in the order.

I.4 Table XI of this speciGeition lists the 4.1.3 Process (seamless or weldedt
dimensions of welded and seamless asainha 4.1.4 Grade (Table ik,

.

eseel pipe as shown in ANSI B 36.19. Pipe 4.I.5 Size (NPS or outside diameter and

I
having other du=====a== may be Aim p schedule number or average wall thickness).

vided such pipe complies with aH other sequise- 4.1.6 Langth (specific or random) (Section

meets of this spectScaniaa gk

1.5 'Ilie values stated in inch & pound n h (Section on Ends of Speci-|

n 30malts are to be regarded as the standard.
4.1.8 Optional requirements (Section 8 A (S t

| Nors 2-The hl== designator NPS to $4 Supplementary esquirementsk(nominal pipe sise) has base substituted in this stand. .,

and for auch tradiuomalieru.s as "sominal diesasser,- 4.1.9 Test report required (Section on Cer-
'

"sise,"and "asussaal siae." tificanon of Specification A 530).

. 335
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Attachment J
Resp:nse to NRC #1199 & #1456- .

Page 2 of 2
1983 Edules PART A-FERROUS MATERIAIS SA-312
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NkC Allegations #1200 and 1201>

Allegation #1200 Description:

PGandE made a' false statement when they. stated that ASME is-
the requirement for welded studs on the containment liner,
ESD272 references AWS.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

PGandE asserted that the welding of liner studs had been
qualified in accordance with ASE requirements. Even
assuming that is acceptable
when you use a different "P, ASME QW 403.1 requires that' number for the metal the
procedure must be requalified. But A307 bolts with the
heads cut off do not qualify as acceptable "P" numbers for
this work. In fact, A307 is not even listed in QW 422.1 as
an acceptable QW material. That is what we used at Diabloi

Canyon, and there hasn't been any such requalification test
to g knowledge.

J

Allegation #1201 Description:

Welding of A307 studs to the containment liner requires
requalification of the procedure because A307 bolting
material is not "Pl" material..

! WRC Allegation Paraphrase:

In P6andE's April 30 response to allegations, specifically
GAP #176 (FGandE paragraph $108) the utility asserted that
ASFE is the requirement for welded studs on the containment
liner. In y experience, that is a false statement. ESD
#272 references AWS requirements for that work.

| These subjects were previously aodressed in response to Allegation Nos.175

and 200 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-166 dated April 30,1984, in

i response to NRC Allegations $4b0 and 460 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-195

dated May 29,1984, at pp.108-115, and in PGandE Response to Joint

Intervenors' Motion to Reopen the Record on C4A, Breismeister et al., Aff, at

! 11-12 (JI 11,12, and 13). The previous allegations and responses are

!,

attached hereto. PhandE did not make a false statement.

i

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
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First, there is a need to distinguish between the automatic Stud Welding (SW)

Process and the activity of welding stud attachments which may be accomplished

by a variety of welding processes. Automatic stud welding and welding stud

attachments are governed by different procedures. The allegation erroneously

assumes that the activities are the same.

ESD 272, which references AWS, is written to comply with AWS Dl.1 and details

the requirements for the welding of stud attachments when automatic stud

welding process equipment is to be utilized. It also details repairs to

automatically welded studs and fillet welding of studs using the Shielded

Metal Arc Weld (SMAW) process.

When the automatic stud welding process was utilized by Pullman, ESD 272 was

specified on the process sheet. However, use of the automatic stud welding

equipment and ESD 272 were found to be impractical for the modifications and

rework of studs on the containment liner. As a result, PGandE authorized and

specified that new studs would be installed using a manual arc welding

process. When stud attachments are welded to the liner plate by welding

processes other than automatic stud welding, ASME Section VIII governs and

ASFE welding qualifications apply. Therefore, the process sheets directing

the work specified a manual arc welding process, using either a SMAW (WPS 7/8)

or a Gas Tungsten Arc Weld (GTAW) procedure (WPS 203).

The studs in question were not welded by the SW process, but were attached

either by the SMAW or the GTAW processes. Consequently, the ASME Code is the

|

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
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correct reference for manual welding of load-carrying attachments to the

liner. As previously addressed in Response Nos.175 and 200, WPS 203 and 7/8,

which were used to attach studs to the liner, are both ASME qualified<

procedures.

!

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/u022M - 80 - October 30, 1984
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Attachment to I

NRC Allegations 1200 and 1201
'

i Reference: DCL-84J166
| Dated: June 30, 1984

Page 1 of 5

GAP #175, Petition at 5.

It is alleged that:

The effects of not following AWS instructions can be
illustrated through undersized welds for important
safety-related stud welding on the containnent liner.

.

|-

Contrary to the AWS requirenents in design comitments, a
field engineer observed that the welds did not have the |

. full throat filled in. ASE weld criteria had been
substituted for that AWS requirenent, without evidence of
destructive testing to prove that these welds were still ,

acceptabl e. (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff. at 4.)

108. Since the cited anonynous affidavit has not been nade available, the

specific allegation cannot be addressed. We have no record of stud weld

throat def tetencies being identified by a field engineer. There is

voluninous Pu11 nan process sheet docunentation of visual inspections and

Thetorque test data showing that the welds neet cesign requirenents.:*

allegation is false and nisleading by inplying that AWS requirenents

apply to containnent liner attachnent welds because the ASE Code is the
!

governing code for containnent liner plate. The ASME criteria were not

" substituted" since the ASE Code 3 the requirenent, not AWS.

109. The welding of liner studs has been qualifled by testing in accordance

with ASE requirenents. This allegation is sin 11ar to, but slightly

different fron, allegations related to the welding of studs to

containnent liners, as addressed in PGandE response dated March 19,

1984, to Joint Intervenors' Motion to Reopen on CQA, Breisneister g al,.:

Aff. at 11-12.
:

,

.
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1200 and 1201
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: June 30, 1984
Page 2 of 5

#200, Petition at 12.
'

It is alleged that:

Mr. Karner completely rewrote a Discrepancy Report that a
QC inspector subnitted on studs nade fron unqualified
materials that were welded on the containnent liner and
elsewhere. Mr. Karner censored the DR to renove all
references to two of the three unqualified naterials
Pu11 nan had used -- A-108 and A-307 naterial. In effect,

two-thirds of the proposed DR inproperly was verbally
dispositioned. (citing 2/25/84 Anon. Aff. at 7.)

27. The allegation appears to arise out of the alleger's lack of

understanding of Mr. Karner's procedural responsibilities as QA/QC

Nanager.

28. Under Pu11 nan's ESD-240, " Field Procedure For Non-Confomance

Reporting," the QA/QC Manager is responsible for the review and approval

of all Discrepancy Reports (DRs) prior to subnittal to PGandi. This

review ensures that the alleged discrepant itens do actually represent

departures fron procedures, specifications, or applicable codes and that'

the recomended disposition of the discrepant itens conplies with the j

requirenents of Pu11 nan's Quality Assurance Progran. The DR is'

considered " proposed" untti Mr. Karner has conpleted his review.

|
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Attachment to |

NRC Allegations 1200 and 1201
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: June 30, 1984
Page 3 of 5 ;

i

29. The proposed DR referenced in the allegation declared, inter alia, that

the use of ASTM A-108 and A-307 Grade B naterials as welding studs was a

nonconfomance because they allegedly were not P-1 materials as defined

in ASME Section IX.

.

30. During his review of the proposed DR, Mr. Karner detemined that A-108

and A-307 Grade B bolts, though not specifically listed in Section IX,

do qualify as P-1 naterials and that no deviation fron approved

procedures had occurred in welding then. ASTM A-108 is defined as a P-1

naterial in ASME code case N71-10. A-307 Grade B, as used at Diablo

Canyon, also qualifies as a P-1 material. (See PGandE response, dated

March 19,1984, to Joint Intervenors' Motion to Reopen on CQA,

Breisne f ster, g a_1,. , Af f, at 12-13. ) The inspector who had prepared,

the proposed DR was infomed of Mr. Karner's findings, and a corrected

version of the DR was subnitted to PGandE as DR 5739.

31. The inplication of this allegation is that Mr. Karner has no right to

edit DRs prepared by his subordinates. The facts are that Mr. Karner, ;
'

!

under approved QA procedures, has the right, responsibility, and |

obligation to ensure the accuracy of such reports. Mr. Karner

discharged this responsibility appropriately..

.

. . . .. _ -
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1200 and 1201
Reference: CQA' Response
Dated: March 19, 1984-

.

|
Page 4 of 5 |

JI #11,12, and 13, Motion at 12.

It is alleged that:

Code 7/8 was improperly used to weld threaded weld studs
which bolt plates to civil steel on Class I
safety-related pipe supports, although the welding
process for these studs is not listed within Code 7/8 and
bears almost no resemblance to the work legally covered
by Code 7/8. (titing Hudson Af f. at 5.)

When a QC inspector reported to management that Code 7/8
was being improperly used to weld threaded studs to the
containment liner, Pullman QA manager Harold Karner
responded that thousands of studs had been welded that
way and yanked the inspector from the assignment. The
containment liner is so significant that these studs are
the only hardware which can be welded to the surf ace.
(citina Lockert Aff at A7-8.)

:

The welding for threaded studs even violated the
requirements of Code 7/8, which calls for the use of a

: backing bar. Instead, process sheets operated by the,

construction department imposed backgrinding, which is a
totally different operation. (citina Hudson Aff. at 5.)

29. Contrary to the allegation, the shielded metal arc welding (SMAW)

process used to weld the studs is specified in WPS 7/8. Additionally,

the allegation in the Motion is incorrect in stating that studs are the

only hardware which can be welded to the containment liner. Pullman

installation procedure, E50 223, paragraph 6.8.2.6 permits Nelson studs.

A307 Gr. 8 A36, ASIS, and A516 materials to be welded to the liner

plate. The ASHE Code Section VIII, the applicable code, specifically
,

allows such attachments.

30. With respect to the backing technique, the WP5 7/8 describes the use of
;

a backing bar, whereas the studs are welded on one side, backgouged to

sound metal, and then welded from the gouge side. Both backing bars and

|

22%
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1200 and 1201
Reference: CQA Response
Dated: March 19. 1984
Page 5 of 5

back gouging serve the same purpose by providing backing for the weld

puddle and assuring full weld fusion to the weld root. The back gouging

and back welding operations were controlled by the process sheets.
"

,

Therefore, even though back gouging is not specifically identified in-

WPS 7/8, it is equivalent to the use of a backing bar. In addition, the

welding of studs using WPS 7/8 is qualified in accordance with ASME IX.

31. Contrary to Mr. Loccert's ref erence to WPS 7/8, the WPS being used when

Mr. Lockert expressed his concern to Pullman supervision was WPS-203,
i

which utilizes the GTAW process. WPS-203 specified the GTAW process, an

ASME IX qualified welding procedure, that is qualified for all the

essential variables necessary to install the studs.

32. Finally, Mr. Lockert was not " yanked' from this assignment. As stated

in his own affidavit (Lockert at p. A8), Mr. Lockert was not required to

inspect the referenced welds to the approved procedures due to his

reservations, and another inspector was asked to perform the inspection.
i

|

|
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NkC Allegation #1211

Allegation Description:

Challenge of NRC position on cracks in CCW lines at 51'

degrees F_ get condensation and dripping which will affect
the weld quality-a Pullman memo 2/10/84 confirms Pullman's
knowledge of weld problems.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Initially I question Mr. Bishop's inference that water in
the lines is not significant when a 50 degree preheat
temperature is maintained. That is contrary to well-
recognized metallurgical principles, in any opinion. There'

is a visible effect on the lines when there is watert

inside. At 61 degrees, I have observed condensation and
dripping. It is also too simplistic a solution to be true.

'

Pullman knew better, as well. February 10, 1984 memorandum .

(Exhibit 3) recognized, "The CCW system #14 is in full '

.

operation. This requires a value judgement....if and when'

an acceptable weld can be made on a line full of water.
The rate of flow in a particular line and how the heat

,

dissipation will affect your weld." The NRC's ignorance
' raises questions whether Pullman and PGandE kept the staff

informed of the risks and potential quality consequences
from welding on water filled lines.

.

The technical analysis of welding on water-filled lines was provided in

response to Allegations III-14 and 111-54 submitted in PGandE letter

{ DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984 The previous allegations and responses are

attached hereto.

i

Welding at 50*F on carbon steel A53 piping filled with water is not a
;

problem because the material is not sufficiently hardenable, and because the-

weld cooling rates are less than the critical cooling rate. No specific

{ contrary data has been presented. The anonymous alleger offers an opinion and

!

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343

| 0119s/0022M - 81 - October 30, 1984
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i

refers to supposed "well recognized metallurgical principles" without

identifying them.

The Pullman memo referred to in the allegation raised a concern which was

Properly addressed by knowledgeable personnel. The welds were successfully

made in accordance with appropriate procedures and proper metallurgical

practices, and they were examined and tested as required.

>

!
!

'

.

i

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M 82 - October 30, 1984-
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1211
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 1 of 10

.

!!!-14 and 111-54
~

It fs alleged that: '

For example, in PG4E's March 8,1984 letter to the NRC,
DCL-44-097 (attached as Exhibit 1), PME tries to clafe
that there are no problems with welding on the component
cooling water (CCW) If nes when they are f t11ed with water.
However, PME's attegted explanation is full of false and
afsleading statements to support the false conclusion that
there is no probles with thf s welding.

First of all, PME says that the pre-heat requirement was
satisfied because the water in the pipes was greater than
500F. The professor I spoke with, however, said that it
is not even properly considered a pre-heat unless the
temperature is at least 10V'F. At 500F, the
temperature isn't even high enough to drive off any
moisture from the outside of the pipes.

It is interesting that PME doesn't even mention what the
temerature of the water was. I suspect that PM E is
intentionally trying to hide the fact that the water in the
component cooling water system, as it travels to the
components that need to be cooled, is normally at about,

620F to 650F, according to my own knowledge and what
I've been told by other people who are still out at
O t abl o. This is because the component cooling water goes
through a heat exchanger which cools it to the temperature
of the ocean, which is usually roughly between 620F and
6SOF. PME is af sleading the reader when it says that
the water temperatury is "well above 500", because it
isn't enough above 500 to even drive off the moistur,e,
such less to amount to a pre-heat.

Another way of locking at this is to consider the fact that
pre-heat values are established partly based upon the
thickness [stc) of the material, and it is assuned that the
back of the material is in af r. However, since water has a
much higher thermal conductivity rate than air, the
water-filled pipe acts Itke a thicker section of base
metal, which would require a higher pre-heat value.

; When PME failed to mention the actual temperature of the
CCV systee, it tried to obscure a very significant fact,

'

and once the temperature is cons 1dered,1t is obyf out that
welding to the CCW Ifnes with such cold water in thee would,

| be very difficult because of the rapid cooling of the weld
-

and the Itkelthood of cracking would be greatly increased.

22G1
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1211
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 2 of 10

Lftevise, PME esits the crucial facts when it says that
the safn concern fs cold cracking caused by hydrogen. As
the professor conffreed, the primary problem here is the
quenching effect af the water. Because of the rapid
cooling, the weld itself can crack, and there can be
underbead cracking beneath the weld in the parent material.

,

This cracking probles is compounded by the fact that the
welding was done on thin sections. ' The thin pipe walls
would be rapidly cooled by the cold water, increasing the
quenching effect, and making undertiead crackin!1 all the
more Ifkely. Because of this, PME is blatant'y wrong when1

it says that the thinness of the sections "elfstnates the
possiblity of cracking." PME should have said that it
increases the likelihood of cracking.

'

PG4E doesn't say that Pullman had actually qualified any
procedure to weld onto water-filled ifnes, and I strongly
doubt that Pullman has qualif ted arty such procedure. PME
attempts to evade the issue by saying that an engineer *

' reviewed and accepted" t\elwelding before it was done.
Whatever that is supposed to mean, it doesn't meet the code
requirement for qualifying the procedure that is to be used.

PME is also wrong in saying that the use of low-hydrogen'
rods *ninimizes tha possibility" of cracking. To begin
with, hydrogen only compounds the probles of the quench
rate. But in addition, some hydrogen is diffused into the
metal even from low-hydrogen electrodes, and there wille
also be hydrogen from the sof sture which the cold , liner >'

tend to collect, and which would not have been driven of f
,

because there was no real pre-heating. Thus, hydrogen
cracking is an addf tional problem.

PME's excuses haven't explained away the fact that
'

i crackfng is ift:ely, primarily because of the fast' quench
rate, which PME totally ignored in its analysis. If PG&E 'i
actually wanted to eliminate the possibility of cracking,,

it should physically examine the welds thenselves with ,

appropriate tests, such as hardness tests to check the
hardness of the welds and of the heat-affected zone.

) Photoeferographs of the structures involved would also be'

encommended for this circiastance.

The professor sissned up PUE's response as being dut - '

*either to gross ignorance or to a cover-up." I agree.
Either PME does not understand the basic concept of the
rate of cooling, or they are deliberately trying to utsised
the untnitiated. (3/Z1/84 Anon. Af f. , Attachment 7,
at 1-5. )'

227
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1211
Reference: DCL-84-243

; Dated: June 29, 1984
| Page 3 of 10
|-
!

''I have read Pacific Gas and Electric's (PGAE) March 8,
,1964 statement to the Nuclear Regulatory comf sston, ~;

l

DCL-84-097, concerning welding on Component Cooling Water
JCCW) pfptng whfie it was filled with water. PG4E askes a (number of material false statements in that letter, that

1seriously affect the ultimate conclusion about the.-

11kelihood of cracking in the component cooling water lines.

'In particular PGAE says that the fact that the sections !welded were thin ' eliminates the possiblif ty of cracting.'
This is absurd. First of all, welding with water in the 1

l

Ifne means that as soon as a weld pass is made, the weld is 1

' quenched' by the water, which acts as a heat sink.
!Because of the rapid cooling of the thin materf al, it

_ increases the possibility of cracking rather than |
eliminatJng it. !

"Not only is there a possibility of cracking, but cracking
of these welds is probably occurring in the field. I wastold within the past week of two we ders who were working
on a CCW Ifne that their weld bead actually froze on

,

contact. This means that the rate of guenching is so high
as to increase the Itkelihood that cracting or a lack of

-

fusion will occur.
'

"In order to tell if these welds are cracked,
Non-Destructive Examination (NDE) should be conducted.
However, Pullman does not require arty NDE for this welding,
and none is done.

"In addition to this, I have personally observed problems
with porosity and cracking at the start and terutnation of
the bead on these welds. If cracking is occurring on the
surface, it raises the likelihood that there is porosity or
cracking in the root pass, and in subsequent weld passes.

*Because of these factors, I think that PG4E's statement is
false when it says that cracking is unif tely in the weldingi

'

done to the component cooling water system piping while it
was filled with water. In fact, it is impossible to tell
the extent of the cracking in the welding to these If nes,
and it should be thoroughly examined to deterutne the
extent of cracking." (3/22/84 Clewett Aff. at 1-2. )

Both the allegations from the NDE inspector, and the other from an
4

! r.nonymous alleger wtth secondhand hearsay from an anottymous

professor, have no technical basis and are in fact metallurgically

182
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1211
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 4 of 10

.

'

unsupportable. A CCW branch connection vith reinforcing saddle that

had been welded while filled with water has been sacrificed. -

examined, and tested. There were no cracks. The metallurgfcal,

structure and hardnesses in the weld a$d heat affected zones (MA2)

were such that cracting would not be expected. The metallurgical

strveturt is ferritic and pearlftic with scoe bainite. The CCW pipe

Heat Affected Zone (NAZ) had maximum hardness of only NB 210, the

reinforcing pad maximus hardness was HB 255 This clearly shows

there is a wide margin and no basis for concern. This data proves

the allegers are wrong.

It is alleged that temperatures less than 1000F are not considered
,

preheat. This is wrong. The 83,1.1 and 831.7 codes which governs the

pfptng work at Diablo Canyon both ifst 50Vpreheat for the

materf als and thicknesses of concern. ASME Section I and

Section VI!! also refer to 500F as preheat. The AWS DI.1 permits

prequelf f ted welding of the specific A53 saterial with the low

hdrogen electrodes with a preheat of 32 F.0

Pu11aan's welding program requires the material to be dry independent

of the preheating requirement. Thus, surface moisture is not a
|

problem. In relation to this _ surface solsture, the professor should

recall that underwater welding can produce acceptable results.

The temperature of the water is not significant. Whether it was

500, 700, or 1000F, it would have minimal af fect on the actual

- _. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - 11
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Attachment to '

NRC Allegation 1211
Refere
Dated:nce: DCL-84-243 1

. lune 29, 1984
{Page 5 of 10

cooling rate in the weld, MtZ, or base metal in the temperature range

of concern. The 500F preheat would have been valid and acceptable

for auch thicker material in accordance with code requirteents and

engineering fundamentals. -

The primary concern for this type welding operation is hdrogen

induced cold cracking in the weld NAZ, sometimes referred to as

underbead cracking. hdrogen induced cracking requires a source of
I hdrogen and a susceptible afcrostructure. -

t

The quenching effect of water needs to be considered in relation to

the material's critical cooling rate. Rapid cooling by itself is not

a concern. For example, many plain low carbon steel materials are

water cooled in the forming processes and others are intentionally

quenched .to refine their grain size and improve mechanical test

results without detrimental effect. In fact the effects are

beneficias. The fact is that for underbead cracking to be a con:em

the weld cooling rate must be so very great that the HAZ will fem a

hardened microstructure. For plain low carton steel such as AD. t e

critical cooling rate to form a hardened afersstructure is very

rapid, approxteately 1000F per second at 10000F. Unfounded

speculation about cooling rates due to water quenching is abu"

without considering the second half of the requirteent, tr.e

material's critical cooling rate.

__-__ ___ __1h _.
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1211
Reference: DCL-84-243

*

Dated: June 29, 1984 .

Page 6 of 10 -

.

.

Thfaness is fsportant as it relates both to heat transfer and to

restrafat. As pfnted out by the allegers, the water backing causes
~ the materf a1 to cool more rapidly, as if the material were thicker.

The heat dissipation issue by cooling water is not by itself a real.

concern. Weld cooling rates need to be considered in relation to the

material's hardenability and critical cooling rate. When weld

cooling rates and material critical cooling rates are considered

together there is no concern. As stated previously, the material did

not harden. Thus there is no concern for heat dissipation. The thin

wall large diameter pipe also minimizes restraint, which is a

critical element in developing cracks. Thus PGandE was again correct

as regards thin material.
,

.

Forty years of industrial and research experience with Battelle

undertead cracting tests show that welding with low hdrogen

electrodes does not cause cracking in material which is much more

hardenable and susceptible to cracking than the A53 pipe. These test

date are significant because they demonstrate the taportance of the

low hdrogen electrodes. They are also significant because the

satte11e underbead cracking test almost completely immerses the test

coupon in water. Base materials such more susceptible to cracting

than A53 pipe have been welded with low hdrogen electrodes and did

act crack even though the water temperat:m was 320F--ice water.

These data also prove there is no real concern for the CCW welding.

I

__ _ . _ _ _ , _ . . _ . - . . - . , - - - - - - . - - - - - - , * - - - - - - - - -- - - ~ - ~ * ~ * ' ' - ' ~ ~ ~ - * - - ' - - - '
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1211
Reference: DCL-84-243

,

Dated: June 29,1984
Page 7 of 10

*

|

The amount of hdrogen necessary to cause cracking is inversely -

proportional to the hardness and degree of restraint. When low

hdrogen electrodes are used, as' they were at Diablo Canyon, the NAZ

afcrostructure may be very hard and not crack. When the HAZ

aferostructure is soft, as in the CCW case, the hydrogen tolerance is

great--so great that low hydrogen electrodes were not necessary.

Thus, for the welding on CCW pipe filled with water, there was and is

no basis for concern principally because: (1) The base material HAZ

did not harden and (2) tow hydrogen electrodes were used. There is a

double margin.

The weldtng procedure spec 1ffcation and welders were qualiffed as

required by the codes. There is no code requirement and no technical

reason to qualify on water filled pipe.

The allegations regarding weld beads freezing on contact, starting

porosity, and surface cracks at terufnations relate to welder

technique, not to water filled pipe. Weld beads will freeze on

contact if the welding current is not set high enough or if the

welder moves the are too rapidly. The presence of water inside the

pfpe has little or nothing to do with the solidification of weld,

i
i metal on the outstde at teeperatures in excess of 2700 F.0

Porosity, and especially starting porosity, is a welder induced

defect generally caused by too long an arc length as controlled by
|

|
:

_ 23E I
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the wlder. Surface cracks, such as the crater cracks at the

terufnation of weld bead, are also induced by poor welding
technique.

Starting porosity and crater cracks are commonly ground

out and the weld rescrked.

The welds in question have been examined, tested, and accepted. A

CCW branch connection was sacrificed and examined and found to be
crack free, and also found to have aferostructure which was not crack

. susceptible. *

The paragraphs above address the specific issues raised by the

allegations. The following is a simple and direct discussion of the
underlying technical concerns.

.

hdrogen cracking and, in particular, underbead cracking, did not

occur in these welds because the two separate conditions which must

exist to induce the cracks were not present in the CCW welds. These

two conditions are a susceptible microstructure and the enount of
hdrogen present.

A susceptible sferostructure must be present. Mferostructure is

related to both the weld cooling rate and the materials being
, welded.
( Welding cooling rates need to be considered along with the
! material's critical cooling rate (CCR). Provided the wld cooling

rate is slower than the CCR, cracking will not be a problem. The CCR
!
1
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is dependent upon the materf al's chemical composition. Coolfng rates
_

som rapid than the CCR cause a hardened afcrostructure to fom. The

.

ease of forming a crack susceptible afernstructure is described as

*hardenability." One approximation of "hardenability" is the carbon

equivalent. Steels with higher carbon equivalents are more
,

hardenable, have slower CCRs, and are more susceptible to cracting.

The A53 CCW pipes at Diablo Canyon are basically plain carbon steels

and are essentf ally nonhardenable. These steels have such rapid CCRs
; that, with normal welding heat input, .it is not possible to form a
1

crack susceptible sferostrveture. In this case, the material A53

Grade 5, is such that a very high cooling rate is required to obtain

the necessary microstructure. This very high cooling rate is not

achieved even with water ba*cking. This has been demonstrated by
;

metallographicaly exaafning one of the CCW welds. This exa.:fnation '

shows that the NAZ of the CCW piping is primarily ferrite and

pearlite with some bafnf te. The maximum hardness of the CCW ptre as

M 210. The maximum hardness of the reinforcing pad was a H8 2H.

This structure is not suscepttble to hdrogen or underbead crs:t' :.
4

%drigen must be present in sufficient quantity to inttf ate
,

cracking. As stated before, low hdrogen welding electrt:ei .se :
1 .

were stored and controlled to preclude hdrogen pickup. 1-u es...n |

| that the amount of hdrogen charged into the weld f a twel.= tw e=W

required for cracking welds even those with susceptf 61e

2W
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microstructure. In this case, the excellent filler mater.f al control
.

system would ensure a crack-free weld.
.

The amount of hdrogen required to cause cracks is primarily related

to the material hardness. If a material is soft (as is the CCW

asterial), then the hydrogen is not a concern and ordinary non-low
'

hdrogen electrodes would have been acceptable.

The fact that low hydrogen electrodes were used means that there was

a great tolerance for a hardened aferostructure. Microstructures

significantly harder than were founo in the CCW pipe would have been

acceptable. Thus, as regards both susceptible microstructures and

hydrogen, the water filled CCW welding had eignificant margins.

,

i

i

|

1

I

.

i

(

|

:
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NRC Allegation #1212

Allegation Description:

It is a quality assurance violation to base decisions on
value judgements for safety-related work that means the
work was not controlled by procedure in violation of
10 CFR 50 Appendix B requirements.

NkC Allegation Paraphrase:

In sty opinion, it is a quality assurance violation to base
&cisions on "value judgements" for safety-related work.
Tnat means that the work was not controlled by procedures,
in violation of 10 CFR 50 App. B requirements

The basic premise of this allegation is that the exercise of a value judgment

is, somehow, a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B criteria. The alleger seems

to have overlooked the fact that Appendix B itself is written in general terms

and requires judgment in the course of both interpreting and implementing its

terms.

In adoition, value judgment is often an important part of any written

procedure. For example, ESD 223 provides, in part:

6 8.2.4 Final Visual
A. AH members shall be visually plumb, true to

line, and substantially free from bends,
twists, or excessive gaps.

B. The final surface of all welds shall be
substantially free of sharp surface
irregularities, excess surface slag, slag
inclusions, and shall have a good workmanship
appearance. Excessive surface irregularities
may be removed by chipping or grinding provided
the weld size specified on the support drawing
is maintained.

!

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343 ;

- 83 - October 30, 1964
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Clearly, the terms "substantially free" and " good workmanship appearance"

imply that some sort of judgment will be used by the inspector.

This allegation is mereli an opinion which is contrary to accepted Quality

Assurance fundamentals.

i,

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 84 - October 30, 1964
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NRC Allegation #1213 |

Allegation Description:

Contrary to the NRC's position that water was not flowing
during CCW welding, a 2/10/84 Pullman memo refutes this
statement, and the alleger has been welding with water
flowing in the lines.

.

NRL Allegation Paraphrase:

Contrary to Mr. Bishop's confidence before the
Cemissioners that the water was not flowing during
welding, Pullman's Unit II Clearance Coordinator would make
no such comment: "I will try to find a way to valve it out
but, not drain a section of this system for your
work."(Id.) I have seen welding performed with water
flowing in the line and protested the line " clearance." I
was told it was not rny job to verify line clearance, per QC
management.

This subject was previously addressed in response to Allegations III-14 and

III-54 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984. The

previous allegations and responses follow the response to NRC Allegation #1211

above.

The alleger has provided no substantiation that the water was flowing, only

evidence that water was in the line. Standard practice regarding welding on

water-filled lines is to valve off the line to stop flow, as was proposed by

the Unit II Clearance Coordinator, and to open a vent or provide access to

surge tanks to prevent the buildup of pressure. Valving off the flow is

sufficient; it is not necessary to drain the lines.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022H - 85 - October 30, 1964
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NRC Allegation #1215

Allegation Description:

Recently an inspector found through MT that three out of
four welds had cracks on CCW pipe attachments, this
resulted in undocumented repair.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

The NRC staff would be less ignorant of the cause for
cracking if they had attempted to speak with knowledgable
employee witnesses, before effectively dismissing the
concern. I have analysed limited data on the carbon
equivalency for the relevant materials and it is
susceptible to Hydroge~n Assisted Cracking (HAC), which can
be caused by embrittlement due to the combined effects of
carbon, manganese and silicon. Whatever the cause, the NRC
should get the answers before letting Diablo Canyon go to
comercial power.

This problem has not been systematically addressed. The
cracks still are only sporadically caught and repaired, in
an uncontrolled manner without necessary documentation. To
illustrate, recently an inspector found through MT that
three out of four welds had cracks on CCW pipe
attachments. This resulted in undocumented repairs i.e.
removal of cracked welds, but did not lead to review of
welding procedures used. Until this occurs, the full
extent of cracked welds on the CCW line will remain
unknown. The plant cannot operate with such serious
questions unresolved on vital safety related lines.

The subject of hydrogen assisted cracking and weld embrittlement was

previously addressed in response to Allegations III-14 and 111-54 submitted in

PGandt letter DCL-b4-243 dated June 29, 1984. The previous allegations and

responses follow the response to Allegation el211 above.

The alleger has neither identified the alleged cracked welds nor provided

sufficient detail to allow a specific response. If there were cracks, the j

|

I

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 86 - October 30, 1984
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cause may not have been metallurgical but related to other factors, such as

poor welder technique.

All B31.7 Class I and II attachment welds are PT- or MT-examined in accordance

with ESb 205 When unacceptable indications are found, a Weld Repair Order is

initiated. A process sheet is then written to control grinding of the

indications and, if necessary, the performance of repair welding as per

E50 221. Thus, the procedures require that all weld repairs be documented.

;'

f

|

.
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NRC Allegation #1216

Allegation Description:

Support package 921-49 contains illegal quick fixes, copied
signatures, and different revision of the support.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:
*

Support package 921-49, included as Exhibit 4, is a good
example of significant document and design control

'

breakdowns at Diablo Canyon. This is classified as a
non-safety related (class E, 831.1 code) line, however it '

isaradwastesystem(gasdecay)sharedbetweenUnitsIand
II. This line, by definition, falls under B31.7 code
requirements for nuclear piping. This support package was.

; presented for work and inspection on 6/7/84. As the
! inspector , verify location for deletion per

memo 03b9, page 2 of 46. This memo from PGandE directs4

Pullman to remove all items except 4, 5, 6, and 7 of a
support built per the design shown on QF-2-9876 as

'
referenced on page 15. Pages 17-20 are the quick-fixed
drawings of the new design. This was approved on 2/2/84,
and revised on 22/3/84 as even the quick-fixed designs, as
engineers approving these aarely look at the field
conditions. It is also evident by looking at the voided
quick-fixes included as pages 23-27 of 48. - Page 7 of 48 isa

: an illegal quick-fix as it s a copy in the actual package,
'

with copied signatures and the work " replacement' as well.3

This illegal copy is " approved for construction" to the
'

memo from PGandE.

The significant item is that revision 6 was QC accepted on
3/23/84, as evidenced by the " accept" stamp and signatures
on page 10 of 48, and the signature on line 13 of field
process sheet, page 42 of 48. The support was " accepted by
QA pending resolution of reject comments" on 3/28/84, as

; evedinced by note on back of process sheet (rev.6), page 43
'

of 40 There is no mention as to what these " reject
comments" are on file with Pullman QA, but never became

' pennanent plant-life documentation with the support
packages. The support packages are stamped "QA accept

! dending resolution of connent sheets" are on file with
t Pullman QA, but never became permanent plant-life

documentation with the support packages. The support
packages are stamped "QA accept pending resolution of I

; connents, "which is tantamount to falsification of
| documentation, gAreviewershavebeenfiredforrefusing
j to stamp " accept on deficient packages, and in the words
| of a QA reviewer, "the reason we are doing this is because
!

.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 88 - October 30, 1984
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PGandE wants to see " accept" stamped on these packages."
Pullman has no approved procedure for QA acceptance
"pending resolution of reject comments."

On this date this support is on engineering hold (o-hold) |
pending revision. This is evidenced by page 46 of 48,

' specifying, " layout drilling per DC Rev. 0." It seems
strange that a revision 6 drawing is again revised and now
called DC Rev. 0 (DC for Diablo Canyon). This revision '

change, and layout procedure as well, are Bechtel
programs. The significant items here are that work was
performed to a field initiated quick-fixed design, QA/QC
-accepted to revision 6, and now PGandE is directing per
memoranda the removal of most of this recent work to permit
a new design to DC Rev. O. The new design is shown on pages
47 and 40 of 48, and the only significant revision is the
size of the concrete anchors. I have seen many supports
redesigned in this manner, and I feel it represents a
considerable added expense to the cost of the final support.,

1

.

| This allegation intentionally creates confusion out of a controlled and
4

rational process. It is not surprising that support package 921-49 contains
4

copies of design tolerance changes (quick fixes) with approval signatures and

i different revisions of the support.

The final support package is an historical record of all work done upon a

particular support and, as such, includes all revisions, design tolerance

changes (TCs), and work requests related to that support. Because the;

originals of TCs are in the QA vault with the previously accepted revisions,

copies of such TCs, including copie~d signatures, would be included in the

support package currently being used for work. These copies are not illegal,i

! as inferred by the allegation.
i

There,is nothing unusual about the engineer finally approving a TC without

| visiting the field except on a few occasions. The TC was initiated in the
i

4

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
j 0119s/0022M - 89 - October 30, 1984
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field by a qualified engineer who provided the field solution to a

construction problem. That solution was submitted to onsite Engineering for

approval. Approval was not to verify that the proposed solution would

actually fit in the field, but to verify that the solaition met design, safety,

and licensing criteria. Final approval of design would be accomplished at the

time of as-built evaluation which incorporates all TCs.

The copy of QF-2-9876, about which the alleger complains, is included in the

work support package. It is marked "Rtplacement" and stamped " Approved For

Construction," and is a part of a work request issued for valve and flange

work on FCV-409 while 921-40 Rev. 6 was the effeccive design drawing. This

tolerance clarification, along with Rev. 6, constituted the latest approved

design drawing prior to final as-builting. Approval of the work base. upon

the then-current design, as reflected on the tolerance clarification, is not

an " illegal quick fix."

With regard to revision 6, the QC acceptance referred to in the allegation

indicated that the work done to satisfy revision 6 was perfomed according to

quality standards. The acceptance by QA was an acceptance of the

documentation. The note " accepted by QA pending resolution of reject

connents" referenced in the allegation merely indicates that QA has completed

a review of the package, and the need for additional infomation,

clarification, or correction has been identified. This conditional acceptance i

;

obviates the need for a 1007, reinspection at such time as the additional l

requirements are met. This practice is consistent with ESD 254 which requires

|
!

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343 ;
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that, during in process QA review of documentation, on discovery of any

deficient document condition, QA meet with Pullman Engineering and/or QC to

resolve the problem. However, final verification that reject comments have

been resolved is performed by QA prior to final acceptance of the support

package and the filing of such in the QA vault.

While such comments are not currently with the support package, there is no

procedural requirement that interim QA coments or questions be permanently

retained as part of plant documentation. Such coments would be retained with

the package as part of a hold file and would be required to be satisfied prior

to @ final acceptance and the filing of the support package in the vault. If

the comments were missing from the hold file, the complete documentation

package would be reviewed. Consequently, review for acceptance in all cases

is complete and no falsification of documentation exists, as is claimed by the

allegation. Contrary to the allegation, there have been no QA reviewers fired

for refusing to stamp " Accept" on a deficient document package.

The allegation also claims that it is strange that revision 6 has again been

revised and is now called DC Rev. O. This later revision is the designation

of a design change under a new system and involves nothing unusual. Contrary

to the allegation TLs were not used to initiate design on this support. The

work area of support 921-49 is congested and several minor adjustments were

necessary to allow construction. These adjustments were accomplished by TCs.

Design Change DC Rev. O was issued by Engineering on determination that anchor

bolt sizes would be required to be increased. The design change and the TCs

were consistent with existing procedure. ,

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M 91 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #1221

Allegation Description:

Pullman repeatedly has requested inspectors to write-up
suspected deficient conditions not explicitly defined by
procedure, on memorandum.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Pullman management repeatedly has requested inspectors to
write-up suspected deficient conditions not explicitly
defined by procedure on memoranda, rather than through
Deficient Condition Notices (DCN's). This )revents QA/QC
violations from being entered at all into tie formal
reporting system.

Pullman's procedure ESD 268 specifically defines what a " deficient condition"

is, and outlines the procedure for documenting / reporting situations meeting

the definition. If an inspector is unsure whether a discovered condition is a

" deficient condition," he has been directed to report the situation to

management, either orally or in a written memorandum, requesting further

direction on whether to issue a DCN. If the decision is that the discovered

condition is a deficient condition, then a DCN is issued. If it is decided

that the condition is not a deficient condition, then it need not be a part of

the fon.ial reporting system.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 92 - October 30, 1964
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NRC Allegation #1223
'

.

Allegation Description:

When specification violations are identified Pullman's '

solution is to change the specification rather than correct'

the violation,
i

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

I also am concerned how problems are being dispositioned
when reports are issued. To illustrate why, I have noticed
a consistent practice when packages are rejected for

i reocurring violation of specifications: change the
specification rather than correct the violation. This
practice has occurred so often that I do not have
confidence in the individual decisions. The potential
problems have been exacerbated further, since Engineering '

1 puts related pending packages with discepancies on hold
until the rules are changed and the work is then accepted.'

1

; The alleger implies that once specifications are written they can never be ;

changed. This is not the case. PGandE and Pullman have the right to change
1

specifications and procedures so long as the change is properly approved and
i
~

meets PGandE's licensing commitments. However, specifications are not changed

simply to avoid correcting violations.#

1

Specifications are revised regularly for various reasons, such as Discrepancy
:

Report dispositions, clarifications, new design criteria, different inspection ,

,

i requirements, change in PGandE specifications, etc. All revisions are
i

| implemented only af ter they are reviewed and approved by appropriate Pullman

Power Products and PGandE personnel.

:

;

,

!

!

|

!
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|NRC Allegation #1225

Allegation Description:

QC inspector was requested to re-construct records for
stanchions on safety-related lines.

NkC Allegation Paraphrase:

I am concerned that management may be directing inspectors
to perform work in a manner that could result in falsified
material traceability records. The practice occurred for
stanchions on safety related lines. Contrary to
requirements, we did not have warehouse traceability
records. QA management instructed me to go into the field
and just copy onto the records the' heat and Pun:hase Order
(PO) numbers from the hardware to reconstruct the warehouse
requisition. That is improper; the traceability records
are supposed to be based on records from the manufacturer.
It is false to fill them out from the field with the
notation " reconstructed," and there is no procedure
detailing reconstruction requirements. sne documentation

~

is supposed to be reflect the accuracy of field
traceability markings and without warehouse records the
material is indetennimate.

This allegation is misleading. Stanchion material is released to the field

using warehouse requisitions. The requisition eventually forms part of the

documentation package for the piping system. In those cases where the

requisition is lost prior to final review and acceptance of the package, QC

inspectors can physically verify the markings on the stanchion. This

verification is used to reconstruct the original requisition. The requisition

is plainly marked as " reconstructed" so there will be no confusion should the

original requisition be discovered. In either case, the record for

i traceability is accurate.
|

!

Reconstruction of misplaced warehouse requisitions is based on ESD 254,

paragraph 2.2, and is in accordance with ANSI h45.2.9, paragraph 3.2.6, 1974

.

| PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 94 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #1241

Allegation Description:
I

PGandE's answer concerning the preinspect procedures is
misleading because the program was controlled through
numerous uncontrolled memos many of which contradicted each
other.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

In response #1 to these allegations (April 30 letter, p.
1), PGandE claimed, " Procedures covering"the reinspection
of such work were in place at all times. That answer is
misleading at best, because it infers that the procedures
actually covered and controlled all the work in the
preinspectEr9'**- I" f*ct th' Pr 9'** i" Pr*ctic' '5

through numerous uncontrolled memorandas,"many" controlled
of which contradicted each other. These memoranda provided
the infomal, inconsistent controls for how to conduct the

,

inspections we supposedly weren't doing.

The subject matter of this allegation was initially addressed in response to

GAP pl?4 and #295 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-166 dated April 30, 1964

The previous allegations and responses are attached hereto.

1

The alleger erroneously implies that the PGandE preinspect program was a

quality assurance program. It was not. Rather, it was an efficiency program

whereby design changes for specific individual hangers were reviewed for

physical interferences prior to the assignment of craft personnel to

accomplish new work. The need for the program was recognized when

construction activities were being delayed and interfered with upon the

discovery by craftsmen that proposed changes could not be installed on

existing hangers or supports without additional design modifications.

Equipment had to be moved, the Project had to be contacted for direction, and

work had to be rescheduled and directed to another area which also might have

:

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
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the same problem. As a result, the preinspect program was initiated to

determine the existence of interferences or the ability to construct before

craf ts were assigned. This program was directed by several memoranda which

did not have control numbers.

The quality functions that were perfonned were incidental to the primary

purpose of preinspect, namely a determination of new design constructability,

and the quality inspections were performed in accordance with existing written

procedures. For example, welds on pipe supports were inspected to the

criteria of Pullnian Procedure ESD 223, " Installation and Inspection of Pipe

Supports." Under such criteria, which were different from those in effect at

the time of original installations, discrepant conditions were identified and

documented in DR 4670 (Unit 1) and DR 4730 (Unit 2). These conditions were

reviewed by Engineering and, after analysis, were determined to be acceptable

for their design and safety purposes.

There may have been occurrences when memoranda defining this program to

increase efficiencg appeared to conflict. however, such is not surprising

since the preinspect program was in a formative and evolutionary stage and

changes could be expected.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022H - 96 - October 30, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC A11sgaticn 1241
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30 1984 ,

'

Page,1.cf 3

MP #174 and #295, Petition at 5 and 40, respectively.

It is alleged that:
(

A February 21, 1984 PME nenorandun institutional 12ed the
above violation by stripping Pullman QC inspectors of the
organizational freedon to apply corrective action for weld
synbol deficiencies on previously accepted work. That
authority was reserved for PME construction departnent
preinspection field engineers. (citing 2/26/84 Anon. Aff.
at 11. )

Until February 15, 1984, PME preinspection field engineers
did not have the organizational freedon to look at any work
already accepted, regardless of deficiencies. To
illustrate, they were instructed not to look at anyi

existing welds already accepted by Pu11 nan. One current -

engineer explained what they had to ignore: "The paperwork'

| was so sloppy, however, that I could not tell when a weld
! had been accepted, or under what revision of the

installation procedure or under what acceptance
criteria." (citing 2/E7/84 Anon.Aff.at6.)

!

| 1. The above two allegations relate to a February 15, 1984 nemorandun

j (there was no February 21 nenorandun) signed by D. A. Rockwell, which

! ( reallocated responsibilities relating to, anong other things, the

! exanination of previously accepted work in conjunction with the

inplenentation of design changes. Procedures covering the reinspection

of such work were in place at all tines.
|

i,

t 2. When a pipe support design nodification is received, a pre-inspection is
,

perfomed to detemine the constructibility of the change. Prior to

February 15, 1984, each pre-inspection activity was perfomed by a

]
pre-inspection field engineer and a QC inspector. The prinary

assignnent of the pre-inspection field engineer was to check the

constructibility of the design nodification, i.e., could it be installed

: (
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Attachment to
NRC Allcgation 1241 \ |Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 2 of 3

I

as shown and where shown, and to recomend solutions if construction

problens existed. He could also note the differences between the
) drawing and the existing installation. To perfom the constructibility

review, the pre-inspection field engineer was issued only the latest

revision of the hanger drawing. The pre-inspection engineer was not

responsible for conducting final quality control inspections of

previously accepted work, and pre-inspection was not used as a

substitute for the required QC inspections.

3. Prior to rework or nodification, the QC inspector was assigned to

inspect all existing welds on the supports to be nodiffed against the

revised design drawing and to identify any discrepancies between the

existing welds and/or synbols and ESD-223 acceptance criteria.

) 4. After all work was conpleted and the new as-built drawings prepared, the

QC inspector inspected the newly nodified support to ensure that it

conplied with acceptance criteria and the new as-buf f t drawing. After

acceptance by QC, the as-built drawing was transnitted to PGandE Project

Engineering for final review and acceptance of the as-buf f t design.

5 The pre-inspection progran and associated responsibilities were revised

by the February 15, 1984 nenorandun to nore efficiently utilize

available nanpower without adversely inpacting plant quality. The

revised progran elininated QC participation in the pre-inspection

process and clarf fled all pre-inspection responsibilities of the

A.S~/
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NRC A11egaticn 1241 1

Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30.1984
Page 3 of 3

|

1 |

pre-inspection field engineer, including the " red-lining" of existing

welds and/or symbols which may not have been accurately depfcted on the

l revised design drawing.

6. The QC inspection, including review of all new work, all rework, and all

itens " red-lined" by the pre-inspection field engineer, now takes place

in a single step after the conpletion of the nodification. All of the

necessary design and quality functions continue to be perfomed,
!

.

Including transnittal of as-built drawings to Project Engineering for

review and acceptance.

1

7. Docunentation and traceability of inspectica records for supports that4

i have had nodiffcations are the responsibility of Pullnan's QA/QC

Departnent. The pre-inspection field engineer is neither required nor'

expected to track through these docunents during the nomal course of

his work, nor is there any reason for hin to do so. That a specific

engineer could not follow the necessary paperwork fn an area for which

he did not have responsibility fs of little consequence as long as the

docunentation is acceptable and understandable to those who do have the
,

i

' responsibility. A history for any given hanger is natntained in either

the Pu11 nan QA vault or the PGandE QC vault.

i

i

!
,

_ _ ., _ . , _ , _ _ . _ . = . . _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . . . . . _ _ _ . . _ . , , . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ . _ __ ,_
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NRC Allegations #1242,1408, and 1459

Allegation #1242 Description:

PGandE stated that QC was assigned to inspect existing
welds, this statement is false by omission. The'

pre-inspection group had responsibility for this action.
,

NRC Allegation Paraphrase: ,

! In response #3 to the same allegations, PGandE says prior
: to rework modification the QC inspector was assigned to
; inspect all existing welds on the relevant supports and
! identify any discrepancies. That statement is false by

omission, it does not reflect the common practice on site
! and the verbal management policy that preinspect was to
; perform those functions. QC inspectors may have performed

some of the evaluations, but that's a small part of the<

whole story.
;

i >

! !

! Allegation #1408 Description: ,

1

QC inspectors restricted from identifying discivpancies in
,

; "old work."

) NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

1 In an April 30, 1964 letter to the Nuclear Regulatory
! Consaission (WRC), DLL 84-166, ( April 50 letter), PGandE
| responded to GAP allegations $174 and #295 preinspection
j replacing QC, and restrictions on reporting problems with
'

"old work". PGandE stated that the preinspect program was
not used to substitute for quality control inspections.,

| (April 30 letter, pp.1-2). In ny experience, that is a
j false statement. I was a pruinspect engineer and page one
i of our preinspect manual effective August 15, 1983 stated

that we would perform " evaluation of existing welds" and
make determinations whether deviations should be noted on-

! as-built drawings or instead reworked. There was no QC
: person with us when we performed these QC functions. QC ,

| inspectors told me that they had been instructed not to
: look at existing "old" work. As a result, we were the only
} functioning QC program left officially recognized or not
! for most of the "old" work done at the plant. The safety

effect is that some of the worst work at Diablo Canyon, thei

old work, has been effectively removed from the official
! QA/QL program and turned over to a program that PGandE now

| says was not responsible for quality.
|

!

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 97 - October 30, 1984

i 253 |
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Allegation #1459 Description:
i

1

PGandE transferred the authority of existing weld program
from QA/QC to untrained field engineers.

The subject matter of these allegations was previously addressed in response

to GAP #174, #160, #181, #162, and #295 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-166

dated April 30, 1984. The previous allegations and responses are attached

hereto.

1. PGandE's responses are not " false by omission." As stated in its

previous response, preinspection was initially perfonned by both a

preinspection field engineer and a QC inspector. The field engineer

checked "constructability" of a proposed design modification, and the QC

inspector was assigned to inspect all existing welds on the supports to

be modified. Together, these two individuals comprised a preinspection

group.

2 The preinspect program was subsequently modified in two steps to remove

the QC review of existing welds at the time of preinspection and to

ifmit Q(, inspection to new work on the pipe support or hanger. This

change was made for two reasons. The weld conditions identified in DRs

4678 and 4730 were detennined to be acceptable after Engineering study

and review. Second, the QC activity of reinspecting existing welas

negated the increase of efficiency that the preinspect program was

intended to bring about. In short, early identification of construction

4

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
, 0119s/0022H - 98 - October 30, 1984
|
l 2fy
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,

i)

!

interferences was delayed by reinspection of existing w$1ds to different

: criteria from those in effect at the time of installation.
)

!
'

The scope of the Unit 2 preinspect program was modified by a memorandura
'

dated August 12,1983 (Attachment A) to transfer QC review of old welds

to the time of final inspection. The scope of both the Unit 1 and

Unit 2 programs were changed by the February 15, 1984 memorandum*

(Attachment B) to eliminate all QC review of existing welds after the
.

Engineering study which determined the weld conditions to be acceptable.

The evaluation conducted by the preinspection engineer subsequent to-

i modifications of the program scope continued to be primarily an

i engineering evaluation of acceptability for proposed design purpose and

not a QC inspection, as alleged. As for existing welds that were

inspected, the preinspection engineer's determination was whether they

should be accepted for their design purpose or whether they were

unacceptable and therefore should be reworked. The deletion of the QC

inspection during preinspection, about which the alleger complains, did

not remove the "old work" from a QA/QC program. Those welds were

originally perfonned under a QA/QC program. The QC inspection of'i

| workmanship of all items red-lined and all rework now takes place after

completion of the modification to an existing hanger. Discrepancies in

weld stie for existing work would have already received initial>

I
' engineering evaluation for acceptability.

L
L
| PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
| blMs/0022M , - 99 - ' October 30, 1964

2SC
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This subject is also further discussed in response to NRC

Allegation #1324.

.

.

5

|
d

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 100 - October 30, 1984

|
i
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Attachment A
R sponse to NRC #1242,1408 &;-.

"Page 1 f2 1459
_ .

| t DiabloCanyonProject -

|
'

|
', PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

BECHTEL POWER CORPORATION
.

To P. Stieger/H. Karner/S. Cornish Date August 12, 1983

From E. J. Macias/J. Arnold /G.* Thomas

Of General Construction Subject Unit 2 Pipe Support
Preinspections

At Jobsite Extension f3504
s

.

Effective 8-15-83 the following changes shall be implemented to stream-line
the Unit #2 pipe support preir.spection program:

1) Evaluation of existing welds on previously accepted pipe supports will be
performed during the PTGC pipe support preinspection stage by Engineering
personnel. Engineering will either as-build existing weld configurations * -

-- er direct that the existing wolds be reworked to conform to the tolerances
specified by ESD-223.

g

2) The pipe support fabrication request (PSFR) and material requisitions will
be filled out during the PTGC pipe support preinspection stage. The
Pullman lay out crew will fill out PSFR's and material requisitions for
those supports that are. laid out during the PTGC hanger preinspection.
Supports that do not require lay-out during preinspection will have

. PSFR's completed by PTGC Engineering personnel. The PTGC Engineer will -

enclose the completed PSFR and material requisitions with the released
hanger package when it is transmitted to Pullman's hanger office. The
Pullman hanger office will enter the drawing into the drawing control
system per the memo from J. Arnold /G. Thomas to P. Stieger/H. Karner dated
5-16-83. All Pullman Engineering and QC reviews should then be performed
in the Pullman hanger office. This will include the addition of all
necessary process sheets, check-lists and approval of the material
requisitions. The QC Inspector shall initiate any requireo ASWR and
complete any required documentation. Any field questions or any
additional information required from the field shall be referreo to the

~

preinspection engineer for resolution. Additional preinspections by
Pullman Field Engineers and QC Inspectors will not be performea.

The pipe suoport package, including the PSFR ana/or material recuisitiens,
snall be sent to the Pullman material storage area for faorication ano-
statused to " Foreman" in the CPSS. "FE-1" will no longer be needed to
status these drawings in the CPSS

'
' '

... .

' ' ' ' '' " "
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Attachment A
.

Response to NRC #page 2
1242. 1408 & 1459'

Page 2 of 2

3)(. At PTGC's request, Pullman * Engineering personnel will pqrform the
preinspection functions outlined in 1 and 2 above.

.

Contact Mr. Gene Thomas at Ext. 3504 if there are afy questions. *

.

[k (Ta4)
E. J. Macias
Area Superintendent
Unit 2 |.

i

=. -

J. Arnold
Resident Mech. Engineer.

Unit 2,

v

k -

i

;

G. Thomas
_. _

*
.

Lead Pipe and Hanger Engineer
Unit 2

.

.

cc: A. Murphy
J. Wells
P. Werts
D. Johnson 4D. Rockwell / ' M

\ '
, , ,

p. /2 -P.3
-

.

.

S

!
' <...

' '

zs8. .. . . . . . . .
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Attachment B-
'

Response to ND.C 81242, 1408
Page 1 of 3 & 1459

PACIFIC GAS AND E LE C T RIC CO M PANY
DIABLO CANYON PROJECT GENERAL CONSTRUCT

. o , , . . . a .c_. . ... . ... ,e,.">RNEuEiVED
_ 3 p.E |
: *

,
.

February 15, 1984'

PUL1 MAN Ponth peopygy3
avu stac- cxw

403 *18 n

Pullman Power Products Lr
P.O. Box 367

-

Avila Beach, CA. 93424

ATTENTION: Paul Stieger Diablo Canyon Project
Specification 8711
Pipe Support Modifications

Dear Mr. Stieger:

The following shall be implemented isusediately.
"

For Pipe Support modifications to part (but not all) of an existing
Support, Pullman QC and Field Engineering shall inspect the existing
portions to the following criteria:

I. Supports having unmodified portions with a latest QC Acceptance
prior to 10/1/02.

The unmodified portions of these supports is defined as " existing
work". Inspection of this existing work shall be as specified
below and as stated elsewhere in ESD 223 (for example, sections
5.4.4.2, 5.4.4.3 and 6.4.1.1 E).

1. Pre-Inspection:

QC shall not perform any field inspection of existing work
during Pre-Inspection. The Pu11mn Power Pfo' ducts or PTGC'

Field Engineer shall pre-inspect as follows-

| a) Non-welding woriuaanship items (i.e., loose nuts, in-
correct gaps, etc.) and existing welds having obvious
defects /discontinuitic, exceeding ESD 223 requirements
shall be reworked as directed in the pre-inspect
package by the field engineer. (Authorization on the
process sheet by PTGC is not required.)

'

b) Existing welds which are undersize shall be as-built /
redlined by the field engineer or reworked as determined
by the field engineer in accordance with tolerances
specified in ESD 223. (Rework does not require authori-
zation by PTGC on the process sheet.) |

,

. - - _ . . _ . _ . - _ - _ _ . - - _ - . . _ . - _ - -
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Attachment B i

Response to NRC #1242,1408 I
f3 & 1459c) Weld syd ois for existing welds shall be red-11n'e"a oy

the field engineer for conformance to AWS A 2.4 and ESD
223. No PSDTC is required.

2. Workmanship Inspection:

a) Field Engineering.

Verify that 1 a, b and c (above) were satisfied for
existing work on supports that were pre-inspected prior
to 10/1/83.

For supports pre-inspected on or after 10/1/83, it is !
not necessary to inspect the existing welds again. |

b) QC. |

Inspect the following:

-General, non-welding workmanship (loose nuts, etc.)

-Existing welds that were reworked (Ref: la, above).

-Verify that the weld sizes and/or sy2 ols of existing
welds that were red-lined (Ref: Ib and c, above) are
correct.

3. Redlining /As-Built /FE2: *

Field engineering shall insure that the configuration is
as-built in accordance with ESD 223.

4. Quality Control - Q2:

Pullman Quality Control shall perform a final review of the
as-built drawing and configurations for compliance with as-
builting tolerances as specified in ESD 223.

II. Supports having unmodified portions with a latest QC Acceptance on
or after 10/1/82.

The unmodified portions of the'se supports do not require re-
inspection by QC or Engineering. This applies to all sections of i

ESD 223 addressing existing work.

|

|
t

l

|

|
|

|

| 26o
:

. . . .-
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Fc2ruary 15,1984 Page 3
Attachment ti |

Response to NRC #1242,1408 &
Page 3 of 3 1459

These changes supercede the 4/11/93 meno (copy attached). DR's 4678 and 4730
arp no longer required to document discrepancies on existing welds.

'

D.A. Rockwell
Project Field Engineeer

Attachments: Yes

Reply Reque d: No

JAOriginator: GT/ PAW /jmu

cc: J. Macias C. Dougherty
A. Murphy R. Meredith
J. Wells E. Johnston
R. Tinkle P. Werts
J. VanKlompenburg H. Karner (Pullman)
5. Cornish (Pullman) G. Thomas
A. Kulikowski

.

e

DCC 11691
'

&
___ _ - . _. _. __ . ..
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1242, 1408 & 1459
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30,1984
Page 1 of 6 j

|

I
GAP #174 and #295, Petition at 5 and 40, respectively.

It is alleged that:

A February 21,1984 PG8E nenorandun institutionalized the
above violation by stripping Pullnan QC inspectors of the
organizational freedon to apply corrective action for weld.

synbol deficiencies on previously accepted work. That
authority was reserved for PG8E construction departnent
preinspection field engineers. (citing 2/26/84 Anon. Aff,
at 11. )

Until February 15,1984, PG8E preinspection field engineers
did not have the organizational freedon to look at any work
already accepted, regardless of deficiencies. To
illustrate, they were instructed not to look at any
existing welds already accepted by Pu11 nan. One current
engineer explained what they had to ignore: "The paperwork
was so sloppy, however, that I could not tell when a weld
had been accepted, or under what revision of the
installation procedure, or under what acceptance
c ri teri a." (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff at 6.)

1. The above two allegations relate to a February 15, 1984 menorandun

(there was no February 21 nenorandun) signed by D. A. Rockwell, which

reallocated responsibilities relating to, anong other things, the

exanination of previously accepted work in conjunction with the

inplenentation of design changes. Procedures covering the reinspection

of such work were in place at all tines.

2. When a pipe support design nodification is received, a pre-inspection is
Prior toperforned to detemine the constructibility of the change.

February 15, 1984, each pre-inspection activity was perfomed by a

pre-inspection field engineer and a QC inspector. The prinary

assignnent of the pre-inspection field engineer was to check the |

constructibility of the design nodification, i.e., could it be installed

2ded
.. . . - . . -. .- . --
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Attachment to
- NRC Allegaticns 1242, 1408 & 1459

Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 2 of 6

,

as shown and where shown, and to recomend solutions if construction

problens existed. He could also note the differences between the

drawing and the existing installation. To perfom the construc'ibility

. review, the pre-inspection field engineer was issued only the latest

revision of the hanger drawing. The pre-inspection engineer was not

responsible for conducting final quality control inspections of

previously accepted work, and pre-inspection was not used as a

substitute for the required QC inspections.

3. Prior to rework or nodification, the QC inspector was assigned to

inspect all existing welds on the supports to be nodified against the

revised design drawing and to identify any discrepancies between the

existing welds and/or synbols and ESD-223 acceptance criteria.

4. After all work was corpleted and the new as-built drawings prepared, the

QC inspector inspected the newly modified support to ensure that it

conplied with acceptance criteria and the new as-built drawing. After

acceptance by QC, the as-built drawing was transnitted to PGandE Project

Engineering for final review and acceptance of the as-built design.
|

! 5. The pre-inspection progran and associated responsibilities were revised

by the February 15, 1984 nemorandun to more efficiently utilize

available nanpower without adversely impacting plant quality. The
,

revised program elininated QC participation in the pre-inspection

process and clarified all pre-inspection responsibilities of the

2(a3
. _ . - -- _ __ _ . _ _ - _ - - . - - .
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1242, 1408 & 1459
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 3 of 6

pre-inspection field engineer, including the "reo 'ining" of existing'

welds and/or symbols which may not have been accurately depicted on the

revised design drawing.

.

6. The QC inspection, including review of all new work, all rework, and all

itens " red-lined" by the pre-inspection field engineer, now takes place

in a single step after the conpletion of the nodification. All of the

necessary design and quality functions continue to be perfomed,

including transnittal of as-built drawings to Project Engineering for

review and acceptance.

7. Docunentation and traceability of inspection records for supports that

have had nodifications are the responsibility of Pu11 nan's QA/QC'

Departnent. The pre-inspection field engineer is neither required nor

expected to track through these docunents during the nornal course of

his work, nor is there any reason for hin to do so. That a specific

engineer could not follow the necessary paperwork in an area for which

he did not have responsibility is of little consequence as long as the

docunentation is acceptable and understandable to those who do have the

responsibility. A history for any given hanger is naintained in either

the Pu11 nan QA vault or the PGandE QC vault.

i

- - - , - - - - - _
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1242, 1408 & 1459
Reference: DCL-84-166

'

Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 4 of 6

GAP #180,181, and 182, Petition at 6-7.

It is alleged that:

On Decenber 28, 1983, Pullnan modified installation
procedure ESD-223 -- which also provides the acceptance
criteria for QC inspectors -- by adding the following

,

provision: "D. For existing installations, welding which
was perfomed but was not required as part of the design is
acceptable . . ." (citing ESD-223, " Installation and
Inspection of Pipe Supports, "at I, Y and 46.) This
practice can create unaccounted residual stress on the,

; corresponding pipe support. (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff, at

4.)
i

On Decembe. 23, 1983, Pullnan also anended ESD-223 with the
following pr aision: "E. For existing installations,

,

| welding which was not perforned but was required as part of
the design is acceptable." (citing ESD-223 at I, Y, and

j 46.) This waiver suggests that faulty welds also would be
acceptble (sic), since they could be sacrificed entirely.'

In other words, anythint that does (or does not) exist is
acceptable. This procecure revision suggests that quality
assurance standards are not just deteriorating; they have
collapsed. ESD-223 governs safety-related pipe hangers
throughout the plant.

Both anendnents were made with the full knowledge of PG&E,
pursuant to a Decenber 9,1983 neeting between Pullnan and
PGAE. (citing ESD-223 at 11.) The excuse offered for

; accepting tnese deviations fron design was that through
"as-built" drawings, further engineering analysis could
detemine whether the original design requirenents were
necessary. (citing ESD-223 at 46.) The ex:use cannot
wash. Valid QC inspection criteria are one nandatory step
anong nany required for a mininun quality assurance.

progran. They should not be sacrificed because of another
independently-required safeguard. Second, the as-built
reviews thenselves are of questionable reliability.
(citing GAP 3/1/84 Petition at 19, Iten 216.)

8. These three allegations arise out of a misunderstanding of a Decenber

1983 revision to Pullnan procedure ESD-223. The revision resulted fron

a series of minor variations in welds that had been discovered during

pre-inspection of existir.g pipe supports prior to their release for

nodifications which were recuired by the corrective Action Progran.

. a ._ . . - ._ - _ . - - . _ . - - -
._., . h
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1242, 1408 & 1459
Reference: DCL-84-166

iDated: April 30, 1984
Page 5 of 6 j

4

Undersized fillet welds,-inconplete fillet welds, and ninor weld defects

were observed on existing pipe supports. PGandE Engineering reviewed

the effect of such variations on the safety of existing supports and,

consistent with design and licensing requirenents, provided disposition'

.

for the existing welds referenced in the Minor Variation Reports.

9. Contrary to the inp11 cation of the allegations, the quality review of

existing welds was not sacrificed by the procedural change but renained

a requirenent of the progran. In its approval of the proposed

procedure, PGandE specifically required that:

"1. Undersize, oversize, or incomplete fillet welds shall
be as-built, provided that weld quality neets the
requirenents of ESD-22Uaragraph 6.8.2R Cand D."
(Enphasis added).

Paragraph 6.8.2.4 B requires that:

|

| "B. The final surface of all welds shall be substantially
free of sharp surface irregularities, excess surface slag,
slag inclusions, and shall have a good workmanship
appearance. Excessive surface irregularities nay be
removed by chipping or grinding provided the weld size
specified on the support is maintained."

10. Contrary to GAP #181, the quality assurance progran renains in effect

i for all welds. As discussed in the response to GAP #174 and 295, the

February 15, 1984 revision to the pre-inspection progran does not

elininate weld quality inspection, but merely shifts the tine of

inspection of existing welds from pre-inspection to after installation j

| of the nodification. At such tine, all new and existing welds that
:

b
_ - __ . _ .- .. . _ - - - - . - _ - .
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1242, 1408 & 1459
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 6 of 6

,

have been " red-lined" by the pre-inspection engineer or reworked are

subject to quality centrol inspection for acceptability according to the

sane criteria.

.

11. In GAP #180 and 181, reference to the as-built process as part of the

existing weld revleu progran has been conveniently onitted by the

alleger. Where welding which was not required by the existing design

drawing has been perfomed on existing supports, or where required

welding was not perfomed, the field engineer identifies the itens for

rework or indicates such discrepancies on the as-built drawings to

ensure th.:t each pre-existing discrepancy will be individually evaluated

and accepted. After conpletion of the construction, QC confims the

accuracy of the as-built drawing by inspecting the conpleted support
,

against the drawing.

12. All as-built drawings are transnitted to Project Engineering for

review. Engineering reviews the as-builts and verifies conpatibility

with existing calculations or perfoms new calculations, as required.

If conpliance to design criteria is not denonstrated by calculation, i

appropriate corrective action, including the issuance of a nodified

support design or rewelding, is taken. Therefore, the

design / construction process continues to ensure that the as-built
\ .

configuration is accurately depicted on drawings, qualified by

calculation, and acceptable. This entire process is controlled by

procedure and docunented.

- - _ - ._ _. . . . _ . .- _ . _ - .
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NRC~ Allegation #1243

Allegation Description:

PGandE made a false statement when they stated that it
wasn't the field engineer's reponsibility to track previous
documentation for existing work. It was.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

In response #7 to these allegations, PGand E said it wasn't
the field engineer's responsibility to crack the previous'

documentation for existing work is a false statement as
well. In verbal instructions and informal memoranda, we
were told to attach the copies of previously-accepted work
to our drawings and provide "ASWR" dates where' applicable.

:

!

This allegation relates to a prior PGandE response to GAP #174 and #295 in

PCandE letter DCL-84-166 dated April 30, 1984 The previous allegations and

responses are attached hereto.
,

This allegation appears to result from the alleger's confusion with PGandE's

intended meaning of the term " tracking." While field engineers were

instructed to attach previously accepted work and to provide certain
4

information with their drawings, collection and maintenance of documentation
i

was never the responsibility of field engineers but rather that of the QA

Department. The direction that certain documentation accompany drawings was

an efficiency measure to ensure rapid and comprehensive review of the field
4

engineers' drawings.
,

|

.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 1 01 - October 30, 1984

267
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Attacnment to
NRC Allegation 1243
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30,1984

~

Page 1 of 3

GAP #174 and #295, Petition at 5 and 40, respectively,

f (
It is alleged that:

A February 21, 1984 PGAE nenorandun institutional 12ed the'

above violation by stripping Pu11 nan QC inspectors of the
organizational freedon to apply corrective action for weld
synbol deficiencies on previously accepted work. That
authority was reserved for PGSE construction dep3rtnent
preinspection field engineers. (citing 2/26/84 Anon. Aff.
at 11. )

Until February 15, 1984, PGAE preinspection field engineers
did not have the organizational freedon to look at any work
already accepted, regardless of deficiencies. To
illustrate, they were instructed not to look at any ,

existing welds already accepted by Pu11 nan. One current
engineer explained what they had to ignore: "The paperwcrk
was so sloppy, however, that I could not tell when a weld
had been accepted, or under what revision of the
installation procedure, or under what acceptance
criteria." (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff, at 6.)

1. The above two allegations relate to a February 15, 1984 nemorandun

(there was no February 21 nenorandun) signed by D. A. Rockwell, which

j ( reallocated responsibilities relating to, among other things, the

exanination of previously accepted work in conjunction with the

inplenentation of design changes. Procedures covering the reinspection

of such work were in place at all tinee-

When a pipe support design nodification is received, a pre-inspection is2.
Prior toperfomed to deternine the constructibility of the change.

February 15, 1984, each pre-inspection activity was perforned by a

pre-inspection field engineer and a QC inspector. The prinary

assignnent of the pre-inspection field engineer was.to check the

constructibility of the design nodification, i.e., could it be installed
,

4

t
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|

|
|

as shown and where shown, and to recomend solutions if construction
!

.

problens existed. He could also note the differences between thei

.-) . drawing and the existing installation. To perfom the constructibility

review, the pre-inspection field engineer was issued only the latest

revision of the hanger drawing. The pre-inspection engineer was not

responsible for conducting final quality control inspections of

previously accepted work, and pre-inspection was not used as a

substitute for the required QC inspections.

3. Prior to rework or nodification, the QC inspector was assigned to

inspect all existing welds on the supports to be nodified against the

revised design drawing and to identify any discrepancies between ths

existing welds and/or synbols and ESD-223 acceptance criteria.

4. After all work was conpleted and the new as-built drawings prepared, the
)

QC inspe: tor inspected the newly nodified support to ensure that it

conplied with acceptance criteria and the new as-built drawing. After

acceptance by QC, the as-built drawing was transnitted to PGandE Project

Enginee' ring fer final review and acceptance of the as-built design.

5. The pre-inspection progran and associated responsibilities were revised

by the February 15, 1984 nemorandun to more efficiently uttitze

available nanpower without adversely inpacting plant quality. The

revised progran elininated QC participation in the pre-inspection

process and clarified all pre-inspection responsibilities of the ;
'

1
:
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Dated: April 30,1984
Page 3 of 3

:

pre-inspection field engineer, including the " red-If ning" of existing
,

welds and/or symbols which may not have been accurately depicted on the

) revised design drawing.

6. The QC inspection, including review of all new work, all rework, and all

itens " red-lined" by the pre-inspection field engineer, now takes place

in a single step after the conpletion of the nodification. All of the

necessary design and quality functions continue to be perfomed,
,

including transnittal of as-built drawings to Project Engineering for

review and acceptance.
,

j

7. Docunentation and traceability of inspection records for supports that

have had nodifications are the responsibility of Pullnan's QA/QC

Departnent. The pre-inspection field engineer is neither required nor

expected to track through these documents during the nornal course of

his work, nor is there any reason for hin to do so. That a specific

engineer could not follow the necessary paperwork in an area for which

he did not have responsibility is of little consequence as long as the

| docunentation is acceptable and understandable to those who do have the

responsibility. A history for any given hanger is naintained in either
i

the Pullnan QA vault or the PGandE QC vault.
|

|
|

|
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NRC Allegation #1245

Allegation Description:

PGandE's. response to GAP allegation #275 on the lack of a
unifom system of weld symbols is a false statement by
omission. The alleger was instructed not to use Ah5 A2.4

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

In response to allegation 235 on the lack of a uniform
"ystem of weld symbols, PGandE said that the allegations
approaches technical absurdity"; because American Welding

Society (AWS) symbols are used throughout the United
States, including Diablo Canyon. (Id. , pp. 66-7). It's
the practice at Diablo Canyon that was absurd. This
statement is misleading and false by omission. In practice
we were instructed not to use AWS. When I asked on-site to
use Ah5 2.4 symbols as a guide, management told me they
didn't apply.

This subject was previously addressed in response to Allegation III-30

submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984. The previous

allegation and response are attached hereto.

PGandE is unaware of any instructions to personnel not to use AWS A2.4

symbols. Without additional corroborating details from the alleger, PGandE
:

can only assess his statement as being untrue.
I

i

: |

1

|

|

| PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 102 - October 30, 1984 j
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Attachment to )
NRC Allegation 1245 |

Reference: DCL-84-243 !
Dated: June 29, 1984 l
Page 1 of 4

|
,

!!!-30

It is alleged that:

1. 'If any af sinterpretation concerning weld symbols
eccurred, steps were taken to prevent reoccurrence by

.

conducting meetings with personnel er by clarifying
procedures."

4

Response: P G 8 E's msponse to this particular concern is
only partially true. In fact, Pullman has issued various
revisions to ESD #223 (one of the relevant construction-

engineering doceents in this instance), yet failed to
reference American Welding Society Standard (MS) A2.4 as:

being the standard for weld symbol interpretation. The
significance of this is that the procedures still do not j
mference a governing, controlled document that estabitshes ,

universal interpretation of welding symbols throughout the l

plant. This ambiguity can allow welding that does not meet ;

the original design intent to be performed in the plant on
Sef safe Category I structures. Without a standard to use,
it is tapossible to have a quality assurance program to
verify the ' Design * to " Installation * criteria is [ sic]

: properly applied. 1

( |
I further take exception with the position that extensive '

! steps have been taken by management through meetings to
clear up the confusion. To sty knowledge, as of |
March 16,1984 meetings to discuss the weld program

i
deficiencies have not been held with the field pre-inspect )

engineers responsible for implementing any changes in
estabitshed practices. I know this, for I personally would ;

'

have been in attendance. I found this response puzzling,
,

and questioned str lead, John Rhodes, as to p 8 4 E's
commitment to MS A2.4. His response was that we were not
committed to MS but were committed to whatever management
told us to do. See attachment 7 interoffice
memorando 034318. This document states that not until
October 15, 1963 did they require strict compliance with
MSA2.4 (Undated Anon. Aff., Attachment 5, at 1-2).

The following allegations relate to PGandE's letter to the NR;

Region V, DCL-84-040, dated February 7,1984, which, as requested

! by the 18tC, provided an everview of the weld gyubols issues.

This letter included examples of some problees, and an |

273
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1,

!

explanation of how those were accommodated. The letter pointed out

that welding sydols are a part of a communication process. Welding

symbols were addressed in PGandE letter DCL-84-166 to the NRC, dated

April 30,1984 The overview on welding syeols from the letter is"

,

repeated here.

.

WELDING OVERVIEW

WELD SYMBDL5

I The following twenty-two allegations are based on weld
sye ols: 171, 173, 174, 234 through 246, 248, 24g,
252, 253, 254 and 263. These allegations represent

,

16% of the allegations in GAP !!. The allegations,

j come from only two sources: first, Mr. Stokes, and
' these were previously addressed; and second, SAP II

enonymous affidavit attachments, which have not been ,

'

made available. The allegations all fail for either a
. lack of substance, lack of context, technical errors,'

false or misleading statements, or a combination of
these m asons. The subject of weld symbols uns
discussed with the NRC and documented in PGandE's
letter DCL-84-040, dated February 7.1964 It is

recosamended that the February 7th letter be reviewed
i

to assist in understanding the response.

This overview is provided to keep the significance of
the allegations in perspective. The total program,

with regard to weld symbols has worked effectively
from design calculations to as-built structures.

American Welding Society symbols for welding have been
| used at Diablo Canyon since its inception. Syeol

usope has been incorporated into the project by
numerous references to contract specifications and
other documents. AWS syeols have been used as the
common basis for communication within the United
States welding industry, regardless of the fabrication
code specified o~ product constructed. As stated in
AWS A2.4, the intent of symbols is to facilitate

27y |
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i

E

communication. The AWS symbols have been used by
common consent even where not specifically referenced,
just as the Eng1tsh language has been used at Diablo
Eartyon. Syeols may have occasionally been used
imperfectly, but the reqvf red meaning was conveyed and
understood, and the use of av non-standard symbols
has not resulted in unacceptable welds. The parallel
between weld symbols and the written and spoken

,

i

! language exists in that grammatically taperfect
language can effectively convey meaning and,

|requirements.

Engineering and inspection personnel have ocquired |
knowledge of welding symbols through their experience,
education, training, and use of references, pullman
has included guest' ons regarding weld symbols in thei

QC f aspectors' qualifications tests since 1974, and
; has included AWS A2.4 in the reading list for QC
: faspectors. Welding symbols are not difficult to

master. In fact, approximately six symbols account
for almost all field welds.

,

'

Due to the rapid expansion of the Diablo Canyon plant'

staff, specific training programs were conducted'

regarding AWS A2.4 weld symbols. Three hundred and
fif ty engineers and QC inspectors were trained during
May, June, and July of 1983. Additional
pre-certification training was conducted for the AW5

; Certified Welding Inspectors Program in June-July and
|

November-Deceder,1983.

PGandE letter DCL-44-040 provided an overview of the
seld symbols issue. Examples of symbol concerns and

,

unclear symbols were intentionally 1peluded.
1

Notations were made on example drawings contained in
DCL-44-040 to show how the Project addressed the'

specific concern, and how the Project compensated for
lack of spectfic or clear veld size infomation.

Previous correspondence was included vith DCL 44-040 ,

|snowing examples of how some imprecise weld syubols on
previously issued drawings were to be interpreted.
Additional correspondence displaying examples of
preferred symbols, labeled D0, and non-preferred
symbols, labeled DOW'T, were also included. The D0s<

and DON'Ts were identified as applicable to new
drawings.

In a few cases, specific narrow scope exceptions to
the standard symbols have been documented. These

i
*

.

| 275
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Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 4 of 4'

.

documented asceptions to A2.4 symbols use are
peruf ssible and correct in the context of the Of ablo:
E;avon Project.'

Welt syubols are not used in a vacuum but are part of.

a program of communication between design engineering
.

and construction in the field. There have been, and
will continue to be, additional verbal and documented
commanications between engineering and construction
alarifying design requirements. These communications
are a necessary and proper method to assure that the
melds required by the design are installed in the

| plant.

As has been explained, the AWS uelding symbols have been used at
4

Diablo Canon since its inception. These symbols are the common

basis for communication within the United States uelding industry.

The fact that Pullman did not reference the A2.4 document in ESD 223

(s of no consequence because the use of these symbols and their
,

interpretation is inherent. Contrary to the allegation, this did not

result in an ambiguity. Because the ANS welding symbols are commonly

| available in references, this complafat has no merit.

The assertion that the Project was not in compliance with AWS syneols

entti October 15, 1964, is also false. The alleger's Attactment 7

ses ineluded in pGandE letter DCL-84-40. This subjeet fs also

addressed in III-33G and !!!-37, below.
|

i

i
.

[

|

|

|
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NRC Allegation #1246

Allegation Description:

PGandE states that 350 persons were trained on weld
symbols. This statement is false by omission. It fails to
point out that we were being trained to Bechtel criteria
not to AWS.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

PGandE added that 350 personnel were trained from May-July
1983 in weld symbols. That statement is misleading,
because it implies that this in any way solved the
problem. Those 350 trainees represented a small proportion
of those who had to translate the weld symbols on drawings,
before, after and during the training program, and many of
those were " body shoppers" in PGandE s language, and are

| not on the site.

The weld symbols training program is a standard Bechtel corporate program with

an established text, figures, and handout training aids. All of these

demonstrate general consistency with AWS welding symbols. Copies of the

| program were provided to the NRC Staff onsite during the last 2 weeks of

MAy 1964 |

The assertion that training 350 persons represented only a small portion of

those involved in weld symbols was previously addressed in response to

Mr. Stokes' representation that 7,000 personnel were involved. (See attached

response to JIR 20 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-239 dated

June 26,1984. ) Contrary to the allegation, the 3b0 personnel represent a

significant portion of those at Diablo Canyon who had a need to understand

welding symbols.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 103 - October 30, 1984
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Reference: DCL-84-239
Dated: June 26,1984
Page 1 of 2

JIR-20

: It is alleged that:

In PGAE letter No. DOL-83-166 on page 48 in the last 1

paragraph, PGAE states "Due to the rapid expansion of the*

Diablo Canyon plant staff, specific training arograms were <

-

-

conducted mgarding AWS A2.4 weld symbols. Tiree nundred;

and fifty (350) engineers and QC inspectors were trained ,

during May, June and July of 1983. Additional |
Pre-cerYTTicRT6n, training was conducted for the AWS ,

Certified Welding Inspectors Program in June-July and
November-December,1983." (Emphasis added.). [ sic]

this,you read PG4E's responses to valid problems such as
When

their answers are humorous.>

Maybe 350 people sounds like a lot. Let me put the number
in perspective. How does 350 compare to 7000 relevant
employees at the site? Mathematically the ratio is

' 1 in 20. When you consider that 350 were typically in
'

management, the number left in the field to spread the
knowTedge around brings the ratio to more like 1 in 50.

[ illegible or deleted] As of March 1983, according to PGAE-

| Unit I modifications were complete. What good does it do
to train the help after the job is finished? (6/1/84
Stokes Aff. at 5-6.)

.

In msponse to Stokes' rebuttal, as has been previously stated in

i response to pmvious allegations, there was weld symbol training:
1

2

|| The allegation is ... false regarding lack of i
training. Weld symbol training was conducted for 350 )
personnel during May, June and July,1983. This
program was implemented to ensure that c11 personnel
were using the same system and were aware of the
symbols in use. In addition, pre-certification'

Certified Welding Inspector Training Courses were
given to engineers and inspectors at the Diablo Canyon
site in June-July,1983, and November-December,1983

Those individuals involved with welding at Diablo
Canyon are assumed to have an adequate working,

knowledge of weld symbols due to previous education,'

|

ZFl'
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Page 2 of 2

experience and/or training and weld symbols are
consonly available in reference dociaments. Because of
the previous knowledge of all personnel involved in
welding and related engineering and QA/QC activities,
and the rea# availability of applicable information.
there is adequate confidence that the as-built.

drawings transmitted to Pmject Engineering both prior-

to and after February 15, 1984 are accurate."
(DCL-83-166, pp. 79-80)

Mr. Stokes again brings up this point by once again distorting the

j issues with invalid comparisons. There were not 7,000 " relevant" I

employees on site as alleged. Stokes is absurdly counting sweepers,

typists, maintenance personnel, guards, carpenters, pile drivers,

etc., as "affected" by weld symbols knowledge. The 350 personnel

trained represent engineers and inspectors involved in activities

directly related to welding symbols, and are a large, significant

percentage of " relevant" personnel. For example, at the time that

them were 7,000 employees, there were a total of 818 engineers and

461 QA/QC inspectors. Obviously, not all engineers and inspectors

work with welding. It must be recalled that knowledge of weld

symbols has also been developed by previous education, experience,'

and/or training, and that the weld symbols are a commonly available

reference.

This training was conducted because use of a common language for

connunication was deemed to be of some importance. The benefits, if

any, will be realized in Unit 2 construction and Unit 1 maintenance.

Another potential benefit of this training was to assist in looking

for significant errors in Unit 1, if such errors existed, and no such

errors were found.

t .
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NRC A11egation f1247

Allegation Description:

PGandE made a false statement concerning weld symbols. The;

alleger states that he can identify cases that are so4

inadequate that the same symbol contradicts between piping
; and civil welds.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:,

'

PGandE assured the NRC that historically the weld. symbols
have "been adequate to assure implementation of design
requirements". (Id.) That statement is false at the most.

fundamental leveT I can identify cases where the symbols
are so inadequate that the same symbol contradicts between
piping and civil welds. You can't get much more inadequate
than that.

!

; The alleger does not identify the symbol in question. However, the allegation

appears similar to previous allegations regarding pipe supports and HVAC;

i -

supports, which were addressed in response to Allegation III-33G submitted in
.

-

PGandE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984 The previous allegation and

response are attached hereto. In addition, the use and interpretation of weld

symbols was thoroughly discussed in PGandE letter DCL-84-040 dated:
i

February 7,1984, a copy of which is attached, and in response to,

i

Allegation III-30, a copy of which follows Allegation #1245 above.'

As discussed in response to III-33G, there was an occasion when a single weld

symbol had a different meaning to two groups. On such occasions, if similar

! symbols are misunderstood or not understood by others, then, as outlined in
t

'

PGandE letter DCL-84-040, procedures are available to resolve the confusion,,

as follows:
,

.

} !
! - |

,

!
PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-3430119s/0022M - 104 - October 30, 1984 |

,

9
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1. Refer to OPEG for design clarification.

2. Return to OPEG for design revision.

3. Return to Engineering for design revision.

4 Review jointly by Engineering and Construction for revision of field

installation instructions.

.

.

i PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 105 - October 30, 1984

|
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1247
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984- '

Page 1 of 8

III-33G

It is alleged that:'

At this point I would like to emphasize the last line of
Attachment 4 "All pipe support as-builts issued by General
Construction after October 15, 1983 should have all weld

!

symbols in confonnance with AWS A2.4," and Attachment 7,

last paragraph " Welding symbols in strict compliance to
standard of AWS A2.4," and Attachment 9 under Responses
Item 1 where a contradiction to AWS A2.4 is expanded on as
the correct use. It appears to me that the use of AWS A2.4

|
1s not consistent by management. They only use AWS A2.4

,

when they want to, where they want to, and how they want
to, but not as AWS A2.4 states it is to be used. (Undated
Anon. Aff., Attachment 5, at 6.)

i

This appears to be another misrepresenation of facts and presentation

out of context. The alleger's Attach'rt 7, _ dated October 10, 1983,'

addressed pipe supports and emphasized the need to comply with AWS.

Attachment 4, dated October 25, 1983, reconfinned that pipe support

weld symbols would comply with AWS A2.4. The alleger's Attachment 9

relates to HVAC work by different personnel, not to pipe supports. ;'

In this case, the kinds of weld joints and material thicknesses used

in HVAC installations are different from pipe supports or structural

steel. A minor problem was recognized with HVAC symbols and the
!

Project addressed the problem, clearly identifying the symbol!

convention being used. This was a correct and appropriate Project

action.
;

It should be noted that all three of the alleger's attachments were i

l
also attached to PGandE's letter DCL-84-040, dated February 7,1984, I

,

!

:

l to the NRC. This allegation does not represent any new information,

or have any technical or safety significance.
|

277-
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(
PACIFIC GAS - AND 2D LE C TRIC C O MPANY

P G w IIC i n sene sincre san rnancisco.cauronnia uos . uin rei.4n . = = n o w n er

s. c. eem en
_

..

February 7, 1984 ,

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-40 g
'

'

.

Mr. John B. Martin, Regicaal Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V
1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA'94596-5368'

Re: Docket No. '50-275, OL-DPR-76 -
Diablo; Canyon Unit 1
Welding Program - Additional Information

Dear Mr. Martin:,

At the audit exic interview on January 19, 1984 at Diablo Canyon, the,NRC
Staff requested additional information on the welding program as a rtsult of
its investigations into the allegations listed in SSER 21. The questions
centered on the use and interpretation of weld symbols in design and
constructicn. ,

PGandE's response to the Staff questions is enclosed. 1

Kindly acknow hdge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sin ly,

b ?bu Yy", 0.Schuyler

Enclosure

cc: T. W. Bishop
D. G. Eisenhut

| G. W. Knighton
H. E. Schierling

+
.. ;

,~,L-: n,,,,

~ Q l f Nf ~{ h l 25.3
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'

Dated: February 7, 1984
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PGandE Letter No. DCL-84-040
;k
,

| ENCLOSURE

WELDING PROGRAll
|

I. BACKGROUND

At the audit exit interview on January 19, 1984, the NRC requested additional
information regarding the use of weld symbols and the Diablo Canyon Welding

|
Program. Specifically, PGandE was requested to:

A. Discuss the significance of weld symbols to proper design and
installation.

B. Describe field inspections performed to address inconsistencies in
interpretation of weld symbols.

,

C. Describe actions taken to ensure proper interpretation of weld symbols.

D. Provide specific attachments requested by NRC inspectors which support
the welding symbol program.

II. RESPONSE

This report sunmarizes the weld design and installation program at Diablo
The report clarifies the means by which Engineering and ConstructionCanyon.

implemented welding activities and describes how problems were identified and
corrected through a process of multiple reviews.

It must be recognized that no single element of the pro If

any misinterpretation concerning weld symbols occurred, gram stands alone.steps were taken to
prevent reoccurrence by conducting meetingr with personnel or by clarifying
procedures. Also, potential weld requirrAnt misinterpretations were
acco.'nted for in the design process. The Diablo Canyon program is typical for
the industry, and PGandE has made a firm coanitment to continue to improve the
cocaunication between Engineering and Construction regarding weld design.

A. Overview

The weld symbols used at Diablo Canyon are consistent with the standards
specified in AWS D1.1, Section 2.4. For configurations that are
somewhat difficult to symbolize, it is understandable that construction

rsonnel night need periodic clarification of these symbols. This is
rticularly tru; den modifications are performed on a ant that is

already constructed, such as Diablo Canyon. In view of is fact,

welding symbols were used as only one means of conveying weld
To date, no situation has been identified in whichrequirements.

misinterpretation of weld symbols has resulted in the installation of
unacceptable welds. Consequently, there is no safety significance to
this issue.

0201d/0006A -1-
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Attahcment to'

NRC A11egatiori-1247' .

Reference: DCL-84-40' '

Dated: February 7, 1984
Page 4 of 8

5. Program Elements

The Diablo Canyon Welding Program consists of the following:

Regular cosaunication between engineering and construction1.
personnel on weld design and intent.

Discussions between design engineers and construction personnel to2.
clarify any special problems with interpreting weld symbols.

Provision for substantial reserve margins in weld design.3.

4. - Verification of design calculation without reliance on welds made
to ambiguous specifkations in design calculations.

C. Verification Program

Weld installation reviews performed early in the design verification
,

program (1981) consisted of reviewing all available as-built information
and performing plant walkdowns to obtain additional information.
These reviews were performed to ensure that design information was

Welding matters were included in all these.

sufficient and accurate.
The extent of field walkdowns, preparation of as-builts, andreviews.i Withconservatisms associated with weld design are described below.

regard to conservatisms, weld sizes are usually governed by code
requirements and not by strength considerations. Welding codes specify
minimum weld sizes to ensure that adequate fusion with the base metal is
achieved. When welded components are subjected to an analytical

,

evaluation, the weld stresses are almost always low. This is especially
e

true with Electrical Raceway and HVAC supports.

1. Pipe Supports'

Designers, using as-built drawings, did not take credit for welds
in design calculations if the weld confi uration was not clearlyt
shown or if interpretation of weld symbo s was not consistently

For example, square groove welds, seal welds, and partialmade.
penetration welds on lug attachments were not included in design
calculations. (Attachment 1 contains four illustrative examples.)
This was done to ensure conservative design and to minimize the

When calculations, using
frequency of reverification of welds.these conservative assumptions * indicated exceedance of acceptance<

ineering Group (OPEG) provided.

theOnsiteProjectEnklustrat'veexamplesareprovidedincriteric
additional information. (Ten i
Attachment 2.) Information supplied on weld symbols was

;

supplemented by sketches of affected areas.

2. Conduit Supports

Designers were provided with as-built drawings based on field
Welds are typically simple 3/16" fillet welds andwalkdowns.designers seldom take credit for the weld throat produced by the

small radii of struts.

-2-0201d/0006K 1
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Attachment to*

NRC Allegation 1247
Reference: DCL-84- 40*

Dated: February 7, 1984
3. HVAC Supports Page 5 of 8

,

k As-builts for all supports were prepared by OPEG and reviewed by !
Project Engineering. For this area of review, the fraction shown !'

on partial penetration weld symbols was always considered to be the
effective tiroat dimension and all designs are qualified based on
this interpretation _(See discussion of DCN minor revision to
DC2-EC-12928 Attachment 4).

4. Structural Steel

Designers reviewed as-built drawings and field conditions.
Structural steel welds are simple and symbols for the desired welds
are quite clear. Very little verification of weld requirements
conveyed by weld symbols was required.

5. Equipment Mounting

Designers reviewed installation as-built drawings. Welds were
roperly s cified and interpreted which resulted in few requests
or clarif cation..

6. Rupture Restraint

A sample of welds was field verified by nondestructive examination
and their adequacy confirmed by calculation.

( D. Connunication of Information

Communication on weld design and weld symbol use has taken several
forms, includina discussion sessions and written direction. With'

respect to the l'irst method of communication. Engineering and
Construction have conducted meetings to discuss welds, and this program
will continue to assure proper connunication of weld symbol use and weld
design (Attachment 3). These sessions are comprehensive and widespread
in that they are conducted with design engineers, field engineers,
inspectors, and contractor personnel.

The design information pertinent to welding and weld symbols provided by
Engineer:ng to Construction is supplemented by a significant amount of '

i

other types of connunication. For example, correspondence is
transmitted between Construction and Engineering on a regular basis. A |
representative sampling of correspondence is provided in Attachment 4 to;

'

illustrate that questions regarding welding are thoroughly discussed and
resolved. This information is used by both Engineering and Construction
to revise existing procedures and instructions and to standardize and
clarify the intent of welding requirements. This process serves to
ensure that the design intent is connunicated to Construction and that,

'

construction implementation is connunicated to Engineering. Design
Engineering also sends engineers to the field in response to any
questions which arise. Engineers are present when construction work is

,

!

in progress to ensure that the designer's intent is provided to
Construction and to resolve any possible installation difficulties.
Attachment 5 contains a representative sampling of Engineering
clarification provided in the field.

0201d/0006K -3- |~
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Attachment to
.

NRC Allegation 1247-
.

Reference: DCL-84-40t .

Dated: February 7,1984
Page 6 of 8

1

b Theprocessinvolvedinconnunicating'andimplementinfnterpreta!ner's
the desi

intent has led to many discussions. Items requiring ion are
udentified and handled in the same general manner. Identification of
most points requiring interpretation occur during pre-field construction
reviews, preparation of erection drawings, assembly of work travelerItemspackages, and during construction but prior to QC acceptance.!

requiring interpretation are resolved by:

1. Referral to OPEG for design clarification.

2. Return to OPEG for design revision.

3. Return to Engineering for design revision.
J

4. Review jointly by Engineering and Construction for revision of
field installation instructions.

In addition, during the QC review, or after final acceptance, the
rocess identified above may be supplemented by issuance of a

p' discrepancy report with Engineering input for resolution, or by issuance.

of a discrepancy report with the Project Team General Construction
| (PTGC) welding engineer input for resolution.

Weld symbol uses which require repeated clarification are referred to>

Engineering for generic clarification by way of a letter from the'

Project Engineer. The following section illustrates a number of weld-

symbols used that are typical of those which were clarified by
Engineering. See Attachment 6 for figures of weld symbols which

j correspond to the items listed below.

- 1. Single flare bevel symbol

No specified Te noted on drawing implies Te by design to be per
5/16R. Any greater Te required by

AWS D1.1 with maximum Te =licity.design will be stated exp

2. Flare bevel

See symbol 1 above.

3. Staggered fillet weld

The arrow-side symbol is to be the same size as noted for'

other-side symbol. Design intent is that both side symbols are to
be dimensioned per AWS.

4. Single bevel groove weld

Bevel and included angle are the same. The angle is to be in'

accordance with either the pre-qualified or specially qualified
ifprocedure. Any deviation outside of code essential variables,le

i

is to be reviewed by the engineer. The included ang
so noted,be noted unless the design engineer has a specificneed not
requirement.

0201d/0006K -4- g
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L NRC Allegation 1247
'

i
. Reference: DCL-84-40

Dated: February 7. 1984
Page 7 of 8, .

5. Square groove butt weld
r

i k- Future design use will specify both Te required and the root
opening if weld has structural value. This symbol will be used in
the future to denote a " seal weld" if the weld is not structural.
This information will be noted in the tail of the weld symbol.

6. See symbol 5 above.

7. Fillet weld on two sides; both fillet weld sizes assumed same

Field to verify. In the future, both sides will be sized.

8. Single bevel groove weld with fillet cap

Interpretation and assumption require design engineer clarification
,

penetration weld and fillet weld are to be sized. partial
or construction as-builting. In the future, both

9. Fillet weld on two sides
.

Intent is for fillet weld on right and left sides of shape. In the
future, the weld deposit plus the length of required weld will be
indicated for both sides. Also, the wrap around requirement will
be stated (See Attachment 4).

_

10. Fillet weld for size-on-size tubular steelj

Size-on-size tubular steel (same size structural tubing welded
together); one weld symbol as shown is not sufficient. A fillet
weld is required for two sides and a flare groove type weld isi

required for the other two sides.

11. Fillet weld on 3 sides
Intent is for a flare bevel not fillet. See symbol 1 above.

i

12. Fillet weld on 3 sides
Symbol acceptable as shown. No need to specify "3 sides."

Site engineer Directive DCC 10263 and SFHO DCC 8039, Chron. 037390! 13. (see also Attachment 4) specified wrapping of corner when possible
and, in all cases, the weld size and length are to be noted on the

! as-built drawing.

I 14. Fillet weld on 3 sides

,' In the future, only the arrow-side will be shown, and only three
sides are to be welded (see symbol 12 above.)

15. For engineering Directive, see DCC 7688 and DCC 7524 in
( Attachment 4 for explanation of joint design requirements,
: measurement, and weld symbol.!

|
-5-
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fAttachment to,
!1 NRC Allegation 1247 '

Reference: DCL-84-40,

Dated: February 7, 1984
Page 8 of 8

,

III. StHIARY
(. Weld symbol interpretation has generally been consistent with AWS D1.1,These deviations

'

Section 2.4; however, some deviations have occurred.
generally occur with ambiguous symbols causing inconsistent interpretation orGenerally, the construction forces have interpreted
requiring clarification. The designers havethese syt ols by installing the stronger joint.
interpreted them conservatively by reducing the assumed strength of the joint.

The process of constructing and as-building these welds has resulted in theNumerous field checks
clarification and correction of the incons'stencies.and engineering reviews have shown that acceptable welds are installed.

To

date, no case of unacceptable welds resulting from misinterpretation ofTherefore, there is no safety significance in
symbols has been identified.
this issue.

.

F

l

.

i
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NRC Allegation #1248

Allegation Description: I

! Due to the intense pressure at the site there wasn't any
time to look up the weld symbols in reference documents.
The inspectors had to guess when they found an unfamiliar
symbol.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Due to the intense production pressure, we only had 4.5
hours to complete our preinspect work on each hanger or
risk discipline. There wasn't time to find and look up the
weld symbols. That is why engineers at Diablo Canyon had
to guess when they didn't know the weld symbol. That also
is why it is false to say that reference documents could
"be referred to in the course of an individuals's work ."
(Id.)

.

This subject was previously addressed, for the most part, in response to
i GAP #237 and #294 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-166 dated April 30, 1984

The previous allegations and responses are attached hereto.

In general, the weld symbols used on drawings are the standard AWS weld

symbol s. Pullman inspectors use AWS A2.4 as a study guide and have weld#

symbols included on their certification tests. Any weld symbols used onsite

that do not agree with AWS standards are clarified in applicable ESDs (such as

ESD 223). All inspectors have, and have had, access to weld symbol reference

documents, especially the AWS Standard Welding Symbols sheet. These sheets

were easily obtained from the Training Officer and most QC inspectors had

copies. Symbols on drawings that deviated from this sheet were clarified ini

the ESD, which took precedence over the Welding Symbol Sheet. The ESDs were

readily available to all QC inspectors and engineers.
f

|

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343 |

0119s/0022M - 106 - October 30, 1984
,

i
j
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For the alleger to state that there wasn't time to look up weld symbols

because of the threat of discipline if preinspect work was not completed in a

certain time frame, is a ridiculous and false statement. In the first place,

|
as pointed out in the prior response, the vast majority of all field welds

associated with pipe supports and rupture restraints are covered by only about

six basic weld symbols, which are commonly and readily available in reference

documents. Second, there was no requirement that hangers must be preinspected

in four and one-half hours or any other fixed number of hours. Thus, there

was no need for engineers to " guess" when they did not know the weld symbol.

,

;

,

'
.

. l

i

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 10.7 - October 30, 1984
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Attachment to
NRC Allagaticn 1248
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984

GAP #237, Petition at 25. Page 1 of 3

It is alleged that:

Field engineering personnel are consistently untrained.and
are not consistently knowledgeable about weld synbols.
This problen extends to the supervisory level. Overall,
one pre-inspection engineer concluded, "Fron personal
observation and discussions, I would estinate that 75-80%
could not pass a surprise test on weld synbols." (citing
2/27/84 Anon. Aff. at 2-3. )

1 24 Although it is inpossible to accurately deternine the specific details

of this allegation since the cited anonynous affidavit has not been nade

available, it appears to be essentially the sane issue as is addressed
,

in PGandE response dated March 6,1984, to Joint Intervenors' Motion to

Reopen on DQA, Breisneister, el al. , Aff. at 54.

125. The allegation is nisleading in the inplication that weld synbols need
,

to be nenorized. Field engineering personnel are not required to
.

nenorize weld synbols, and this is not necessary for then to adequately
;

j perforn their job. In fact, the vast najority of all field welds

associated with pipe supports and rupture restraints are covered by

about six basic weld synbols. The synbols are connonly available in

i reference docunents which can be referred to in the course of an

individual's work. Specific uncertainties regarding interpretation of

weld synbols are easily resolved by using these ready references.

Specific training in weld synbols was conducted for over 350 persnnnel

during the periods of May 10-12, 1983, and June 20-July 1, 1983. The
<

allegation is also false regarding untrained personnel.

:

i

e
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1248
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 2 of 3

|
,

GAP #294, Petition at 40.

It is alleged that:

Managenent schedule pressure deprives preinspection
engineers of adequate tine to find and correct problens on
the hangers. While the nininun tine needed to properly
inspect and docunent a hanger is 9-12 hours, they only had
4.5 hours per hanger. Conplex hangers with significant
deficiencies could take 30-35 hours. These tine limits
were enforced by verbal threats fron the lead to let go any
engineers who could not nafntain that pace. (citing

2/27/84 Anon. Aff. at 17. )

74. The purpose of the pre-inspection progran is to verify that a conponent

can be constructed in accordance with the " design" drawings and to

identify differences between the drawings and the existing

configuration. The QC responsibilities are separate fron the'

pre-inspection progran and are assigned to the QC inspectors in

accordance with the approved ESDs.

75. The specific issue raised by the allegation was addressed in an internal

PGandE neno to Mr. Paul Werts fron Mr. Jin Phillips and 11r. E. Henton,

dated February 15, 1984. This neno was responded to by Mr. Werts on

llarcn 6, 1984. The job duties and responsibilities of the

pre-inspection engineer were also discussed in an interoffice neno (IOM)

fron llr. Werts to lir. Jin Bratton of PGandE QC dated lurch 21, 1984.

M3
. -
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1248
Ref:rence: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 3 of 3 |

i

76. The allegation that the nininun tine needed to inspect and docunent a

hanger is 9 to 12 hours is not correct. However, the tine is subject to

wide variation. 'bnad on prior industry experience, a 4.5 hour

pre-inspection tine per hanger was considered to be attainable.

However, at Diablo Canyon, 8 to 9 hours has proven to be the average

tine required to perfom this function. It is recognized that conplex

hangers can take well in excess of even this longer tine frane. The

weekly hanger production report shows the nunber of hours actually

required to pre-inspect hangers. This report is used as a nanagenent

tool for staffing requirenents and hours to be worked per week for

pre-inspection engineers to neet schedule requirenents.

77. No individual has been disciplined for not pre-inspecting hangers in 4.5

hours (or, for that natter, 8 to 9 hours) as alleged. The leadman, Mr.

Werts, has no recollection of any threats, inplicit or explicit, nade to

any individuals in the group. Statenents were nade to the group that

individuals who could constantly perfom this function in an acceptable

nanner in less than the average tine would he so recognized in their

perfomance revleus. However, inasmuch as pre-inspection is not a QC

function, ability to perfom the work faster would not have any

potential adverse inpact on construction quality, because the existing
,

work bed previously been inspected and accepted by QC inspectors and all

new or reworked itens nust subsequently be reviewed and accepted by QC.

:
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- - . .
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NRC Allegation #1249
,

Allegation Description:

PGandE made the false statement that reference documents
were commonly available as ready references. Research
materials were not readily available.

,

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

PGandE's response also was false to say that " reference ;

documents" were " commonly available" as " ready references"
so that uncertainties could be " easily resolved." The
simple truth is that resean:h materials were not readily
available. It took a dethinined effort to obTiTn such:

' authorities on-site. As saan above, engineers did not have
time for such efforts.,

j The allegation basically involves the meaning of the terms "comonly
'

i available" or "readily available." A well-stocked library of codes,
i

| standards, and specifications is maintained at the site by PGandE to
!

supplement the reference materials available from contractors, including

Pullman. Access to this information is readily or commonly available to

anyone who needs it within the generally accepted definition of those terms.
.

PGandE does not believe it is necessary to furnish individual copies of

l research materials to each engineer or inspector who may desire them.

i

4

4

i

}

!

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 108 - October 30, 1984

i
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NRC Allegation #1250

Allegation Description:

PGandE statement is misleading that the vast majority of
pipe support / rupture restraint work is covered by six
symbol s. There are hundreds of variations of welding
symbols

,

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:<

'

PGandE's statement is misleading that the vast majority of
pipe support / rupture restraint work is covered by six basic
symbol s. The implication is that there wasn't much to keep #

track of anyway. In fact, there were hundreds of
variations of possible welding symbols. We were
responsible to verify that the specific weld identified in
the drawing existed in the field, not that the same " basic"
weld sas there. If we were only responsible for six weld
symbols they could have been memorized by nearly anyone at
the job.

i
'

This subject was previously addressed in response to GAP #237 submitted in

! PGandE letter DCL-84-166 dated June 29, 1984. A copy of the previous

allegation and response are attached hereto.

!

.

The following symbol descriptions are those most commonly used and of concern

j to inspectors and designers of pipe supports and rupture restraints: fillet

weld, bevel groove weld, vee groove weld, flare vee weld, and flare bevel

) weld. These are used to show welding on either or both sides of a joint, and

with dimensions to indicate the size of fillet welds and the size of partial

penetration welds. These are easily memorized by almost everyone, and almost

| everyone understands that the specific implementing weld edge preparation

details are shown on engineering approved details, generally on the welding
,

procedure specification or, sometimes, on engineering drawings.

!

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
|. 0119s/0022M - 109 - October 30, 1984
:
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The hundreds of variations are achieved by addressing weld edge preparation

details which are not a concern for verifying that specific welds exist and

generally not a concern for designing. Verification of welds simply requires

verifying: (1) full penetration welds when both sides are accessible;

(2) fillet weld size; (3) that flare joints are filled; and (4) that partial
penetration weld grooves have been filled.

.

A

:|

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 110 - October 30, 1984
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Attachment to l

NRC Allegation 1250
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: June 29,1984
Page 1 of 1

EAP #237. Petitten at 25.
It is alleged that:
Field engineering personnel are consistently untrained and
are not consistently knowledgeable about weld synbols..

Overall,
This problen extends to the supervisory level.

;

i

one pre-inspection engineer concluded, 'fron personal:

etservation and discussions, I would estinate that 75401
could net pass a surprise test en weld synbols." (citing i

'

1./27/84 Anon. Aff, at 2-3.)

Although it is igossible to accurately detemine the specific details1 24> )

of this allegation since the cited anonynous affidavit has not been nade,

available, it appears to be essentially the sane issue as is addressed

in PGandt response dated March 6,1984, to Joint Intervenors' Motion to
.

Reopen on DQA, Breisneister, g al... Aff. at 54

:

The allegation is nisleading in the 1@11 cation that weld syrtols need'
125.

to be nenorized. Field engineering personnel are not required to

nonorize weld syrtels, and this is not necessary for then to adequately

perfom their job. In fact, the vast najority of all field welds

associated with pipe supports and rupture restraints are covered by
!

about six basic weld synbols. The synbols are comonly available in

reference docunents which can be referred to in the course of an
Specific uncertainties regarding interpretation ofindividual's work.

I

weld syrtols are easily resolved by using these ready references.

Specific training in weld synbols was conducted for over 350 personnel

during the periods of May 10 12, 1983, and June 20-July 1,1983. The'

allegation is also false regarding entrained personnel.

2g .
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NRC Allegation #1257

Allegation Description:

PGandE response letter to GAP allegation #143 that relevant I

supervisors are not aware of orders to stop working on weld
symbol problems is false. I was ordered to stop working on
this. 1

,

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

In response to GAP allegation 243, including orders to stop
working on weld symbol problems, PGandE responded that the
relevant supervisors "are not aware of any such orders
being given." (Id.,p.31). That is a false statement. I

! have provided deHiled information to the NRC's Office of
Investigations (01) on who specifically ordered me to step.

work on weld symbols and the circumstances.
.

In response to GAP Allegation e243 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-187 dated

l '

May 17,1984, the alleger was identified as Jim Phillips and his imediate

i supervisor as Paul Wertz. In that letter, PGandE reaffirmed its earlier

response that Mr. Phillips was not ordered to stop work on weld symbol

problems. PGandE has again discussed the matter with Mr. Wertz and maintains

its earlier position. However, PGandE's investigation has determined that

j Mr. Phillips did receive instructions which could have led him to believe, if

he so chose, that he was ordered not to work on weld symbol problems.

} When Mr. Phillips first identified his weld symbol concerns, the matter was

referred to Design Engineering for resolution. Mr. Phillips desired to work
:

on the resolution of the weld symbol concerns. However, he was told by

Mr. Wertz that there were other individuals who would address the resolution
1

i of the weld symbol concerns and that resolution of those concerns was not his
* responsibility. Mr. Phillips may well have misinterpreted the instruction to

!
I

i

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343'

0119s/0022M - 111 - October 30, 1984 i

;.
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stop work on resolution of the weld symbol concerns as an across-the-board

instruction to have nothing whatsoever to do with weld symbols when, in fact,

he was only told to stop work on resolution of the concerns. Nevertheless,

his accusations are without merit.

4

't

I

1

!

e

I

!

1

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 112 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #1265'

Allegation Description:

PGandE claim that reinspections are performed when
incomplete weld descriptions are identified is false. I

j identified many cases of gross deficiencies and no
corrective action was taken.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:
,

l
In further response PGandE claimed that reanalyses or '

reinspections were performed when incomplete weld8

descriptions were identified. PGandE did not offer any
qualifiers on this reassurar.ce. The response is false. I
know from personal experience of numerous cases where

i management refused to take corrective action after I
brought gross examples of deficient drawings to their
attention.

Without additional details, PGar.dE is unable to identify any of the alleged

" numerous cases" where management refused to take corrective action after

being shown deficient drawings. In the event that an incomplete or incorrect

weld symbol or description is identified by Project Team General Construction

(PTbC) engineers or the contractor, the appropriate steps are taken to provide

clear direction to the contractor. PTGC engineers investigate such

deficiencies and discuss their findings with Project Engineering. Upon,

resolution, the appropriate documentation is issued via a document which is

reviewed and approved by Project Engineering. Items which involve a change in

! design require Project Engineering approval. For matters which are only an

interpretation or a clarification, General Construction may grant the

necessary approval.

.

I

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 113 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #1275
|

Allegation Description:
,

'

Both the NRC Staff and PGandE's theories may be inaccurate
| about how P& ids and OVID's are used. Unit 2 hydrostatic

test packages have been issued with OVID's instead of
PandID's and they were inaccurate.,

L NRC Allegation Paraphrase: 1

)
| PGandE's response was a non-response to GAP allegations 1

298-300, that pi
drawings (OVIDs) ping design drawings (PandIDs) and operator iare incomplete inaccurate and contradict

g
. each other, and that management s verbal policy was for
! field engineers to ignore problems with OVIDs. PGandE

answered by describing the theoretical system for these two4

drawing systems. That was not responsive to q point, the
1 implementation of the system. PGandE did not respond to

any of the problems in the allegations; the plant cannot
i- operate unless operator drawings are accurate, and unless

engineers are free to identify and resolve inaccuracies
that could later hinder the operators during emergency,

conditions.

: At a 1984 meeting with me the NRC staff was more
j responsive. Unfortunately they didn't dig far enough tofindtheproblemsthatstillexist. In a patronizingi

; manner the NRC explained the difference to me between the
two drawings. They added that Unit I conflicts between
them had long been resolved in a routine fashion, as OVID's

,| were updated to reflect the changes incorporated into
PandID's. That pat answer sounds reassuring.

i,

Unfortunately, it is not accurate. On December 10 and 11,
1983, after fuel was loaded, the Unit I OVIDs and PandIDs
still were in conflict in safety related systems. The

i DVIDs still did not show changes that had been incorporated
into the PandID's and the isometric drawings used in the,

| field. Examples are enclosed as Exhibits 1 and 2
,

The significance of this problem is that it left the1

I oaerators in the dark. They may still be in dark. The
i a)ove reports represent the type of assi
|

management ordered me to stop writing. (gnments thatExhibit 3).
.

The problem extends beyond failing to update the OVIDs. It
| permeates the system of controls for accuracy of drawings.
; Even the PandIDs have not consistently been updated in a

timely fashion. They are supposed to be revised to reflect<

: design changes including those that can occur when QC
,

i
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reports :;uch as Deficient Condition Notices (DCN's) are
dispositioned. I know from experience that they weren't.
That could be highly significant, since inspectors have
informed me that DCN's frequently have been closed-out
through changing the design by, in effect, waiving previous
design requirements. Those sacrifleces may not be
reflected on even the PandIDs, let alone the OVIDs.

I also recently have learned that both the NRC staff and
PGandE's theories may be inaccurate about how PandIDs and
OVIDs are used at Diablo Canyon. Unit II some hydrostatic
test packages have been issued with OVIDs instead of
PandIDs. The staff conceded that the OVIDs for Unit II are
not yet accurate, but said the OVIDs would be updated to
match the PandIDs before the OVIDs are needed. That
presumes that OVIDs do not have to be ready until the
operators use them to run the plant. But since in Unit II
they have been used for hydrostatic tests, the inaccuracies
could be highly significant. If the same mistake occurred
and inaccurate OVIDs were used for hydrostatic tests in
Unit I, an unknown number of test results could be
disqualified. I know the practices in Unit II from
personal experience in iny new job with
I cannot confirm whether the practice has occurred in

: Unit I as well, because I was not yet been permitted to see
those packages. But there is no reason to think it was
different. I hope that the Unit I packages will receive

,

the same code compliance review as Unit II.

Contrary to the allegation, implementation of the systems for ensuring that

the Piping and Instrument Schematics (P&Is) and the Operational Valve
'

Identification Diagrams (0VIDs) are accurate and up to date have been, and
1

continue to be, successful,

i

OVIDs are used by PGandE Nuclear Plant Operations (NPO) for system line ups
,

and for reference for Clearing equipment which will ensure safe and accurate

aperation of the plant. Unlike P&Is, OVIDs are not detailed drawings but are,

diagrams of particular lines with valve identification numbers contained

therein.
,

|

|
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Pursuant to NPO procedures, a modification to a particular line is referred to
f

the Supervisor of the OVIDs to determine whether it is necessary to change the

OVID. If an OVID is changed, the change is perfonned issnediately, with a

turnaround time of no more than 2 day: from receipt of the change until

distribution of the new OVID to all who need the OVID. In the interim,

notification of the pending change in the OVID is finnediately delivered to

specific groups, such'as the control room, to alert them to the pending

revision of the OVID. In cases where the OVID Superviscr detennines that the

modification need not be imediately included in the OVID, a yearly walkdown

is performed to identify all additions to the systei. for inclusion in the

OVID. To date, all Unit 1 OVIDs are current and 95% of all Unit 2 OVIDs are

ccmpleted.

P&Is, on the other hand, are the responsibility of the Engineering

Department. P&Is are prepared and updated per Engineering Procedures 3.60N,

3.6CN, and 3.7.

l
'

For Unit 1 Engineering Procedure 3.60N requires updating for all Pals to be

completed within 30 days of the date Engineering receives the completed design

change. As yet, this 30-day requirement is not applicable for Unit 2 since it

does not have an operating license.

Contrary to the allegation, all Design Change Notices (DCNs) that affect a

P&I, are reflected on it. It is true that there may be a lag between the time

that the completed DCN is received and when it is actually incorporated into

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
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the P&I. But in the interim, the existence of the DCN is recorded at drawing

control center at the site so that anyone using the P&I has the most current

information available for use.

I

Due to the disciationary nature of changes to be included in OVIDs and the

time lag in the updating of P&Is, as long as there are modifications being

done to the plant there will undoubtedly be a certain t. mount of

inconsistencies between OVIDs and P&Is. However, the inconsistencies are of

r.o consequence since NPO procedures assure that operators have the most ,

current OVIDS and engineering procedures assure that Engineering and
j

Construction have access to the most current P&Is and changes.

I

Finally, the allegation is concerned with the possibility of the use of

out-of-date OVIDs for the performance of hydrostatic tests. While there may

well be Unit 2 hydrostatic test packages that have been issued with OVIDs

rather than P&Is, or with out-of-date P&Is, the concern is without merit. For

all hydrostatic tests performed or to be performed on Units 1 and 2, a

pre-test walkdown is performed on each line to detennine the actual

configuration of the line to be tested. As a result, all tests are performed

using the actual configurations of the line rather than relying on the

drawings, whether OVIDs or P&Is, thereby assuring the accuracy of the test

results.
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Attachmen to
NRC Allegation 1275
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 1 of 3

1
'

GAP #298. 299, and 300. Petition at 42.

It is alleged that'

Inaccurate drawings mean that operators may rely on
infomation which conflicts with the approved design. 1he
Euclear Plant Operators (sic) (IFO) department uses
drawings known as Operational Valve Identification Diagran
(OVID) to run and assess the condition of the plant. Ai

i whistleblower reports, however, that these drawings do not
natch the approved design drawings, known as Piping andi

i Instrunentation Diagrans (sic) ( P and ID) (sic). For
osanple, "the flow sequence was so far off that the twoi

versions of drawings had valves on different sides of the
,

check valves. This discrepancy could lead to false '

:.
readings for the operators about the flow of liquid in the
systen." (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff at 14.)

In sone cases, the OVIDs that will be relied on by
operators are inconplete. The nissing infomation includes
such significant data as valve nunbers, which are used to -

obtain line clearance angles required for plant equipnent i

status. (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff at 15.)

PG8E nanagenent's irerbal 1983 policy was that field
engineers should ignore all problens with DVIDs. (citing

2/27/84 Anon. Aff. at 15. ) As a result, nanagenent nade an
! intentional decision for plant operations to rely on
: inconplete and/or inaccurate infomation.

1 83. At Diablo Canyon, like other power plants, the design engineering

; organization provides a series of diagrans, called Piping and Instrunent

Schenatics (P81s), which include schenatic piping layouts for each plant

systen. The 781s schenatically show the various systen conponents and

piping, identify the najor conponents, and provide niscellaneous design
'

infomation, such as Ifne sizes and applicable piping codes.
:

|
!

184 Although Pals contain nuch useful infomation for the operators, they

! are not tailored specifically toward operational needs. In general, the

; P81* do not assign unique valve nur6ers to any nanual valves. Also,

.
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1275
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 2 of 3

fastrunents, vents, drains, and piping faterconnections are shown in a

very schematic manner on the Pals, and not in their exact pitrsical

layout. ,

1:3. As a result of the above considerations, the plant operations staff has

prepared Operational Valve Identification Diagrans (OVIDs). The

principle purpose of this effort was to assign a unique identification

nur6er to every valve in the plant, thereby assuring that operating

procedures were unanbiguous in their references to valves. Also, while

the OVIDs are laid out in the sane nenner as the P8Is, with a one-to-one

l correspondence between the two types of diagrans, the OVIDs were -

" cleaned up" (in relation to the P8Is) by renoving extraneous design

infomation and showing additional detail where it would enhance

operator effectiveness.

186. The OVIDs are prepared and naintained by the plant operations staff in

accordance with approved ad1inistrative procedures (see Adninistrative

Procedure E-9 and Supplenent 1 to Adninistrative Procedure E-9). These

procedures provide for initial and periodic review of DVIDs to assure

their accuracy, incorporation of design changes, and approval and

signoff.

.
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Attachment to'

NRC Allegation 1275
Reference: DCL-84-1275
Dated: April 30.1984
Page 3 of 3

) 187. In sumery OVIDs are considered as descriptive appendices to the plant i

operating precedures, are spectfically designed to be used by operators

for systen line-ups and for reference in clearing equipnent, and are

carefully controlled to assure accuracy. They contain nere operational

infonsation, not, as alleyd, less than do the p41s.

!

188. The OVIDs, unlike the P415, are nafntained by the Operations Departnent
'

instead of the Engineering Departnent. This, of course, explains any

instructions to personnel in other departnents that they were not

responsible for updating DVIDs.

.

GAP #286, petition at 37.

It is alleged that: .

At the tine of Mr. Stokes' departure, plant operators did ,

not have access to a centralized docunent center with all
infomation necessary to respond to conditions in the
plant. This could compronise operators' ability to nake
all decisions fron the control roon in an energency.
(citing January 25 transcript at 115-16.)

189. This allegation is sinply false and beyond the area of expertise and

knowledge of the a11eger. Plant operaturs have, for many years, had

access to accurate, up-to-date infomation necessary to operate the

plant. This includes access to central files, records nanagenent

coriputer teminals, and hard copies in the control roon for high-use

docunents. Sinilarly, the Technical support Center and Energency

Operations Facility are provided with appropriate documents for use
i

!

during ener p ncies.

I

i I
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NRC Allegation #1276

Allegation Description:

In Unit 2 hydrostatic test packages I reviewed, over 60%
contain unacceptable errors. These errors violate ANSI
B31.7. These errors may be in Unit I also.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

My new job involves reviewing Unit II hydrostatic test
packages. On over 60% of the packages, I have found
unacceptable errors. These errors violate ANSI B31.7 and
could result in failure of the tests. The errors include
overpressurizing, erroneous control variables and
underpressurizing. Underpressurizing was the predominant
error. In most cases, the mistake was to extend low
pressure limitations that should apply to small portions of
a line due to the sensitive nature of certain components
and equipment. Normally these items are isolated and the
rest of the line is tested at the full pressure. But at
Unit II, the restrictions were applied to the whole line.

The underpressurizing averaged around 10%. There were many
cases that were 200-300% below the required test pressure
and some that were over 1000% too low. The significance of
the errors is that the design margins were not tested to
see if they truly can withstand the pressures for which the
design takes credit. This means that to a significant
extent, the claimed margins of safety are still just
theories. That's not acceptable.

Time has prevented me from reviewing Unit I for the same
errors in the hydrostatic test program. That makes me
concerned that the same type of errors may exist there as
well. If so, the plant should not operate commercially
until the design limits have been verified. The hot
functional and low power tests do not serve that purpose.
Generic deficiencies in the hydrostatic test results raise
similar concerns about reported results from the other two
testing programs.

The requirements for leak testing of completed systems are included in Pullman

Procedure ESD 229. This procedure has been written to comply with ANSI Code

B31.7. The hydrostatic tests are reviewed by Engineering, QA, and the

.
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Authorized Nuclear Inspector (ANI) to assure compliance with the approved

procedures.

;

The allegation states that a -large number of errors have occurred, especially;

i

underpressurization, during the hydrostatic tests for Unit 2. The allegation

is not correct. ANSI Code B31.7 requires that each system be hydrostatically

tested to a pressure equal to the design pressure of that system multiplied by

a factor. System design pressure is defined by ANSI B31.7 as the maximum
4

normal operating pressure of the piping system. The preliminary review of thei

| hydrostatic tests results, which was the background for this allegation, used

an enveloping design pressure based on piping classification as the basis for

the required hydrostatic test pressure, instead of the system-specific design
;

j operating pressure required by the code. (Piping classifications are assigned

!
to piping systems based on a variety of criteria including function, material

requirements, pipe size and thickness, and expected operating conditions.)

The alleger has compared the enveloping hydro pressure against the actual

pressure used for the tests and reached an erroneous conclusion that the tests

were not conducted at an adequate pressure level. The actual code
i

requirements for such tests are based on the system-specific parameters (i.e.,

expected operating conditions), not the arbitrary enveloping values. In

! virtually all cases, the actual hydro test pressure which was used met or

j exceeded the code requirement even when the tests were not conducted at the

1 initially designated enveloping test pressure. For those cases where the code

requirements were not met, a retest has been or will be performed. The need4

to use a pressure less than the enveloping test pressure was usually the
,

!
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result of the existance of a limiting cosponent within the system. The

existance of limiting components and the treatment thereof is addressed in the

.

code and the methodology used at Diablo Canyon is in compliance with these

. guidelines. ,

'

.
.

Overpressurization is not a problem because in no case was the code
!

raquirement for maximum hydro pressure exceeded. In a few cases, piping

and/or components were inadveitently pressurized above their individual'

limits. All such overpressurized cdeponents were subsequently reviewed by

Engineering and/or the ve$ dor and' found acceptable or were repaired.

The alleger's reference to erroneous control variables is unclear and lacks

sufficient details to enable PGandE to respond further. '

:

The hydrostatic tests for Unit 2 piping systems are currently undergoing an

in-depth review by Engineering, QA, and the ANI to assure compliance with the

approved procedures prior to turnover to PGandE. Any code unacceptable

conditions identified during this review will be resolved to enstre compliance

prior to system turnover.

The Unit 1 piping systems hydrostatic tests we're conducted in a similar manner

and in accordance with approved procedures. These tests received the required
'

QA and ANI review and were cccepted. Any identified violations of the

approved procedures were resolved prior to turnover of the documentation to

PGandE.
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The allegation also implies that hydro tests are a method of testing design

safety margin. This is false. Hydrostatic tests are a code requirement to

demonstrate system pressure integrity, not to verify or establish design

safety margin.

A similar concern was identified to PGandE in August,1984 through its Quality

hotline program. This resulted in an additional investigation by PGandE.

This concern is identified as Report No. M-651 and QCSR No. 067 (see

attachments). A conclusion was reached that the tests were being performed

satisfactorily but that the three groups involved did not understand each

other's role and how the initial test data was derived. This latter item is

the same problem as is discussed herein and may have led to the alleger's

confusion.

f
1

|
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NRC Allegation #1281

Allegation Description:

Many QA reports never made it into the formal QA reporting
system. I could reject work but couldn't initiate quality
reports.

>

The alleger's general statement that "QA reports" never made it into the

formal QA reporting system is totally untrue. Although the alleger does not

specify which specific QA reports never made it into the formal QA reporting

system, numerous QA reports such as NDE reports, process sheets, receiving

reports, audits, DCNs, etc., are initiated and developed by individuals on a

daily basis. All of these " quality reports" are part of the formal QA system,

are processed in accordance with established procedures, and have obviously

"made it" into the formal QA reporting system. The alleger admits that he

could reject work and to do so he would have to issue a " quality report" of

one Lind or another which would require an appropriate disposition. Thus,

even he concurs that he could initiate quality reports and, therefore, the
' allegation is groundless,

f

.

A
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NRC Allegations #1282 and 1283

Allegation #1282 Description:

DCN's or other reports were often dispositioned without
ensuring that the cause of the violation was identified and
corrected.

Allegation #1283 Description:

Quality reporting system did not prcvide for identifying
the full extent of deficiencies. Nor was there any useful
effort to treat identified problems.

Contrary to the allegation, DCNs and other reports are not "often

dispositioned without ensuring that the cause of the violation was identified

and corrected." Each DCN and DR required that the cause of the discrepancy or

deficient condition be identified on it by the use of the cause code. Each

DCW and DR also requires that the specific deficiency noted be corrected,

thereby ensuring resolution of the specific problem. Finally, the DCN or DR

requires that the steps taken to prevent recurrence be mentioned on the form.

Sometimes cause is not determinable. In these instances, the investigator

will either indicate that the cause is unknown or give his opinion on cause

with a notation that it is only his opinion and the item is corrected. In

cases where cause is determinable, disposition is made to address any generic

implications of the discrepancy and not just to correct the specific

discrepancy itself.

Contrary to the allegation, the quality reporting system identifies

deficiencies and has provided a vehicle to begin extensive investigations into

!

l 9
1

\
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identified problem. Indeed, the identification of weld cracks on rupture

restraints in various quality reports led to an extensive investigation and

the implementation of the rupture restraint repair program,
t

:

I

i

.

|

.
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NRC Allegation (1284

Allegation Description: ;

I

Unexplained document alterations and welds made out of
procedure were signs of deteriorating QA perfonnance.

This allegation lacks specific information to pennit a detailed response. The

alleger simply does not set forth examples of " unexplained document
e

alterations" or " welds made out of procedure."

|

|

|

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343

0119s/0022H - 125 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegations #1290,1305,1306, and 1307

Allegation #1290 Description:

Procedure changes were accomplished in an uncontrolled
fashion through memoranda.

Allegation #1305 Description:

Procedure was being changed by a memorandum only
distributed to management.

Allegation #1306 Description:

1/24/84 memorandum changes ESD 223 which is a QA violation.

Allegation #1307 Description:

4/11/83 memorandum changes ESD 223 which is a QA violation.
i

|
1. It is not correct that procedure changes were accomplished in an

t

i
uncontrolled fashion by memorandum. When Pullman received a

January 24, 1984 memorandum from PGandE, Pullman did not change its

procedure but returned the request with the statement that "[t]his memo

cannot be implemented immediately per your request due to a conflict*

between letters of instruction received from PGandE, Pullman internal

correspondence, ESD 269, Pullman Corporate and NRC concerns."

(Attachment A). Pursuant to proper procedure, the January 24, 1984

memorandum was reissued by the February 15, 1984 letter of

D. A. Rockwell (Attachment B).

2. When the ESDs were subsequently changed by interim revision in

accordance with paragraph 5.2.4 of ESD 269, they were distributed in a
,

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343 ,

'

0119s/0022H - 126 - October 30, 1964
|

i
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,

controlled manner to all holders of the ESDs pursuant to Pullman

Procedure ESD 269.

3. The January 24, 1984 memorandum did not change ESD 223 and was not a QA

violation.

4. The April 11, 1983 memorandum (Attachment C), did not change procedure

ESD 223. To the contrary, it was written in part as an instruction to

ensure proper implementation of the disposition of DRs 4678 and 4730

previously written by Pullman on prior work on existing hangers

( Attachment D).

5. While page 2 of Attachment A, at first glance, may seem to indicate

support for the allegation, it does not. The NRC exit interview

referred to in the first paragraph pertained to tardy modification by

PGandE of its specifications and use of informal written communication

in the interim between changes. It did not pertain to change of Pullman

procedures. The second paragraph speaks to a general Pullman Corporate

policy which was appropriately followed in this instance. Neither

paragraph was intended to convey that Pullman's procedures were being,

or had been, changed in an unacceptable manner.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343 f

0119s/0022M - 1 27 - October 30, 1984
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Attachment A .

-
$

Response to NRC #1290,1305" - '

1306 and 1207

Pullman Ffower Products Corpor"$No'n' 7

DATE: JANUARY 31, 1984 p wo canyon wuci..,p,.,.e,
Post Office Som 367

TO: J. ARNOLD, PG&E, RESIDENT MECHANICAL ENG. $ $ M M '*C 2[d'''
'

3

. FROM: H.W. KARNER, QA/QC MANAGER
,

SUBJECT: PG&E "PULLMA!' MEMORANDUM #0002 DATED JANUARY 24, 1984
.

This memo can not be implemented immediately per your request
due to a conflict between letters of instruction cefved from
PG&E, Pullman internal correspondence, ESD-269, P 1 man
Corporate and NRC concerns. -

PG&E's letter to PPP dated August 31, 1983 D.A. Rockwell
to Paul Stieger/H.W. Karner states: "PG&E can not authorize
a deviation from ESD-253 or other ESDs by issuing a letter
authorizing changes."

Based on the above letter, PPP wrote an interoffice correspondence
dated September 6, 1983, to all QA/QC/ Engineering personnel from

' R. Hosman/H.W. Karner, which states:

Any PG&E memo or letter directing PPP to deviate,
from a current ESD, QAI or QA Manual shall be
disregarded until such time that Pullman incorporates
the deviation in a PG&E approved ESD, QAI or QA
Manual.

ESD-269 PREPARATION, REVISION AND CONTROL OF FIELD PROCEDURES,
Paragraph 5.2.4:

.

As it becomes necessary to implement immediate
changes in the ESDs due to revisions in the PG&E
design criteria, NRC Bulletins, etc., written

.

'

enumeration of the required additions, deletions
and/or revisions received from PG&E requesting
immediate implementation shall constitute a valid
change to the affected ESD. The change must be
approved by the responsible PG&E Resident Engineer.

Note: Memorandum #0002 has not been signed by the Resident
Mechanical Engineer.

PG&E's Quality Control group reviews all Pullman Power Products
Procedures and revisions prior to approval. Memos have not been
reviewed by PG&E QC.

- 32!,



p Wman Dowir Croducis
! Attachment A corporaHon-

i J. Arnold Response to NRC #1290, 1305
1306 and 1307

Page 2
i January 31,198 Page 2 of 7'

f

Notes on NRC Exit Interview dated 1/19/84 indicate potential
I management control problems, specifically: "EDRs. MVRs and
| 1etters were used to revise construction specifications."

Pullman Power Products Director of Quality Assurance has
. indicated the issuance of memo-type changes to an ESD is

- "a definite lack of ESD control" and "This hap-hazard
type cf ESD revision and lack of control should be disposed
with." .

Pullman Power Products suggested resolution to this problem
is as follows:

1. Send copies of proposed memos to Pullman Power .

Products for formal review.

2. Memos will be reviewed and incorporated into the
applicable ESDs with accompanying Pu11can coments
within 20 working days.

3. PG&E will review and approve revised ESDs through
,

existing procedures, including PG&E QC. -

Your prompt attention is requested.

Harold W. Karner
QA/QC Manager
. -

HWK: sam
Attachments
cc: R. Etzler w/att

D. Rockwell w/att
A. A. Eck w/att

, K. Glenn, PG&E QC w/att
C. Seward, PG&E QA w/att
P. Stieger w/att
S. Cornish w/att

i

|

32s
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* '. P *'* ".9. W* MWMLNE Attachment A #'

' Rssoonse to NRC #1290,'130 ''

1306 and 1307 JAN 241983 '

Page 3 of 7.

T0: P. Stieger/H. tarner/S. Cornish DATE: January 24,1984 PULuuN eowta rnooucis.

Avita stAcw.cAur.

.( M: J. Arnold /R. Tinkle /G. Thomas
M8M

,w

OF: General Construction SUBJECT: Inspection Requirements for
Units 1 & 2 Pipe Support

AT: Jobsite- EXT:' 3504 Modifications.

. .

The following shall be implemen eQgdiately.
' -

.

se w . ,

Please revise ESD 223 and/ liny other appropriate documents to incorporate.the,se l

changes. |
. , 1

For Pipe Support modifica1! ions to part (but not all_) of an existin)
Support, Pullman QC and Field Engineering shall inspect the existing
portions to the following criteria: ,

!
I. Supports having unmodified portions with' a latest OC Acceptance

prior to 10/1/82.

The unmodified portions of these supports is defined as " existing :
work". Inspection of this existing work shall be as specified
below and as stated elsewhere in ESD 223 (for example, sections
5.4.4.2, 5.4.4.3 and 6.4.1.1 E). ,

1. Pre-Inspection: .

,

QC shall not perfom any field inspection of existing work
during Pre-Inspection. The Pullman I ower Products or PTGC
Field Engineer shall pre-inspect as fo1 Tows:

~

a) Non-welding workmanship items (i.e., loose nuts, in--

correct gaps, etc.) and existing welds having obvious-

defects / discontinuities exceeding ESD 223 requirements,

shall be reworked as directed in the pre-inspect
package by the field engineer. (Authorization on the
process sheet by PTGC is not required.)

b) Existing welds which are undersize shall be as-built /
|

,

redlined by the field engineer or reworked as determined
by the field enginee, in accordance with tolerances
specified in ESD 223. (Rework does not require authori-
zation by PTGC on. the. process sheet.)- .

'

c) Weld symbols for existing welds shall be . red-lined by| .

the field engineer for conformance to AWS A 2.4 and ESD
223. No PSDTC is required.

j
.

.

- 323
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Attachment A*

-

Response to NRC #1290,1305,
2. Workmanship Inspectfon: 1306, and 1307 i

,

.

Page 4 of 7
a) Field Engineering. , ,

Yerify that 1 a, b and c (above) were satisfied for
existing work on supports that were pre-inspected prior*

to 10/1/83. ,
.

For supports pre-inspected on or after 10/1/83, it is'
-

,-

not necessary to inspect the existing welds again.
'

b) QC. - . .

-

.

Inspect the following: !'

-General,'non-welding workmanship (loose nuts, et .)
"

-Existing welds that were reworked ,(Ref: la, above).
;

'

-Verify that the weld sizes and/or symbols of existing
welds that were red-lined (Ref: lb and c, above) are
cor. rect.

i 3. Redlining /As-Built /FE2: .

u~ Field engineering shall insure that the configuration is
as-built in accordance with ESD 223.

4. Quality' Control - Q2:
'

Pullman Quality Control shall perform a' final review of the
| as-built drawing and configurations for . compliance with as-

builting tolerances as specified in ESD 223.

II. Supports having unmodified portions with a latest DC Acceptance on
'

or af ter 10/1/52.

The unmodified portions of these supports do not require re-
inspection by QC or Engineering. This applies to all sections of
ESD 223 addressing existing work.

i

-

i .

OR /NpORMAnos 9Hgy.

We

.

O

e
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Attachrpent A'

''

Resppnse to NRC #1290, 1305,
'

*

1306 and 1307

Th'ese changes supercede the 4/11/83 memo (copy attached).
DR's 4678 and 4730 Page 5 of 7

~

.[ , no , longer required to document discrepancies on ext ting welds.'

$ .

Rick Tinkle
Lead Hanger Engineer, Unit 1

* m
.,

w - ~
-

Gene Thomas
Lead Hanger Engineer,. Unit 2' [

!.
-

) Reply Requested: No *

9 0riginator: GT/ PAW / mar
..

*
cc: J. Macias C. Dougherty

A. Murphy E. Johnston .

R. Meredith P. Werts
J. Wells G. Thomas .

R. Tinkle A. Kulikowski
J. Van Klompenburg

:

FOR ILN FORN ATIOX ONLY
.

-Gb

W

.

i

.

G

.

.

e

.
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Attachment A
Response to NRC # 1290, 1305
1106 and 1307
Page 6 of 7'

G- .W . ac C " ' O .. . .=. N 2-
'

].A.CJ F I C
245 tI ARK:" *FIET . 3 3 4 ** V CGCD. CALIFC Arm EUCE N;D *!. -;;. *t.1 ;;C 27: 6117

,
'

P. O. Box 1U -

Avila Beach, California 93424
(803) 535-2324 ,

. . .

August 31, 1983- -

~

.

%.

.
.

.

Pullman Power Products
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Project ,

Avila Beach, California 93424 .

Attention: Mr. Paul Stieger/Mr. H. Karner

Diablo Canyon Project*

Transmittal of the Q.C.~

.- .- - Accepted As-Built Drawings:
to PG&E "r....

G *2,.. .- - .-
. .

b3 Gentlemen: m.- -7t -
-

::+ .. .
, - -'- .

I : eis letter is in response to your letter dated August 29, 1983, which discussed
"

thg tragmittal of Unit i Fuel Load p,riorit.y. original AJ-buil,t drawing (to PG&E.
[G$El'$tDiot'..auth'o"rtrea WevTafi6iDfrom' ESD-253 Tor,EtTer .ESDM5I6fiiuingu!|lettpa'

3y?h;&.%. v.h. .
..

.

2hL2. "Ec".-:*Wa 'M e...isy;;:- , . ' ..: . 2 ;:+. . . .-'' .-- r-dW
"

.-. --s.. . :.n n.. , ,.1.r .- -.

Per discussion between Mr. Charles Braff (PG&E) and Mr. 8, Kinnel (PPP) on August .

.. . .

30, 1983, please prepare an ESD-253 change to reflect the new As-built flow. ,

Please-eccomplish this with a Q.A. Instruction so work can proceed and at your
convenience, an ESD change. ,,

If you have any questions contact Mr. Charles Braff at extension 3819.

Cordially,

. . h-
n' 7D. A. Rockwell

Project Field Engineer
No response required --

g:, )- ----- s

tvt .- : :.- o,..

p. ,e p

--
.

,- %
-

.

O-- - . :: .- ---

3 zfo
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Attachment A
|

- Response to NRC #1290,1305
| INTERGFFICE CORRESPONDENCE 1306~and 1307

('

.. __ _

JATE .S, @ E.di3!%Y
.

T3 ALL QA/QC/ENGUT.ERING PERSONNEL

raos noSMAN/KARNER
..

I

SUBJECT PGandE MEMOS AND LETTERS

._ m.- -sw. . . . ; -~e - i .- .,

P.GandE pemo Mr Jg ir.3et,(ng g l{ g'. vn-god
tren tructionrer.fAJan ~

regar,di6'[.,Aug 1.ji! D , Q yil.M ,d n%ht '
i __ _ _ _-ual. gall'~other PGa'ndE', memos and ,D@A'Instruc, tion ,o

int,(,'a] CandE approv g ES _,~ ,

letters distributed?

5 75upp1Ementation or clarification of an ESD. QA Instruction
or the QA Manual shall be approved by tre Pullman QA/QC
Manager prior to distribution. All previous PGandE menos
and letters shall be enforced by Pullman until such timei

,

that they are inco h orated into a PGandE approved or resised .

ESP, QA Instruction or QA Manual, whichever is applicable.
' '

Once incorporated, the PGandE memo or letter shall become :

void.

i ~

-

R. Hosman
QA Supervisor

- .

. .

M. Karner
QA/QC Manager

RH:HK: sam

)

|

1

l

%.

p

.

%

. . . N
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Attachment Bf
Response to NRC71290,1305,.

' ' ' ,|
-

f306 and 1307
Page 1 of 3

.

( . PACI FIC OAS AND ELECTRIC C O M PANY
* GENERAL CONSTRUCTDIABLO CANYON PROJECT

..,,,..~ enc._..n.._,gg3g;y39
T- G i=* E '

.-

FEB 16 :o:4.

- "

February 15, 1984
Puunum powtk **ooucts

avu stac- cAur
J03=7377

Pullman Power Products
P.O. Box 367
Avila Beach, CA. 93424

ATTENTION: Paul Stieger Diablo Canyon Project
Specification 8711
Pipe Support Modifications

! Dear Mr. Stieger:

The following shall be implemented inusediately.

For Pipe Support modifications to part (but not all) of an existing
Support, Pullman QC and Field Engineering shall inspect the existing
portions to the following criteria:

!

I. Supports having unmodified portions with a latest QC Acceptance
prior to 10/1/82.

'

The unmodified portions of these supports is defined as " existing
work". Inspection of this existing work shall be as specified
below and as stated elsewhere in ESD 223 Ifor example, sections
5.4.4.2, 5.4.4.3 and 6.4.1.1 E).

1. Pre-Inspection:

QC shall ut perfore any field inspection of existing work
during Pre-Inspection. The Pullman Power Products or PTGC
Field Engineer shall pre-inspect as follows:

a) Non-welding workmanship items (i.e., loose nuts, in-

defects / gaps, etc.) and existing welds having obvious
correct

discontinuities exceeding ESD 223 requirements
shall be reworked as directed in the pre-inspect

; package by the field engineer. (Authorization on the
process sheet by PTFC is not required.)'

b) Existing welds which are undersize shall be as-built /.

redlined by the field engineer or reworked as determinid
by the field engineer in accordance with tolerances,

specified in ESD 223. (Rework does not require authori-
zation by PTGC on the process sheet.)

3 22
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FCruary 15,1984 Page 2
Attachment B.

.

Response to NRC #1290,1305
1307 Page 2 of 3

c) WaldsydolsforexistingweldsshallberedNea"oy
(. the field engineer for conformance to AWS A 2.4 and ESD

223. No PSDTC is required.'

, 2. Workmanship Inspection:

a) Field Engineering.

Verify that I a, b and c (above) were satisfied for
' existing work on supports that were pre-inspected prior
to 10/1/83.

For supports pre-inspected on or after 10/1/83, it is
not necessary to inspect the existing welds again.

b) QC.

Inspect the following:

-General, non-welding workmanship (loose nuts, etc.)

-Existing welds that were reworked (Ref: la,above). .

-Verify that the weld sizes and/or synbols of existing
welds that were red-lined (Ref: lb and c, above) are
correct.

3. Redlining /As-Built /FE2:
l

' *

Field engineering shall insure that the configuration is I
as-built in accordance with ESD 223.

'

>

4. Qua11ty Control - Q2:
|

Pullman Quality Control shall perform a final review of the
as-built drawing and configurations for compliance with as-
builting tolerances as specified in ESD 223.

II. Supports having unmodified portions with a latest QC Acceptance on
or after 10/1/5Z.

The unmodified portions of these supports do not require re-
j inspection by QC or Engineering. This applies'to all sections of

ESD 223 addressing ex Bting work.'

|
'

|

|

|

3M;
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' Fdruary 15,1984 Page 3
'

Attachment B
Response NRC #1290,1305
.1106 and'l'307

( These changes supercede the 4/11/83 meno (copy attached). DR's 4678 and 4730 Page 3 of 3
arp no longer required to document discrepancies on existing welds.

fad / .

D.A. Rockwell |-

Project Field Engineeer j
l

Attachments: Yes

Reply Reque d: No

JgOriginator: GT/ PAW /jmu

cc: J. Macias C. cougherty
A. Murphy R. Meredith
J. Wells E. Johnston
R. Tinkle P. Werts
J. VanKlompenburg H. Karner (Pullman)
5. Cornish (Pullman) G. Thomas
A. Kulitowski

.

*

DCC 11691
.

330
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'*'.?' Attachment C' .

|

gr E Response to NRC #1290, 1305, 1306 an g 711. 18E3, (*e Page 1 of 1 p,,,-

AORANDUM
? Dvan. P. ftiecee.*!. Kaesalis. H. Ka*n m 6,,en DCP' Ec. *

9 a-ai s e u...s4+k e m ne e Tfak,6e nFDD Em. ser7.

*

!Ci Poliev Chance 'for Pipe Sueoort Preinsoection u w.
.-

-4v. A /111es .' n1..e nee the fn11radne nuidelinet for erointeettien of eine suecerts. The=e

w411 anniv en nesinenactinn af eimnnete which are to be modified er inseetted to a
~

.e

ev' tion Brier te releasine for work;

a dd f 4 ra tinne .

1 The Pullman Pioe Sucoort Field Engineer shall check the feasibility of the design
*

I
'

san difi cat 4 nne ;
.

fnenertne will 4cen.rt all ef the ovietine weldt en suenerts to be modified |
.

4 The nf

w.* new cov4e4nn and 4 dentifv any diercenaneise hetween the evictine welde and |

current rtD m accontance criteria usino the resoective DR 4678 or DR 4730 diseosition. ;

The O.C. Inspector shall then route the drawing back to the Pullman Pipe' Support Field !

. Encineer who will instruct the crafts and/or as-builters, via the DR disposition and the
crocess sheet. as to what action should be taken to resolve the welding discrecancies.

The DGif Inseector will not be reovired to concur on the DD fem. This sten will be
)

* ve * d with reference to this merko. ~ ~
' "'

I . n-en-1,+4nn e# the ennnart modificetient the pullman AS-Builters will as-built the
.

~

and the unendified corrione . to the current ESD 223 crite-ia.c..ne + knth +h. n.w.

+h. un,nndif4.s onetinn ne th. en-nn -: y, , w .1, ' . +. a 4 6 .._k,.41+ ek.nn.e .c. nn

. ....e,4... ..,....s <-,.. 4.. r.4mn -

3
The Pullman AS-Builters will as-built the support to tha currengSD 223 criteria.

) The O.C. insoector shall insoect the entire suoport to the as-built drawing using

current ESD 223 criteria and the welds to the criteria of DR 4678 or DR 4730.
General Notes:

*

For anv discrecancies on the unmodified cart of the succorts wiich. in the Pullmani
Fr'* iudcaent. are s'icnificant eno'uch to warrant correction by reworkine rather than
e=-huiltine. #G1F written accreval on the process sheet is recuired.

diervenanri,e en eine attachmEtt shall be discositioned in the conventional manner _% any
'

fnre eInn'e)-
__

t us... . 4, r ennr14ete with eur nt rer) ,,auirewnts. this meme shall aovem.
,&.n./ M,1a .YC G/L"J _ CCMVLT~2- .

.. -

f,5 l AW4 - oe u...x4+s

fi . b GU4L&y Upft il Mech. Resident Eng,

k < bE/-.-?o A u- " riL.o r &- || JO > W
Sea o c ca w n .,o N,G W - D
!f.",/.:.:,,f5 /#c/ h e d (/ Unit 82 Mech.ResicentEng!

.

M4 YT P G end E EXT. NO. gt I.=v.

-- - --_ . --.- - - - _ - - _



AttachmentA . -

Response to NRC #1290,1305*fY ~-
.

12 '. 1306 and 1307
-

'.I*'
CIS Page 1 of 57 .

., a.m. no. 4678 A
* *10 20. m0 VAR 1005 HANGFRS

*( . ~!S) $N unit seo. t
-

1
,

g. oe no. m
December 11.1982 M 1/6/83

'
,

,.
ettt re:

Posites ens a timette spec.no: _
m7 nespecTon: F. Lyautev/R, Lieiellyncusionsen- Diense canyou me no.:w.

,,,e-hw UNACCEPTABLE WELD CONDITIONS ON EXISTING HANGER INSTALLATIONS
REWRITTEN PER PG&E REQUEST.exei.amanow er niecaseauev.

Preinspection of hangers which are currently being released for modification, which
is required by ESD 223, has shown that there is a wld quality / size problem on the
unmodified portions of installations, excluding the weld of weld attactinents to
piping. The following conditions have been jdentified:
1. Undersized welds. FOR INFORMATl0N
2. Incomptete welds.
3. Weld defects. Om
Some of these conditions may require weld repThir =t 4 don re quirements, g,w

9These conditions also exist on hangers which are not being issued for .4
-

modification. DR will be prepared to document these discrepancies. . MNOTE:

d Revision 1 it transmitted to PG&E for further evaluation and disposition.
[

INDICATE APPROVAL BY CIRCLING THE APPROPRI ATE " REC 0tNENDEDrecouwswoso oisecemow:
DISPOSITION"

[ Undersized, oversized or incomplete wlds shall be as-built unless the PG8Einspector determines that additional welding on the undersized or incomplete'

welds is required.

pFor weld defects and undersized or incomplete welds which require additionalwelding, the location, deficient condition, and disposition shall be recorded
This information shall beand verified in writing by QC, Engineering. and PG&E.

recorded (see example form attached) and will be retained as part of the hanger
document package.

[ Weld defects which do not require additional welding shall be repaired byNo documentation of individual defects is necessary. fl|Cremoval of the defect. ,74tEQC.T'av.,ee..I 2 bus 2 % '
>

=+ c L.mer M.M M
4 , e e. .e e o.A

. _ . g ... . . .. .. .. ,s. m .
m .. a a.i .< o o._ o n. .__. _ .s

.. _ ... i....o__ .=. _ ' ' '

i exti.ananon ne neesssaavh MW ber e>-u
ofe ->g

b. ' --

Revision 1torvisePG&EdispositiY/t3A,mm|f/h )/Ih ,n>L g.

n ,, ,

Lt\ ift sa w ,,,

; o' c.==4r f f S A _ f?/a//f)r

|
P.p.e. pue aA. ne==e r

sed to more clearly detail
mestomarvewv necuanswes on= As*8=**. ESD 223 has been r[te training has been provided for'

Ade@ainstallation and inspection requirements.Ongoing training sessions are conducted concerning
specific problem areas and revisions are being made to ESDs that affect inytallatio
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REC 0fmENDED DISPOSITION CONTINUED:

ESD 223 will be revised to reflect the above requirements, at which time, this
[ DR may be closed.
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Attachment D
'. Response to NRC #1290,1305*

-

,

1306 and 1307... *- ,
.

, * * Page 3 of'5-

( 5.8.2.5 Fillet Weld Sizes for SupportsA. The fillet weld size shall be as specified on the drawing. Where
the size is not specified, the fillet shall be sized per AISC rinimum.
Welds shall not be less than the AISC recommended minimum weld size'
Fillet welds in any singular continuous weld shall be permitted te
under run'the nominal fillet weld size required by 1/16" without
correction, provided that the undersized portion of the weld does

.
not exceed 101 of the length of the weld.

As-built required to show nominal fillet weld size.

B. Overweld: For existing welds any amount of overweld is accectat'e,
provided distortion is not excessive. For new welds the ravirar
o v e rwei d s ha 11 be Aso y. oyssgaspsme M4 o# To A>v5 sxcub>M % ' JW&
.G 9s CMisr2@ M us3Js F .:, ~. ..' .; Pr *'n} MrJt.(Ocwkus h)tr
ArrncW m ra r x 4 s),
As-built is required to show nominal weld size.

C. Underweld: For existing welds under weld is acceptable pec vided
that AISC minimums are ret.

As-built reouired to shew nominal fillet weld size.

5. Ee'.ete

E. Fee evistirg irstallations, welding which was performed rc was -::
requ irec as ca'; :f the desigr. is acceptable.

.

Es-cu'1 s ee:.i-ed te show a d d i t i e r.a 1 we':i n;.
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MNGER W. REV. NO. ORIGINAL INSTALLATION DATE
-

.
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ui d j.NOTE: Areas requiring weld repair shall be agreed upon by QC, Engineering, and PGSE. The
locatters and discrepant condition shall be noted below. The repair shall be accomplished 55 ?,

in arzordance with design and ESD 223. Workmanship inspection will verify completion $,

=1o.-of repair. ,

---EXAMPLE--- s,. u

! DESIGN WELD LOCATION DESCRIPTION DISCREPANT CONDITION DISPOSITION PPP QC PGSE PPP ENE
INIT/DATE INIT/DATE INIT/DATE

North end of Iti h Undersized by 1/8" for Build up to des.
'

2" of weld sizei 1/4" fillet Item 1 ~ ,f,
t

! South end of II em 5 h J Slag inclusions 1/16" w. Remove indica-
X3" Ig.XI/4" d . tions/ repair toP| 1/2" fillet Item 11 e' a desian size ;,, - n

' E $.$ t
i -< :1

' f
~

i si;
- ! 2-

f -
.._

; :

!

l

. ,

e

.

;

i
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! NRC Allegation #1293

Allegation Description:

Pullman was drilling holes without approve-for-construction
drawings. When a reinforcement bar is hit, only a verbal
OK by quick fix is necessary to continue which conflicts
with ESO 223.

.

This allegation is similar to the concern addressed in response to NRC
.

Allegation #906 above. The allegation, as written, is partially correct and

partially incorrect. It is apparent the a11eger does not understand the

preinspection program. Pullman craft personnel were drilling holes without

Pullman approved-for-construction (AFC) drawings. They were working with

PGandE preinspection engineers in accordance with PGandE procedures to

detennine the constructability of hangers and preparing the AFC drawings for
;

|
Pullman to use when PGandE released the drawings for installation. j

|!

The PGandE preinspection engineers have authority to instruct Pullman craft to
,

i

) relocate drill holes in the event rebar is encountered. The relocation is -
1

done within the tolerances provided by ESD 223. In some cases, relocation of

the holes within the tolerances has not been possible. On those occasions,

the PGandE preinspection engineer has the authority to find a location where

the anchor holes can be drilled without contacting rebar. When such a

i location is identified, the holes are drilled and the new location is sent to

Engineering for analysis, approval,,and issuance of a design change before the

drawing is released for construction.
.

Since the holes that have been drilled outside the tolerances of ESD 223 are
I
|

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 128 - October 30, 1984

337
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not released for constructinn until a design change has been issucc by

Engineering, r.either a " verbal quick fix" has taken place nor has there been a -

t

conflict witn ESD 223

The fact that rebar is encountered during drilling is not in conflict with

ESD 223, which states that rebar shall not be cut / drilled through without
'

prior authorization. Prior authorization is necessary so that the matter can

be reviewed by Engineering. When the rebar is contacted ;aexpectedly during

5drilling, Engineering reviews the matter to relocate the hole. In fact,
,

ground fault interrupters are used during at 111ng so that drilling
'automatically stops when rebar is encountered, thus preventing cutting or

drilling through rebar. In addition, carbide tipped drill bits are used to i

limit damage tr. rebar.

1

L

|

|

!
I

l
i
1

.
PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343

0119s/0022M - 129 - October 30, 1984
|
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NRC Allegation #1294

Allegation Description:
|

Informal instructions omitted QC documentation controls )
contained in the procedures, which then were skipped in jpractice.

PGandE and its contractors are unaware of either the specific informal

instructions referred to or any general instructions to deviate from QC

documentation controls contained in the approved procedures, and without more

infonnation the allegation cannot be addressed further. QA reviews, PTGC I

reviews, Pullman internal audits, and PGandE audits exist and are in place to

identify and resolve any procedural deviations from documentation controls .

that may result for whatever reason.

!

l

!

)

i
I

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343,

0119s/0022M - 130 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #1295
|

Allegation Description:

Lost process sheets resulted when procedures were violated
and the QC reporting system was suppressed. -

1'

There is no definitive indication that the occasional loss of process sheets

I was due to violating procedures or suppressing the QC reporting system. There

are only a limited number of instances where losses have occurred, and the

reasons appear to be varied and the result of the sheer volume of

documentation handled. {

Engineering, QC, and/or flA reviews identify missing documentation and require

I reconstruction of the documents based on other records, reinspections, and/or

rework. The final documentation package must include the appropriate

documents or a justification for them not being there. Subsequent audits

verify that the respective packages are complete as required.

I
f

I

|

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343 |

0119s/0022M - 1 31 - October 30, 1984
i
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NRC Allegation #1296

Allegation Description:

I was told by management to approve a Pullman request for
authorization to add hangers to the exception list even
though the process sheet was lost.

.

PGandE developed a list known as the exception list to identify and track
,

hangers that were "in work." As part of the tracking system, Pullman was

required to submit a " Request for Authorization" to PGandE to pemit a hanger

to be added to the exception list. Each " Request for Authorization" requires

that the reason for the request be supplied on the form.- Without a specific

reference to the particular " Request for Authorization" mentioned in the

allegation, a specific response is not possible.

In general, tue request identified in the allegation does not appear to

violate any procedure. If the reason for the request was to reinspect the

hanger, it would appear to be part of the process of recreating the missing

process sheet identified in the allegation.

Missing documentation in specific hanger packages may be identified at various

stages of construction. When a document is found to be missing, it is

necessary to recreate this missing document from other parallel or supporting

documents to complete the package or even to reperform the inspection. Final

j 4A review verifies that all required documentation is included in the document

package. In a case such as this, the process sheet would be identified MI

" RECREATED' and the package would be considered closed.

! PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 132 - October 30, 1984

M/
|
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r

This policy does not controvert any procedures and is an accepted way of

handling situations where paperwork is inadvertently lost.

.

|

|

|
,

!

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
133 - October 30, 1984

0119s/0022M -

,
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NRC Allegation #1299

Allegation Description:

ESD's weren't enforced because even supervisory personnel
did not know what was in them.

It is difficult to find the alleger's claim credible in light of the constant

use of the Pullman procedures. The requirements of the various ESDs always

have been enforced and, in those limited cases where this may not have been

done, any such discrepancies would have been appropriately noted and corrected

pursuant to procedure. Each and every supervisor may not be aware of the

specifics of each and every ESD, but each is aware of the content and

requirements of those ESDs which are regularly applicable to his area of

responsibility.

If the supervisor is unfamiliar with a particular ESD or portion thereof, any

questions he may have are reviewed with appropriate individuals until the

questions are answered.

,

i
|

l
| !

i PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 134 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #1301

Allegation Description:

ESD 223 conflicted with ESD 264 which requires that weld
size comply with drawings. ESD 223 directs that
overwelding be ignored and not changed on the as-built..

- This subject was previously addressed in response to GAP #180, #181, and #182

ssbmitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-166 dated April 30, 1984. The previous

allegations and responses are attached hereto.

.

ESD 264, " Process Planning and Control Process Sheets," details the

requirements for preparation and control of process sheets.

Paragraph 6.3.4.B(5) lists the tasks which a QC inspector shall perform, one

of which is to assure on Item 10(c) on the process sheet that, "[w3 eld sizes

comply with the drawing." ESD 223, " Installation and Inspection of Pipe

! Supports," provides the criteria for acceptance of a weld depicted on

drawings. The conflict about which the alleger complains is that the4

instructions on how to fill out a process sheet did not specifically state

that the weld sizes should conform to the tolerance criteria listed in ESD 223

in addition to the drawing. Since QC' inspectors did inspect all welds to the

i criteria of ESD 223, there are no safety implications that resulted from this

allegation. Item 10(c) of ESD 264, however, has been revised to state that

" weld sizes ccmply with the AFC drawings and ESD 223."

Section b.8.2.b(B) of ESD 223 provides:

,

h

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 135 - October 30, 1964
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|

Overweld: For existing welds any amount of overweld is
acceptable provided distortion is not excessive. For new
welds the maximum overweld shall be 100% oversized for
welds up to and including 3/16" and 50% oversized for
welds 1/4" and larger. (Excluding pipe attachment welds.)
AS-BUILT shall show ncminal weld size as originally ;

!specified on design drawing.
l

While it might appear to the alleger that oversize welds are ignored, they are |
..

not. In fact, Section 6.8.2.S(B) was added to ESD 223 only after PGandE

Engineering analyzed the design and safety effects of weld conditions

identified, including oversize, in DRs 4678 and 4730.

i

|

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343

0119s/0022M - 136 - October 30, 1984
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Attachment to
'NRC Allegation 1301

Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984,

Page 1 of 3
GAP #180,181, and 182, Patition at 6-7.'

.(;
' ' It is alleged that:-

On Decenber 28, 1983, Pullman modified installation
procedure ESD-223 -- which also provides the acceptance
criteria for QC inspectors -- by adding the following.

For existir; installations, welding which'provision: "D.
,

was perfomed but was not required as part of the design is
acceptable . . ." (citing ESD-223. " Installation t.nd
Inspection of Pipe Supports, "at I, Y and 46.) This
practice can create unaccounted residual stress on the
corresponding pipe support. (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff. at
4.)
On December 28,1983, Pu11 nan also anended ESD-223 with the
following provision: "E. For existing installations,
welding which was not perfomed but was required as part of
the design is acceptable."- (citing ESD-223 at I, Y, and

This waiver suggests that faulty welds also would be46.)
acceptble (sic), since they could be sacrificed entirely.

'. In other words, anything that does (or does not) exist is
This procedure revision suggests that qualityI acceptable.

assurance standards are not just deteriorating; they have
collapsed. ESD-223 governs safety-related pipe hangers
throughout the plant.

Both anendments were made with the full knowledge of PGAE,'

pursuant to a De::enber 9,1983 neeting between Pu11 nan and
PG&E, (citing ESD-223 at 11.) The excuse offered for
accepting snese deviations fron design was that through

| "as-built" drawings, further engineering ar,alysis could~

detemine whether the original design requirements were
(citing ESD-223 at 46.) The excuse cannoti necessary.

Valid QC Inspection criteria are one nandatory stepwash.
anong nany required for a nininun quality assurance

They should not be sacrificed because of anctherprogran.
independently-required safeguard. Second, the as-built
reviews thenselves are of questionable reliability.
(citing GAP 3/1/84 Petition at 19. Iten 216.)

\ These three allegations arise out of a misunderstanding of a Decenber8.

1983 revision to Pu11 nan procedure ESD-223. The revision resulted fron

a series of ninor variations in welds that had been discovered during

pre-inspection of existing pipe supports prior to their release for

nodifications which were required by the Corrective Action Progran.

i*
;

,

3%
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1301

, , Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30,1984
Page 2 of 3

Undersized fillet welds, inconplete fillet welds, and minor weld defects

.(- were observed on existing pipe supports. PGandE Engineering reviewed

the effect of such variations on the safety of existing supports and,

consistent with design and licensing requirenents, provided disposition.

- for the existing welds referenced in the Minor Variation Reports.

9. Contrary to the inp11 cation of the allegations, the quality review of

existing welds was not sacrificed by the procedural change but renained

a requirenent of the program. In its approval of the proposed

procedure, PGandE specifically required that:

"1. Undersize, oversize, or incomplete fillet welds shall
be as-built, provided that weld quality neets the
requirenents of E5D-22E"'iiaragraph 6.8.2R Cand D."
tEnpnasts addi!3).

Paragraph 6.8.2.4 8 requires that:

"B. The final surface of all welds shall be substantially
free of sharp surface irregularities, excess surface slag,
slag inclusions, and shall have a good workmanship
appearance. Excessive surface irregularities nay be !

removed by chipping or grinding provided the weld size
specified on the support is maintained."

10. Contrary to GAP #181, the quality assurance progran renains in effect

for all welds. As discussed in the response to GAP #174 and 295, the

February 15, 1984 revision to the pre-inspection progran does not

elininate weld quality inspection, but merely shifts the tine of

inspection of existing welds from pre-inspection to after installation

of the nodification. At such tine, all new and existing welds that

f

.

-- _ - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Attachinent to
NRC Allegation 1301
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30,1984

.

have been " red-lined" by the pre-inspection engineer or rebeh are
k' subject to quality control inspection for acceptability according to the

sane criteria.

.In GAP #180 and 101, reference to the as4uf1t process as part of the11.

existing weld review progran has been conveniently onitted by the

Where welding which was not required by the existing designalleger.

drawing has been perfomed on existing supports, or where required

welding was not perfomed, the field engineer identifies the itens for

rework or indicates such discrepancies on the as-built drawings to

ensure that each pre-existing discrepancy will be individually evaluated'

After completion of the construction, QC confims theand accepted.

accuracy of the as4uilt drawing by inspecting the conpleted support

against the drawing.
.

All as4uilt drawings are transnitted to Project Engineering for12.

Engineering reviews the as-builts and veriffes compatibilityreview.:

with existing calculations or perfoms new calculations, as required.

If conp11ance to design criteria is not denonstrated by calculation,
'

appropriate corrective action, including the issuance of a nodified
Therefore, the

support design or rewelding, is taken.

design / construction process continues to ensure that the as4u11t .

configuration is accurately depicted on drawings, qualified by

calculation, and acceptable. This entire process is controlled by
>

procedure and docunented.

!

)

347
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NRC Allegatio #1304

: Allegation Description:

An ESD change restricted inspectors from writing reports on
poor welding in existing work. Defects were pushed back to

!- the as-built review. PGandE's claim that all work was
covered by QA is false.

The subject matter of this allegation was previously addressed in response to

GAP #180, #181, and #182 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-166 dated |

April 30,1984. The previous allegations and responses are attached hereto.
l

| |

As a result of the February 15, 1984 memorandum, all new work and all rework

were inspected by QC after the work was installed. During preinspect,

discrepancies in size or type of existing welds were evaluated by an

Engineering review of fitness for design purpose. Such discrepancies, which

were reviewed and accepted, were not defects. Discrepancies that were not

accepted by Engineering were reworked and subject to QC review afters

i
rewelding. Finally, if an indication escaped discovery in pre-inspection,

'

such condition would be subject to QC report at the time of as-built review. j
l
'

however, as discussed in PGandE's response to NRC Allegation #1242, all work

was covered by a QA program.

I

'|

|

|

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 137 - October 30, 1984
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! Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1304
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 1 of 4

GAP #180,181, and 182, Petition at 6-7.
,

It is alleged that:

On Decad er 28,1983, Pu11 nan modified installation
procedure ESD-223 -- which also provides the acceptance
criteria for QC inspectors -- by adding the following,

provision: "D. For existing installations, welding which
was perfomed but was not required as part of the design is
acceptable . . ." (citing ISD-223, " Installation and !

Inspection of Pipe Supports. *at I, Y and 46.) This |
practice can create unaccounted residual stress on the j
corresponding pipe support. (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff. at

1

j 4.)
i

On December 28,1983, Pu11 nan also anended ESD-223 with the
following provision: "E. For existing installations,
welding which was not perfomed but was required as part of
the design is acceptable." (citing ESD-223 at I, Y, and
46.) This waiver suggests that faulty velds also would be

+
;

acceptble (sic), since they could be sacrificed entirely.
Iri other words, anything that does (or does not) exist is

This procedure revision suggests that qualityacceptable.
assurance standards are not just deteriorating; they have
collapsed. ESD-223 governs safety-related pipe hangers
throughout the plant.

Both anendments were made with the full knowledge of PGAE,
pursuant to a December 9,1983 neeting between Pullnan and

(citing ESD-223 at 11.) The excuse offered forPG4E.
accepting snese deviations fron design was that through
*as4u11t* drawings, further engineering analysis could
detemine whether the original design requirements were

(citing ESD-223 at 46.) The excuse cannotnecessary.
Valid UC Inspection criteria are one nandatory step,

wash.
anong many required for a mintrum quality assurance

They should not be sacrificed because of anotherprogran. Second, the as4u11tindependently-required safeguard.
reviews themselves are of questionable reliability.,

(citing GAP 3/1/84 Petition at 19. Iten 216.).

|

These three allegations arise out of a misunderstanding of a Decenber8.
The revision resulted fron1983 revision to Pu11 nan procedure ESD-223.

|
a series of minor variations in welds that had been discovered during

pre-inspection of existing pipe supports prior to their release for

nodifications which were required by the Corrective Action Progran.

!

Y0
- . ___ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1304
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: Apris 30, 1984
Page 2 of 4

Undersized fillet welds, inconplete fillet welds, and minor weld defects

were observed on existing pipe supports. PGandE Engineering reviewed

!the effect of such war,1atiens on the safety of existing supports and,
l

consistent with design and licensing requirenents, provided disposition i

for the existing welds referenced in the Minor Variation Reports.

9. Contrary to the inp11 cation of the allegations, the quality review of

existing welds was not sacrificed by the procedural change but renained
i

! a requirenent of the progran. In its approval of the proposed
L

procedure, PGandE spectitcally required that: ;

j "1. Undersize, oversize, or incoriplete fillet welds shall
|

be as-built, provided that weld quality neets the
i requirenents of E5D-22Unragraph 6.8.2'TT Cand D."

ILnpnasis adde 3).

Paragraph 6.8.2.4 8 requires that:

"8. The final surface of all welds shall be substantially
free of sharp surface irregularities, excess surface slag,
slag inclusions, and shall have a good workmanship;

appearance. Excessive surface irregularities nay be1

j removed by chippir.g or grinding provided the weld size
specified on the support is maintained."!

j 10. Contrary to GAP #181, the quality assurance progran renains in G Met

for all welds. As discussed in the response to GAP #174 and 295, the

February 15, 1984 revision to the pre-inspection progran does not i

elininate weld quality inspection, but merely shifts the tine of

| inspection of existing welds from pre-inspection to after installation |
|

ef the nodification. At such tine, all new and existing welds that

( } 61
. --- - - . - - _ _- . - -
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Attachment to

- -

NRC Allegation 1304-

Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 3 of 4

have been " red-lined" by the pre-inspection engineer or reworked are

subject to quality control inspection for acceptability according to the

see criteria. ,
,

.

11 .In GAP f180 and 181, reference to the as4u11t process as part of the

existing weld review progran has been conveniently onitted by the
i

alleger. Where welding which was not required by the existing design
I

drawing has been perfomed on existing supports, or where required

welding was not perfomed, the field engineer identifies the itens for

rework or indicates such discrepancies on the as-built drawings to

ensure that each pre-existing discrepancy will be individually evaluated
,

and accepted. After completion of the construction QC confims the

accuracy of the as4uilt drawing by inspecting the conpleted support

! against the dr6 wing.
!

I
i 12. All as4uilt drawings are transnitted to Project Engineering for

review. Engineering reviews the as-builts and verifies conpatibility

with existing calculations or perfoms new calculations, as required.

If conpliance to design criteria is not denonstrated by calculation,

appropriate corrective action, in::1uding the issuance of a nodified
,

support design or rowelding, is taken. Therefore, the

design / construction process continues to ensure that the as4u11t
,

configuration is accurately depicted on drawings, qualified by

| calculation, and acceptable. This entire process is controlled by
i

procedure and docunented.

36>|
- - - . .- _ - - - - - - - -- --
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Attachment to
* - NRC Allegation 1304

Reference: DCL-84-166'
-

Dated: April 30,1984
Page 4 of 4

13. With regard to residual stress in pipe supports, as alleged in EAP #180,

such stresses that esy be caused by overwelding are not a significant

factor. Residual strpJses are generally local and self-relieving, and
Theexist in all welded construction and in nany steel-based materials.*

piping supports are constructed, prinarily, of light and nediun

thickness plain carbon steel, such as ASTM A-36, steel plates and

shapes. The supports are generally not highly restrained. ASTM A-36 is

a ductile naterial with excellent weldability characteristics and is not

subject to failure fron residual welding stresses as nuch as are

high-strength steels when subject to high restraint. The design codes

take residual stresses into consideration in the specifications of load

conbinations and allowable stresses.

i 1

l

|

1

|
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NRC Allegations #1300 and #1309

Allegation #1308 Description:*

January 24, 1984 memo terminated the disposition of a
procedure thru DR 4678 which had superceded the ESD
procedures. It is improper to amend a procedure thru a DR
-disposition.

Allegation #1309 Description:

January 24, 1984 memo terminated the disposition of a
procedure thru DR 4870 which had superceded the ESD

procedures.1/It is improper to amend a procedure thru a DR;

disposition.

The subject matter of these allegations was previously addressed in response

to GAP (174, #180, #161, #182, and 6295 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-166
,

dated April 30, 1984 The previous allegations and responses are attached

hereto.'

J

As discussed in response to NRC Allegation Nos. 1290,1305,1306, and 1307, no

action was taken on the January 24, 1984 memorandum. The February 15, 1984

letter from PGandE, which reissued the January 24, 1984 memorandum, did modify

the scope of preinspection which had been established by the disposition of

DRs 4b78 (Unit 1) and 4730 (Unit 2). The modification was made, however,

after PGandE conducted an engineering safety evaluation of the effect of the

types of dt.screpancies reported in the D!ts, The discrepancies reported were
,

resolved under Minor Variation Reports. Contrary to the allegation, amendment

of a procedure because of the disposition of a DR is a preper practice.
,

|

1/ Typed as received. DR 4670 does not relate t.o amendment of ESD 223.'

1

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022H - 138 - October 30, 1984

- -- - - - .- - . - -___ - _ _ _ - _
30
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Attachm:nt to
NRC A11cgations1308 and 1309
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 1 of 7GAP #174 and #295, Petition at 5 and 40, respectively.

,

( It is' alleged that:

A February 21,1984 PG8E nenorandun institutional 12ed the
above violation by stripping Pullman QC inspectors of the 1

organizational freedon to apply corrective action for weld ),

synbol deficiencies on previously accepted work. That |
.

,

i
authority was reserved for PGAE construction departnent
preinspection field engineers. (citing 2/26/84 Anon. Aff. '

at 11. )
' Until February 15,1964, PG8E preinspection field engineers

did not have the organizational freedon to look at any work
already acceptsd, regardless of deficiencies. To
illustrate, they were instructed not to look at any

,

existing welds already accepted by Pu11 nan. One current
,' engineer explained what they had to ignore: "The paperwork

was so sloppy, however, that I could not tell when a weld
i had been accepted, or under what revision of the

installation procedure or under what acceptance-

criteria." (citing 2/57/84 Anon.Aff.at6.)
i

I 1. The above two allegations relate to a February 15, 1984 menorandun
,

(there was no February 21 nenorandun) signed by D. A. Rockwell, which1
,

j reallocated responsibilities relating to, among other things, the
i

exanination of previously accepted work in conjunction with the

inplenentation of design changes. Procedures covering the reinspectionI

! of such work were in place at all tines.

'
.

| 2. When a pipe support design nodification is received, a pre-inspection is
4

f perfomed to detemine the constructibility of the change. Prior to

February 15, 1984, each p-e-inspection activity was perfomed by a
,

pre-inspection field engineer and a QC inspector. The prinary
'

I assignnent of the pre-inspection field engineer was to check the

constructibility of the des)gn nodification, M., could it be installed
;

!

|

;

'
|

- . . -- ._ _ __ . - . . . . _.- _ - -
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1308 and 1309'

Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984

as shown and where shown, and to recomend solutions if co'nskruction
#

,

problens existed. He could also note the differences between the

drawing and the existing installation. To perfom the constructibility

. review, the pre-inspection field engineer was issued only the latest

. revision of the hanger drawing. The pre-inspection engineer was not

responsible for conducting final quality control inspections of

previously accepted work, and pre-inspection was not used as a

substitute for the required QC inspections.

3. Prior to rework or nodification, the QC inspector was assigned to

inspect all existing welds on the supports to be nodified against the

revised design drawing and to identify any discrepancies between the

existing welds and/or synbols and ESD-223 acceptance criteria,

After all work was conpleted and the new as-built drawings prepared, the
i 4. ,

QC inspector inspected the newly nodified support to ensure that it ,

i

Afterconplied with acceptance criteria and the new as-built drawing.

acceptance by QC, the as-built drawing was transnitted to PGandE Project

Engineering for final review and acceptance of the as-built design.

The pre-inspection progran and associated responsibilities were revised5.

by the February 15, 1984 nemorandun to more efficiently utilize

available nanpower without adversely impacting plant quality. The

revised program eliminated QC participation 19 the pre-inspection

process and clarified all pre-inspection responsibilities of the

-- - - - - _ - - . - - _ _ _ - __, _ _ .35[
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Attachtnent to !

NRC Allegations 1308 and 1309 -

R fer:nce: DCL-84-166 -'
'

Dated: April 30,1984

pre-inspection field engineer, including the " red-liningN exYs[ing l

!( welds and/or synbols which may not.have been accurately depicted on the
*

revised design drawing.

i
1-

. The QC in:pection, including review of all new work, all rework, and all6.

itens " red-lined" by the pre-inspection field engineer, now takes place
All of thein a single step after the conpletion of the nodification.

necessary design and quality functions continue to be perfomed,

including transnittal of as-built drawings to Project Engineering for

review and acceptance.

Docunentation and traceability of inspection records for supports that7.

have had nodifications are the responsibility of Pu11 nan's QA/QC

The pre-inspection field engineer is neither required norDepartnent.

expected to track through these docunents during the nomal course of

his work, nor is there any reason for hin to do so. That a specific

engineer could not follow the necessary paperwork in an area for which

he did not have responsibility is of little consequence as long as the

docunentation is acceptable and understandable to those who do have the

A history for any given hanger is nafntained in eitherresponsibility.

the Pu11 nan QA vault or the PGandE QC vault.

|

|
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NRC A11egations1308 and 1309 i

Reference: DCL-84-166o

Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 4 of 7

GAP #180,181, and 182, Petition at 6-7...

It is alleged that:

On Decenber 28, 1983, Pullman modified installation
procedure ESD-223 -- which also provides the acceptance
criteria for QC inspectors -- by adding the following
provision: "D. For existing installations, welding which,

was perfomed but was not required as part of the design is
acceptable . . ." (citing ESD-223, " Installation and
Inspection of Pipe supports, "at I, V and 46.) This
practice can create unaccounted residual stress on the
corresponding pipe support. (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff. at
4.)

On December 28,1983, Pu11 nan also anended ESD-223 with the
ifollowing provision: "E. For existing installations,

welding which was not perfomed but was required as part of
the design is acceptable." (citing ESD-223 at I, V, ar.J
46.) This waiver suggests that faulty welds also would be
acceptble (sic), since they could be sacrificed entirely.
In other words, anythins that does (or does not) exist is
acceptable. This proceture revision suggests that quality
assurance standards are not just deteriorating; they have
collapsed. ESD-223 governs safety-related pipe hangers
throughout the plant.

Both anendments were made with the full knowledge cf PG4E,
zursuant to a Decanber 9,1983 neeting between Pullnan and
'GAE. (citing ESD-223 at 11.) The excuse offered for
accepting tnese deviations fron design was that through
"as-built" drawings, further engineering ai.alysis could
detemine whether the original design requirenents were
necessary. (citing ESD-223 at 46.) The excuse cannot
wash. Valid QC inspection criteria are one nandatory step
anong nany required for a mininun quality assurance

They should not be sacrificed because of anotherprogran.
independently-required safeguard. Second, the as-built
reviews themselves are of questionable reliability.
(citing GAP 3/1/84 Petition at 19. Iten 216.)

i

8. These three allegations arise out of a misunderstanding of a Decenber

1983 revision to Pu11 nan procedure ESD-223. The revision resulted fron

a series of minor variations in welds that had been discovered during

pre-inspection of existing pipe supports prior to their release for

nodifications which were required by the Corrective Action Progran.

- - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . .
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Attachment to'
NRC A11egations1308 and 1309 *

P.eference: DCL-84-166
Dited: Apri 30, 1984
Page 5 of 7

Undersized fillet welds, incenplete fillet welds, and minor weld defects-

k were observed on existing pipe supports. PGandE Engineering reviewed

the effect of such variations on the safety of existing supports and,

consistent with design and licensing requirenents, provided disposition.,

for the existing welds referenced in the Minor Variation Reports.i

I

9. Contrary to the inpitcation of the allegations, the quality review of

existing welds was not sacrificed by the procedural change but renained

a requirenent of the progran. In its approval of the proposed

i procedure, PGandE specifically required that: ;

"1. Undersize, oversize, or incomplete fillet welds shall'

be as-built, provided that weld quality neets the ;
*

requirenents of E5D-22T paragraph 6.8.2R Cand D."
,

tt.npnasis added).
,

;

2

Paragraph 6.8.2.4 8 requires that: ;

"B. The final surface of all welds shall *oe substantially
free of sharp surface irregularities, excess surface slag,
slag inclusions, and shall have a good workmanship

Excessive surface irregularities nay be;

appearance.
removed by chipping or grinding provided the weld size
specified on the support is maintained.";

10. Contra *y to GAP #181, the quality assurance progran renains in effect
:

for all welds. As discussed in the response to GAP #174 and 295, the

February 15, 1984 revision to the pre-inspection progran does not |
>

elininate weld quality inspection, but merely shifts the tine of'

i inspection of existing welds from pre-inspection to after installation!

of the nodification. At such tine, all new and existing welds that

!

l

i

3 59
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Attechment to
|' NRC Allegations 1308 and 1309'

'

Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30,1984'

have been " red-lined" by the pre-inspection engineer or Mr[e8f [e !
,

|(' subject to quality control inspection for acceptability according to the

a

!

:

: s ee criteria.
,

*

,

11. . In GAP #180 and 181, reference to the as4uilt process as part of the

existing weld review progran has been conveniently onitted by the-

alleger. Where welding which was not required by the existing design

drawing has been perfomed on existing Jpports, or where required

welding was not perfomed, the field engineer identifies the itens for

rework or indicates such discrepancies on the as-built drawings to

ensure that each pre-existing discrepancy will be individually evaluated
'

and accepted. After completion of the construction, QC confims the

accuracy of the as4u11t drawing by inspecting the conpleted support
'

against the drawing.

12. All as4uilt drawings are transnitted to Project Engineering for

I review. Engineering reviews the as-builts and verifies conpatibility

uith existing calculations or perfoms new calculations, as required.

! If conpliance to design criteria is not denonstrated by calculation,

appropriate corrective action, including the issuance of a nodified'

support design or rewelding, is taken. Therafore, the

l design / construction process continues to ensure that the as4uilt
,

configuration is accurately depicted on drawings, qualifted by

calculation, and acceptable. This entire process is controlled by<

procedure and docunented.
.

,

l I

4
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Attachment to
NRC A11egations1308 and 1309
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 7 of 7 1

13. With regard to residual stress in pipe supports, as alleged in GAP #180,

such stresses that may be caused by overwelding are not a significant
4

factor. Residual stresses are generally local and self-relieving, and

exist in all welded construction and in many steel-based materials. The-

,

piping supports are constructed, prinarily, of light and nedlun

thickness plain carbon steel, such as ASTM A-36, steel plates and

shapes. The supports are generally not highly restrained. ASTM A-36 is

a ductile naterial with excellent weldability characteristics and is not

subject to failure fron residual welding stresses as nuch as are
i

high-strength steels when subject to high restraint. The design codes
,

take residual stresses into consideration in the specifications of load
!

conbinations and allowable stresses.'

I

i

l

I

i

!
!

|
'

i

!
|

|

;

||

i

i

!

i
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NRC Allegation #1310

Allegation Description:

Guidelines of 1/24/84 and 2/15/84 prevented QC reports on
existing work which was defined as anything before 10/82.

The interim revisions effected as the result of the February 15, 1984

memorandum did eliminate inspection by QC inspectors prior to rework or

redlining. Old work, however, remained subject to QC report, as required, at

the time of as-built review. This subject is also discussed in response to

NRC Allegation Nos. 1242,1304, and 1324.

,

*
,

I

i

|

|

|

~

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343

0119s/0022M - 139 - October 30, 1984
J

362-
- - . - . . .- . ._- - _.
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NRC Allegation #1311

Allegation Description:

Shims and hangers that had seam welds of no structural
value were bought off because they were on "old work".

All shims and hangers that had seam welds were reviewed for engineering

acceptability. Their acceptance was based upon their ability to satisfy

design and licensing requirements and not whether they were "new" or "old"

work.4

;

5

.|

,

I

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 140 - October 30, 1984

bb{obb'
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NRC Allegation #1312

Allegation Description:

We could not reliably detennine whether work was "old" or
"new" because Pullman's records conflicted over what had or
had not been accepted by 10/82

The February 15, 1984 memorandum altered preinspection for supports having

unmodified portions with a latest QC acceptance prior to October 1,1982

" Existing work" is there defined as "[t]he unmodified portion" of those

supports.

Full documentation for all work on any hanger existing (cid) or ne*w is

maintained in either the Pullman QA vault or PGandE QC vault. From such

records, it can be determined whether any support had been accepted prior to

October 1982.

The subject of this allegation was previously addressed in response to

GAP #174 and #295, paragraph 7, submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-166 dated

April 30,1984 The previous allegations and responses are attached hereto.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-b4-343
0119s/0022M - 141 - October 30, 1984

. . - . . . -- . . . . _ - . _
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Attachment to #
NRC Allegation 1312
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: Apri 30, 1984
Page 1 of 3

GAP #174 and #295, Petition at 5 and 40, respectively.
, '

.

It is alleged that:

A February 21, 1984 PME nenorandum institutionalized the
above violation by stripping Pu11 nan QC inspectors of the
organizational freedon to apply corrective action for weldThatsynbol deficiencies on previously accepted work.

.

authority was reserved for PG8E construction departnent
preinspection field engineers. (citing 2/26/84 Anon. Aff,
at 11. )

15,1984, PG8E preinspection field engineersUntil February
did not have the organizational freedon to look at any work
already accepted, regardless of deficiencies. ToI

illustrate, they were instructed not to look at any
existing welds already accepted by Pullnan. One current
engineer explained what they had to ignore: "The paperwork

was so sloppy, however, that I could not tell when a weld
had been accepted, or under what revision of the
installation procedure, or under what acceptance
criteria." (citing 2/27/84 Anon. Aff. at 6.)

1. The above two allegations relate to a February 15, 1984 memorandun

(there was no February 21 nenorandun) signed by D. A. Rockwell, which

reallocated responsibilities relating to, among other things, the

exanination of previously accepted work in conjunction with the

inplenentation of design changes. Procedures covering the reinspection

of such work,were in place at all tines.

s*

When a pipe support design nodification is received, a pre-inspection is2.
Prior to

perfomed to detemine the constructibility of the change.

February 15, 1984, each pre-inspection activity was perfomed by a
The prinary

pre-inspection field engineer and a QC inspector.

assignnent of the pre-inspection field engineer was to check the

constructibility of the design nodification, i.e., could it be installed

- - - - - - 3(5
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Attachment to
NRC A11egaticn 1312
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30,1984
Page 2 of 3

as shown and where shown, and to recomend solutions if construction'

{,
problens existed. He could also note the differences between the

drawing and the existing installation. To perfom the constructibility
,

. review, the pre-inspection field engineer was issued only the latest

revision of the hanger drawing. The pre-inspection engineer was not

responsible for conducting final quality control inspections of

previously accepted work, and pre-inspection was not used as a

substitute for the required QC inspections.

Prior to rework or nodification, the QC inspector was assigned to3.

inspect all existing welds on the supports to be nodified against the

revised design drawing and to identify any discrepancies between the

existing welds and/or synbols and ESD-223 acceptance criteria.

After all work was conpleted and the new as-built drawings prepared, the4

QC inspector inspected the newly modified support to ensure that it
,

After
conplied with acceptance criteria and the new as-built drawing.

acceptance by QC, the as-built drawing was transnitted to PGandE Project

Engineering for final review and acceptance of the as-built design.

.

The pre-inspection progran and associated responsibilities were revised5.

by the February 15, 1984 nemorandun to more efficiently utilize
The

available nanpower without adversely impacting plant quality.

revised progran eliminated QC participation in the pre-inspection

process and clarified all pre-inspection responsibilities of the
|
;

|

|

|
*

3(di
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1312 #

Reference: DCL-84-166
.

Dated:. April 30, 1984
Page'3 of 3

pre-inspectiot, field engineer including the " red-lining" of existing
( welds and/or symbols which may not have been accurately depicted on the

revised design drawing.

.

The QC inspection, including review of all new work, all rework, and all6.

itens " red-lined" by the pre-inspection field engineer, now takes place

in a single step after the conpletion of the nodification. . All of the' s

necessary design and quality functions continue to be perforned,

including transnittal of as-built drawings to Project Engineering for

review and acceptance.

Docunentation and traceability of inspection records for supports that7.

have had nodifications are the responsibility of Pu11 nan's QA/QC

The pre-inspection field engineer is neither re' quired norDepartnent.

expected to track through these docunents during the nornal course of
That a specific

his work, nor is there any reason for hin to do so.

engineer could not follow the necessary papemork in an area for which
he did not have responsibility is of little consequence as long as the

docunentation is acceptable and understandable to those who do have the

A history for any given hanger is naintained in eitherresponsibility.
'I

the Pu11 nan QA vault or the t'GandE QC vault.
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NRC Allegation #1313

Allegation Description:

The 1/24/64 and 2/15/b4 policy was used to block hardware
problems from being redlined onto the as-built drawings.

The interim revisions emanating from the February 15, 1984 memorandum did not

block hardware problems from being redlined. Any hardware problems that were
,

initially identified at the time of reinspection of existing work received

engineering evaluation for acceptability for safety and design purpose. If

4

acceptable,- the item was included on the redline. If not, rework was required.

;

While the scope of reinspection was modified by the revisions, as discussed in
1

the response to NRC Allegations Nos.1308 and 1309, the modification was based

upon PGandE Engineering review and analysis.

!

a

!

}

t

!

!

i

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/0022M - 142 - October 30, 1984

-- . - _ - - - , . - _ - - . _ - . , _ _ - _ _ _ , _ _ - _ - _ _)$.
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NRC Allegation #1314

, Allegation Description:

Frequent deficiencies on drawings from inconsistent and
inaccurate weld symbols. PGandE's rasponse to NRC that
this was resolved thru improved training is inaccurate.

This allegetion lacks substance. The subject of the consistency and adequacy

of welding symbols has been fully addressed in response to Allegation III-30

submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984. The previous

allegation and response are included following the response to NRC Allegation

el246 above. Without further details, PGandE is unable to provide an

additional response,

i <

t

]

,

I

i

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
OllSs/0022H - 143 - October 30, 1984

bb
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NRC Allegation #1315

Allegation Description:

New revisions of drawings were sent directly to the field
before being processed at document control.

This allegation lacks sufficient specifics to permit a detailed response.

However, it appears similar to the issue discussed in response to NRC

Allegation #0904.

4

i

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
bl19s/0022M - 144 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation #1317

Allegation Description:

Managsment was not interested in resolving problems we
identified and when we raised problems to supervisors they
stopped there.

PGandE management and management of its contractors were, and are, highly

interested in the resolution of real problems; the necessary procedures are in

P ace to facilitate this activity. However, issues that were shown not to bel

"real problems" did not warrant further effort, and review of these issues was

terminated in accordance with applicable procedures.

f

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
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NRC Allegation flS1b

Allegation Description:

Management was ignorant of the codes, e.g. Appendix B.

It is hard to believe that any individual on site who was involved with, and

needed to know about, a specific code could be considered " ignorant" of such

codes. There may be cases where individuals cannot recite, from memory, the

details of a specific code in use, but there are sufficient copies of the

b pertinent documents readily available for review and use by all parties

requiring them. This issue has been raised repeatedly by allegers and in each
.

'

i - and every case where specifics have been alleged, investigation has shown that

; the individual in question had sufficient knowledge of the appropriate

procedures to adequately perform assigned functions.

a

)

!,

;

i

i

1

|

<

s
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NRC Allegation r1319

Allegation Description:

Hemoranda guiding work conflicted with one another.

The possibility always exists that memoranda clarifying how work is to be

conducted may conflict. When such a situation arises, it is the duty of an

individual discovering an apparent conflict to bring the issue to the

attention of their supervisor and request further clarification.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
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NRC Allegation #1320

Allegation Description:

Conflicting organizational charts created an unclear chain
of command.

PGandE is not aware of any " conflicting organizational charts." Each

individual knows to whom he reports each day and who signs his timecard. Each

QA program includes an organization chart for the respective organization
,

which shows the separation of functions and responsibilities.

*
1

.

|

t

i

|

i
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NRC Allegation el321

Allegation Description:

Infomal comununications allowed significant memoranda to
bypass the document control center.

Procedures are in-place to ensure that copies of appropriate documents are

forwarded to the Document Control Center and distributed in a controlled

manner. Informal communications, by their very nature, do not go through the

process and there is no requirement that they do so. Documents considered to

have a potentially "significant" impact on design and construction activities

are handled in a more formal manner and, where necessary, are forwarded to and
!

processed by Document Control. PGandE knows of no formal or informal
,

connunications containing "significant" information which were permitted to

bypass the Document Control Center,

t

i

i

4

4

1

|
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|

|
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NRC Allegation 61322

Allegation Description:

Management refused to help resolve the problem of
conflicting memoranda.

This allegation appears to be related to Allegation Nos.1317 and 1,319.

Management is, and always has been, responsive to individuals raising valid

concerns. In the areas of conflicting memoranda, a concerned or confused

individual would only have to make the situation known through established

channels to receive the necessary clarification.

.

t

|
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NRC Allegation #1324

Allegation Description:

Undersize welds found on pre-inspected, accepted work.
Management instructed me not to reinspect.

What may appear to be an undersize weld by current standards may exist on

preinspected, accepted work, as alleged. An engineering detennination was

made as to the acceptability of such welds for safety and design purposes.

While preinspect engineers and QC inspectors were instructed that they 'did not

have to reinspect such existing welds, they were also informed that if they

observed any questionable indications, they should document such observations

in the hanger packages.

,

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343

0119s/0022M - 1 51 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegations #1333 and #1334

Allegation #1333 Description:

No one checked for additional bad baseplates that I know
of. Many more baseplates may have the same torquing
deficiency.

Allegation #1334 Description:

1 pulled a shim out from under a baseplate and reported it
to Pullman. A grouting crew came and grouted the support
without the shim in place. The crew should have checked
the shim first.

These allegations apparently relate to support number 1049-108 SL and to

Pullman DR 5259. The installation of the base plate for this support required

shims, the torquing of the anchor bolts against the shims, and the subsequent

grouting under the baseplate. Pullman installed the support and the required

shims and torqued the bolts; activities were witnessed, inspected, and

documented by Pullman QC inspectors. Subsequently, a Foley crew performed the

i grouting and, as part of its activity, was required to check that the

baseplate was secure before installing the grout.

A Foley worker reported to the Pullman QA/QC manager that a shim had been

pulled out from under the baseplate of support number 1049-108 SL prior to

installation of the grout. This matter was identified by Pullman on DR 5259

and was dispositioned by resetting the anchors and torquing the six bolts in

accordance with ESD 223.

This matter was also investigated by Foley because a question was raised at
.

the time of the placement of the grout whether the correct tools had been used

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
bil9s/0022M - 152 - October 30, 1984
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to install the grout. On investigation, it was determined that after

placement of grout under 80% of the baseplate, a void had been observed behind

the particular shin. The shim was removed, with the load of the baseplate

being supported by the installed grout. The remainder of the grout was then

placed.

Contrary to the implication of these allegations, the baseplate installation

was not faulty, but was performed in an acceptable manner,in accordance with

As a result of the occurrence, however, Foley Procedure QCPC-10procedures.

was revised to clarify grouting and inspection requirements to remove any

future question in this regard.

.

.

|

i
|
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NRC Allegations W1339 and 1340 ;

Allegation #1339 Description:

The September 6,1963 memorandum concerning verification of
line nunters was not implemented in practice.

Allegation #1340 Description:

PGancE issues conflicting memorandum. August 10,1983 memo
instructed Pullmar. not to remove pipe hangar insulation
when September 6,1983 memo told Pullman to verify line
numbers. heither memo has a control number.

These allegations are without merit. The September 6,1983 memorandum

(Attachment A) which is referenced in this allegation was the corrective
~

action taken to disposition NCR-DCl-83-RM-N005 ( Attachment B). That NCR had

been written because a hanger had been installed on the wrong line duri.ig

construction. The September 6,1983 memorandum was an exhortation that line

numbers should be verified "during preinspection and construction

activities." (Emphasis added). As noted on Page 2 of the NCR, "[t]his

Nonconformance represents an isolated instance. Existing programs and

procedures provide adequate assurance for correct perfomance of Construction

activities."

The August 10, 1963 memorandum (Attachment C) did not conflict with the

September 6,1983 memorandum. The August 10, 1983 memorandum said that

insulation need not be removed if the hanger modification does not involve an

insulated portion. The memorandum has nothing to do with line verification as

alleged.

|

! PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
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The only requirement for control numbers on correspondence is an

administrative requirement and r.ot a quality requirement. Both memoranda,

however, appear to have control numbers, contrary to the allegaticn.

.

!

<

4

i

!

,

;
i
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, ACIFIC CA'~j AND ELECT' IC,*..OMPANY Attachment AR *
. . .......

Resp;nse to NRC #1339 an,d~1340 i..

Page 1 of 1

.

N. *
,

P. D. Box 117
'

Avila Beach. California 93424
(805) 595-2324

September 6,1933
.

.

.

Pullman Power Products -
-

P. O. Box 356
Avila Beach. California 93424

Attention: Paul Stieger

Diablo Canyon Project
Specification #8711
Verifying Line Numbers
NCR 83RM N005

'

Dear 14r. Stieger:

This memo is to re-emphasize the importance of verifying line numbers during
pro-inspection and construction activities. The locating of pipe supports should

.

be by line number as well as by the location plan. This will help to ensure that
supports are installed at the proper location and on the correct line. In the
event a line is not labeled, the nearest valve can usually fe used t dete e

'

the line designation. [ ,

Sincerely.

.

D. A. Rockwell
Project Field Engineer

Response required: No

:

A
1

|

DC C 64 92
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*! Attachment B"
.

- Response to NRC #1339 and 1340
Page 2 of 2-

NONCONFORMUICE REPORT

DCl-83-RM-N005

(} , ,

~

Page 2'

DESCRIPTION: .. . ,

Pipe Support .f1-163R Revision 2 designed for initial installation on feedwater
line 1-K16-573-4", was inadvertently installed on line 1-X16-476-4". The 10"
location dimension for pipe centerline on drawing corresponds with field
location of line #476 The two lines are in a para 11e1 run in this area
with line #573 approximately 6" to 8" above line f476. This discrepancy
was identified during an on-site engineering pipe stress walkdown.

There were no line identification markings in this area. Approximately
75' away, and in another roca, the line number is identified.

,

Revision 3 of Support 1-163R was issued on 8/13/83, no field work was required.
Drawing was issued to Pullman Power Products and stamped E.I. A. (Existing-

Insta11atinn Acceptable). This Revision also included the incorrect location
dimension. ,

,

..

CAUSE:
,

1) Pipe Support Design Drawing #1-163R Revision 2 had an incorrect concrete-to-
pipe center line location dimension.

2) PTGC and Pullman Field Engineers did not verify line number, correctly
9 identified on the Design Drawing, with field identification markings

,

prior to installation and firial acceptance.
.

RE E LTION: , ,

Rework Support in accordance with Hanger Drawing 1-163R Revision 3 and design
bplementation sketch provided by on site engineering.

.
.

FCORRi.t;TIVE ACTION TO PREVENT RECUlutENCE:
'

This Nonconfronance represents an isolated instance. Existing programs and
procedures provide adequate assurance for correct perfomance of Construction |
ectivities. |

' General Construction shall re emphasize to all PTGC and Pullman Pipe Support
Engineers the importance of verifying line numbers during pre inspect and
construction.

.
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Attachment C i

to NRC #1339 and 1340PCD #003757i - :s ons
.

AuSust 10' 1983U '

ooie
LORANDUM

DCPP g,
P. Steiner/K. Karner location

.-
DCPP 3109I BR Tinkle /G. Thomas g ,, ,,,

g,

Insulation Removal Fife No.
Ss _CT

Skip Cornish, Bob 01denkamp, Dick McGrew
==.

ATTN:

For hangers which have a portion of the hanger or pipe attachments
covered by insulation, it is not necessary to remove this insulation
unless the modification to the hanger involves the portion which is
insulated. Thepreviousas-built /processsheetwill be used to
provide information for the inacessible portion of the hanger [wu
ha. es ,- .we w ts e.an s na na ,a m v _a * e P8 mo tm2 <d
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K. Bell
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R. Sizemore
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NRC Allegation #1341

Allegation Description:

PGandE changed design by memorandum. Large pipe suppports
in both units were deleted with the only reference on the
hanger package. It was never marked on the as-build
drawings for review.

Although hangers were modified to meet field conditions, the completed hanger

was always as-built to reflect the as-built condition regardless of whether

the hanger was simply modified or totally deleted. In the case of deleted

hangers, an as-built was sent to Engineering stating " Hanger deleted." The

as-built process was explained in response to Allegation III-63 in PGandE

. Letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984, a copy of which is attached.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
bl19s/0022M - 156 - October 30, 1964
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Attachment to
,

NRC Allegation 1341
Reference: DCL-84-243
Date: June 29, 1984
Page 1 of 4

- - - - - -

III-43

It is alleged that:
, .

Another generic failure at Pullman that I think has
seriously compromised the quality of Pullman's wort is the,

! -

lack of effective drawing control, and therfore [ sic]
;

.
inadequate control of the design of the plant. The
drawings issued to the field for wort often needed'

modifications that were outside the tolerances allowed by
Pullman's procedures, the ESD's. Toaccanglishthese

: design changes a system called " Quick Fix - later changed
: in Unit 1 to Pipe Support Design Tolerance Clarification -
: was instituted. The Quick Fix fom is filled in by a -

|
Pullman field engineer and then cosigned by a Bechtel field *

! engineer. Thus the quick fix was a change of. design made
|

in the field. The basis for these design changes was ,

strictly a matter of the engineering judgement of the field!

i engineers as to what seemed like it would work. There was

i no requirement for any load or stress calculations.
*

The situation is made worse by the manner in which Quick
Fixes are often prepared. Often they were hand drawn under
poor conditions and were in many cases impossible toi

,

; interpret. The Quick Fix program was designed to expedite
j construction, and therefore there was pressure to write <

i Quick Fixes nastily.
J

Practically every drawing issued would require at least one.

Quick Fix, and I have seen as many as thirty-five Quick
i

Fixes for a single hanger. This can make interpretation
very hard, because several Quick Fixes could address the ,

;

same item and describe different solutions. Some would
i

supersede and void portions of the drawing or of other'

Quick Fixes, but it was difficult or, at times, impossible
to clearly understand what was intended.

L
! At times, a complete redesign occurred thorugh the use of ;

j Quick Fixes. The Quick Fix became the design, but they
were not controlled nor were they stamped as approved for

| construction as the original drawing was required to be I
!

-

indicating that they were controlled copies, ready for use
in construction.

| |'

Presumably, the completed work was submitted to PGAE for !

reanalysis. However, because of the often confusing nature
'

of Quick Fixes, and the lack of control, I doubt that the
drawings submitted to PGAE accurately reflect what exists

| in the field.
i

|
-

1
;
;

.% 7'
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1341

o Reference: DCL-84-243
Date: June 29, 1984
Page 2 of 4_ . _ . . .-_. . _ _ _ . . - _ _ .

I feel that considering the conditions and pressures that
we are [ sic] required to wort under, anything less than a

1

clear and precise drawing to wort from is bound to promote
-

'mistakes and faulty wortmanship, and to leave the ultimate--

guality of the installed work as a big question mark..

4 (3/21 /84 Anon. Aff., Attachment 9, at 6-8.)

"

Contrary to the allegation, design modifications which occurred by

means of the Pipe Support Design Tolerance Clarification (PSDTC)

program were accomplished by use of controlled documents and a ,,

controlled process. Regardless of whether the initial design

solution to a construction problem was hand-drawn, the final

installation was as-built, received QC and QA inspection, and was

verified according to procedure by Engineering to ensure that the

" front-line" solution met design and licensing criteria.

It is true that there were occasions when the design issued to the

field needed modifications which exceeded the limits of the authority

granted to Pullman as set forth in its procedures. In such cases,
'

proposed modifications were initiated by the Pullman field engineer

and reviewed, approved, and numbered by the PSDTC engineer.

|

|

It is true many PSDTCs were hand-drawn; however, hand-drawn drawings |

|

were clear and explicit. Mr. Stokes claims that many of these

drawings were impossible to interpret; however, the craftsmen had no

problem interpreting the drawings and constructing the hangers in

accordance with the PSDTCs.

-.
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Attachment to .

NRC Allegation 1341
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dat : June 29, 1984
Page 3 of,4,.

,,,
. _ _.

__.
.-. .. .- ___ _ .. . . . . . ___

. _ _ _ .._ _ .. ,

It is also true that some drawings required multiple modifications

for a single hanger. However, all PSOTCs that affected a large bore'

__

hanger were assembled and transmitted along with the final as-built;
_.,

drawing to San Francisco for final design acceptance. Pursuant to

procedure, Pullman field engineers prepared as-built drawings of the
.._

hangers based upon all the information contained in the hanger

package, including all PSOTCs'. The as-butit drawing was then
;

verified against the actual as-built condition in the field by
;

Pullman field engineers, and the final as-built drawing was verified
,

| by Pullman QC and QA. This ensured that all PSDTCs that affected a ;

! large bore hanger were accurately described on the final as-built
'

q
drawing sent to SFHO for engineering review.:

|

( i
i

Contrary to the allegation, Pullman effectively controlled PfDTCs and
:

|

prepared final as-built drawings for small bore hangers. The final
i

: .

! drawings were prepared by the Pullman field engineers to ensure that
:

-
!

'

! they accurately depicted field conditions. Quality Control then

verified in the field that the drawings accurately depicted the field |
i

! conditions. The Pullman Quality Assurance review group then verified
h that the final document package contained the original design and alli

! PSDTCs to ensure that each ites that required a PSDTC was documented
>

'

in the final hanger package. The installed hangers received two

individual as-built inspections in addf tion to a final Quality4

Assurance review to ensure that all design information was recorded.

Following all reviews, all necessary load-or-stress calculations were

.387L __. _ _ _ ._ _ _. _ _ _ __ _
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1341
Reference: DCL-84-243
Date: June 29, 1984
Pa9e 4 Of 4*
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performedwhenProjec[Engineerin)receivedthefinalas-butit
i

drawing for final as-built evaluation. The only difference between

the small and large bore process was that the final large bore hanger

package sent to SFH0 for engineering review contained the PSDTCs and'' '

~ the final as-built drawing; whereas, the maall bore package sent to

OPEG for engineering review contained only the final as-built drawing

without the PSDTC's...

Contrary to the implication in the allegation, tt.ere was no;

requirement to stamp the PSDTC as approved for construction because
j

the very existence of the signed-off PSDTC meant that the change was

approved for construction.

Mr. Stokes fails te recognize the totality of the PSDTC program which

ensures that all changes mceive the same level of engineering reviewi

and approval as a design originating in San Francisco and continues)

to focus on his narrow role in the process.

i

!

|

I

3 90
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NRC Allegation #1342

Allegation Description:

Final visual inspection of welds could not be perfonned due
to welds being covered over with paint.

There are no known cases where an inspector has been required to or forced to

inspect a newly installed weld which has been inadvertently painted prior to

the final visual inspection being performed and documented. If a newly

installed weld has been painted, it is required that the paint be ;emoved so

the required inspection can be properly perfonned.

.

Existing welds on previously installed and accepted installations have

previously been inspected by QC and therefore were painted. The instructions

for inspection of existing welds are specified in ESD 223 and ESD 253. These

procedures only require a size verification and the correction of obvious weld

discontinuities. Paint removal is not required. If a specific question or

concern about any existir;g weld arises, the paint can be removed to resolve

the issue.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0119s/002?M - 157 - October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegations #1346,1347,1348,1349,1350, ~1351,1352,1353,1354, and 1355

Allegation #1346 Description:

ESD 223 established QA policy that was not reviewed and
approved by PGandE QA department prior to use.

Allegation #1347 Description:

Subcontractor supplied hanger assemblies were not inspected.

Allegation #1348 Description:

Pipe hanger assemblies fabricated on site did not receive
any in process or final inspection.

Allegation #1349 Description:

No in process inspection of pipe support installation.

Allegation #1350 Description:.

Inspectors used unapproved inspection forms.

Allegation #1351 Description:

Weld discrepancies on pipe supports not documented.

Allegation #1352 Description:

No explicit acceptance criteria for pipe supports.

Allegation #1353 Descrirtion: ,

No instructions for recording inspections or what
acceptance criteria to use for rupture restraints.

Allegation #1354 Description:

No in process inspection of rupture restraints was
perfonned.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
0116s/0022M - 168 - October 30, 1964
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Allegation #1355 Description:

Welders not qualified to weld material thickness on rupture
restraints.

These allegations come from a letter of Harold Hudson to Congressman Morris

Udall, dated June 9,1964 (Attachment A, pp. 4-5). The allegations merely

restato findings from a 1973 PGandE audit of H. W. Kellogg Company,

Aud. - 73-15 (Attachment 9, pp. 3-5). The audit resulted in a complete

reinspection of all existing pipe supports and rupture restraints, and the

Pullman QA program was revised to resolve the audit findings.

Corrective action was taken at the time of the audit:

LT)he Project Superintendent has stopped work on the installation
of pipe hanger and rupture restraints. He has directed his staff
to initiate appropriate corrective actions to resolve all
deficiencies and preclude recurrence. (Attachment B, page 1).

Weaknesses in the Pullman internal audit program prior to 1978 have previously

been identified and resolved by PGandE (NCR DC0-78-RM-004). These weaknesses

had no significant in. pact as NRC Inspection Report 83-37 concluded:

Even though the internal audit program, implemented by on-site
personnel, (prior to 1978) was determined to be of a marginal
quality, a redundant program of comprehensive corporate audits was
perfomed concurrently. Based upon an examination of the findings
identified in corporate and internal audits, there did not appear
to be any adverse impact on quality-related activities as a result
of the inacequate description of the internal auditing program.
The inspector concludes that, with both programs operating
simultaneously, sufficient records are available to assure the
necessary criteria of Appendix B were being audited periodically.
This conclusion is based, in part, on the absence of recurring
significant audit findings.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343

bl19s/0022M - 159 - October 30, 1984
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The subject matter of these allegations also was previously discussed in .

responses to NRC Allegations #470, 471, 472, 473, and 474 submitted in PGandE

letter DCL-84-155 dated May 29, 1984, and response to H-9 submitted in PGandE

letter DCL-84-256 dated July 6,1984. The previous allegations and responses

are attached hereto.

The allegations have been fully addressed, and no further action is required.

.

t
,

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343-
'

160 - October 30, 19846119s/0022M -

|. -
,
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+ .

Colv:y~,
c,

. !; -Rep. Morris Udall, ChairmanTo:
Nouse Interior and Insular Affairs Committee'

i
- Washington, D.C. 20515

'

M 2I NO'49
Atta: Dr. Eenry Myers

, . ..,
,

Enrold Hudson ,
,

From: *

i .. .

Date E-9-84
Deficiencies in the Nuclhar Regulatory Commission'

Subject: Inspection to determine the extent to which Pullman |and PG&E had implemented an adequate audit program )
during startup phase of Pullman work at Diablo Canyon |(Report Nos. 50-275/84-16 and 50-323/84-06). ,

,

.

2-4, 1984,
The special, unannounced NRC inspection on April

to examine audit records of Pullman Power welding activities,
,

|

performed during the period of August 1971 through December 1973,
does not provide an accurate assessment of the PGEE and Pullman

There are a, number of deficiencies in theaudit programs.
report based sainly on the apparent omission of information." Based up6n a review of PG&E andThe NRC report concluded:

[ Pullman au5its it appears that audits of Pullman welding activities
were thorough and conducted in accordance with the Pullman QA
Program during the period of August 1971 through December 1973.
Based upon the above reviews the inspector condludes that,:,*

the Pullman audit program met the intent of Safety
-

Guide 28 (June 1972) and ANSI N45.2-1971, in effects.

. during that time period, and, therefore, the intent of'

I Appendix B, ~

the audits appeared to be of reasonable competen'ce and
b.

quality, and
based upon a sampling of corrective actions it appears
that findings were followed up and resolved inac.

! responsible fashion."

There.is documented evidence which I believe will show that
'

.

the NRC conclusions are not an accurate assessment of the Pullman
|

f and PG&E Audit Programs during the 1971 to 1973 period.
|

| "The inspector read through andThe NRC Report states:
surveyed the above" audits to develop a sense of the audit

'

l.

The audits were performed by Pul-competency and quality.
( Iman and PG&E to determine compliance with the PullmanThe inspector noted that

Quality Assurance Program (KFP's) .|

applicable procedures of the QA program related to weldingKFP-8 " Process Pla ning and Control",hhactivities were audited:.

[" KFP-12 " Control of Filler Metal", KFP-13 *Po twald HeatFurther,Treatment", and KFP-15 " Welding Qualificatio ".
.

SB

1

_

g*

- . ..-- - a.. . - -. -- - - _
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the above audits doomonstrated' that Field Process sheets
(travelers) were audited for compliance to KFP-8 (for each
field weld the process sheet lists operations such a's fit up, .

weld completion, NDE, and designated holdpoints for QC
and the Authorized Nuclear Inspector's inspection and ap-.

proval) ."
.

What the NRC Inspector apparently failed to recognise was
that the Pullman QA program related to welding activities,
which were audited by Pullman *and PG&E, and surveyed by the
NRC Inspector for a sense of audit competency and quality,
was not applicable to Pipe Bangers (Supports) and Pipe
Rupture Restraints.

The NRC Inspec. tor references a PG&E Audit 473 -15a. (11-29 and 12-19, 1973) but failed to recognize the
signif!cance of its findings in relation to the scope
of hi's work. PG&E Audit 473-15 disclosed that in
regard to Pipe Bangers (Supports) and Pipe Rupture
Restraints, M.W. Kellogg and PGEE's General
Construction Dept. departed significantly from the
requirements of the Specification and PGEE's QA
Manual. %'K's. Quality Assurance Program does not
comply with Section 4 of Specification 8711 and
(PG&E) Procedure PRP-4. The (PGEE) Mechanical :

f. Dept's surveillance program does not comply with I

i

Procedure PRC-7" . PGEE Audit 473-15 reviewed SBfK's
0.A. Manual, with respect to Pipe hangers and restraints,-

- for adequacy and compliance to Spec 8711 and PG&E-
" QA Procedure PRP-4. Audit 47.5-15 concluded that
MWK's approved QA Manual "does not specifically
address itself to, nor is it completely applicable
to, the control of pipe hangers and restraints."
Thus MWK wrote an " Engineering Specification,"
ESD 223. The intent of ESD 223 was to set forth
procedures and instructions to the field QA inspectors,
engineers and foremen implementing the policy stated
in the QA Manual. Audit 473-15 concluded ESD 223
established QA policy instead of providing instrue- .

tions on how to implement the policy stated in the
Manual. Audit 473-15 also concluded that "Ehe

'

program set forth in ESD 223 does not meet all of
the requirements of Section 4 of the Spec. Deficiencies
were noted in the areas of document review and
control, qualification of special processes and
personnel, work procurement control, receipt
inspection of material, identification control
and status of material, nonconforming material control, |

'

inspection and test records and inspection and test
plans. Consequently the hanger and restrain OA| *

program is in violation of Procedure PRP-4.
{ Audit 473-15 would review the receipt, storage and

installation of pipe hangers and rupture restraints - ,

and identify numerous major discrepancies (see
attached PGEE Audit 473-15) .

*
.

. . . . . . .
- - - ~ ~
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Audit 873-15 audited PG&E's Resident Mechanical
Engineer's surveillance system of the fabricating,

-
;

|I furnishin'g and installing of pipe hangers and !
'

rupture restraints, which was performed by the!
'

PGEE Procedure MFI-2; Power Plant Piping Group.
;{ set forth the Resident's written instrections toThe audit concluded that,e

p rsonnel in this Group.MFI-2 Instructions do not specifically addressi{
,i themselves to the surveillance of pipe hangers and

tion g' f restraints and are not applicable to the in,i
of pipe hangers and restraints. The inspec is

[ performing other inspections, however, these
( inspections are not documented or described in the

MFI.
.

The bottom line is that sudits performed by Pullman3

based on its QA Manual (KFP's) and audits by ,

PG&E's Mechanical Department were not applicable to;.
Pipe Rangers and Pipe Rupture Restraints during the
August 1971 to December 1973 period. The NRC Report

conclusion that "it appears that audits of Pullman
welding activities were thorough and conducted in
accordance with the Pullman QA Program" is not an. .

accurate assessment in regard to Pullman's Pipe-

TheBanger and Pipe Rupture Restraint Programs.p C '' '
NRC Report conclusion that " audits appear to be of
reasonable egm'etence and quality"-is not accurate in'f p
regard to Pipe Hangers and Pipe Rupture Restraints.-| >

' ~ '

,

A major fallacy in the PGEE audit program in theb. 1971 to 1973 period was that Pipe Rupture Restraints.

were audited against PG&E Contract Spec. 8711.
*

PGEE's C.S 98833XR specified the fabrication,&

erection and Quality Assurance requirements for Pip fN
i

Yet PG&E's Audit 973215 ofRupture Restraints.
Rupture Restraints would be against the requirement.

'

of C.S. 88711 not C.S. 48833XR. All PGEE audits'

performed prior to Audit 673-15 were also .against
'

C.S. 98711. This leaves the PGEE audit program for,

Pipe Rupture Restraints indeterminate during this! ' .

time period. Again the NRC Inspector has not
%ree % + zed this deficiency in the audit program.i -

s4\\ch The NRC Report does not reference a 10-24-73 Pull-.

man Internal Audit, which was the first documentedc.

Internal Audit performed specifically on Pipe Rupture
Per C.S. #8833XR Pullman was scheduled ;

Restraints.
to begin erection of Pipe Rupture Restraints in

Yet it would be 16 months beforeUnit I on 7-8-72.an Internal Audit would be performed en the program. |
This audit would note discrepancies with weld rod |

I. ( requisition and that some restraints did not haveAgain this audit would reveal!
'

any rod requisitions.

| ?
, .

,

-
. . . . . .

-.. . . - --. .... ___,
_ ,,"----_m--
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that C.S. 98711 was being used in conjunction with'

C.S. GBB33XR for the installation of zestraints.
!Yet the most significant aspect of this audit was I

that it revealed there was no Quality Assurance Manual
available for the control of installation of restraints.,

Installation was controlled by a " letter approved by
*

4

A. G. Walters on October 19, 1972."

The catission of this audit from the NRC Report and
%

" the finding revealed by the Audit cast doubts on the'

NRC conclusion "that audits of Pullaans welding
activities were thorough and conducted in accordance.

with the Pullman QA Program."'

The first documented Pullman Internal Audit ipe '
d.

Hangers (Supports) was performed on 9-18-73 and
'

is referenced in the NRC Report. The audit report'

states that the scope of the Audit was " adherence
to the Engineering specifications and Quality Assurance
Manual." It would be identified in PG&E Audit '

673-15 that Pullman QA Manual (KTP's) did not
specifically address or was applicable to PipeThe PG&E Audit would also identify thatRangers.ESD 223 established QA policy instead of providing 9r

[ instructions for the installation of hangtra, in |Th jessence, on " alternate QA program, which was not suj: L

mitted to the PG&E Quality Assurance Dept. for revie
l

and approval prior to use.
;

The NRC Report does not address these discrepancies
j but concludes that "the audits appeared to be of

reasonable competence and quality."

The NRC Report states "the above audits demonstrated1

e.
that Field Process Sheets (travelers) were audited
for compliance to KTP B". The NRC Esport is misleading
in regard to Pipe Bangers (Supports) and Pipe Rupture

.

Restraints. It has already been established that the
Pullman QA Manual (KFP's) was not applicable to Pipe
Bangers and Pipe Rupture Restraints.

PG&E Audit 673-15, dated 11-29 and 12-19, 1973,
identified:

-'

1. Rangers for pipe 2-1/2" and greater g'

Subcontractor supplied hanger assembliq s I
a.'

were not inspected by Q& personnel.

b. Manger assemblies fabricated on site do (l)

(h not receive any in process or final
i inspection.

The installation of hangers received~

c. final inspection, but no inprocess ins ons.

.-

. .-.
. . _ _ . .

_

|
. . . . .

,
, , ,

' - -~. ._ _.__.. _ ,.. w _, m . _
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d. Inspectors are using inspection forms /37 )2which they consider necessary but are
not controlled by the QA Program.

The conditions of field welds were Ae.
generally rough and irregular. (3 (/Some-

.. welds specified on the drawings were
not made. No discrepancy reports or
other documentation authorizing the
acceptance of these discrepancies were
available.

f. Inspectors could not furnish any explic p f' f -
acceptance criteria.

Field run hangers for pipe less than 2-12":2.

All field run pipe hangers are fabricateda.
on site. These hangers do not receive
any inprocess or final inspections.

b. The installation of hangers receive a'

final inspection but no inprocess in-
spections.

[ The auditor noted rough and irregularc. welas, undersize and incomplete welds,
' hangers not in the location specified
by the drawings, hangers not fabricated
in accordance with approved drawings.

3. Pipe Rupture Restraints: fy'

The method of recording inspections an fJff Ia. acceptance criteria are not set forth I

in an instruction. All inprocess

inspections of workmanship and technique
required by the AWS Code are not being

.
performed. \ Y
Some welders were welding materials ofb.
greater thickness than they were qualifi

-

for.

Welding was not in complete accordancec. with the assigned weld procedures.

The Pullman and PG&E Audits of KFP 8 were obviously not appliedYet the NRC* -

to Pipe Supports and. Pipe Rupture Restraints.
Inspector does not reveal this even after he had reviewed the:

For the time Perir>d being discussed,l [ PG&E Audit 673-15.Pullman would not identify any of the Hanger and Restraint
PG&E's onsite General Constructiondiscrepancias listed above. Not

QC group would not identify any of the discrepancies.
| until October / November 1973 (the very and of the time fr.ame

-
__. _._c

.
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A .

.! being discussed), when the PGEE Corporate QA Department per-
formed Audit $73-15; would the discrepancies be identified.
The NRC Report conclusion that " audits of Pullman welding
activities were thorough and conducted in accordance with'

the Pullman QA program during the' period of August 1971 through
- December 1973" is not an accurate assessment regarding Pipe i

|Bangers and Rupture. Restraints.

; 2. The NRC Report concludes: "The Pullman audit program met the ,

intent of Safety Guide 28 (June 1972) and ANSI N45.2-1971,
in effect during that time period, and therefore, the intent
of Appendix B." There is doc.anented evidence which apparently

| was. not reviewed by the NRC Inspector, which suggest the NRC
conclusion about the Pullman Audit Program may not be completely
accurate for the August 1971 to December 1973 time period for,

Piping, Pipe Supports and Pipe Rupture Restraints.
A Pullman Corporate Interoffice Correspondence,.a . dated 11-13-78, from the Senior QA Engineer,
concerning Corporate Management Audits, states that
"The Diablo Canyon project has been audited extensively,

|
only in hardware areas. The entire program has not,

been evaluated." The same IOC states "In the past,

f Pullman Power Products did not conduct audits or
practices to ASME (Pullman's QA Manual is based on'

ASME Code Section III,1971 edition) or 10 CFR 50,
but I feel it a very essential to do so now".

i

! b. A PGEE Corporate Management Audit 480422, dated
6-13-78,' indicates that the ANSI standards are not'

applicable to Pu11 mans QA Program. . Audit 480422 .

states " ANSI N45.2 states in its forward that it is
not applicable to work performed in accordance with
the Code (ASME Section III) .

PGEE's C.S. 68711 and C.S. 48833XR to Pullman makesc. no reference to or commitment to Safety Guide 28, ,

ANSI Nt5.2-1971 or 10 CFR 50 Appendix B.;

i

d. PGEE A6dit 980422 identified that the Pullman Quality
Assurance Program is not adequately defined. The
ASME Code Section III, 1971, requires that the Quality
Assurance Program be documented in detail in a manual

i consisting of written policies, procedures, and
instructions. Pullman Corporate Procedure No. XVIII-I,:

'

is presently being used for the performance of manage-This proced2re
|ment audits of field activities.

implemented QA requirements of the contract but were
not identified as part of the program and revisions

<

[ were not controlled by the program. |
)

-

PGEE Audit 980422 indicated that PGEE C.S.48711 ande. the 1971 ASME Code required a comprehensive system-

-g. . . ..
-- - - - _ . _

-
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of planned and periodic audits to be carried out to
,

i

assure compliance wi'th all aspects of the QA Program.
'

i Audit 480422 identified:
.

.| " Procedure KFP-18 states in its scope that itHowever, two types ofestablishes such a system.~

audits, management audits and internal audits, are
The procedure does not establish thei described.scope of either type of audit and no detailed.

schedule has been developed to show that all '

Further-aspects of the program are being audited.
more, audit records at the site do not indicate

' that all aspects of the program are.being audited.;

Records do not indicate that management audits
have been performed on pipe support work (and pipe 4c4An unofficial, unapprovedrupture restraints) ."internal audit schedule exists, but it hat not been

',

|followed consistently and for ESD's appear on th;

i schedule".
;

In light of the above listed evidence, which would
-

'

I have been in effect during the 1971 to 1973 time
frame, the NRC Report conclusion about the PullmanI

![ audit program during the 1971 to 1973 period beccmes
suspect.

|
- The NRC Report reveals that a number of Pullman Internal and

Corporate audits were performed as well as PG&E audits, on QA
;-

But the ;

procedures related to welding activities.i

Manual (KFP)
QA Manual was applicable to Piping only, not to Pipe BangersTherefore the conclusion

?
-

(Supports) or Pipe Rupture Restraints.
4 # '

reached by the NRC Inspection are not applicable to Pipe HangersIn addition, there is evidence documenting
'

;
'

and Rupture Restraints. serious deficiencies in the Pullman Corporate and Internal audit
j program which would suggest noncompliance to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B

during the 1971 to 1973 time period.t .

|
.

This letter has presented evidence which indicates that
Pullman and PG&E did not implement an idequate audit program for
all three major areas of construction, Piping, Pipe Bangersand Pipe Rupture Restraints, during the startup phase(Supports) Many areas have since beenof Pullman work at Diablo Canyon.,

corrected as a result of the Audit Program but only after aAreas of inadequate corrective:

| repeated history of discrepancies.i

action incl $ude:
| The QA Program Description for Pipe Bangers (Supports)

See PG&E Audit 073-15 and1. and Pipe Rupture. Restraints.
980422 and Pullman Internal Audit of 10-24-73.

The
mare aCurrent QA Program Description still does notT conmitment to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, ANSI N45.2 series orPer the QA Program Description certain.

ASME Section III.
sections of the Piping QA Manual ap' ply to Pipe Supportsand Rupture Restraints but it does not specify which section.

The Piping QA Manual is basedfor which type of work.
| on ASME Section III, 1971 edition.
t. - 28a/
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The Pipe Rupture Restraint Cracki

, Preheating of welds.!t 't 2. Repair Program was the result of inadequate correctivej action to poor preheating practices.
'

t J,

See PG&E letter dated 9-19-73,, -

The Pullman Audit Program.3. Quality Assurance Audits (Failure to follow existing and (pf.
.

See PGEEand upgrade Quality Assurance prodedures) .
* :

Audit #75-2 and PG&E letter dated 3-25-75 concerning
-

!
. .

the need for a more comprehensive and eattensive internal
'

l.. .

5. [ audit system. See PG&E Audit 480422. ):' ;

QA. Docurnentation *for . Pipe Support add Pipe Rupture Restrai
-

-
'

' : 4. See PG&E Audit' #73-15, PG&E NCR 8 DCl-79-RM-003, g $ g,,
.

work.,

PG&E NCR f DCl-78-RM-009
-

.. ,

There are other areas of inadequate corrective action which
would require more research and time to write about.

I hope this information will be of use during your hearings
,

l

with the NRC.
.

Sincerely,

,' %sL c. W "'

, (;
~ Harold O. Budson

Former Pullman, QA/QC Inspector,

--- QA Program Internal Auditor,*

Lead Auditor and Pipefitter:

: i.
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List'of Attachments ,

.

| 1. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V, Report Nos.

50-275/84-16 and 50-323/84-06.

2. PG&E Audit 973-15, Oct. and Nov. 1973. -

3. M.W. Kellogg Interoffice Correspondence, 9-18-73, Subject: .

M.W. Kellogg Internal Audit of Hanger Dept.

4. M.W. Kellogg Interoffice Correspondence, 10-24-73, Subject:
Follow up Audit of Hanger Dept. and Audit of Rupture Restraints
QA Program.

5. Interoffice Correspondence, 11-13-78. Subject: Upcoming Audit'

of Diablo Canyon in December.

6. PG&E Audit 680422, 6-13-78. Pullman Pow'er Products QA Program

7. PG&E Letter, 9-19-73, Quality Assurance Audits. ',
(;

8. PGEE Letter, 3-25-75, Quality Assurance Audits. ,

.

I 9. PG&E Audit #75-2, 2-20,21 and 25, 1975.

; 10. PG&E NCR S DCl-79-RM-003,1-24-79
.

11. PG&E NCR 4 DCl-78-RM-009, 10-26-78

Q . @C$6 M(NLw. k ll|- % , "T o b m bA N
)
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IuditScris1No.73-15.', .
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( . . ._ ! Page 1.
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,
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.

/ACIFIC CAS A'.'D E!.CCTRIC CCHPANY'

QUALITY ASSUMNCE DEPAP.TMENT
*

DIAL;LO CA1. TON PROJr.CT
-

PIPE 11 ANGERS AND RUPTUth RESTRAIh*TS
@pcci:1cstaun15711) . .

Performed by: D. C. Landes

Date: Oct. and Nov., 1973
'

. Critiqued: Nov. 29 and Dec. 19, 1973
-

.

SCOPE

The audit was conducted to verify that the pipe hangers and rupture restraints .nre
.

fabriested, furnished and erected in accordance with the Specification ar.d the
Pacific Cas and Elc,ctric Cc=pany and H. W. Kellogg Quality Assurance Manus 15.

.

RESULTS A'."J CONCI.USICSS

The resu'Its of this sudit were reviewed with the Project Superintende .t and his
stsif in crder := (1) discuss the results of this sudit, (0) resolve sny ina.:n.rtent
misrepre:entations, and (3) to establish a conpletion date for those items requiring

.

correstite action.
ClitK) snd the General Construction DepartmentThe audit disclosed that M. W. Kellog

departed significantly from the requirements of the Specification and P G and E'sMhX's cuali_tgs-(r,any.,e_progra:. does not cce23Y-.dh.e
. Quality Assursace Manusi. The Mechanical Denartrent's
g ien 4 of Sgecif''e d.,i_o_n,. Ell)_,and Pro,cedur,c ,P,RP 4c

yi,1,langeygra=_ does not cosply vd'h Fracedure PRC 7.
~

f

Accerdi: gly, the Project Superintendent has stopped work on the installation of the!!c has directed his staff to initiate appro-
pipe hangers and rupture restraints. The
priste corrective actions to resolve all deficiencies and preclude recurrence.
Project Superintendent has agreed to for:ully respond to this audit by January 14,
1974.

.

.

kb 1
%Y-
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Audit Serial No. 73-15. . .

Page 2'

-

* .

.

.

I. 11L'l NCITU) .

H. W. Ec11ogg Co=psny , Quality Assursace Manus 1.

Reviewed MWK's Qus'lity Assurance itsnus1, with respect to the pipe hangers and
restrsints, for adequacy and co=p.liance to Specification 8711 and QA Procedurc
PRP-4

P.ESULTS

Section 4 of Specifiestion 8711 sets forth the requirements of the standard
" Supple:cntary Specification for Contractor's Quality Assurance Progra " in-,

.

cluded in Procedure PRP-4.
The'

HWK's seproved QA Manual co= plies with Seetien 4 of the Specifiestion.
Minual, hovaver, does not syswifically address itself to, nor is it co=pletely
applicable to, the control of pipe hangers and restraints.

.

Thus, HWX has written an " Engineering Specification," ESD-223, establishing
.

As
the Qt program applicable to the control of the hangers and restraints.
confir:ed by R..G. Fink, HNK's Field Quality Assurance Manager, the intent
of the "Engineerihg Specifications" is to set forth procedures and instructions
to the field QA inspectors, engineers and fore =en imple=enting the policy stated

ESJ-223 establishes QA policy instead of providing instruc-
in the QA Manus 1.tions on how to implement the policy stated in the Manual.

Additionally, the progr:s set forth in ES3-223 does not meet all of the re-
Deficiencies were noted inquirencats of Section 4 of the Specifics:icn.

the arcas of docu ent review and control, qualifiestion of special pro: esses
anJ p rsonnel, werk pre:urc= cat control, receipt inspection of =2terial,of cateris1, nonconfor= int esterial centrol.identifi:::ien centrol and st::u Co.:::.u:n-!y, the
inspe::iun nl sc:t rac:rl: ::.d inspectic: :nd :::: pisn:.
han;cr and restraint QA program is in viulation of Precedure PRP-4. ;

1

|ESD-223 is, in essence, an "siternate QA progr:m" approved by the Resident |Procedure PRP-4, Par: graphs 3.14 and 3.15, requires thatHechanical Engineer.
such an "siternste QA progran" be submitted to the Director, Quality Assursnce,ESU-223 was not sub=itted to the Qualityfor review snd approval prior to use.

l

Assurance Depart =ent for review and approval prior to use. 1

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Initiste a sepsrate QA program, which is in accordance with Specification S711
and Procedure PRP-4, covering the fabrication, receipt and installation of the

| pipe hangers and restraints.-

Co=plete discrepsn:y reports identifying and dispositioning the discrepant
,

'

itessand. conditions existing in the work co:pleted to date and initisting steps
to preclude recurrence.

N
.

E
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' *

II. ITD1 AUDITED .-- .

Altius Corporation and Grinnel Company Quality Assurance Manuals.'

Altius and Grinnel, subcontrsetors ,to !!h'K, supply fabricated pipe hangers and
9

Reviewed these Manuals for compliance to Specification 8711 andcomponents.
Procedure PRP-4. -

RESULTS

Altius' QA Manus 1 is in general compliance with Specification 8711 and Procc-
, dure FRP-4.

Documentation regarding the
Grinnel's QA Manual was not availabic on site.status of its review and approval was also not available on site.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Obtain a copy of Grinnel's Manual and deter =ine that it is in accordance with
.

the Specification and PRP-4. Obtain or provide objective evidence, docu=ents--I

tion, of P G and E's review and approval.
.

.
.

3 III. ITDI AUDITED
,

;

Receipt,. storage .and installation of pipe hangers and rupture restraints.

Reviewed the receipt, storage and installation operations and docu=entation
of various hangers.

. .
,

RESULTS_
'

'-

Selected several hangers and restraints, deter =ined their ststus, and reviewedI

the quality records documenting the fsbricatica, receipt, storage and instsi-
1stion.

-

. Results of the review. are:-
4 .

f
1. Hangers for pipe 2-1/2" and greater: , |

A. - Subcontractor-supplied hanger asse:blies are inspected by construction)

forces rather than QA personnel. These receipt inspections are not
,

;
documented and filed in the QA vault. ,

Ilanger assemblies fabricated on site do not receive any in-process or5.
finsi inspections.-

The installstion of hsngers receive a final inspection, but no in-C.
process inspections.

Inspectors are usint inspection for s which they consider necessary but
,

D. ot controlled by inc -' sm.*

|

__ _ A M C.s.2~ J b 1 j.
_
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.
.

Two hanp. cts which had been in:;pected and accepted by HWK were re-
The condition of the ficId welds were generally rour.hE. -

inspected.
Portions of the welds werc Icss than the 1/4" filletand irrerulsr.

specified on the drawin;;s; other sections were sc=cwhat oversi:eThe condition of the shop welds were uniform snd smooth;
and convei.
however, the wcld size was generally Icss than the 1/4" fillet spec-
ified on the drawings. Also, some welds specified on the drawings
were not made; insecessibijity explained why saae were omitted, but

No discrepsney reports or other documentation authorizingnot others.
the acceptance of these dir.crcpsncies was availabic.

When requested, the inspectors could not furnish any explicit acceptanceF. This dsta is not c1carly stated in -the ANSI Codes or in any
*

.

criteris.
P G and E or HWK document. .

*

2. Field run hangers for pipe less than 2-1/2":

Receipt inspection and surveillance of raw stock materials is performed*A..

and docu=cated by QA inspectors.'

All field run pipe hangers are fabricated on site. These hangers do8.
not receive any in-process or finsi inspections.

The insta11stien of hangcrs receive a finsi inspection, but no in-C.
process inspections.

VariousNo field run hangers had been inspected at the tine of the audit.D.
discrepancies were noted by the auditor. Discrepancies noted were:
rough and irregular welds, undersize and inco=pletc welds, hangers not
in the location specified by the drawings,' hangers not fabricated in
accordance with approved drawings and hangers and approved hanger draw-No discrepancy
ings contrary.to the P G and E standard design drawing.
reports or other documentatien authorizing the installation of hangers
with these departures was available.

Measures providing for the appropriate and timely identification, review,E.
and dispos]tioning of hangers when they cannot be installed in accord-Construction crews areanee with the approved drswings are not evident.
not required to stop work and obtain appropriate approval when the'

hanger cannot be installed in accordance with the approved drawings.
Instead they are allowed to proceed with the work and rely en the final
inspection to detect and resolve any departures. .

'

Pipe rupture restraints:3..

WK's receipt inspection checks for rosa dsmage and completeness ofA. Surveillsace inspections of stored assemblies ismaterial only.

perfor=ed by WK.

The P G and E Civil Departrent provides the inspection and documentationC. The rccciv-to assure that the procurement requirements hsyc been met. Scycral
ing int.pection forcs, Form C-35, were on file in the QA vsult.
forms, however, note contingencies where the inspection, verification
thmt OhptrrUnirement requum.., ' gbcen met, has not been complcted. 9

f_
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.

*
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These supports are nc,t placest on " hold" or withheld from installation.. .'
- The Resident's Instructions do not require identification and segregs-

tion of non-conforming ite:ns. Additionally, the auditor could not '

locate receiving reports for all the restraints.

HWK has not determined, or received a written material release fromC.
F G and E stating that the procurement requirements have been ::et.
Unless exempted in writing, Specification 8711 and Procedure PRP-4

'
.

require that the contractor inspect company-furnished material for
conformance to the purchase documents, specification, drawings, etc.

Except for the ultrasonic inspection, HWK documents their inspectionsD.
on " Marked-up" erection drawings. This documentation takes the form

-
.

of sign-offs and color coding. The method of recording inspections
"

and acceptance criteria are not set forth in an instruction and wasj

not clear to the auditor. Upon explanation of the system by the in--

spector, it was still difficult to deter =ine the inspection status.
-

-

All in-process inspections of workmanship and technique required by
-

'

-

the AWS Code are not being performed.

Some welders were welding materials of greater thickness than theyE.-
-

were quallfied.
3

| F. lle1 ding was r.st in co:plete accordance with the assigned weld prece-
! dures. Several of the non-essential ~ variables had been altered or

,

were not being complied with. .

Provisions for the installation and inspection of high strength steel
j G.

bolts are not in accordance with the AISC , Code.*

i
i

CORRECTIVE ACTIONt

Refer to the corrective actions for Audit item No. I.

4 .

IV. ITDI AUDITED-

The Resident Hechanical Engineer's surveillance system of the fabricating, fur- ,

. aishing and installing of the pipe hangers and rupture restraints.
| ;

Reviewed the Resident's written instructions and surveillance activities for )[
. adequacy and compliance to Procedure PRC-7, " Inspection of Materials and Compon-

| ents During Use and/or Installation."!

RESULTSi -

' Survel11snee of the receipt and insts11stion of the pipe han:crs and rupturei

MFI-2 sets forth therestraints is performed by the Power Plant Pipin; Croup.
Resident's written instructions to personnel in this Croup.

*.

HFI-2 Instructions do not specifically address themselves to the surveillsnec
of pipe hangers and restraints. The instructions define the inspector's res-

4

pons 1'ullitics and ~or W to perform and sceord specific inspections.
-- .. ._

~,_ /g~
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Ilowever, the inspector is not perfornI5g any of these inspections; they oreTbc inspector

not applienble to the inspection of pipe hangers and restraints.is performing other inspections; hcwever, these inspcetions are not documented
,

,

or described in the HFI.
.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Issue a written instruction describing the responsibilitics and duties of,
and the inspections and records required from,the hanger inspector.

V. ITCt AUDITED _ '
.

Departures from approved drawings.
.

Reviewed the Contractor and P G and E system for handling discrepancies and
departures from the approved drawings for the 2-1/2" and larger pipe hangers.

.

.
.

RESULTS dis-

h' hen a departure is discovered, MWX stops work on the support, conpletes aUpon approval,
crepancy report (DR), and suh=its the DR to P G and E for approval.
they release the support for completion of work.

Upon receiving Mt.*K's DR, General Construction analyzes the departure and writesdrawing revision to
.its own DR to disposition the discrepancy or initiates a

~~

In the majority of th'e caces, a drawing revision is
In cost instances the concurrence of the Responsible Engineer isnullify the discrepancy.

docunented on a telecen sheet and work proceeds; a revised drawing or mechanicalinitiated. In other in-
revision sheet is not obtained before proceeding with the work.
stances, the mechanical revision sheet or revised drawing is received, but all
of the signatures required by Procedure PRE-3, Responsible and Supervising
Engineers, are not present.

-

CORRECTIVE ACTION _

Document and disposition such departures on a discrepancy report or do not.

proceed with the work until a properly approved revised drawing or mechanicalj
revision sheet is received on site.

.

w . A A --
- D . C. 1 ANDES

. .

DCL:je .

-

cc: PLBus solini
RRFriedrichs -

AGR rs -

MRTrosler "
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NRC Allegation 1346-1355
Reference: DCL-84-195
Date: May 29, 1984
Page 1 of 7

IstC Allegation #470

It is alleged that:

Actually the probles was worse. In effect there was no
3) . . -
formal GA program for pipe supports and pipe rupture

The problem first was identified in a Hovemberrestraints.
1973 audit (Exhibit 5) which conceded that the QA ManualInstead thereskipped pipe supports and pipe restraints.
was only ESD-223, the installation procedure which the
auditor called "in essence, an ' alternate QA program'
approved by the Resident Mechanical Engineer, instead of
the Director of QA as required. (Id.) (3/22/84 Hudson
Aff at 4.)

The deficiencies in Pullman's QA program which are noted in tnis2 81 .

Subsequently,
allegation were reported in the PGandE audit in 1973.

Pullman revised its QA program to include pipe supports and ruptuee

restraints, and the revised program was submitted to PGandE's Corpo-a e

QA Hanager for approval. The program was approved on

December 11, 1973. The reinspection was completed and closed out by

PGandE on January 15, 1974.
.

All pipe supports and rupture restraints that were installed under the2 82.

original ESD 223 were reinspected and were replaced or repaired, if

necessary, or accepted. Each was properly documented in accordance with

the new program.

This allegation raises nothing new, and since the condition was283.

corrected, no further corrective action is necessary.

- - - - _ _ _ _ _ __
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IstC Allegation M71

It is alleged that:

4) Although Pullman [ sic) identified may deficiencies of
ESD 223 in 1973, the company did not learn its lesson. .The
NSC audit repeated similar findings in 1977 (Hudson Aff,
at 5.)

2 84 The 1973 PGandE QA audit of the M. W. Kellogg Quality Assurance Program,

which is actually rred to in this allegation, identified that pipe

support and rupture restraint work was not covered under the main

program. This work was being conducted under what was considered by the

auditor as an " alternate QA program" under the provisions of ESD 223.

The auditor evaluated ESD 223 as a QA program and identified eight

programatic deficiencies. In resolving this audit, Kellogg developed

the Pipe Support Quality Assurance Manual for pipe support and rupture

restraint work. This manual was approved by PGandE on

December 11, 1973. A review of the NSC audit reveals that there were no

programatic findings in these eight areas except for two items in the

area of document control. The area of document contml identified was

that there was no procedure for control of ESDs or Special Quality

Assurance Procedures. Contrary to the allegation, as a result of the
1

various audits over time, M. W. Kellogg did " learn its lesson" and

improved its QA program on pipe supports and rupture restraints.

'

285. No further action is required.
,

- - - - - - . -. - - - . __ __ , _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _f
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1346-1355
Reference: DCL-84-195

MtC Allegation M72 Date: May 29, 1984
"*9' 3 #7(, It is alleged that: |

5) A January 10, 1977 memo from Pullaan 0A manager J. i
Runyan explained another major point: The pre-Decader .- |

1973 pipe supports were installed * prior to implementing)the inspecticn program" (Enhibit 6) (Nudson Aff. at 5.

246 The January 10, 1977, assorandum referred to in the allegation simply

acknowledges the previously mentioned fact about deficiencies in the

Pullman QA program four years before in 1973. The memorandum, however,

also Ifsts the steps that were "taken" to ensure that the requirements
'

of the new ESD 223 were met. The memorandum concludes, "It is my
'

opinion that this program will insure [ sic) the present installations

are, as a whole, meeting the requirements of ESD 223." Rather than show
;

i the continuous deficiencies, the memorandum demonstrates compliance.

'

f

i k 287. No further corrective action is required.

;

I
i

NRC Allegation M73 and M74

It is alleged that:

6) A November 13, 1978 memorandum from Pullman's Senior QA
Engineer R. J. Manning (Enhibit 7) conceded that "in the
past" Pullman "did not conduct audits or practices to ASME
or 10 CFR 50, but I feel it very essential to do so now."
As demonstrated by my own personal experience, the author's
advice was ignored. From my reviews, I know that the early
audits which amisted were well-intentioned, but crude,
uncontrolled and informal. They were too sloppy to
constitute a mintaal program. For example, a 1973 audit

,

mferenced conclusions about pipe rupture restraints to thei

contract for pipe supports, which didn't apply to the wort
) in spestion. (Enhibits, Supra. ) (3/22/M Mudson Aff, at

5.)
l

'

(

.

,. _ . _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ . . , . . - - , . - , . . . - _ _ . . . - ,m _ . _ _ , . . . - . , _ _ - . . . _ _ . . - - - - .
I

-
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1346-1355
Reference: DCL-84-195
Date: May 29, 1984

7) Until at least november 1978, same parts of the 0APage 4 of 7
program had never been audited. As mvealed by Mr..

Manning, 'The Diablo Canon program has been audited
extensively only in hartlware areas. The entire program has
not been evaluated." (Exhibit 7) (Hudson Aff, at a.)

-

25. Contrary to Allegation M73 Pullman did audit the Diablo Cegon Project

to the requirements of 10 CFR 50 or ASME. In order to qualify for NA

and NPT stamps from ASME, Pullman was required to commit to and did

audit its projects according to the reoutrements of ASME. Consistent

with such requirements, Pullman established its QA Manual and QA

procedures which required audits to pro:edures which satisfied ASME.

Management audits of the Diablo Canyon Project were conducted by Pullman

on a regular basis beginning in 1972 (Attachment 16) in addition to

internal audits. Those audits were conducted to ensure cocliance witn

Specifications 8711 and 8833XR. While neither specification

; specifically references 10 CFR 50, each specifies the criteria to be met

by Pullman's QA program. These criteria, in their substance, address

the 16 elements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The 1973 PGandE audit

specifically found, "M. W. Kellog's [ Pullman's] QA Manual complies with

Section 4 [ Quality Requirements) of the Specification." The quality

requirements for Specifications 8711 and 8833XR are identical.

I

289. J. R. Manning's memorandum followed the NSC audit of Pullman in 1977 and

can be seen as an exhortation that the prospective corporate audit of

j the project be in the form of 10 CFR 50 or ASME to guarantee that the

Pullman QA program satisfies third party review by NRC or

ASME. The WRC Staff in its review of the Pullman corporate audit

.

.- g-_ .,-- __--_w- , , . _ _ , , . - _ _ . , , _ _ _ , _ . . _ , . , _ _ , _ , . , , , , , , . _ , , , ,__



Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1346-1355
Reference: DCL-84-195
Date: May 29, 1984
Page 5 of 7

program determined that, while the elements of the QA program were

general, there was "a history of Quality Assurance Program Audits based

on checklists following 10 CFR 50 Appendix B criteria * (WIC, Inspection

Report No. 50-275/83-37 at 7-8).

290. Contrary to the allegation, it was a PGandE audit, not a Pullman cudit,

which addressed both piping and rupture restraints. As discussed above,

the QA requirements for Specifications 8833 and 8711 are the same.
.

2 91. Contrary to the implication of Allegation 9474, the Pullman Diablo

Canyon QA program was audited both in hardware and software areas prior

to 1978. Subsequent to a 1978 PGandE audit of a Pullman audit (PGandE

Audit No. 80422), extensive additional effort was expended just in the'

hardware area of the Pullman program because of PGandE findings. This

additional audit effort is what is referred to by Mr. Manning in his

memorandum. PGandE found no reason to require an additional audit

effort in the program portion of the Pullman QA program.

292. Pullman's QA program has been audited since the contract began to the

substantitive requirements of 10 CFR 50 and ASME. Deficiencies found by

the audits by Pullman or PGandE have been corrected, and no further

corrective action is required.

|

|
|
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- NRC Alligations 1346-1355

Reference: DCL-84-256
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Page 6 of 7
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It is alleged thet:

On 1-14-74, Engineering Specification Diablo (ESD) 243,
' Pipe Rupture Restraints, was issued by Kellogg and on

2-1-74 a revision to the ESD was approved and published.
Most of the ESD requirements vers copied from T,4E Spec
8833XR and the AWS Code D1.0-69. The 2-1-74 revision to
ESD 243 required all Rupture Restraint welds to be made
with weld procedure Code 7/8, preheat of 50 F minimum with
welder verification only, no preheat check by QA other than
periodic monitoring dur<ng we . der audits, and no'

j documentation of preheat of interpass temperature. Visual
'

inspection of fit up and' final inspection with ultrasonic -
-

examination of all full penetration welds was required.
For over a year these were the only QA/QC requirements for*

welding on Rupture Restraints. (6/5/84 Hudson Aff. at 11.)

This allegation was previously addressed in PGandE's letteri

'

,: DCL-84-239, dated June 26, 1984. Although the design and
u

construction of Diablo Canyon began in the late 1960s, it wasn't
.

until later that the rupture restraint concept was introduced and

| retrofitted to the plant. Rupture restraints are similar to, but

different from, pipe supports and building frames. Diablo Canyon was

on the frontier, so to speak, of an advancing nuclear plant concept.
i

The existence of problems could have been, and was, anticipated, but
,

the specific problems and specific countermeasures could not have

been predicted in advance.

The procedures for the welding QA/QC program for rupture restraints

initially used the pipe support activity as a role model. Although

the original requirements were thought to be appropriata at the time,

the rupture restraint activities continued to evolve over time.
.

_ a soed __ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . _ - --1- _-_

__j/f
_
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NRC Allegations 1346-1355
Reference: DCL-84-256
Date: July 6, 1984
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Mr. Hudson has chronicled the discovery of several problems and their

proper resolution through the QA/QC programs of Pullman and PGandE.
'

>

The installation requirements were detailed in ESD 243. This was

approved by Pullman and PGandE.

-
.

e

|

.

2- ,-
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NRC Allegations #1360 and d1361
.

Allegation #1360 Description:
,

Inadequate corrective action taken with regard to need for
expanded Pullman audit program.

'

Allegation #1301 Description:
d . ''

) Inadequate corrective action taken with regard to deficient
QA documentation for pipe supports and rupture restraints. |

,

i

This subject matter was previously addressed in response to NRC Allegation
,

-

Nos. 470-474 submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-195 dated May 29, 1984. The
4

I previous allegations and responses are attached hereto.

I

'

These two allegations also appear to be derived from the letter of
!

Harold hudson to Congressman Morris Udall dated June 9,1984 (Attachment A to

| Response to Allegation 1346-1355, pages 7-8). The allegations merely recount
J deficiencies discovered by PGandE while the job was in progress.'

i
|

i }

Those weaknesses in the Pullman internal audit program prior to 1978 have
,

! previously been identified and resolved by PGandE (NCR DCO-78-RM-004). The

[ weaknesses had no significant impact as NRC Inspection Report 83-37 concluded:
i

i

i

! Even though the internal audit program, implemented by .

on-site personnel, (prior to 1978) was detemined to be of |

a marginal quality, a redundant program of comprehensive |
,

'

| corporate audits was performed concurrently. Based upon an .

!

examination of the findings identified in corporate and
;
' internal audits, there did not appear to be any adverse
: impact on quality-related activities as a result of the

inadequate description of the internal auditing program.'

The inspector concludes that, with both programs operating
simultaneously, sufficient records are available to assure'

|

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
>

: bil9s/0022M - 1 61 - October 30, 1964

1 i

.

'' --r -------.n- - , _ , _ _ _, , _ _ ,
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the necessary criteria of Appendix B were being audited
periodically. This conclusion is based, in part, on the
absence of recurring significant audit findings.

The allegation has been fully addressed, and no further action is required.

,

*
1

I

,

4

:
I

f

,

PGandE Letter Ho: DCL-84-343 1

0119s/0022M - 162 - October 30, 1984

- - -- - - - . - - . _ _ . - . _ __. _- . _ _ _ .
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Attachment to
NRC Allegations 1360 and 1361
Reference: DCL-84-195
Date: May 29, 1984
Page 1 of 5

IftC Allegation #470

It is alleged that:

3) Actually the problem was worse. In effect there was 3
fonnal OA program for pipe supports and pipe rupture ..

restraints. The problem first was identified in a Moer
1973 audit (Exhibit 5) which conceded that the QA Manual
skipped pipe supports and pipe restraints. Instead there
was only ESD-223, the installation procedure which the
auditor called "in essente, an ' alternate QA program'
approved by the Resident Mechanical Engineer, instead of
the Director of QA as required. (Id.) (3/22/84 Hudson
Af f, at 4. )

281. The deficiencies in Pullman's OA program which are noted in tnis

allegation were reported in the PGandE audit in 1973. Subsequently,

Pullman revised its OA program to include pipe supports and ruptu e

restraints, and the revised program was submitted to PGandC's Corpo-ate

QA Manager for approval. The program was approved on

December 11, 1973. The reinspection was completed and closed out by

PGandE on January 15, 1974.

282. All pipe supports and rupture restraints that were installed under the

original ESD 223 were reinspected and were replaced or repaired, if

necessary, or accepted. Each was properly documented in accordance with

the new program.
|

283. This allegation raises nothing new, and since the condition was

corrected, no further corrective action is necessary.

|

4/9|
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letC Allegation M71

It is alleged that:

Although Pullman [ sic) identified many deficiencies of4) .TheESD 223 in 1973, the company did not learn its lesson..

NSC audit repeated siellar findings in 1977 (Hudson Aff.
at 5.)

The 1973 PGandE QA auwit of the M. W. Kellogg Quality Assurance Progratn.IM.

which is actually referred to in this allegation, identified that pipe

support and rupture restraint work was not covered under the main'

This wort was being conducted under what was considered by thep rogram.

auditor as an " alternate QA program" under the provisions of ESD 223.

The auditor evaluated ESD 223 as a QA program and identified eight
}

programatic deficiencies. In resolving this audit, Kellogg develope:'i

the Pipe Support Quality As.Jrance Manual for pipe support and rupture

restraint work. This manual was approved by PGandE on

December 11, 1973. A review of the NSC audit reveals that there were no

programatic findings in these eight areas except for two items in the

area of document control. The area of document control identified was
that there was no procedure for control of ESDs or Special Quality

Contrary to the allegation, as a result of the
Assurance Procedures.

various audits over time, M. W. Kellogg did *1 earn its lesson" and

improved its QA program on pipe supports and rupture restraints.

.

285. No further action is required.

%'o
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Page 3 of 5

(- P is alleged that:

5) s January 10, 1977 seao free Pullman QA manager J.
Runyan explained another major point: The pre-Decent >er .*

1973 pipe supports were installed ' prior to implementing)the inspection program" (Exhibit 6) (Hudson Af f. at 5.

286 The January 10, 1977, cesorandum referred to in the allegation sisely

acknowledges the p7viously mentioned fact about deficiencies in the

Pullman QA g, ogram four years before in 1973. The memorandun, however,

also lists the steps that were "taken" to ensure that the requirements

of the new ESD 223 were met. The memorandum concludes, "It is my

opinion that this program will insure [ sic) the present installations

are, as a whole, meeting the requirements of ESD 223.* Rather than snow

the continuous deficiencies, the memorandum demonstrates compliance,

r^

k 287 No further corrective action is required.

NRC Allegation #473 and #474

It is alleged that:

6) A Novee6er 13,1918 memorande from Pullman's Senior QA
Engineer R. J. Manning (Exhibit 7) conceded that "in the
past* Pullman "did not conduct audits or practices to ASME
or 10 CFR 50, but I feel it very essential to do so now."
As demonstrated by my own personal experience, the author's
advice was ignored. From av reviews I know that the early
audits which extsted wwrw well-intentioned, but crude,
uncontrolled and informal. They were too sloppy to
constitute a minimal program. For example, a 1973 audit
referenced conclusions about pipe rupture restraints to the
contract for pipe supports, which didn't apply to the wort
in question. (Exhibits Supra.) (3/22/84 Hudson Aff, at
5.)

(

&
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NRC Allegations 1360 and 1361
_

Reference: DCL-84-195
Date: May 29, 1984

. ,

7) Until at liast Movember 11978, some parts of the QA Page 4 of 5
prograda had never been auditad. As revealed by Mr.
Manning, "The Diablo Cartyon' program has been audited
extensively only in hardware areas. The entire program has
not been evaluated." (Exhibit 7) (Hudson Aff. at 5.)

..

>
'

288. Contrary to A', legation #473, Pullman did audit the Diablo Ceftyon Project
> '

, 'to the requineents of 10 CFR 50 or ASME. In order to qualify for NA,

r .<

- ' at.d WT stamps from ASME,:Pullmare was required to connit to and did

audit its projects according to the requirements of ASME. Consistent

with such requirements, Pullman established its QA Manual and QA
'

procedures which required audits to procedures which satisfied ASME.
3

# - Management audits of the Diabic Canyon Project were conducted by Pullman
'

on a regular basis beginning in 1972 ( Attachment 16) in addition to
^

') internal audits. Those audits were conducted to ensure compliance witn

Specifications 8711 and 8833XR. While neither specification'

specifically references 10 CFR 50, each specifies the criteria to be met
i

by Pullman's QA program. Tr.ese criteria, in their substance, address

the 18 elements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The 1973 PGandE audit

specifically found, "M. W. Kellog's [ Pullman's] QA Manual complies with

Section 4 [ Quality Requirements] of the Specification." The quality

requirements for Specifications 8711 and 8833XR are identical.
)'

.,

2N9. J. R. Manning's memorandum folloaved the NSC audit of Pullman in 1977 and

can be seen as an exhortatf or. 'that the prospective corporate audit of

the, project be in the for .' of 10 CFR 50 or ASME to guarantee that the
*

!
Pullman QA program satisfies third prrty review by NRC or

i |
' ASME. The NRC Staff, in its review of the Pullman corporate audit |

,

. 4.
'

. +

;v.
t

. - - - _ . - - _ ___ _ . i _ _ _ _ _. . . _ _ _ _ _ .
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program determined that, while the elements of the QA program were

general, there was "a history of Quality Assurance Program Audits based

on checklists following 10 CFR 50 Appendix B criteria" (Mtc , Inspection

Report No. 50-275/83-37 at 7-8).

190. Contrary to the allegation, it was a PGandE audit, not a Pullman audit,
,

which addressed both piping and rupture restraints. As discussed above,

the QA requirements for Specifications 8833 and 8711 are the same.

291. Contrary to the implication of Allegation 7474, the Pullman Diablo

Canyon QA program was audited both in hardware and sof tware areas prior

to 1978. Subsequent to a 1978 PGandE audit of a Pullman audit (PGandE

Audit No. 80422), extensive additional effort was expended just in the

hardware area of the Pullman program because of PGandE findings. This

additional audit effort is what is referred to by Mr. Manning in his

memorandum. PGandE found no reason to require an additional audit

effort in the program portion of the Pullman QA program.

292. Pullman's QA program has been audited since the contract began to the

substantitive requirements of 10 CFR 50 and ASME. Deficiencies found by

the audits by Pullman or PGandE have been corrected, and no further

corrective action is required.

;

|
\

,b
- - . . - . -~ -__
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NRC Allegation #1362

Allegation Description:
1

Boston-Bergen QA requireneents based on wrong contract spec.

This allegation also comes from the letter of Harold Hudson to Congressman

Morris Udall dated June 9,1984 (Attachment A, page 6). The allegation is

based upon three letters from PGandE to Boston-Bergen dated October 24, 1974,

December 23, 1974, and January 7,1975 (Attachments B, C, and D), and a PGandE

internal memorandum dated September 24,1974 (Attachment E). Based upon the

internal memorandum, which refers to specification 8833XR as the source of

quality assurance requirements for the work done by Boston-Bergen, the alleger

claims that the Boston-Bergen QA requirements were based on 8833XR. To the

contrary, the correspondence to Boston-Bergen (Attachments B, C, and D), makes

it clear that the correct specification to be used was 8831R and Boston-Bergen

was repeatedly told so. This allegation is without merit.

.

.

.

|

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343

0119s/0022M - 163 - October 30, 1984
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)[N-
To: Rep. Morris Udall, Chairman

House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee'

'

Washington, D.C. 20515
J .' 2 l 9 0 4 9 |

Attn: Dr.-Henry Myers
- ..

From: Narold Hudson ..

. .,
.- .

i Date: 6-9-84
Deficiencies in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission'

. Subject:
Inspection to determine the extent to which Pullman
and PG&E had implemented an adequate audit program
during startup phase of Pullman work at Diablo Canyon
(Report Nos. 50-275/84-16 and 50-323/84-06).

.

The special, unannounced NRC inspection on April 2-4, 1984,
to examine audit records of Pullman Power welding activities,
performed during the period of August 1971 through December 1973,i

does not provide an accurate assessment of the PG&E and Pullmanj
:

audit programs. There are a, number of deficiencies in the
report based mainly on the apparent omission of information.

,

" Based up6n a review of PG&E and; The NRC report concluded:
Pullman au5its it appears that audits of Pullman welding activities;

;
were thorough and conducted in accordance with the Pullman QA

i
'

Program during the period of August 1971 through December 1973.
Based upon the above reviews the inspector condludes thaty,t

'

the Pullman audit program met the intent of Safety
! a. Guide 28 (June 1972) and ANSI N45.2-1971, in effect

during that time period, and, therefore, the intent of
Appendix B,
the audits appeared to be of reasonable competen'ce andb.

, quality, and
based upon a sampling of corrective actions it appearsc. that findings were followed up and resolved ina ,

: .

responsible fashion."'

There,is documented evidence which I believe will show that
the NRC conclusions are not an accurate assessment of the Pullman
and PG&E Audit Programs during the 1971 to 1973 period.

"The inspector read through and!

The NRC Report states:1.
surveyed the above^ audits to develop a sense of the auditThe audits were performed by Pul-competency and quality.
1 man and PG&E to determine compliance with the Pullman:

| Quality Assurance Program (KFP's). The inspector noted that
applicable procedures of the QA program related to welding

'

activities were audited: KFP-8"ProcessPlaningandControl",NON-KTP-I2 " Control of Filler Metal", KFP-13 "Po tweld Heat,

''
I Treatment", and KFP-15 " Welding Qualificatic ". Further,

i

.

--- - - .___ _____ _ ___ .._ _ _. _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-
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the above audits deomonstrated'that Field Process Sheets(travelers).were audited for compliance to.KFP-8 (fo,r each
field weld the process sheet lists operations such as fit up,
weld completion, NDE, and designated holdpoints for QC

.

and the Authorized Nuclear Inspector's inspection and ap-
proval) . "
What the NRC Inspector apparently failed to recognize was
that the Pullman QA program related to welding activities,
which were audited by Pullman ~and PGEE, and surveyed by the
NRC Inspector for a sense of audit competency and quality,
was not applicable to Pipe Hangers (Supports) and Pipe'

Rupture Restraints.
'

The NRC Inspector references a PG&E Audit 473-15a. (11-29 and 12-19,1973) but failed to recognize'the
significance of its findings in relation to the scope

PGEE Audit #73-15 disclosed that inof his work.
regard to Pipe Hangers (Supports) and Pipe Rupture
Restraints, M.W. Kellogg and PGEE's General
Construction Dept. departed significantly from the
requirements of the specification and PG&E's QA
Manual. "MWK's-Quality Assurance Program does not
comply with Section 4 of Specification 8711 and
(PGEE) Procedure PRP-4. The (PG&E) Mechanical
Dept's surveillance program does not comply with

PGEE Audit #73-15 reviewed MWK'sProcedure PRC-7".Q. A. Manual, with respect to Pipe hangers and restraints,
- for adequacy and compliance to Spec 8711 and PGEE-

-

'QA Procedure PRP-4. Audit #73-15 concluded that
MWK's approved QA Manual "does not specifically
address itself to, nor is it completely applicable
to, the control of pipe hangers.and restraints."
Thus MWK wrote an " Engineering Specification,"

The intent of ESD 223 was to set forthESD 223. .

procedures and instructions to the field QA inspectors,
engineers and' foremen implementing the policy stated
in the QA Manual. Audit 473-15 concluded ESD 223
established QA policy instead of providing instruc- .

tions on how to implement the policy stated in the
Audit 873-15 also concluded that "EheManual.

program set forth in ESD 223 does not meet all of
the requirements of Section 4 of the Spec. Deficiencies
were noted in the areas of document review andcontrol, qualification of special processes and
personnel, work procurement control, receipt .

'

inspection of material, identification control
and status of material, noncenforming material control, i

inspection and test records and inspection and test , ,

Consequently the hanger and restrain QAplans. *

program is in violation of Procedure PRP-4.
,

1

I ' Audit 973-15 would review the receipt, storage and
-

installation of pipe hangers and rupture restraints -
| and identify numerous major discrepancies (see'

attached PGEE Audit #73-15) .
<

_____. _. _ _ _ . _ _ ._ __ _ _ _._
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(
- Audit #73-15 audited PG&E's Resident Mechanical

Engineer's surveillance system of the fabricating,
furnishin'g and installing of pipe hangers and.

rupture restraints, which was performed by the' ,

Power Plant Piping Group. PG&E Procedure MFI-2
set forth the Resident's written instructions to|

: personnel in this Group. The audit. concluded that
"MFI-2 Instructions do not specifically address
themselves to the surveillance of pipe hangers and
restraints and are not applicable to the insp tion ([g4
of pipe hangers and restraints. The inspec is

performing other inspections, however, these,

inspections are not documented or described in the
i MFI.

The bottom line is that sudits performed by Pullman'

based on its QA Manual (KFP's) and audits by ,

PG&E's Mechanical Department were not applicable to
Pipe Hangers and Pipe Rupture Restraints during the,

The NRC ReportAugust 1971 to December 1973 period.
conclusion that "it appears that audits of Pullman
welding activities were thorough and conducted in:

! accordance with the Pullman QA Program" is not an'

accurate assessment in regard to Pullman's Pipe
TheHanger and Pipe Rupture Restraint Programs.;

!
'

NRC Report conclusion that " audits appear to. be of'

reasonable epmpetence and quality"-is not accurate in,

i

regard to Pipe Hangers and Pipe Rupture Restraints.
_

t'

b. A major fallacy in the PGEE audit program in the
1971 to 1973' period was that Pipe Rupture Restraints,

were audited against PG&E Contract Spec. 8711.;

PG&E's C.S #8833XR specified the fabrication,;

erection and Quality Assurance requirements for Pipe /3YI
:

Rupture Restraints. Yet PG&E's Audit 473215 of
i Rupture Restraints would be against the requirement]Vj of C.S. 98711 not C.S. 4 8833XR. All PGEE audits
! performed prior to Audit #73-15 were also.against

C.S. 08711. This leaves the PGEE audit program for,
'

Pipe Rupture Restraints indeterminate during this;

;
time period. Agsin the NRC Inspector has not'

recopized this deficiency in the audit program.
i -

dbk M S M VoM S Q. '
! The NRC Report does not reference a 10-24-73 Pull-c. man Internal Audit, which was the first documented.

! Internal Audit performed specifically on Pipe Rupture ;

|
! Restraints. Per C.S. 48833XR Pullman was scheduled

to begin erection of Pipe Rupture Restraints in j
'

Unit I on 7-8-72. Yet it would be 16 months before '
i

'

an Internal Audit would be performed on the program.
IThis audit would note discrepancies with weld rod
irequisition and that some restraints did not have 1

|
any rod requisitions. Again this audit would reveal

1

;

57
-

_- -.--- . - - _ --
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that C.S. 68711 was being used in conjunction with
C.S. 48833XR for the installation of restraints.:

i

Yet the most significant aspect of this audit wasi

| that it revealed there was no Quality Assurance Manual
available for the control of installation of restraints.;

-Installation was controlled by a " letter approved by1' *

A. G. Walters on 0ctober 19, 1972.";

,

The omission of this audit from the NRC Report and
%

the finding revealed by the Audit cast doubts on the>

*

NRC conclusion "that audits of Pu11 mans welding
| activities were thorough and conducted in accordancc

with the Pullman QA Program.""

The first documented Pullman Internal Audit ipe
d.

Hangers (Supports) was performed on 9-18-73 and
is referenced in the NRC Report. The audit report

states that the scope of the Audit was " adherence
..

to the Engineering Specifications and Quality Assurance
!

Manual . " It would be identified in PG&E Audit.

#73-15 that Pullman QA Manual (KFP's) did not
} specifically address or was applicable to Pipe'

The PG&E Audit would also identify thatHangers.
! ESD 223 established QA policy instead of providing 9instructions for the installation of hangers, in

essence, on " alternate QA program, which was not sub (7% }
'

i

for reviei mitted to the PG&E Quality Assurance Dept.
and approval prior to use.

4

! The NRC Report does not address these discrepancies
but concludes that "the audits appeared to be of3

j reasonable competence and quality."
I

The'NRC Report states "the above audits demonstratede.
that Field Process Sheets (travelers) were audited
for comp'.iance to KTP 8". The'NRC Report is misleadingI

in regard to Pipe Hangers (Supports) and Pipe Rupture,

Restraints. It has already been established that thei

! Pullman QA Manual (KFP's) was not applicable to Pipe
1

Hangers and Pipe Rupture Restraints.!
t

PGEE Audit 673-15, dated 11-29 and 12-19, 1973,
'

' identified:
~

!. 1. Mangers for pipe 2-1/2" and greater:
Subcontractor supplied hanger assembli sI

I a. were not inspected by QA personnel.
;

( l
b. Manger assemblies fabricated on site do

not receive any in process or final;

inspection.i

The installation of hangers received }> |c. final inspection, but no inprocess ins ons. ;,

-.
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.

d. Inspectors are using inspection forms / 3y -)which they consider necessary but'are
not controlled by the QA Program.

e. The conditions of field welds were ,
"-'s

*

generally rough and irregular. Some gj
welds specified on the drawings were (7

J

not made. No discrepancy reports or
other documentation authorizing the
acceptance of these discrepancies were
available.

f. Inspectors could'not furnish any explic j 3Jf E-f acceptance criteria.
i

2. Field run hangers for pipe less than 2-12":
All field run pipe hangers are fabricated

|
a.

on site. These hangers do not receive
i any inprocess or final inspections.'

b. The installation of hangers receive a
>

i final inspection but no inprocess in-
spections.-

c. The auditor noted rough and irregular
welds, undersize and incomplete welds,d

' hangers not in the location specified
by the drawings, hangers not fabricated3

in accordance with approved drawings.
!
{

3. Pipe Rupture Restraints Tg7'

/
f a. The method of recording inspections an

acceptance criteria are not set forth fgff
I<

i in an instruction. All inprocess
inspections of workmanship and technique,

required by the AWS Code are not being
4 performed.
j k 3Ih

.

b. Some welders were welding materials of
greater thickness than they were qualifi di

! for. .

Welding was not in complete accordance )c.
| with the assigned weld procedures.i
4

The Pullman and PG&E Audits of KFP 8 were obviously not applied (
| to Pipe Supports and Pipe Rupture Restraints. Yet the NRC
j Inspector does not reveal this even after he had reviewed thei

PG&E Audit #73-15. For the time period being discussed,'

Pullman would not identify any of the Hanger and Restraint
J

I
discrepancies listed above. PG&E's onsite General Construction

! QC group would not identify any of the discrepancies. Not
until October / November 1973-(the very and of the time frame .

- - - - - - ~ , - - - ,-----__,_,,,,__,e __ _ _
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being discussed), when the PG&E Corporate QA Department per-
formed Audit #73-15,' would the discrepancies be identified.
The NRC Report conclusion that " audits of Pullman welding -
activities were thorough and conducted in accordance with
the Pullman QA program during the" period of August 1971 through,

December 1973" is not an accurate assessment regarding Pipe
Hangers and Rupture Restraints.

2. The NRC Report concludes: "The Pullman audit program met the
; intent of Safety Guide 28 (June 1972) and ANS;[ N45.2-1971,
!

in effect during'that time period, and therefore, the intent
of Appendix B." There is documented evidence which apparently

,
was not reviewed by the NRC Inspector, which suggest the NRC

|
conclusion about the Pullman Audit Program may not be completely

J
accurate for the August 1971 to December 1973 time period for

! Piping, Pipe Supports and Pipe Rupture Restraints.
a

! A Pullman Corporate Interoffice Correspondence,a.
dated 11-13-78, from the Senior QA Engineer,
concerning Corporate Management Addits, states that

. "The Diablo Canyon project has been audited extensively
!

|
only in hardware areas. The entire program has not
been evaluated." The same IOC states "In the past,

Pullman Power Products did not conduct audits or
practices to ASME (Pullman's QA Manual is based on,'

| ASME Code Section III,1971 edition) or 10 CFR 50,
but I feel'it a very essential to do so now".

.

b. A PGEE Corporate Management Audit #80422, dated
6-13-78, indicates that the ANSI standards are not:

| applicable to Pullmans QA Program. . Audit #80422
states " ANSI N45.2 states in its forward that it isi

j not applicable to work performed in accordance with
i the Code (ASME Section III).

c. PG&E's C.S. 48711 and C.S. #8833XR to Pullman makes
no reference to or commitment to Safety Guide 28, .

;
' ANSI N45.2-1971 or 10 CFR 50 Appendix B.

d. PGEE Audit #80422 identified that the Pullman Quality
Assurance Program is not adequately defined. The

| ASME Code Section III, 1971, requires that the Quality
| Assurance Program be documented in detail in a manual: consisting of written policies, procedures, and

instructions. Pullman Corporate Procedure No. XVIII-I,
;, is presently being used for the performance of manage-
i ment audits of field activities. This procedure

implemented QA requirements of the contract but were
not identified as part of the program and revisions
were not controlled by the program.

]
PG&E Audit #80422 indicated that PG&E C.S.#8311 and! e.
the 1971 ASME Code required a comprehensive system-

h(
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of planned and periodic audits to be carried out to
assure compliance wiIth all aspects of the QA Program.
Audit 480422 identified:

" Procedure KTP-18 states in.its scope that it
establishes such a system. However, two types of
audits, management. audits and internal audits, are
described. The procedure does not establish the
scope of either type of audit and no detailed.

schedule has been developed to show that all
aspects of the program are being audited. Further-
more, audit records at the site do not indicate
that all aspects of the program are.being audited.
Records do not indicate that management audits
have been performed on pipe support-work (and pipe
rupture restraints) ." An unofficial, unapproved 14c4
internal audit schedule exists, but it haA not been
followed consistently and for ESD's appear on th
schedule".

'

In light of the above listed evidence, which would
have been in effect during the 1971 to 1973 time
frame, the NRC Report conclusion about the Pullman
audit program during the 1971 to 1973 period becomes
suspect.

The NRC Report reveals that a number of Pullman Internal and-

Corporate audits were performed as well as PG&E audits, on QA
Manual (KFP) procedures related to welding activities. But the
QA Manual was applicable to Piping only, not to Pipe Hangers
(Supports) or Pipe Rupture Restraints. Therefore the conclusion
reached by the NRC Inspection are not applicable to Pipe Hangers
and Rupture Restraints. In addition, there is evidence documenting
serious deficiencies in the Pullman Corporate and Internal audit
program which would suggest noncompliance to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B
during the 1971 to 1973 time period.

- .,

This letter h.as presented evidence which indicates that
Pullman and PGEE did not implement an adequate audit program for
all three major areas of construction, Piping, Pipe Hangers
(Supports) and Pipe Rupture Restraints, during the startup phase I
of Pullman work at Diablo Canyon. Many areas have since been
corrected as a result of the Audit Program but only after a
repeated history of discrepancies. Areas of inadequate corrective
action include:

1. The QA Program Description for Pipe Hangers (Supports)
and Pipe Rupture Restraints. See PG&E Audit 473-15~and
#80422 and Pullman Internal Audit of 10-24-73. The
Current QA Program Description still does not mare a
commitment to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, ANSI N45.2 series or
ASME Section III. Per the QA Program Description certain
sections of the Piping QA Manual ap' ply to Pipe Supports
and Rupture Restraints but it does-not specify which section
for which type of work. The Piping QA Manual is based

f({/]Cn ASME Section III, 1971 edition.
t
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The Pipe Rupture Restraint Crack. Preheating of welds.2.
Repair Program was the result of inadequate corrective
action to poor preheating practices.

See PG&E letter dated 9-19-73,The Pullman Audit Program.3.
Quality Assurance Audits-(Failure to follow existing and [] looSee PG&Eand upgrade Quality Assurance prodedures) .'

Audit #75-2 and PG&E letter dated 3-25-75 concerning
the need for a more comprehensive and e2(tensive internal
audit system. See PG&E Audit #80422.

QA. Documentation *for . Pipe Support arid Pipe Rupture Restral
-

4. See PG&E Audit' #73-15, PG&E NCR # DCl-79-RM-003, g $ 6}work.
PG&E NCR # DCl-78-RM-009

-

There are other areas of inadequate corrective action which
would require more research and time to write about.

I hope this information will be of use during your hearings
with the NRC.

.

Sincerely,

two\ 0- 0C%
Harold O. Hudson
Former Pullman, QL/QC Inspector,

- QA Program Internal Auditor,
Lead Auditor and Pipefitter

0 \A 5 (. $. NM
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i

List of Attachments

1. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V, Report Nos.

50-275/84-16 and 50-323/84-06.

2. ~PG&E Audit #73-15, Oct. and Nov. 1973.

3. M.W. Kellogg Interoffice Correspondence, 9-18-73, Subject: .

M.W. Ed11ogg Internal Audit of Hanger Dept.

4. M.W. Kellogg Interoffice Correspondence, 10-24-73, Subject:
Follow up Audit of Hanger Dept. and Audit of Rupture Restraints
QA Program.

5. Interoffice Correspondence, 11-13-78. Subject: Upecming Audit
of Diablo Canyon in December.

6. PG&E Audit #80422, 6-13-78. Pullman Pow'er Products QA Program

7. PG&E Letter, 9-19-73, Quality Assurance Audits.
.

8. PG&E Letter, 3-25-75, Quality Assurance Audits. ,

9. PG&E Audit #75-2, 2-20,21 and 25, 1975.

i 10. PG&E NCR i DCl-79-RM-003, 1-24-79

11. PG&E NCR # DCl-78-RM-009, 10-26-78
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.. r'A. Cit lu und nNu t.t.t.L t MIL t vmenNY
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COPY-
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.

. - ..

won somon
,

Y - .-

t' .
.

.
.

;*
_. *

. .

'.' .

.
.

. . .

' October 24, 1974''
- .

,

.

- .
. -

.

..

Mr. E. J. Eichelisi .

.

Vice Preaident
--

- -- -

t se.,tre.=,-sersm iat.1 Prauet.
4700 Coli.sete Vay

.

cahic:d. ca. 91601
Didio Ccyrn Project

'\.
CH 167027 - Spec. SM1R

Pipe F.cstrai.t Q.A. luterial TC01123 ,

.

dear Hr. Micholici
.' ,

.

The Qur.Lity brurs:sco regttire=: cts for the I 5C dc.situed structures)f which you are fur-J.shing chc11 ha en folleva:
-

'

s

f
.I 1. Da gener:t1 s;plic62: ree.cir:=4ats are these , ut11:cdc

in Ep:cification 1531". c:d detailed in yet r Qu lity ,,n- 4 . -

-

, Assuroco Esaual prepared for thct a;ccificctics..
,* *

.

L ____

2.. Char;y irpact ter.ts for cr.6cn ste:1 cre required for
infornstica c:.1 . Tests che.11 be cede t.t +20* F.

-

7,

barr/ i=pset testo are cet regttired for type 304
(50.nitt, Steel chould be so advised.)3.

stmislu s eteel.
' .

i -Giccerely.
*

.

4

M. E. Chandler
.

.nNoodsard tis .

F3Cain ,
been

"EK'5ffsh/VJChio/15c!.oloff (2) 8' .

I Ahnstt:1 (Cra)
,

* .

h 'b?!.sM1:<t* !*

iin.

T * tis *i3 a* -~~ '/ O \
- - - - - - - __ _ .__ . _
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...._

-"j..- ,

' ' .~. . .l . * * *g ng y ,) y- .
.,,

, ,

lev A * **
/ . .

,
. .. .*

. Jgog sox 0 toff* *
-

. .

'-
,

.. .
* * -:- .,.

,,
- *

. .
.

.... . . .* . ,'* ..

. e ..t *
,

. .-,

* *
.

.
,

'.* a*
. .

* -
.. t, ,

Dece 6ar 23.1974
- .. .

* * -.,o .
,

*

Str. E. J. ! Title.lini*
. .

Vice President
' *

. . . . . . . . . -
. . ,,,

testrm- er.cea ):etal l'roduses :
*

* *' A100 Coliccus 1:ay .

O kS *M. CA 94401 *
.

.

* 6.

Diablo C.:nyon Project*
.

CM 1670:7 - Spee orin.t .:-

1 Pipe Eastre. int Q.A. Hatcrisi 700 1223 };-
.

i .

Dur Hr. t!ich: limit'

-

,

This letter c'intitus verbal isotruetteu ciben you by F.r. Art Vc.icnta
ar.d Hr. T. reoide on Nee:.he: 20, 1974. . .

*

. All str.inlese steci rods trJ:t be in at:or!sn:o with the applicablo

ASTK spst*fic.ation des!.r .ctics as chown as tho doct;n drr.vinte. /.sy
rod not f al15, t.% thin the 1Dr.its et /.5n! cpecifientiem de:t:;.atis.n4
av.tst be approwd befcec truccadin;;. he red im guestien to r.hova t,n
.ycur reference lett:r 55. 72 4 4 of 4. -

.
.

, ,, % ,

. - -- -
*** -

I_l.ceneding to IL..Une.ta you wars not fully avars tut you wra to'

follow the tes6rd c.ppliet.hlo Co. lity A.esurar.ca require.ramen a.s cut-.

5 lir.c4 la Spseifiestics 3.!31% retur than C4.M.7. nie vro the intent
; as nesticacd p;avicuely 12 our C tcher 24, 1974, in t t er. J

-

'

L __

-. -

.

Sin:crely,'

,

-
. .

,
'

. .

.

.

11. E. CE. TID!L%
'

,

.

T'n*1voldt:sa
*

.

b ce s,,,R33, gin ., '

/JV:.=.4ttc1 (Cy/J* ..

cy.W4cl.d. * '
.

citad a a

Ert'a11ak/V.ichio/13sholoff (2)./
35e

.

-

f
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(# . .......

M' CJFlc GA5 AND E1.CCTRIC cot.tPANYCOP'.
.

s * %O *
t

* '

of
~| : ...~...

*

.

@yJ./ .

.

,6 k 1 . .

, .. . . .. .. .* . .
.. . . . . . . . . .. ... .,. . . .. . .. .

. .m. . . . . . n . . . . . s .. '**
.; .- . . -*

* . .ta:. . January 7,1975* . . . .
..

. .i. . ... * .,
. .

. . ' *, . g g, .b
* . * .8 .

..
.

Pr. E. J. Nichelini
, **

.

Vice President .

SoscrerA*ergcs ihcal Products
, , * ** -

. - . . . .

4700 Colisau:1.*sy .

Oakland. C/. 94101
,,

Dirblo Canyon Froject *

* C): 167027 - Spec. EE31T.
Pipe ?mattrant Q. A.1* .torial TC01223 .

*

Deer nr. sichtlini 60;ds-cd
T. tis ictter vill ans.ar quest.icts posed in ycur nference letter
Decether 27, D71. *

Job directics sequence vill be as folleva
)* (1) *

.

7hase t Tipe Vall *
.

*

Phase II Area C /CW .

.

Phase III Pipout/

I Phase IV
Turtius building- .

,

d

You hara aircady received astked up drmisso for these I chevint our prepeze1.'o will fur:12h eruction cequences for et.ch of the re in-
erection ecquence.
Ang phs:es, if our 11a.1d personne.1 think it necessary.

ore. tion design
Final reloc.as daten for liuclect senics Corr28, 1974

drawings rcrain the sar.s as stated tu their Oc:cherletter except fcr Pht.sa 1 dich va received 1\:cer.but 26 cad
(2)'

and the Cc=ponent Coolir.g ttster ifacc YeuDececher 31, 1974,
Exchar.r.er Jet Ict nt/ rent Estrier WirA vill be delaryed.
vill still need to s.dd a r.inisua et two vacks to these detesfor f acific Cas cud Elcetric Cc=ptsy coort.icatics before you

i'

would recciw ther
/,atir.f pt.ted tire required ts approm your shop dravings vill,1

O) be appredcately three,vevks.
..*

, .
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(
l' ,p!C G55 FIND ELECTRIC COMPANY

'

.

I

CO'
fg. ICOR 50:010F7 ,

-

*
.

l..

Janus.ry 7,1975*

- 2 '-
..

kr. E. J. Nichs11:1
.

ifi-

0s Jimusry 2,1975, ycu egr.in soked for a clarification c.m to which epecnah.ip and er.terie.l.k~

. cation you vers to fo11cv for Qwdity Assurece, wor t.:.:As you stat .', sad vo scend corrected, Generr.1 Quality /::surt.nca shoulEsterisi cad workmenship shou.lc be
d be

in accordmco with specificatico 6831R.in accordoce with Specificatico C333n. NSC design druings alreaty re
ticet

j*

.

this rczuitecent. *
.

.

Sincerely,k
.

. .. .. . . _ . . .
* .. .

*

M. H. Chr.ndler
.

*

.

.

. .

Ttwoldtliv
.

,

bcc: J fJJin-
A1h tsstet (GPL) *

VR7cttas/daleses
*

*I.!hY'a'4.fie 1 dtr.to114/"JChic/ISokoloff (2) /
O2 *

* .

.

.

. o

* t .

* ' .

. #
e

.
.

%

.

s

.

.

.

.

9. .e
*
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NRC Allegation #1363

Allegation Description:

In response to allegation PGandE made false statement
regarding allegers failure to document his concerns prior
to making allegation.

.

This rebuttal allegation appears to come from a letter from GAP to Congressman

Leon Panetta dated June 13, 1984, but received June 21, 1984 which states:

PG&E's response is misleading. It fails to add that management had
verbally instructed him not to write up such problems on formal
reports. He was following orders by disclosing QA problems on
informal notes. This policy is dangerous because reporting the
systems insures that the QA problems receive full engineering
review by PG&E and are monitored by the NRC for their safety
significance (Attachment A, page 2, para. 2).

.

The rebuttal is merely the unsupported hearsay assertion of Mr. Devine who is

a Washington D.C. attorney and not a worker on site. Contrary to the

allegation, the Field QA/AC Manager has been questioned on this matter and

indicates that no verbal instructions were given that QA deficiencies should

be written up on informal notes and not formal QA documents.,

The subject matter of this allegation was discussed in response to GAP #199 in

PGandE letter DCL-84-166 dated April 30, 1984, and PGandE letter DCL-84-187

dated May 17, 1984 The previous allegations and responses are attached

I hereto (Attachment B). As stated in the second response, which was submitted

after the affidavit was received, the condition of concern to the alleger was )

inspected by Pullman Engineering at the time the concern was raised and

reviewed as to safety effect. The specific baseplate in question was filled
,

with grout, contrary to the allegation. In addition, the related engineering

0119s/0022M - 164 - O!85beb0 Ib""

- - - _ _ _ . _ _ . _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ .
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calculations were analyzed on the basis of the absence of grout and the

bearing surface of the plate still met criteria.

1

.

4
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i
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;
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;

I
|
!

:
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,

I
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.

4

.

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
- 165 - October 30, 1984

0119s/0022M
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'

Response to NRC #1363
Page 1 of 3

.

-
,

17

C r.I ~ E ~-
'

.

GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTADILITY PROJECT l

Institute for Policy Studies '84 JUN 21 M0 50 |
'

1901 Que Street. N.W.. Woshington. D.C. 20009 (202)234 9382 1

i
|

|

] June 13.1984-

:

I

] The Honorable Leon Panetta
U.S. House of Representatives

i 339 Cannon House Office Building
j Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Panetta:'
,

i My name is Thomas Devine. I am the legal director of the Government
j Accountability Project. I am writing on behalf of a Diablo Canyon '

whistleblower whom I represent. He is fed up after repeated efforts toa

' work within the system at Diablo Canyon, as offered by Pacific Gas and
i Electric (PG&E), its contractor Pullman Power and the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) representatives of Region V. He is concerned that the
plant is being licensed on the basis of false statements, while potentially!

dangerous conditions remain uncorrected.
.

| He has taken his evidence to the NRC, which has frustrated him by not
responding at all, or by accepting PG&E/ Pullman responses uncritically.
He is angry that the NRC compromised his anonymity, which he believes has
led to increased harassment.

He seeks the assistance of your office in persuading the government
i to respond honestly to legitimate concerns that could affect public health
j and safety. In order to avoid becoming any more of a public figure than .

the NRC has made hi:n already, he asked me to submit to you the information
summarized below.'

,

'
|

I. MISLEADING OR MATERIAL FALSE STATEMENTS
f

' Like many whistleblowers at Diablo Canyon, this employee submitted a
i sworn statement detailing his charges to the NRC, after the system at the

plant did not respond. He believes that PG&E's answers to the allegations
contain misleading or material false statements. That is no basis on which! -

j to officially bless Diablo Canyon for comercial operations. Illustrative
examples are listed below:

J

1. One of the employee's charges was that Pullman's quality assurance
(QA) manager did not respond to a 1982 inquiry over a potentially widespread

i problem with baseplates that are mounted over concrete voids. The employee
was concerned that the voids could affect the baseplates' ability to bear

;

heavy structural loads for which they are responsible. (See March 12.206t

petition GAP allegation fl99, p.12). ,j
|

- _ _ . _ _ _ _ . ._._ _ ___ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _____ _ __ _ _________ _ __ _
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p6&E answered in part that the employee was at fault for raising the
issue through an informal memorandum. In an April 30 letter to the NRC, the
utility; stated somewhat stuffily. "Had he documehted it on a DR [ Discrepancy

= Report] or DCN [ Deficient Condition Notice] 1rraccordance with established
procedures, the problem, if indeed there were one, would have been properly
addressed." (A;r ? 30 letter to the NRC, DCL-84-166, at p.12).

'

PG&E's response is misleading. It fails to add that management had
verbally instructed him not to write up such problems on formal reports. He
was following orders by disclosing QA problems on informal notes. This
policy is dangerous, because the reporting system insures that QA problems
receive full engineering review by PG&E and are monitored by the NRC for their
safety significance.

Unfortunately, the coverups are getting cruder. Other witnesses have
described 1984 written instructions for inspectors not to write Discrepancy
Reports.

This is one of the~ problems the NRC says is too insignificant or ,

'

repetitive to interfere with operating the plant. Perhaps that explains why
management is so arrogant that it is attempting to close down the reporting
system just when it is most needed -- on the eve of operation. Perhaps tha't
also explains why we still don't know the condition of Diablo Canyon on the
eve of operation. Possible QC violations such as with the baseplates were
reported on notes which management now claims it "has not been able to find,
or even recall . . ." (PG&E April 30 letter DCL-84-166, at p.11). Luckily,
the witness kept his copy of the " lost" note in this case.

2. The same witness was also concerned about the use of.a copper backing ,

bar for certain welding without first conducting qualification tests on the
effects. Cracking occurred in welding done with the copper backing bar.
(March 1 petition, GAP allegations #176-179, at pp. 6-7). ,

In partial response, PG&E claimed "there is no documented evidence that
the inspector contacted his leadman or the QA/QC Manager regarding his concerns
about the use of copper backing." (.PG&E April 30 letter, DCL-84-166, at pp.
20-21).

That is a false statement, unless the documented evidence was destroyed.
Even then it would be misleading.- The whistleblower and another inspector
co-authored written findings about the problem on a process sheet. The QA
Manager certainly was not ignorant He admonished the co-author for writing

, up the problem report that PG8E now says doesn't exist.

This is another one of those issues the NRC hasn't yet resolved. The
agency has not contacted the witness to check the accuracy of PG4E's excuses.

3. The witness also had disicosed how unmarked tools were used on-site
for welding on stainless steel pipes. This could lead to metal contamination
and cracks in the stainless steel. At the time, the employee wrote up a
Deficient Condition Notice (DCN) on the problem and tried to stop work with a
hold tag until the controversy was resolved. Management ordered him to remove
the hold tag and then waited a pear before " resolving" the DCN by rejecting it. J

'

' (March 12.206 petition, GAP a1 ;egations fl95-96, pp.11-12). S
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The NRC's response illustrates why this whistleblower has lost faith in
A few weeks ago the agency informed the employee that witnessesFurther, the NRC explained'

the agency.

on-site haq not backed his recollection of events.thatthe date of the DCN was two days after stainless steel work had stoppe ,
d

so apparently he had been mistaken.
But the whistleblowerj

On the surface the answer sounded reasonable.He had been an eyewitness to

realized that something was seriously amiss.the stainless work and submitted the DCN two days later.Second, the NRC talked with the witnesses
The NT.C hadn't

bothered to check that detail.They didn't check with the whistleblowers for wit-
accused of wrongdoing. The employee concluded that the NRC was either
nesses who would back him. The staff promised to consider further

-
.

being duped, or trying tc dupe him. inquiry but has not yet agreed to talk with proposed witnesses.
'

COMPROMISING CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES
.

'

II.

The whistleblower feels personally betrayed by a new NRC policy to turn ,Even

over all employee affidavits and exhibits to the utility for response.
i f

with his name deleted, the utility was able to identify him as the source o
numerous allegations after the NRC turned over his evidence. ' The utility
then published his name in legal briefs.'

either disclose
This policy puts employees in a Catch-22 dilemma:

allegations in an abstract manner which the NRC will then dismiss as toovague; or disclose problems with specificity, which will make confidentia
1

lity
'

Either way

impossible once the statements and exhibits are turned over.the public is hurt -- through exposing whistleblowers to reprisal, or by!

|
drying up the free flow of information on safety issues.:

There are
That is why this employee is turning to Congress for help.king

enough coverups at Diable Canyon due to management, without the NRC ma
'

interested Congresspeople, in an effort to restore Diablo Canyon to legalThis witness and others are willing to meet with you or any otherit worse.,

|

accountability before it begins commercial operation.4

!

Sincerely,~
,

;

ANwH*
Thomas Devine

,

i

<

J I

.

'
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Attachment B
Response to NRC #1363
Reference: DCL-84-166
Date: April 30, 1984
Page 1 of 4

GAP #199, Petition at 12.

In the sun 7er of 1982, the sane inspector raised but never
received a response to a menorandun asking Mr. Karner about
a potentially widespread problen with baseplates that are
nounted over concrete voids. The inspector believed that

th of the bearing surface
the voids could affect the streng/84 Anon. Aff, at 12 andfor the baseplates. (citing 2/25

related Exhibit 22.)

23. The Project is unaware of problens with baseplates nounted over concrete

voids, and Pullnan has not been able to find, or even recall, anyi

menorandun about this allegation.

24. The concrete placenent progran requires an inspector to be present

during all concrete pours. When the forns are stripped, the concrete is
i

inspected for voids. If voids are found, they are docunented and
t

repaired in accordance with approved contractor procedures.

25. Pullman is also responsible for inspecting holes for concrete anchors

prior to attachnent of the base plate. Any voids are required to be
.

docunented in accordance with approved procedures. Based upon review of

the docunentation, no problens with base plates nounted over concrete

voids have been discovered.
,

26. The anonynous alleger clains to have docunented this problen on an

infornal nenorandun to Mr. Harold Karner. Had he docunented it on a DR.

or DCN in accordance with established procedures, the problen, if indeed

there was one, would have been properly addressed.,

.

t 0

. - - - , - _ _ . - . _ . _ . _ , . . _ . , _ ,
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R;sponse to NRC #1363
|

' "

Referenco: DCL-84-187 '

Date: May 17, 1984
--

Page 2 of 4
,

( SAP #199, Petition at 12.

It is alleged that:

In the summer of 1982, the same inspector raised but neverreceived a response to a memorandum asking Mr. Karner about
a potentially widespread problem with baseplates that areThe inspector believed that
mounted over concrete voids.the voids could affect the strength of the bearing surface

(citine 2/25/84 Anon. Aff. at 12 andfor the baseplates.
related Exhibit 22.)

i
The difference between the Petition and Attachment 2 is that the allegat on

d

refers to a memorandum to Mr. Karner concerning "a potentially widesprea

problem with baseplates that are mounted over concrete volds,' whereas
Attachment 2, pp.19-20 and Exhibit 37, identify the actual concern as a

'

dded in
question about the installation of base plates over unistrut embe
concrete and the reduction in bearing surface where the grout did not

Since the original response did not discuss
completely fill the unistrut. i
this concern, the original response should be deleted and the follow ng

supplemental response inserted in its place.

A review of the Pullman files has failed to discover a copy of the memo|

In f act, neither Mr. Karner nor Mr. Werner, to whomi.

attached as Exhibit 37. However, Mr.
Exhibit 37 was addressed, can recall ever seeing the agemo. into
Werner does recall discussing the matter with Mr. McDermott and going

Mr. Werner recalls
Unit 2 and inspecting the baseplate in question. f
explaining to Mr. McDermott that he did not consider the condition to be oi t
any consequence due to the relative sizes of the baseplate and the un stru .

,

|

*
,

-5-
02240 WS' .
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Attachment 8'

R2spon:s to NRC #1363
. .

Reference: DCl.-84-187
Date: May 17, 1984
Page 3 of 4

Free an engineering standpoint, the existence of embedded unistruts under
? g .

\
In

rupture restraint baseplates generally would not be a cause for concern.

most cases, the unistruts are completely filled with grout when the baseplates
Even if

are grouted, thereby eliminating any concern regarding grovt voids.

the unistrut is not entirely filled, the small size of the unistrut, 1-5/0*

wide, limits the size of the potential void. Baseplates require bearing when
Due to the typical size

they are subject to direct or flexural compression.

of the baseplates they can easily span across a hypothetical void caused by
The

the 1-5/g* wide unistrut with negligible effects on their stiffness.

ses11 reduction in bearing area, typically 2 percent, caused by the existence

of an unfilled embedded unistrut would be negligible.

To further illustrate this insignificance of voids in embedded unistruts, pipe

support baseplate grouting, as addressed in ESO 223 section 6.3.7.2, allows

gaps under the baseplate to extend over 25 percent of the baseplate surf ace

While the rupture restraint construction procedures do not address thearea.

maximum acceptable voids, applying this same 25 percent criteria to rupture

restraint baseplates, would demonstrate that the bearing surface of the plate

more than adequately meets design requirements.

For the specific case identified in this allegation, the' Unit 2 rupture
52.23.145.1 has beenrestraint design has been reviewed and calculation no.

As part of the
amended to acknowledge the entstence of the embedded unistrut.

review, the unistrut was assumed to be totally devoid of grout, thereby
Since the baseplate design has a

reducing the bearing surface by 2 percent.

=6-
02240
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Attachment 8
Response to NRC #1363
Reference? DCL-84-187**

Date: May 17. 1984.

Page 4 of 4

f actor of safety of 15. a 25 reduction in the bearing surf ace is of no

sfinificance thereby substantiating the original judgement made by Mr. Werner,

and contradicts any notion that management sought to cover-up a potential

problem.

At the same time engineering was reviewing the design, Mr. Werner visually

reinspected the baseplate in question and determined that the embedded

unistrut is filled with grout.

Therefore, this allegation raises no technical concerns.

i

l

1

.-

i

1

|

.
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NRC Allegation #14CJ

Allegation')escription:

Red welds on stanchions attached to Class I large-bore
could fail during a seismic event.

The alleger's opinion is baseless. Ir January of 1978, DR 3537 (Unit 1) and

DR 3534 (Unit 2) were initiated to identify discrepancies found relating to

full penetration welds on stanchions. All stanchion welds were identified and
Theeither replach or accepted after engineering review and analysis.

discrepancies were also identified on pGendt NCR DCO-78-let-002 and reported to

the RC in pGendE letter dated March 7,1978, in accordance with

10 CFR 50.56(e). All corrective action has been conducted in accordance with

approved procedures and fully documented.

No weld stanchion deficiencies are known to exist.

.

G

PGandt Letter Wo: DCL-84-343

0119s/0022M - 166 - October 30, 1984

. _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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NRC Allegation #1409

Allegation Description:

Though linear indications were found on a wide flange beam
the inspector was not allowed to document the discrepancy
because of contractor jurisdictional boundaries.

PGandE is not aware of any case where an inspector was either told or not

allowed to identify linear indications in a beam because of contractor

jurisdictional boundaries. Inspectors are told to report quality problems,

regardless of origin, to the PTGC personnel responsible for that area, or to

document the concern in writing so the infomation can be transmitted to

PTGC. In addition, the PGandE Quality Hotline has been established so

individuals can report concerns directly to PGandE. No such concerns have

been reported.

4

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343

0119s/0022N - 167 - October 30, 1984

-
Y
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NRC Allegation #1467-

Allegation Description:s

Breakdown of the reporting system makes it difficult to
,

write formal reports of QA/QC violations. Field inspectors'
,,

are ins *.ructed to write DCN only rather than DR directly. )*6
Also, disposition manner. |

!

I'+
This subject was previously addressed in responses to NRC Allegations #1220.

''

and #1364 which were submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-328 dated'

October 18, 1984 and which, in turn, reference the response to

! Allegation III-15 which was rubmitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-243 dated

x June 29,1984 The previous all'egations and responses are attached hereto.

s

s

'
,

4

/

r

'; ,

PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343
168 - October 30, 1984 10119s/0022M -

'

:

:|
- %

i .

_.
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1467

.

Page 1 of 2 |

NRL Allegations r1220 and 1364 .

Allegation #1220 Description:

Pullman has verbally instructed inspectors not to write
discrepancy reports. These instructions are confirmed by
memo.

NRL Allegation Paraphrase:

Over the last few' months Pullman verbally has instructed
inspectors not to write Discrepancy Reports (DR's). These
instructions have been confirmed by a memorandum. This
allows PGandE to remain officially ignorant of quality
problems during the last few months before commercial
operation. That is when it is most significant for PGandE
to keep informed so that it can keep the NRC informed. ESD
240 states "All discrepancy reports will be generated by
field QA/QC inspectors or engineers." Field inspectors are
instructed to write DCN's only, and Pullman QA will
determine if a DR is necessary. This instruction is per
memoranda and not incorporated into any approved procedure,
in violation of another approved procedure for
incorporating memoranda into approved procedures.

' Allegation r1364 Description:
I QL inspectors instructed by management not to document

decrepant conditions in formal reports.

: This subject was previously addressed in Response No. Ill-lb submitted in

P6andE letter DCL-84-243 dated June 25, 1984 The previous allegation and

response are attached hereto,

l

As is stated in that response, inspectors were never told not to document

discrepant' conditions in formal reports. They were, however, requested thati

where it coulo not be determined whether the condition was actually deficient,
1 !

.

.

.

PGandE Letter No. : DCL-64-328'
217bd/0023K - 46 - October 16, 1984

kb7
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ . ._ _- . _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ , _ _
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Attachment to
NRC Allegation 1467
Page 2 of 2 |

'

.

1

they should describe the discovered condition in a memorandum to management

and request guidance as to how to handle the matter before preparing a fonnal j

I
report.

.

.

.

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-328
217bd/0023K - 47 - October 16, 1984

N
- -_. -_ . . _ _ . _ _ . __ _ . .
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etttacnment to
NRC Allegation 1220 and 1364
Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29. 1984
Page 1 of 2

), -

'

i
!!!-15 1

It is alleged that:
t

On March 13, 1984, there was a meeting between the Pullman
leadsen and Pullman supervision, after which the leadmen
told the Quality Control (QC) inspectors that starting
immediately, for both Units 1 and 2. QC faspectors wre not
to write ey Discrepancy Reports (DR's, which 90 to PG4E to
be dispositioned) and were only allowed to write Deficient
Condition Notices (DCW's), a Pullman in-house form.

They said that even if it should be a DR, to only write it
on a DCN form, that Pullman's Quality Assurance (QA)
department would review thee to see if there were any
conditions that required a DR, and that if so the QA
department would write them up.

When inspectors asked questions about this, the QC
supervisors told thee that this new procedure was ordered
by Bill K1amel, the head of the QA department, and that

; -

Kfenel would issue a meno shortly.

Kimmel is the QA supervisor, and QA has no direct authority
over the day-to-day actions of QC personnel. In addition
to this, I as concerned that this new procedure violates
10 CFR Part 21,10 CFR 50.55(e), and 10 CFR Part 50
Appendix B. (3/22/84 Clevett Aff. at 3.)

The entire issue of DCNs and DRs was previously addressed in PGandE's
i

Answer in Opposition to Joint Intervenors' Motion to Reopen on CQA,
4

Karner and Etzler Aff. at 36-39. That response stated in part that:

Detatis of Pullman Power Products procedures for
reporting deficient conditions are contained in ,

procedures ESD 268 (Field Procedure for Deficient
Condition Notices (DCN), and ESD 240 (Field Procedure
for Monconformance Reporting called a Discrepancy
Report (DR)). These procedures have been in effect
since 1973 for ESD 240 and 1978 for ESD 268.

These procedures were prepared, rovfewed, and approved by
both Pullman QA/QC management and PGandE to be in
comp 1f ance wf th the Pullman QA Manual section for

..

nonconformance reporting (KFP-10) and PGandE's

NG1
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NRC Allegation 1220 and 1364
'

Reference: DCL-84-243
Dated: June 29, 1984
Page 2 of 2

l

Specification 8711. These procedures give the specific'

details for preparation of a DCN and a DR. The DCN, as
identified in ESD 268 is a method for ffeld personnel to.

identify what they believe to be problems that violate
procedures and which cannot be corrected during the nomal
course of construction. In accordance with the approved
procedure, ESD 268, PGandE is not required to revlew the
DCN.

l.

. The DCN, by procedure, does require Pullman Engineering |'

concurrence. If a DCN is prepared b
requires Pullman QA/QC concurrence. y engineering, it also 1

This assures that both
Pullman discipitnes are aware of the condttion, have the

!'

opportunity to assure that all itses are accurately
depteted, and that all necessary infomation is thcluded ini

1

the DCN. The review by a Pullman QA/QC leadman, which is
not required by procedure, was implemented to further
assure that information is accurate, that all ner.essary
information was included, and to let upper levels of
responsibility know of problems that am occurring. This
review is not intended to delay submittal of these reports.*

but is done to prevent further recurrence, to famediately
provide additional training and instructions to the <

msponsible partf es, and to assure that these reports are
not rejected for lack of information at the next level of

r review. With proper justification, a DCW can be voided at ,

any level of review including that of the QA/QC manager.
! If the DCN is voided prior to reaching the Pullman QA/QC

annager, it is done so only with the concurrence and,

agreement of the originator or his first line supervisor.
|

' . If the DCN is voided at any stage of the process, the
original DCN or a copy thereof is returned to the
originator. Additional instructions have been tuplemented
to assure that these documents are handled properly and
voided copies are kept on file. The DCN can be
dispositioned in various ways, one of which is identifying

,

the problem on a DR. '

The "new" procedure mentioned by Mr. Kinnel was merely a restatement

of the procedure which had long been in effect. This meno was issued

to all QA/QC and Engineering personnel by Mr. Karner and Mr. Cornish

on March 14, 1984 The actions involved herein violated no ,
.

regulatory reyf rements.
,

'
,

|

|

..
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